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ABSTRACT

Interpersonal relatedness, social understanding and 

symbolic play in congenitally blind children

This project was a preliminary attempt to investigate certain aspects of congenitally blind children’s 

social functioning, prompted by clinical findings that some blind children show particular 

impairments in this area. The purpose was to explore the hypothesis that limits placed by congenital 

blindness on the quality of social interaction for some blind children have implications for the 

development of their social understanding - as shown through their comprehension of ‘mental’ 

concepts and symbolic play - independent of their more general cognitive abilities.

From a sample of four- to nine-year-old blind children, who did not have other demonstrable physical 

or neurological disabilities, two sub-groups were constituted, who were judged by teachers to be more, 

or less, able in everyday interpersonal relating. The groups were matched, along with a group of 

sighted children, for age and IQ.

These groups were compared across a series of three studies, involving (i) observations of children in 

free-play situations with their peers, applying novel scales of behaviour rating; (ii) comprehension 

tests of children's understanding of the distinction between ‘mental’ processes and reality, using 

adaptations of established tests; (iii) semi-structured sessions of symbolic play, rated according to the 

physical and symbolic 'anchorage' of the play and qualities of narrative and role play.

The studies established that blindness per se is not an impediment to development of social 

understanding, in that the blind children most able in their everyday social relating performed without 

significant differences from the sighted comparison group on (studies ii and iii). There was suggestive 

evidence that those children who showed poorer peer-relations (study i) were also impaired in aspects 

of their social understanding, shown through symbolic play (study iii), though not in their explicit 

conceptual understanding of mental’ processes (study ii).

These findings were considered with a view to highlighting their relevance for understanding the 

psychological development of both blind and sighted children, particularly with regard to how they 

develop in their understanding of themselves and other people.
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CHAPTER ONE: PURPOSE OF THE PROJECT AND

LITERATURE REVIEW

A summary of research on the development of congenitally blind children, with emphasis 

on interpersonal relatedness and social understanding
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PURPOSE OF THE PROJECT AND GENERAL HYPOTHESIS

There have been many reports in the clinical and experimental literature about a range of delays and 

impairments shown by some blind children in social aspects of their development. This has been 

shown, for instance, not by a delay in learning words and phrases, but by an inability to use them in 

appropriate pragmatic fashion to communicate with other people (e.g. Andersen et al., 1984; Wills, 

1968). Problems have also been noted in the quality of blind children’s interpersonal relationships 

with others (e.g. Keeler, 1958; Parmalee et al., 1959) This project was designed to examine further 

the social domain of young blind children’s functioning, to see whether any problems therein are 

indeed separable from more general patterns of learning and physical disability.

The hypothesis underlying this investigation was that congenital blindness may limit children’s 

engagement with other people in specific respects that have characteristic implications for the 

development of social understanding and symbolic play. More specifically, it was hypothesised that 

blind children’s problems lie in how they cannot see how other people have attitudes and intentions to 

a shared, visually specified world. They are therefore deprived of a source of information that others’ 

attitudes are both co-ordinated with, but distinct from, the child’s own attitudes to the environment. 

Put another way, this limitation in interpersonal relating makes it more difficult for the congenitally 

blind child to distinguish between people’s mental states, and the things in the world that these states 

are ‘about’.

It follows from the hypothesis that some congenitally blind children may show specific delays or 

impairments in the following two areas of social understanding which are featured in this project: (a) 

understanding mental states, and (b) appreciating the way that people can choose to ascribe symbolic 

meanings in play. It was also hypothesised that these impairments are not related to the children’s 

levels of general cognitive ‘intellect’, which develops in parallel to social aspects of cognition. 

However, there may be alternative, non-vision-dependent, routes to co-reference between the child and 

others; notably hearing and touch. It is anticipated, therefore, that some blind children will
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circumvent this limitation, becoming successfully socially engaged and therefore able in their social 

understanding.

As Hodapp and Zigler (1995) noted, a child’s development is determined by the complex relationships 

among her developing characteristics and abilities, the many types of environments that she 

encounters, and how other people respond to her. ‘Transactional theory’, or ‘general systems analysis’ 

(e.g. SamerofT and Emde, 1989; p.21), focuses on the developmental process of “adaptive self

reorganisation”, whereby a system (child) continually encounters new circumstances or constraints in 

her environment which cannot be dealt with by existing system mechanisms, and so derives new 

adaptive responses to deal with them. This project, while being on the one hand a comparative study 

of blind and sighted children’s development in the area of social functioning, also illustrated the range 

of social and intellectual adaptive responses that congenitally blind children have made to this one 

profound constraint.

LITERATURE REVIEW: THE EFFECTS OF VISUAL IMPAIRMENT ON 

DEVELOPMENT

In order to make more clear the nature of the developmental areas and problems on which this thesis 

will focus, the first chapter will present a review of previous research in relevant areas of blind 

children’s development. It will begin with more general, background aspects of early physical and 

cognitive progress (starting with a summary of the ophthalmic conditions shown by the children in 

the project), then move progressively towards a more specific concern with reports of how blind 

children interact with, and understand, themselves and other people. This latter involves the explicit 

comprehension that, like oneself, other people are individuals with their own thoughts, emotions, and 

elective decision-making capacities. Such understanding is demonstrably in place for most sighted 

children by about age four (e.g. Wellman, 1990; Chapter Four below for greater detail). It is indicated 

too by a particular conceptual ability required in symbolic play: what has been termed by some 

researchers metarepresentation' (e.g. Leslie, 1987). In short, this involves an implicit appreciation
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that in symbolism one represents and manipulates one’s own and other persons’ meaning-attributions 

towards objects (discussed more fully in Chapter Five). Therefore, the literature review will be 

predominantly concerned with blind infants’ and young children’s cognitive, motor, physical and 

social development that is relevant to attaining this particular level of social understanding.

In discussing children, the term blind will be used to describe those who have a level of vision 

sufficient only to perceive light, or less. Children with more vision, able to perceive colour 

differentiation and shadows, or better, will be called either partially sighted or visually impaired. 

Since the aim of this project is to examine the abilities of congenitally blind children, these will 

receive focus in the following research review, with visually impaired children considered as 

comparisons when explicitly mentioned by researchers. Often, though, researchers have failed 

explicitly to differentiate between totally and partially blind subjects, and this point is noted where 

relevant.

It should be noted that much of the research to be quoted in this chapter regarding blind children's 

development is comparative to sighted norms of physical or cognitive development. As Warren (1994) 

pointed out, however, there could well be different rates of development between visually impaired 

and sighted children, and even within the visually impaired group, in which a child's level of vision 

and other impairments are relevant, so that the children (indeed like the sighted) do not form a 

coherent group. On one particular point of comparison, chronological age, often used as a matching 

criterion, it must be borne in mind that many visually impaired children are bom before full term and 

so a 'correction for prematurity' is sometimes made. This is, though as Warren noted, a problematic 

concept, "For example, at six months of chronological age an infant that was bora three months 

prematurely is indeed six months old, but in terms of its maturational development it may be 

considered to be only three months old. If this premature infant performs an activity at six months 

uncorrected birth age, the correction for prematurity yields credit for that activity at three months

rather than six  (However) .... the infant has also had the advantage of three months extra

experience." (Warren, 1994; p.2). This raises the question of the relative value and interaction of 

internal maturation and external experience, further complicated by the fact that such early experience
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for a premature baby, in special hospital care, is much différent from that of a sighted new-born. 

Warren's suggestion is to apply a blanket correction of subtracting three months from the birth age of 

premature children. Though acknowledging this point, it was decided in the project to be reported, 

however, not to correct for prematurity as the visually impaired children under study were emerging 

into middle-childhood, the youngest being four years and ten months.

The research review is divided into three sections. These are>

1) The effects of congenital blindness on early social development

2) Particular problems faced by blind children in acquiring a sense of self and others, and in 

developing language and play.

3) Blind children with special difficulties in their social frmctioning

1) The effects of congenital blindness on early social development

The review begins with a focus on research which has considered blind and visually impaired 

children’s early progress in socially relevant areas of cognitive and physical development, usually 

relative to that of sighted children. This discussion will be divided into the following sub-sections:

(i) Causes of congenital blindness;

(ii) Early development in physical, cognitive and social functioning;

(iii) Early cognitive development: the important concept of 'object permanence';

(iv) Early interpersonal relating;

(v) The impact of parents’ pressures and stress;

(vi) A longitudinal observation of one blind infant’s progress.

(1) Causes of congenital blindness

To provide context, it might be useful at this point to provide short descriptions of the medical 

conditions which are represented by children involved in this project. Specific discussion of the 

organic causal relationships between particular conditions and development in interpersonal 

relatedness and social understanding follows in later chapters.
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Retinopathy Of Prematurity (ROP)

This condition has been associated with the effects of oxygen on extremely immature retinal vessels, 

either as the primary cause or in combination with several, as yet undefined factors (Augsburger et al., 

1983). There are five designated stages. Patz (1957) suggested that the background to this condition is 

as follows. Until the foetus is of four months gestation, the retina is avascular (without blood vessels), 

deriving nutrition from the outer adjacent choroid layer and from vessels in the vitreous. At this point 

vessel complexes begin to extend and grow toward the periphery, reaching the nasal periphery at eight 

months, but not the temporal periphery until ten months gestation; that is, this process is not complete 

until the baby is ex-utero, one month after delivery at term. Therefore a baby bom premature at seven 

months has an incompletely vascularised retina that is susceptible to damage from exposure to the 

excessive oxygen which is often provided for general support in special care. As noted by Taylor 

(1990), hyperoxia, as a result of supplemental oxygen therapy, will cause constriction of the 

peripheral retinal vessels in the pre-term baby. When oxygen levels are returned to normal, they leave 

a relatively hypoxic retina and there is stimulation to new vessel formation, with the resulting 

condition of ROP. The children at most risk of this complication are often systematically unwell, 

hypoxic themselves as well as being premature, and it is this fact that necessitates them requiring the 

supplemental oxygen. Also implicated in ROP have been severe neonatal infections, exchange 

transfusions, vitamin E deficiency, intraventricular haemorrhage, light levels in the pre-term nursery 

and respiratory stress syndrome (Taylor, 1990).

In the final, stage 5 of ROP (previously known as retrolental fibroplasia), as described by Terry 

(1942), the immature and oxygen-rich vessels just described become a fibrous tissue overgrowth, 

developing behind the crystalline lens of the eye. Between three and five weeks after birth there is 

dilation of the retinal veins, retinal swelling, obscurity of the vitreous, opacity of the retina and later 

proliferation of fibrous bands. The active phase of this disease lasts until the fourth or fifth month. 

This effect may be asymmetrical. Retinal haemorrhage is conunon, as is vitreous haemorrhage and 

fusion of retinal folds. These effects then lead to a detached retina at about ten weeks after birth. 

Retinal detachment occurs when the inner neurosensoiy layer of the retina becomes separated from
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the underlying retinal pigment epithelial layer (RPE). The detachment of the neurosensory retina from 

the blood supply leads to the death of the rods and cones so no messages are formed to be carried 

through to the optic nerves. Usually these infants weigh less than 1250g at birth, and require 

substantial special care. Organic intellectual impairments are debated, with contradictory research 

findings.

Leber's congenital amaurosis 

This is an autosomal recessive condition, characterised by total blindness either congenitally or within 

the very early months. It is difficult to diagnose, as the retina appears superficially normal. A correct 

diagnosis is confirmed by flat or absent ERG response. The essential problem is dystrophy or 

degeneration of the neurosensory retina (i.e. of the rod and cone photoreceptors on its surface). 

Frequent associated optical signs are nystagmus (involuntary to-and-fro oscillation of the eyes), 

strabismus (squint), photophobia and oculodigital syndrome (frequent eye-rubbing). Cataracts may 

develop in some patients in their teens. More widely, there is incidence of renal problems and 

psychomotor retardation. Frequently such children are described as hypotonic, though Taylor (1990) 

observed that this feature is not specific to Leber's amaurosis, and that many psychologically and 

intellectually normal blind children are delayed in reaching sighted milestones. Some children with 

this condition are found to be developmentally delayed by sighted norms (e.g. Rogers, 1989), and

also are found to reach a "plateau" in their development at around age two, with 

subsequent progress at a much slower pace. Goodyear et aÉlw^ciated this effect with "frequent 

hospital admissions or social deprivation."

Anophthalmia and microphthalmia

These are rare conditions: the problem occurring by the 5th - 8th week of gestation. The conditions 

are often difficult to distinguish. Anophthalmia is the term for a non-existence of a true eye. The 

condition is caused either by a complete failure of the budding of the optic vesicle, or an early arrest in 

its development. Prostheses (false orbital implants) are often inserted early in childhood to stimulate 

grovWh in the orbital area. Both anophthalmia and microphthalmia (an existing but small eye, perhaps 

with partial vision) are most usually found bilaterally, and are sporadic in their occurrence; siblings
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have been found with the condition, albeit very rarely. Taylor (1990) noted an attempt to classify 

causal suggestions, for instance implicating heredity, environment, and chromosomal aberration. 

Neurological abnormalities have sometimes been associated with these conditions, in particular when 

they are seen in conjunction with other systemic abnormalities such as colobomata in C.H.A.R.G.E. 

association or Lenz microphthalmos syndrome.

Congenital optical atrophy

According to Taylor (1990), this can have early or late onset. Bilateral optic nerve atrophy is due 

either to bilateral ocular disease, or disease involving the pathways posterior to the optic chiasm (i.e. 

the meeting and crossover point of the four strands of optic nerves, before they reach the visual 

cortex). The nerve disc appears wholly white, rather than the normal pink with white centre.

The aetiology is often not possible to establish. It might be hereditary or due to metabolic causes. If 

optic atrophy is caused by perinatal problems (e.g. birth asphyxia), there is often associated cerebral 

damage, e.g. periventricular leucomalacia. In hydrocephalus (fluid on the brain) there is raised 

intracranial pressure build-up and possible damage to the optic nerves, with impact on the visual 

cortex. This can occur congenitally or with later onset.

Optic nerve hypoplasia

This condition involves a small optic nerve disc. It is a separate problem to optic nerve atrophy, and 

the two are not found together. It is a sporadic, but leading cause of poor vision in young children. 

Risk factors in mothers include young maternal age, diabetes, alcohol or other substance abuse.

It indicates non-specific manifestation of damage to the visual system sustained at any time before ftill 

development (Taylor, 1990). The optic nerve discs present as a normal pink, but small in width. Mid

line cortical defect is often associated. In 50% of cases there is an absent septum pellucidum and 

sometimes corpus callosum abnormality. A subnormal number of optic nerve axons has been noted. 

Patients may develop seizures, and also associated are hypothalamic abnormalities and ectopic 

posterior pituitary gland, with implications for generalised and specific growth failure. Learning
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disability is sometimes associated, though is not to be presumed. CNS defects - e.g. hydranancephaly, 

anencephaly, endocrine dysfunction have been noted, though this condition, either unilateral or 

bilateral, has been seen without concomitant defects.

Optic pathway disorder

This refers to a problem somewhere along the optic nerves, that is, between the retina and visual 

cortex.

(ii) Early development in physical, cognitive and social functioning

After a thorough and extensive review of research, Warren (1994) concluded that many blind infants 

showed intact and progressive perceptual, motor and social interactive behaviours. For example, in 

their observations of a single, totally blind subject - described more fully later - Als and colleagues 

(1980) noted her at 2-3 months turning her head towards her mother, and at four months showing 

intact fine discriminatory motor skills, grasping for a pacifier and moving it to her mouth, and at 7- 

months searching for a dropped biscuit. In interpreting findings by Norris et al. (1957), and correcting 

more precisely for prematurity, Warren noted that 75% of a large sample of visually impaired 6- 

month-olds were able to 'transfer objects from hand to hand', a sensori-motor level on the Cattell Scale 

which has a 5 month norm developmental level for sighted children. Ferrell et al. (1990) drew similar 

conclusions from another large sample, reporting a median age of 7 months for such bi-manual mid

line activity. In terms of intact earliest social and affective responsivity, Fraiberg (1968) reported that 

some blind children were able to show increasingly discriminant hand exploration of their caregiver's 

face at 5-8 months, which is close to the typical sighted age of four months. Visually impaired babies 

began at about 7 months to show aversive reactions to being held by strangers (for example becoming 

rigid or whimpering) as opposed to their calm and positive interactions with mother. Although these 

researchers would acknowledge that such findings involve highly different abilities and levels of 

vision, they do illustrate that visual impairment per se is no impediment to adequate development in 

these areas.
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Another important aspect of perceptual responsivity, reaching to sound stimuli, has been investigated 

in blind children, with varying findings which match the conflicted accounts of the same development 

in sighted children. Wishart et al. (1978) found sighted children reaching to sounding objects at 4-5 

months of age, then for a period of four to five months disinclined to further show this skill, before it 

reappeared at about 10 months. Meanwhile, Stack et al. (1986) saw a gradual development in co

ordinated reaching between 2 and 7 months of age. In comparison, Fraiberg’s (1966) study of a group 

of 10 blind infants found that their median age for successful reaching for sounding objects was 9 

months. As an example of one infant: at 6 months, with the audible object close by, the infant seemed 

attentive, but with no inclination to hand movement; when a soundless object was placed in its hand 

then removed, or an audible object moved nearby then away, a fleeting but non-specific hand reaction 

was seen at 6-7 months; unsystematic and fragile exploration at 7-8 months; and more systematic and 

successful reaching began at around 8 months. Als et al. (1980) saw co-ordinated reaching to sounds 

from mother at 5 months in one congenitally blind child (profiled in more detail later in this chapter). 

However, Bigelow (1986) studied five blind children, from 11 to 32 months of age, and did not find 

consistent reaching, even at twelve months. Hart (1983) suggested that the delay in reaching by 

visually impaired infants, whether in reaction to sound or generally, could well be due to 

underdeveloped motor skills: blind babies often spend much time lying in a supine position on their 

backs, which allows free arm movements, but unlike the typical prone position (on the stomach) for 

sighted babies, does not facilitate the stretching and pushing against constraints that aids muscular 

development in the arms, shoulders and chest. Fraiberg (1968) suggested that the delay in reaching to 

sound stimuli may be more conceptual: the infant does not reach until 10 months (on average) because 

it does not recognise the sound as indicating an object.

Locomotion refers to self-produced motion of the whole body in the environment. It is more than the 

moving of single body parts, is not in response to external force, and is typified in infancy by crawling 

and walking, Warren (1994) echoes Fraiberg's above point, that infants begin to crawl and walk not 

just for the sake of the action itself, but in response to perceptual stimuli which motivate the infant, 

for instance to get hold of a desired toy just out of immediate reach. Sensory impairment could then 

account for the delays seen in visually impaired children's development in this respect, i,e, not
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generally crawling until about 12 months, as against the sighted 5-7 months (Fraiberg, 1977; Ferrell, 

et al. 1990; Norris et al. 1957) Sighted children are commonly found to begin walking at around one 

year, compared with Adelson and Fraiberg's (1974) sample median age of 15.3 months for walking a 

few unsupported steps (Ferrell et al., 1990, also recorded a median age of 15 months for this ability). 

It was noted though that many of these children were able to stand unsupported at ages closer to 

sighted norms (e.g. Adelson and Fraiberg's 1974 sample at median 13 months, against the Bayley 

sighted median of 11 months), and so the developmental lag seems to occur more at the juncture 

between attainment of the basic physical capacity and usage, which may be a function of motivation 

towards the action.

A point of caution was sounded by Warren (1994) when considering such representative group mean 

and median data on visually impaired children. With few visually impaired children studied, and 

much variability between studies and subjects, norms are not possible to establish. The range is often 

wider, and means and medians skewed by outlying slower developing children. It is clear though that 

some visually impaired infants develop at ages commensurate with sighted children, and that there are 

other relevant factors to consider than the child's visual impairment for those children with delays, 

such as physiology, level of vision, motivation (either affective or practical, external demands and 

amount and quality of environmental cues. As Adelson and Fraiberg (1974; p. 125) noted:

"If the blind child is provided with good mothering and the chance to become familiar with 

many body positions, and if his hands and ears are given months of varied play experience 

with toys that unite tactile and auditory qualities, he will have found interest and taken 

pleasure in the space immediately around him. He will then be ready to move into a larger 

space."

Since sighted children are found to reach in response to visual cues before audible ones (e.g. 

Freedman et al., 1969), there could be an argument for the perceptual primacy of visual stimuli above 

aural ones, in terms of mode of perception in relation to motor activity. Fraiberg et al. (1966) and Hart 

(1983) also noted the huge advantages for motor development of even a little useful vision; Fraiberg 

maintained that infants with even a small amount of useful vision would more closely follow the
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developmental patterns of sighted children, and Hart saw that many blind babies passing milestones 

easily were subsequently found to have had at least some small measure of vision. A note of caution, 

though: even within the classification ’light perception* there is much variation in visual acuity. This 

means that there is a problem in precise interpretation of results between, and indeed within, such 

studies.

(iii) Early cognitive development: the important concept of 'object permanence'

In considering the process of an infant's emerging cognitive adaptation to the external environment, 

the concept of 'object permanence' is especially important. It involves the understanding that objects 

exist independently of the subject's attention to them; they do not cease to be if he or she is no longer 

touching, looking at, or hearing them. An important question is whether visual impairment, and 

particularly total blindness, necessarily impairs children in deriving this point of understanding. 

According to research with sighted children, the progression towards adequate use of working 

memory and some awareness of object permanence would be seen if an infant showed development in 

the following behaviours in response to an object available to sensory perception, then gone. Firstly, 

the infant would make a haphazard and inconsistent physical search, showing some recognition that it 

is no longer available, and in a generalised way wanting it to reappear. Next, there might be a more 

purposeful attempt to find the object by looking where it was most regularly found. The most stable 

level of understanding would then be shown if the infant extended her search to include other places 

where it might, from past evidence, conceivably be; and even further than this, to hypothetical new 

places where it has not actually been found before by her.

A problem in interpreting the behaviour of blind children in this regard (and indeed in many 

experimental situations) though, is the potential for unconnected delays in motor development. A 

child may well have attained the concept, but for sensori-motor impairments may not actually show 

the indicative physical behaviour in question, i.e. here reaching for the sought object. In this 

particular case, a blind infant who has just been listening to a familiar ringing bell that suddenly stops 

may knowingly choose not to look for it, simply waiting secinely for it to start again. There is no way 

to accoimt for such passive attention. In addition, there is also the question of whether the infant is
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motivated to act to recover this particular item. Using Fraiberg's (1966) naturalistic observations of a 

small sample of totally blind children, Warren (1994) noted that the four infants studied were able, as 

with the sighted norm beginning at 12 months, to search in several plausible locations for an 

unavailable object. Evidence, however, from Rogers and Puchalski (1988) with a larger group, 

presented a mean age of 20.8 months (accepted sighted range 12-18 months) for demonstrations of 

this level of searching; indeed 4 of the total 16 subjects had not shown it by 26 months. Again, this 

indicated the abilities of some advanced blind infants, commensurate with sighted norms, yet also 

illustrated the great variability between children with this disability.

(iv) Early interpersonal relating

Blind infants have been reported to make sensory discriminations at early ages. Fraiberg (1968) found 

a progressive increase in blind babies' seeking of tactile contact with their mothers between two and 

five months of age; the author took the often accompanying smiles to confirm that this was a 

positively motivated act for the child. Rogers and Puchalski (1986; p.865) found discriminative 

smiling in a cross-section of visually impaired children aged between 4 and 12 months. These were 

typically in response to "a familiar environmental sound, a parental vocalisation, or a parental 

auditory / kinaesthenic / tactile game." Fraiberg (1970) noted blind infants' clear emotional preference 

for parents in the 9 to 15 month age range, shown by distress in the form of crying, squirming and 

whimpering when held by a stranger.

Rogers and Puchalski (1984a) reported on the dynamics of interpersonal initiating and responding 

from detailed recordings of mother and visually impaired infant pairs (with varied levels of vision). 

Generally there were fewer positive vocal responses from mothers to their infants' initiations (apart 

from smiles, which were always met positively) than shown by sighted comparison pairs. 

Reciprocally, the infants were less responsive, giving less reinforcement and indications of their needs 

and wants. Indeed there were fewer attempts by the infants to initiate communication. For the 

researchers this could be taken to mean that both parties were relatively denied in terms of cues and 

feedback, especially mothers who were given few indications from their infant of what was preferred 

and successful. This could have just as much negative emotional and consequently behavioural effect
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for a parent as for a child, as both need support and encouragement in order to experiment and 

venture further in the interaction. Warren (1994) warned though that this is not evidence for 

obligatory social impairments in blind children, commenting that such problematic communication 

can be seen in many other dyadic simations. It is the actual relationship that matters, as defined 

between parent and baby with the behavioural and sensory modalities available.

Rowland (1983) conducted close observations of early patterns of interaction between three mother- 

infant dyads in the second year of life, with twice-weekly, hour-long observations, for a duration of 6 

months. The infants were 11,15 and 16 months old at the start of the smdy. The major questions to be 

answered were: (i) which infant behaviours elicited mother's responses, and what were these 

responses? (ii) which behaviours by mothers found response, and if so, what were these? Generally, 

the infants were found to affect their mothers' behaviour much more strongly and systematically than 

the other way around. The mothers were particularly attentive to their baby's smiles, more than to 

vocalisations; though this was not so for one of the babies, Maria, 15 months old at the start of the 

study (with a large extended family), whose mother reacted just as much to her daughter's 

vocalisations. Rowland noted that this child was beginning to use words, unlike the other two. In 

comparison, the other two mothers were more responsive to their infant's gestures. On the other hand, 

infants' responses were less frequent and predictable. Following mothers' vocalisations, the most 

frequent child response was smiling, then gesturing, then making a vocalisation of his or her own.

Independent of these analyses of particular behaviours and most likely responses, infants' 

vocalisations were often seemingly unrelated to maternal behaviour or stimulation, placing difficulties 

for mothers in interpreting their precise intent. In the other direction, mothers talked much - not so 

much in direct appropriate response to infants' initiations, but as a way of prompting interaction - 

which is not the pattern of co-ordinated reciprocal 'conversations' seen typically in sighted children 

(e.g. Bateson, 1975). Rowland commented that parents with blind infants should be careful not to 

over-generalise in their attempts to draw out the child verbally, so that they lose the key point of 

attending to and reinforcing the child's own vocalisations to particular stimuli, at the specific time 

that they occur, such that definite lessons, rather than vague expectations, are learned. Rowland
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offered an explanation for the infants' lack of vocal response to their mother's verbal entreaties, 

namely that it could reflect their concentrated attention and concern not to interrupt. She reported that 

all three infants were said to verbalise much when left alone, without auditory distractions.

Moore and McConachie (1993) noted that much imagination, and ideally experience, is needed to 

ascertain the precise focus of the blind child's attention. Fraiberg (1977) commented that the basic 

dilemma for sighted parents is of being suddenly faced with a baby who will need to conceive the 

world in a totally different sensory language, or "perceptual ecology" (p. 99). In order to communicate 

at the most fundamental level they must attempt to gain some idea of the baby's perceptions of the 

world, requiring a thorough reinterpretation of the information that they themselves take for granted. 

This principle follows for expressive aspects of communication. As an illustration, Fraiberg (1974)

«S’. £ )» % m iJ» A îc * tV (o O
saw progressively differentiated and expressive in a blind baby's use of his fingers: from the

second month onwards, "The hands, not engaged, seek engagement with the mother's hand or her 

body. The hands linger, lightly finger or grasp, withdraw, return. Sometimes we catch on film a kind 

of ballet in which the baby's hands seek and find the mother's hand, and the mother's hand sustains or 

responds to the signal." (p. 228). She stressed that there was no uniqueness in this form of 

communication, only an extra significance and importance for blind infants, in the face of other 

sensory impairments.

In terms of intentional communication, all three infants in Rowland's study were able to attract their 

mother's attention to themselves, but only Maria could demonstrate the further developmental step of 

indicating what she wanted her to do, or attend to. For instance, when mother started a turn-taking 

game, the other two could maybe manage the first part of the sequence, but then would need 

prompting for each of the subsequent actions.

Rowland discussed the children's inabilities in conjunction with delays in sensori-motor functions, 

particularly in crawling and exploring space. She thought it significant that of the three children only 

Maria was even close to walking at the start of the study; though like the others she had not shown a 

period of crawling. Concepts of the permanence of objects would therefore be difficult to attain 

without independent physical experience of them. Such expression would lead to pre-linguistic
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referential communication about objects, necessary for learning about the relationships between self, 

other persons and objects.

(v) The impact of parents’ own pressures and stress

It must be noted that in the above interactions with their visually impaired children parents do not, of 

course, proceed from an emotionally uncomplicated, wholly positive position. Warren (1994) pointed 

out the role of possible stressors for parents, which might disturb the formation of a healthy and 

successful parent-child bond. There are many practical and emotional adjustments to be made in 

response to the initial discovery and diagnosis of the disability, and which are continually revisited 

over the longer course of the child's development. The following is a very brief overview of some of 

these factors. For instance, there is the immediate shock of the diagnosis (which itself may be delayed, 

meaning that parents have often faced months of distress wondering why their baby would not 

respond appropriately). This may bring grief, manifested instantly or perhaps delayed; Sonksen 

(1983) pointed out many of the recognised 'stages' of such response. In conjunction, there are the 

dynamic processes of the parents' own guilt and fear for the child's and their own future. These could 

be combined with unconsciously ambivalent feelings towards the 'imperfect' child, veering between 

over-protective idealisation and resentment - blaming the infant for his or her 'imperfection'. 

Extended or repeated hospital stays, with consequences of reduced or interrupted physical relating, 

have implications for physical and emotional bonding. More practically, there are the often uncertain 

individual reactions of extended family and friends to deal with, along with attendant practical 

disruptions of family life, impinging on the care and quality of relationships with siblings, and often 

financial strain. In this regard, 25% of families in Freeman's Vancouver study (Freeman, 1989) 

reported, amongst other feelings, that their visually impaired child brought a sense of burden upon 

them.

(vi) A longitudinal observation of one blind infant’s progress

The developmental needs of a very young blind infant, and the responsive skills needed from a 

caregiver, were observed in highly notable single-case study by Als, Tronick and Brazelton (Tronick 

et al., 1979; Als, et al., 1980). In a longitudinal study of Marci Beth's development from 0 - IS'A
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months, the focus was on the "..development of 'affect' and the system of communication evolving 

between a congenitally blind infant and her resourceful parents", highlighting the importance of 

visual contact between parent and infant, particularly with regard to a sighted infant's ability to 

"monitor the environment and organise around that visual input." (Tronick et al., 1979).

After a normal birth, Marci weighed 3180g, and was 20 inches long. Her right eye was absent and 

with a veiy small orbit; the left had a rudimentary globe with an opaque, underdeveloped iris. There 

were no other signs of disease, and idiopathic anophthalmia was diagnosed. Her mother (hereafter 

referred to as 'M') plaimed to breast feed but was too upset and chose instead to bottle feed. Marci fed 

well from the start. A Brazelton Neonatal Behavioural Assessment (1973) was conducted before 6 

weeks of age. The recording mode of the study was participant observation. Videotaped observations 

were made every week until age 6 months, monthly until 12 months, then bi-monthly till 15‘/a 

months. These were made either at home or in the laboratory.

At 10 days Marci showed much immobility when awake, especially when there were appropriate 

auditory stimuli in the room, whether or not these were directed at her. Her body was still, and she 

had a “closed-in” posture, with her face “neutral and bland”. This was seen by M and the participant 

observers as indicating alert monitoring of the general enviroiunent, though her father (‘F’) felt that it 

meant that she was not ready or willing to interact socially. He seldom tried to initiate 

communication. However, M would come close, touching her softly or holding her hands and 

repeating “Hi Marci, it’s mommy, it’s mommy! ”

At 3 weeks Marci’s regular mood was of “attentive stillness” - remaining still while attending to 

external events - but there was now some differentiations in her expressions while attending, 

described as “softening and brightening”. She now alternated between “organised attending and 

orienting periods ” and “brief periods of disorganisation”, wherein she showed no outward attention.
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The following illustrative interaction was noted at 25 days old:

M approached closely and gently circled Marci’s hand, saying “Yes, you know me,” making high- 

pitched sounds and imitating the baby’s coughing. As M let go of Marci’s hand the baby threw her 

head from side to side, M picked up a leg and circled it, Marci’s face “darkened”, she tightened and 

moved jerkily from side to side. M let go, stroked her face and took up the former repetitive crooning 

voice. Marci stilled and oriented to M.

However, at 2 months Marci regressed somewhat and would no longer join in these exchanges, 

flailing and tightening at M’s approaches, leading M to suspect neurological damage. She was 

encouraged by the observers to persist in trying to expand on the earlier periods of “organisation”, 

looking for moments of attentive stillness and attempting to build on them. In such a period of 

“disintegration” the onus was on the caregiver not to leave Marci in a feeling of chaos, but to 

emphasise to her that her attempts to communicate would be "heard" and attended to.

At VA months there was development in the pair's "reciprocity", with Marci reacting selectively to 

M's advances, with more differentiated facial expressions. She showed enjoyment of moments of face- 

to face contact, when both showed similar affect. She was generally attending more freely, for longer 

periods, with shorter periods of non-attendance, smiling and cooing. M was careful to nuzzle and 

make facial contact, or stroke her.

At 4!4 months Marci began to manipulate objects. She interacted with other people, while 

demonstrating clear positive discrimination for her mother. She cried when she was picked up by a 

stranger, "abruptly (going into) an inconsolable crying state" until being relieved by prolonged contact 

with M, who used a diaper-changing routine to re-establish a calm, mutually satisfying exchange. 

Marci was reactive to M's exuberant repetitive kissing routines, smiling and cooing with joy. M 

acknowledged and rewarded Marci's reaching to her face by kissing and making loving sounds, 

thereby establishing a game with a rudimentary set of reciprocal expectations.
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At TA months an example was given of mother's sensitive intervention. Marci was playing with a 

cookie, moving it from hand to hand, when she dropped it and began to flail her hands, making a 

distressed sound. M intervened with a cheerful, playful voice, "Ooo -ooo, ooo oo; where's your 

cookie?" Marci's face softened, almost smiling, and began to search constructively with her right hand 

for the cookie. When Marci found it, M copied her immediate squeal of pleasure and said "Good girl! 

Good girl!" This illustrated how, at the moment Marci was about to retreat in frustration and most 

needed support, her mother provided the necessary reassurance and emotional scaffolding for her to 

feel confident to venture outwards, taking a chance on physical exploration to solve her problem. As 

Als noted, mother timed her vocal support so that it came when the infant was realising the nature of 

the task, and just before her fear of failure had disrupted her "affective organisation" and paralysed 

her from constructive action. Then M was keen to encourage and reinforce Marci for her retaining her 

composure and subsequent success.

At 9 months Marci and M were able to share imitative games, e.g. pat-a-cake, and successfiilly 

manipulate objects, and at 15 months was pulling herself up furniture, tackling stairs (though not yet 

walking unaided), and humming nursery rhymes.

In discussing the whole observation, Als and colleagues stressed how M looked to establish periods of 

close, continuous contact, with rhythmic sounds and movements, providing all-embracing comfort. 

The priority was to capture and sustain the infant's attention: "breaking through the capsule of 

stillness and immobility that the infant used to protect herself from the confusing world" of objects, 

persons and emotions "which surround her." Then M looked to modulate her affective state with 

manoeuvres that were familiar and previously successful (first using vocal and tactile contact, then 

requiring verbal only).

Mother would promote increasingly longer periods of harmonious shared affect, which would build 

confidence; there would be small and gradual developments towards reaching outwards, first to sound, 

then to engage in complex object manipulations. M seemed intent to expand the competencies and 

range of behaviour that Marci showed. For example, as an example of a carehilly managed learning
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situation, at 4K months, M indulged Marci with a stroking game, then as she became joyfully excited, 

encouraged her further with an ascending voice. Knowing that she had Marci's full attention she then 

changed tack, took Marci's hands simultaneously, cycled them, released them, then touched her 

mouth, saying "Can you smile for me?" while tapping her lips and stroking her mouth. She continued 

tapping the mouth, drawing circles around it then kissing it rapidly in succession. Eventually Marci 

smiled in delight, and M said exultantly "That's a pretty smile!" with speeded kisses up Marci's arm 

and continuing to draw the baby's attention to her lips to emphasise exactly what she was pleased 

about. This episode illustrated the importance of M identifying the way in which she can most 

assuredly modulate the baby's mood and establish a base from which to begin a constructive 

interaction. Any achievement was rewarded profusely and marked as such, in order for it to become 

comfortably integrated in Marci's behavioural repertoire.

Als commented that skill was required in "balancing support of the infant's current level with 

reaching for the next level." That is, if the child's level is exceeded and "disorganisation" occurs, the 

parent needs to put the particular action into perspective for the infant and go back to a level of 

achievement which guarantees secure affective organisation, as illustrated in the diaper-changing 

episode above. Als suggested that there are specific expectations of behaviour that both adults and 

infants seem to be "programmed" for. Sensory impairments such as blindness place much extra 

responsibility on the parent, with constantly flexible imagination required to adapt and create 

alternative means and routines to facilitate harmonious shared contact and communication. A crucial 

stage in this occurs very early on, when the parent must first break through the earliest "defensive" 

period of immobility, by orienting the infant to tolerate and accept external, affective stimuli. Tronick 

and colleagues (1979) commented that sighted babies are able to define clearly the source of stimuli 

and to focus their attention on them, thereby also giving the parent clues as to their intent. This 

enables the parent to respond to the infant's instigation, take control of the interaction and "contain" 

and mould the infant's reactions, developing their relationship through these moments of joint 

attention. However, as the mother of Marci said "A blind child can't fix and hold her attention. I have 

to do that for her." Yet in doing this the parent is less certain of the infant's actual intentions at any
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moment and must be wary of over-interpreting cues, taking too much control and inhibiting 

development.

Section summary

Although some of the findings here seem contradictory, it is accepted that blindness is not necessarily 

an impediment to successful early physical and cognitive development. Progress is extremely variable, 

both within the visually impaired (and particularly blind) population, and for each child across 

respective domains of ability. It is therefore difficult to make generalised statements as to blind 

children’s progress, particularly relative to sighted children. For example, there were mixed results as 

to young blind infants’ comparative ages in reaching to sound, with delays found by Bigelow (1986), 

though not by Stack et al. (1986). If there was indeed delay, Fraiberg (1968) suggested that it might be 

due to a conceptual failure to understand sound as indicating the presence of an object. Such a lack of 

awareness would not then motivate the infant to explore (Warren, 1994), or might inspire a 

generalised inhibiting anxiety in the face of the external object environment. However, an alternative 

explanation could be that the child has motivation to explore, but is held up by physical, sensori-motor 

impairments, in addition to his or her visual disability.

This section also briefly raised the particular kinds of communication problems faced by blind infants 

and their parents. Parents have the problem of judging the precise direction and point of the infant’s 

attentional interest, and must make special effort to transform and reduce information into non-visual 

forms, and cognitively manageable quantities. It is almost as though parents need to learn to perceive 

in a foreign sensory language. For instance, in regard to information presentation, Rowland (1983; 

above) commented that special attention is needed not to vaguely over-generalise verbally, which 

might confuse a blind child who needs highly specific references to stimuli, provided serially, one at a 

time, rather than in the parallel, simultaneous pattern characteristic of normal sighted 

communication. The pressure of all these considerations, along with the potentially strong impact of 

grief and sadness anyway at the new child’s disability, might create immense and ongoing emotional 

stress for parents, which could well be imagined to have an influence on the child’s developmental
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progress. The section closed with an illustrative, longitudinal report of the behavioural and 

psychological features of successful communicative and wider progress shown by one blind infant.

2) Particular problems faced bv blind children in acquiring a sense of self and 

others, and in developing language and play.

This section reflects a shift to research more directly concerned with social functioning, and in 

particular early social understanding (as illustrated especially in communicative language use and in

play). Description is still at the level of progress of blind children as a whole, and usually in

comparison with sighted children. It is divided into the following sub-sections:

(i) Separation anxiety;

(ii) Communication: language development a) Preconditions, b) Earliest words, c) Parental 

language input, d) Early expressive language, e) Further progress, f) Echolalia;

(iii) Developmental behaviour specific to blind children;

(iv) Play;

(v) Development in interpersonal relating, self and social understanding;

(vi) Expectations of others: demonstrating a 'theory of mind';

(vii) Self esteem and self confidence;

(viii) Further development.

(!) Separation anxiety

Theorists in the mainstream literature about early attachment behaviour contend that infants first 

show a stable conception of the parent as a coherent other figure when they become anxious at his or 

her withdrawals either from direct contact or from the general situation. This is seen to involve a level 

of cognitive understanding which is beyond the level of simple associational, positive reactivity to the 

presence of a caregiver and aversion to that of a stranger. It means some unified conception of the 

effects of that other on the self, and some degree of anticipation that these will be withdrawn. At this 

point it is far from certain what kind of coherent other the infant has in mind as the source of the 

strong feelings evoked for her. The unified conception may just be of affective signals, either discrete
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and separate, or in combinations, but which have no further conceptualisation, certainly not as 

constituting a subjective personality.

Setting aside the theoretical debate, there are problems in using separation anxiety specifically, and 

early emotional reactivity generally, as a way of assessing blind babies' relationships and conceptions 

of their caregivers. If, as Fraiberg (1970) noted, blind infants were unlikely to show separation anxiety 

until the second year (as against the sighted norm of 6 -12 months), this is not to be taken as evidence 

that they are delayed in attaining an idea of the mother as a coherent other. Warren (1994) suggested 

that blind infants may not become as distressed as sighted infants because the sensory modality by 

which they generally perceive the caregiver does not afford a constant sense of contact, so there is no 

undue break when the caregiver moves physically away That is, visual contact allows the infant 

continuous and coherent, parallel-processed (i.e. many stimuli at once) information about the 

caregiver's position and activity, and whether they are sufficiently close by. In contrast, even if the 

blind baby is within close physical distance with the caregiver, unless directly touching, he or she will 

feel to some degree a lack of contact with them. This follows too for sound, another sporadic sense 

modality, in which stimuli are also processed in a consecutive, one-at-a-time, serial manner. The 

blind infant will therefore tend generally to experience contact as discontinuous, even when the 

caregiver is in constant psychological attendance.

It is interesting and salient then to speculate on the possible emotional developmental effects of this 

situation. With contact discontinuous, i.e. consecutively begun, suspended and ended, there may well 

be emotional uncertainty, with feelings continuously raised and then cut-off. In response the blind 

infant might then develop a 'take-it-or-leave-it' kind of lowered-expectation of emotional contact. 

Masking a constant uncertainty as to when, whether and how the caregiver will appear or withdraw, 

the child would therefore seem outwardly unbothered and inattentively aloof.

(ii) Communication: language development

There is, too, extreme variation in language development among visually impaired children, and this 

has led to some contradictory findings. These might well be based in differences between and within
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samples in variables such as coincident neurological or physical disability. Likewise, it would be ideal 

to know the exact amount of congenital vision, the beginning point and passage of the loss, and 

current acuity of the children in question. Notwithstanding these considerations, interesting 

differences in functional language development and use are often seen among visually impaired 

children, and between them and sighted comparisons, and a multiplicity of practical and theoretical 

suggestions have been offered for them.

a) Preconditions

Urwin (1984) emphasised the communication systems, denied to blind children, which are necessary 

for subsequent language development, typically seen near the end of the first year. Examples are the 

role of eye contact in regulating early mother-infant exchanges (Stem, 1974), gaze direction in 

following more distant objects and events (Collis and Schaffer, 1975), and the emergence of indicative 

pointing and gesturing (Bates et al., 1975). According to Urwin, non-access to these experiences 

might have serious consequences for emergent verbal abilities. Landau (1995) emphasised that blind 

infants have problems in joint-referencing of a given object. This can still be defined through haptic 

means, though it is less certain for either party exactly what is the other’s focus.

b) Earliest words

At the very beginning, no differences have been reported comparing blind and sighted infants' 

tendency to babble (e.g. Burlingham, 1961; Norris et al., 1957), before words appear. Nor do 

milestones for first use of words differ from sighted children, as pointed out by Anne Bigelow (1990) 

summarising the work of Andersen et al. (1984), Mills (1983) and Rowland (1983). However, from 

this point subtle linguistic differences can be found. In their early language, blind children are likely 

to develop a large number of noun labels for their own actions and for specific objects in particular 

contexts, but will not generalise as freely in developing super-ordinate object class terms (confirmed 

also by McConachie and Moore, 1993, and Landau, 1995). Mulford (1988) also presented data 

comparing the first fifty words of sighted and blind children, who used a greater proportion of specific 

naming words (e.g. using the dog's name 'Max') than super-ordinate noun terms ('dog'), whereas this 

was reversed for sighted infants.
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Warren (1994) summarised these findings and concluded that totally blind children "may accept 

limited meanings for words rather than actively operating on them within a larger cognitive 

framework" (p. 145). Words may be employed merely as direct, literal referents, without sense of 

them as flexible, manipulable symbols. There is seemingly no abstraction of elements which might be 

used to feed into more superordinate concepts of meaning.

It should be noted, though, that McConachie and Moore (1993) found the opposite to be the case in 

comparing blind and severely visually impaired children in their second year, with the blind children 

using more general nominals than specifics. They wondered whether this was a consequence of the 

slightly later ages at which children in their sample achieved their first ten words, speculating that 

with more advanced cognitive maturity they were able more quickly to move to the stage of using 

generalised nouns for objects.

c) Parental language input

Firstly, a general observation. Burlingham (1961) suggested from her observational research that 

some mothers of blind babies tended to perceive their child as manifestly 'helpless' and so would try to 

anticipate their every requirement, stifling opportunities for initiative and exploration beyond 

immediate experience. In the case of language this meant discouraging the child from overextending 

herself linguistically, which would have brought correction and fiuther development. As Warren 

suggests, the quality of a child's "social language environment" may be a more important variable 

than their visual impairment per se.

The predominance of specific terms in blind children's language might be influenced by adults' word 

content to them. This was investigated by Kekelis and Andersen (1984), who found that at age two 

there was a discrepancy in the respective proportions of labels (naming words) to attributions 

(qualities, adjectives) used by parents. Sighted children received a roughly equal number of each, 

while the blind children received many more labels. At age three, sighted children would receive only 

about one-sixth labels, compared with equal proportions for the blind infants. Thus, the blind children 

generally received less information about the properties and functions of objects, their parents most
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often repeating the bare object label to them, either in reference to or request for it, but without 

elaboration. These authors also noted that parent-infant discussion content was dictated most often by 

the parent, and the subject matter child-related rather than concerning the environment. There was no 

shift towards more environment-related subject matter with age, as normally found with in sighted 

children.

In addition to content, the pattern of parental speech to the blind child is considered a salient variable 

in development. Harris et al. (1986) noted in observing delayed and normally developing sighted 16- 

month-olds that the slower children had mothers who, in conversations, attended less to objects in the 

baby's present focus, referring instead to others further away, but without providing guiding 

behavioural cues. They changed the subject of conversation more often, again without cues for these 

changes, for example, by accompanying actions. In such situations it would be difficult to elicit and 

sustain long periods of joint-attention, which in turn may be necessary for development in 

interpersonal understanding (e.g. Hobson, 1993, and to be discussed in detail later). Some of these 

negative features have been observed in interactions between mothers and blind infants by Moore and 

McConachie (1993), and also by Rowland (1983), described in greater detail below, who observed 

how parents, feeling under pressure to elicit reactions from their infants, were often vocalising in a 

generalised manner, and not attending to the infant's specific communicative signals, difficult as these 

may be to follow. In their comparisons of blind and severely visually impaired children, Moore and 

McConachie make the point that even a little vision made much difference in parental communication 

styles, and allowed for the infant to share communications about external objects by pointing or 

reaching. Approximately half of parent-initiated communications began with a purely verbal 

approach, without accompanying behavioural cues, in contrast to 3% for normally developing infants 

in Harris et al.'s sample.

Bigelow (1990) and Urwin (1984) both made the point that it is developmentally more advanced to 

understand a reference to an absent object than one which is immediately available. Moore and 

McConachie (1993) pointed out that in referring often to potential objects (e.g. 'Do you want the big 

bear?) rather than immediately perceptually available ones, parents may be overtaxing the
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concentration capabilities of the blind infant. It would perhaps be more developmentally advantageous 

to refer to specific characteristics of a presently fully engaged object than to make general comments 

about an absent one.

d) Early expressive language 

Bigelow (1990) investigated the relationship between development of the concept of object 

permanence and linguistic abilities in blind children. She suggested that some blind children's delays 

in attaining a competence in object permanence tasks may be due to a difficulty in 'decentering' and 

taking a non egocentric position. "The spatial and event information that sighted children can process 

in a single look, blind children must sequentially explore, synthesise, and reconstruct. Hence, blind 

children's perspective is limited to their own actions and perceptions, and their early language reflects 

this restriction." Urwin (1984) noted how early language in blind children was often connected 

exclusively with the child's own body movements, giving the examples 'up' and 'down', which an 

infant might repeat repetitively, as though practising their use privately rather than hoping to 

communicate with others.

In contrast, while acknowledging the impoverishment of visual-perceptual feedback and its effect on 

sensori-motor development, McConachie and Moore (1993) compared infants' development in 

sensori-motor understanding and expressive language development (as measured by the Reynell- 

Zinkin scales) and found a lack of correlation. Thus, at the time of their first assessment a number of 

children were searching extensively for dropped objects, yet not even using single words.

McConachie and Moore (1993) echo the point made by Dimlea (1989), that while blind children are 

variable in their earliest patterns of word use, there is often swift progress just before or around the 

second birthday. They assert that this could well coincide with a major conceptual development, from 

a previous use of words as signals (usually of the infant's own immediate actions and wants) to a level 

of appreciation of their interpersonally shared, symbolic communicative basis. The delay is explained 

by the fact of tactile, auditory and kinaesthetic information being less rich than sight, and impeding 

the establishment of a sense of the enviroiunent, necessary for this step forward. They emphasise the
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role of emerging symbolic thinking in two simultaneous developments, noting that those children who 

could identify and locate a specific object on request could also engage in multi-word utterances. This 

particular conceptual development - though occurring here only in rudimentary, primitive form - is 

thought important in indicating a new and mature level of interpersonal understanding, and as a focus 

of this project will receive much attention below. Special emphasis will be given to children who 

experience problems in demonstrating such 'symbolism' in their language and play.

Landau (1995) asserts that structural language development in blind children follows the same route 

as for sighted children, particularly as they emerge from infancy. She found them adept at perceiving 

syntactic structure, identifying the important determining elements and making progressive 

adaptations. For instance, they were able to recognise the positioning and role of function words such 

as 'if and 'on'. This account would seem to fit the progress shown by the most able blind children, 

who are able to interact freely and leam from caregivers.

Andersen, Dunlea and Kekelis (1984) highlighted how "variation(s) both within and across study 

populations" were a probable cause of such contradictions between findings about blind language 

development. They found that blind children in their sample experienced difficulties in a certain type 

of syntactic task: "reversibility". This involves the correct syntactic positional use of personal 

pronouns, demonstrating the ability to recognise the perspectives of other people, relative to oneself, 

as they are featured in a sentence. It is indicative of a deeper understanding of ‘shifting perspectives’, 

that personal roles in interactions are not static. Pronouns such as T, 'you', 'he', 'him', are used 

appropriately and in the correct case form, to indicate subject-object relationships between persons - 

who is doing what to whom. Typically, blind children show a delay in demonstrating this ability, 

relative to sighted children. Ferrell et al. (1990) reported that for their sample, a median age of 36 

months was seen for blind children using first-person pronouns appropriately, as opposed to the 

sighted norm of 24 months. Many children move through a stage of using their given name in phrases 

when representing themselves in action, before attaining a consistent usage of T. Fraiberg (1977) 

noted, however, that for many blind children this period was especially protracted, sometimes lasting 

into middle-childhood.
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The distinctive significance of this developmental delay is in line with the symbolic difticulties 

mentioned earlier. Fraiberg (1977), for instance, has suggested that the step towards referring to 

oneself as T is an indication that the child has begun to differentiate her experience in such a way that 

there is a stable recognition of herself as a subject; in Cartesian terms, the ego that is at the centre of 

that experience. This is commensurate with the reciprocal realisation that other persons, too, are also 

agents who experience the world in such a way, and this would be illustrated by correct and confident 

usage of the other pronouns: 'you' 'she' etc. (a more detailed discussion of this theme is presented in 

Chapter Five).

e) Further progress

However unorthodox the route to that point (McConachie and Moore, 1993), from middle-childliood 

onwards most blind children's social linguistic development is seen to parallel more closely that of 

sighted children. As an example, Matsuda (1984) found improvement in a sample of totally blind 

children by 5 to 12 years in their abilities to make judgements on the communication characteristics of 

speakers, presented to them on a tape. As with the sighted children, however, there was no age-related 

improvement in the second part of the task, concerned with the quality of appropriate verbal responses 

made to these speakers' particular social situations.

A particular higher-order level of social cognition is revealed when children begin to engage in word

play, understanding others’ and framing their own attempts at verbal humour. This requires a stable 

and progressive comprehension of ‘shifting perspectives’, the realisation that there is fun to be derived 

from comparing, contrasting and creatively manipulating people’s different views of their situations 

and the enviroiunent. From a study examining comprehension of verbal humour by visually impaired 

and sighted children of ages 7 to 15, Tait and Ward (1982) found that the most efficient predictors of 

ability were age and IQ, though not level of vision. This illustrated how blindness itself is not an 

impediment to success at higher levels of linguistic social cognitive development.
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f) Echolalia

Visually impaired children, and particularly those totally blind, often spend protracted periods of their 

linguistic development using 'verbalisms' - words or phrases which seem to show no immediate 

communicative ftmction, as though said purely for the child's own stimulatory satisfaction. The extent 

of these, and their point of appearance and length of persistence, are varied for each child. This 

repetitive speech may be a 'parroting' back of something the child just heard - immediate echolalia, or 

seem like a stored and well-practised routine - delayed echolalia. The phenomenological ftmction of 

this behaviour has been open to debate. It could well be analogous to the 'blindisms' mentioned earlier, 

giving the child a retreative self-stimulatory behavioural focus in the face of specific or general stress, 

or alternately of boredom, with the semantic content of the word or sentence largely superfluous. 

Prizant (1984), by contrast, suggested that echolalia was a ftmctional attempt by children to 

incorporate vocabulary, so recognising that the word has some meaning, though not yet knowing the 

precise meaning, and holding the word ready for experience of circumstances which will reveal its 

role and use. Further than this, Kitzinger (1984) recognised that some blind children used words or 

phrases wholesale, seemingly parroted, but while actually having in mind a general associative 

emotional meaning. For instance, she provided an example of a six-year-old blind child assembling a 

toy: when it was gently suggested that he'd done it quite correctly he shouted "If you do that again 

you'll go to bed!" He was associating his present feeling of failure, or the parent's corrective meaning, 

with a past, much fiercer prohibition. He had some understanding of the emotional, pragmatic role of 

these words and was as though rehearsing the emotional meaning for himself, adopting his parent's 

afiective tone - though he had not at this stage differentiated the individual words. Kitzinger 

suggested that this is a frequent phenomena for blind children, fitting phrases approximately to the 

circumstance, by situational and emotional reference. As Wills (1979) phrased it, speech was often 

"not closely tied to meaning but 'free-wheeled' alongside it."

In providing a single-case study of a 3-year-old girl, totally blind, with a diagnosis of Leber's 

amaurosis, Kitzinger also notes the positive role played by more highly developed verbalising. What 

may from the outside look like randomised or repetitive phrases may be consciously replayed
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communications from other people, which the child is in the process of re-experiencing, playing out, 

then sorting. Kitzinger evokes Vygotskii in describing echolalia perhaps as "externalised thinking", 

which is in the process of coming under "internal control". This latter process might, for instance, 

involve some syntactic exploration, perhaps substituting nouns within syntactic forms. Alternatively, 

it could have some idiosyncratic evocative metaphorical meaning, unavailable to an observer. Either 

way, the child is moving between superficial, surface language facility and deeper semantic 

knowledge, whereby he or she has made a referential connection and is able pragmatically to apply 

the word in daily use. It is sometimes difficult therefore when testing to ascertain at which of these 

levels the child is operating, as noted by Vander Kolk (1977). One needs a degree of familiarity with 

the particular child, their past experiences, interests and preoccupations. Perhaps the best way to make 

such a judgement is in the degree of repetition, and progression. This could be within an individual 

session or over different occasions, the point being whether the form of the phrase is repeated 

unchangingly, or develops by turns.

(iii) Developmental behaviour specific to visually impaired children

Unlike sighted children, visually impaired (and especially totally blind) children often engage in 

repetitive, stereotyped body movements which become so persistent as to become ingrained 

mannerisms. These might be localised, as in the case of eye-rubbing, head-turning from side to side, 

and idiosyncratic hand movements, or more general body movements, such as swaying, jumping or 

rocking forwards and back. These have been called "blindisms", though as Warren noted, this is a 

misnomer as they are shown sometimes, albeit not as often, by children with some degree of vision. 

Some researchers have suggested the functional basis of these behaviours to be in simple sensory 

stimulation, allowing the child a private period of reverie and self-absorption (e.g. Burlingham, 

1967). Further than this. Stone (1964) argued that such regular, repetitive self stimulation occurs in 

response to stressful situations, and provides a child with a self-protective, familiar, concentration 

point which allows her to withdraw her sensory attention from often complex interactions with other 

people and the environment.
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To gain a clearer idea of the functional value of particular types of stereotyped behaviour for 

individuals it is necessary to sub-categorise by behaviour, level of vision, age and cause of visual 

impairment. From a parental questionnaire. Troster, Brambring and Beelman (1991) defined four 

common situations in which such behaviour was found: boredom, arousal, demand and eating. Of 

specific behaviours, eye-poking occurred across all of these, while finger-sucking or whimpering most 

usually when the child was bored. When aroused, children were likeliest to show localised repetitive 

hand and finger movements. Jan, Freeman and Scott (1977) found that nearly all of their sample of 

totally blind children engaged in stereotypies, against only one-third of partially sighted children. 

These children were likely to show decreases in such behaviour through primary school ages, yet this 

effect was not so obvious with the totally blind. Up to age five, eye-connected maimerisms were most 

likely found in both blind and partially sighted children; however, while visually impaired children 

showed reductions, totally blind children were likely to persist with noise-making and head-turning in 

middle-childhood, then rocking and hand-flapping closer in adolescence. Children with other 

disabilities and poorer cognitive ability (intelligence as measured by IQ) showed more stereotypies, as 

did those who spent significant amounts of their first year in special hospital care; Warren (1994) 

interpreted this to indicate the effects either of multiple handicaps, or restricted environmental 

learning opportunities. This last point of the value of environmental cues is illustrated by Sandler's 

(1963) observation of a particularly active and well-developing blind infant, whose mother intercepted 

any tendency to eye-rubbing by intervening behaviourally, immediately placing an object in the baby's 

hand to offer a positive alternative. A study by Freeman et al. (1991) reported that more than 

organised behaviour-reduction regimes, the most effective factors in reducing stereotypies involved 

informal attention and reminders by caregivers.

On a wider theoretical basis, Abang (1985) discussed the comparative lack of blindisms - specifically, 

rocking and rolling of ^ e s  - in African visually impaired children, speculating on the larger 

psychological effects of whole and specific cultural differences in early physical, perceptual and 

emotional experience. It was thought very salient that a blind Nigerian baby is likely to spend much 

more time in direct contact with her mother, often on her back, with more regular and constant 

background sounds, without the often incongruent, uncontrolled and continually surprising noises of a
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typical European urban situation. Webster (1983) too stressed the relative value of a more "enriched 

environment in respect of vestibular and somatosensory stimulation" (in Warren, 1994; p. 58), in 

considering typical black South African mother-infant situations.

(iv) Play

Children's social development and interpersonal understanding has often been examined by reference 

to their abilities in play (e.g. Bretherton, 1984). Striking differences have been observed between the 

play of visually impaired children, and particularly those totally and congenitally blind, and sighted 

children. Most commonly it has been said that blind children show little invention, or creative 

purpose in their play, which is characterised as overly repetitive self-stimulation rather than as a way 

to engage with others in progressive social contact. Rothschild (1960) commented that generally it 

seems to be a much less important activity for visually impaired children, who will play only when 

specifically encouraged. Wills (1968) noted from free-play observations that, without adult 

stimulation, blind children were most often found regressing to "simple, primitive activities" such as 

practising motor activities, e.g. flicking switches on and off. Any enactive pretend play, either 

physically using doll-figures or verbally alone, was likely to involve repeated routines from the child's 

own experience, rather than extended experimentation. This has parallels in linguistic development 

with previously discussed persistent self-stimulatory, seemingly egocentric, verbal routines. The 

observation that blind children much preferred to play with any attendant adult was also made by Tait 

(1972b), and also Janson and Merenyi (1992) in a study of blind three- to six-year-olds. Wills (1968) 

agreed, noting that they offered greater stimulation than the less interesting toys or other play objects. 

She speculated further that the relative scarcity of animated role play in blind children, especially of 

non-human characters, may be a function of anxiety. Without visual experience there may be many 

confusions and over-literal interpretations of verbal information, potentially blurring the 

understanding between reality and fantasy. This could easily, for example, lead the child to believe 

that the act of playing with a cat puppet might make it real.

Even though it seems that the general propensity for blind children is to play less, it is still useful to 

examine what they do produce for what it reveals about their underlying qualities of cognitive
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understanding necessary for any act of pretence, especially when children use objects to physically 

enact their ideas and concerns. Rogers and Puchalski (1984b) investigated visually impaired 

children's basic symbolic abilities to represent, using physical objects, a familiar household situation 

(for example, having breakfast), using a mixture of appropriate items (e.g. cup, spoon) and "counter- 

conventional" ones (e.g. a comb to represent a fork). Of a sample of sixteen children (aged 1;6 - 3;1 

years; levels of functional vision not given), nine showed some symbolic attributions during their play. 

It was noted that these children were also the ones able to use the word 'No' in exchanges. This was 

seen as a rudimentary assertion of self-consciousness and individual will, indicating also that the child 

can form simultaneous mental representations of the immediate situation as it is, alongside what it 

could be, and then decide between them. Symbolic acts were associated, too, with a level of verbal 

communication employing multi-word utterances, as mentioned earlier by McConachie and Moore 

(1993) in this connection. It must be said that descriptions such as this one have usually failed to 

acknowledge the variability of vision within visually impaired samples. The play of children with 

more than light perception, for instance, is usually seen to parallel much more closely that of sighted 

children. Some of these issues will be dealt with in greater detail in subsequent chapters: Chapter 

Three concerned with social aspects of blind children’s play, and Chapters Five and Six in particular 

dealing with development in a particularly important level of symbolism indicative of social 

understanding, i.e. using items to represent other persons in action, known as role play.

(v) Development in interpersonal relating, self and social understanding

Scott (1969) suggested that it was possible in sighted infants to see the beginning of differentiation 

between self and environment at 3 - 4 months. It comes about by progressive object differentiation, 

and by the infant's observation of his impact on objects. For blind infants there is a restriction in 

available environmental cues, and when in contact with objects, these cues are often impoverished in 

quality, and less intense. Without the perspectivising quality of visual feedback there is a problem for 

the infant also in realising the nature and extent of his or her impact on objects and the general 

enviroiunent.
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There has usually been a wide variation in ability seen within totally blind samples whenever studies 

of relating and social adjustment have been conducted. Indications are that some blind children are 

clearly able to sustain a rate of development on a par with sighted children, as stated by, for example, 

Brambring et al. (1989), following a large-scale developmental assessment project of blind children 

with no other diagnosed disabilities, up to age six. Norris et al. (1957) likewise commented that "the 

development of blind children can follow an orderly progression without the serious retardation 

usually expected as a result of the handicap." (p. 28). In assessing social functioning they used the 

Maxfield-Fjeld scale (1942), an adaptation of the Vineland Social Maturity Scale.

A review study by Lairy and Harrison-Covello (1973) collected the findings from their past clinical 

casework to make suggestive comments about developmental patterns seen in visually impaired 

children. Dividing their sample of children (aged six or under) by ability into four groups, with 

reference to normal sighted development, they found that the top group had the lowest proportion of 

totally blind children in it. The next grouping was of those children with normal scores on postural 

and verbal scales, but showing delays on areas concerned with autonomy, sensori-motor and 

sociability. They were characterised as passive, perhaps suffering from their parents' underestimation 

of their abilities. With participation in support progranunes, there were more positive developments 

seen in these children's progress. Children in the next group scored well for their autonomy and 

posture, but low for their sociability, language and sensori-motor abilities. The authors drew 

correspondences between these children and those described by Fraiberg (1977) as having problems in 

defining a sense of self. They attributed their difficulties to social-environmental factors, and 

especially to their parents' inabilities to accept the visual disability and to respond to the child's extra 

demands, with the common finding of definite periods of parental depression early in the child's life. 

Lairy and Harrison-Covello thought that these children's prognoses were unlike the second group, 

where there was the feeling that children's delays could be amended with constructive intervention 

and changed parental reaction. Rather, these children once showed potential but now had pervasive 

and persistent pathological behaviours which were unlikely to be addressed by their carers. The fourth 

group was of children with poor developmental history and prognosis, based on organic neurological 

and physical impairments.
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Some researchers (e.g. Millar, 1975; Witkin et al., 1968) have investigated junior school age blind 

children's concepts of selfliood by reference to their abilities to represent it either in drawings or by 

modelling. However, these concepts may be more associated with geometrical spatial understanding 

than a more fundamental existential appreciation of self as an individual own ego, an intentional 

subject.

(vi) Expectations of others: demonstrating a 'theory of mind'

There is a recent tradition within developmental psychology of examining social understanding in 

young children by testing their abilities to predict the motivations and actions of other people. A 

particular threshold of competency has been established, at about 3 - 4  years of age, by which the 

majority of mainstream young children are able to distinguish their own perceptions and expectations 

of an event from those of other individuals, who may not have the same information about a given 

situation (e.g. Wimmer and Pemer, 1983). Various methodologies have been devised to assess 

children's abilities in this domain of understanding. An archetypal one involves the experimental 

subject in a situation whereby they discover a certain state of things, for example, a Smarties box 

incongruously filled with pencils, and then are invited to make a judgement as to the expectations of 

another, naive, person who then finds the same box. The subject is seen to demonstrate an adequate 

'theory of mind' if she can momentarily dissociate from the actual state of things as she is aware (i.e. 

the sweeties box has pencils inside) and acknowledge the perspective and beliefs of another person 

and, however fallacious they might be (i.e. that the sweeties box will surely have sweeties inside).

This involves a particular sophisticated level of social understanding. The other person is accepted 

here to have a separate perspective on the world, encompassing immediate wants and attentional 

focus, and most notably further, a set of beliefs and expectations wholly independent of the child 

herself. The relative competence of blind children in such tasks has been recently examined 

(McAlpine and Moore, 1995; Minter et al., 1996), the results and implications of which will be 

discussed in Chapter Four. Another expression of 'theory of mind' interpersonal understanding has 

been investigated, principally by Wellman and colleagues (e.g. Wellman, 1990). This looked at how 

children conceive of others and themselves as thinking beings, and the fundamental difference in
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nature between mental, thought, actions and objects, and actual, real ones. Chapter Four will address 

these kinds of appreciation in blind children, with adaptations of previous experimental methodology.

(vii) Self esteem and self confidence

The present research project is concerned with the development and stability of understanding oneself 

as a separate individual, among other such selves, or persons. This is a more fundamental question 

than that investigated by, for instance, Coker (1979) who asked visually impaired children of junior 

school age questions about their self-image, and found much similarity with normal sighted 

counterparts. Such judgements may be positive or negative, be dynamic over time, and show different 

degrees of balance between own and others' assessments for particular dimensions of personality. 

Essentially, though, they are predicated on the assumption that the child has attained a stable sense of 

him or herself, and can evaluate qualities of self in comparison with other people. This point is 

clarified in considering the kinds of questions that Scott (1968) posed to blind individuals, as to "the 

kind of person" they were, his or her "strengths and weaknesses", and "characteristic qualities". It is 

also illustrated in examinations of children’s ‘Locus of control’, i.e. a person’s sense of just how much 

in command he or she feels of events that affect him or her. This too presupposes a sense of self, even 

when a child may show an extremely ‘externalising LOC’, indicating little confidence to dictate the 

circumstances of their life. LOC research with visually impaired children has found that, as with 

sighted children, once a child is able to establish the kind of necessary self concept dealt with in this 

project, development from an ‘externalising’ LOC towards a mature internalising’ LOC is associated 

with a higher level of intellectual functioning, measured by, for example. Parsons (1987), in terms of

IQ.

(viii) Further development

Although this study is concerned primarily with development in fundamental aspects of social 

functioning, to the point attained by a normal four- to five-year-old, the following is a short selection 

of potentially relevant research conducted with visually impaired children of primary school age.
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Czerwinski and Tait (1981) investigated a more advanced level of social understanding, involving the 

appreciation of the psychological causes of behaviour. In an exploratory small-scale study that 

involved only twelve participants, aged 5 to 17 (IQs 83 - 130) and divided into three age groups, 

children were invited to listen to short vignettes of individual characters’ behaviour, then answer 

questions about them. The essential point was to comprehend the difference between fixed, 

characteristic, personality traits, and transitory attitudes and moods which result in changeable 

behaviour, and between normal and abnormal behaviour. They were also asked to evaluate the 

behaviour, making an affective judgement on how personally desirable it would be for them. Like 

their sighted counterparts, the blind children in all of the three age groups judged the presented 

normal behaviour to be more personally desirable than the abnormal behaviour presented by other 

characters. However, unlike previously tested sighted children, they did not show a typical trend with 

increasing age to assess abnormal behaviour as being caused by state of mind, i.e. due to mood or 

external factors. Instead they were more likely to put it down to intrinsic traits of personality. Some 

blind children in each group were, though, able to realise that such abnormal behaviour is not fixed, 

and is open to change.

Examinations of blind and visually impaired children’s development in another higher-order aspect of 

social understanding, that of moral judgement and conduct, have revealed little variation from that of 

sighted children. Stephens and Simpkins (1974) asked blind children (in three age groups, overall age 

range 6 - 18) to make moral judgements about hypothetical moral dilemmas, and found a normal 

mature progression with age. However, it was noted within the general tendency that there was less 

development between the youngest and middle groups (6 - 10 and 10 -14) than between the middle 

and oldest (10 - 14 and 14 - 18).

Concerned with an area of verbal functioning that is potentially related to considering children’s 

social understanding, Halpin (1972) compared the abilities of visually impaired and sighted children 

(aged 6 - 12) for their creative use of language. The Torrance Tests of Creative Ability involve the 

ability to use words fluently, with originality and flexibility, for instance in giving unusual uses for 

objects. Notably, the visually impaired group scored as a whole better than their sighted counterparts.
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There were also no differences seen between results for residential as against day pupils. Significant 

developmental improvement was noted over two age ranges: between children aged 6 - 8 ,  and those 

aged 9 - 12, on the measure of verbal flexibility. On a similar investigation of verbal creative skills, 

Blackhurst et al. (1969) investigated blind children aged 10 -12, with IQs in the normal range. They 

found little evidence of correlation between blind children’s mobility (and therefore the inferred 

likelihood of taking risks in exploring their enviromnent) and measures of divergent thinking (for 

instance in recognising problems, word fluency, or ideational fluency). This implied that by this age 

range there was no indication that a blind child’s degree of mobility would have an impact on their 

creativity, or imagination.

Some investigators have assessed visually impaired children of varying ages using standardised, 

universal scales of behaviour problems (particularly the Child Behaviour Checklist, CBCL; 

Achenbach, 1979). It is completed by parents and normed on sighted children’s responses. Teare 

(1984), for example, found no differences from sighted norms, with 50% of score variance associated 

with IQ level, and no effect of degree of vision, gender, socio-economic status or age. It should be 

noted that this project was centred on a particular area of the behavioural problems featured in these 

scales, which provide aggregated scores across a range of functional domains. By concentrating on 

this one area, of affective relating and interpersonal cognition, it was hoped to provide more focused 

and specific results.
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Section summary

There is a proposition in the mainstream literature that infants reveal their earliest understandings of 

other people when they begin to become anxious at separations from their caregivers, i.e. the most 

emotionally significant others in their lives. It is debatable how clear and sophisticated a conception of 

the other is actually indicated by such reactions, so it is unclear how to interpret some reports that 

blind children are commonly delayed in demonstrating this behaviour.

Language and play development provide a potentially clearer picture of blind children’s relative 

progress in this domain. There has been speculation as to the problems faced generally by blind 

children, without the rich, reinforcing input of visual images to provide focused reinforcement for 

linguistic input. In terms of their performance, a wide variability in progress has again been noted 

among blind children. However, in general it has been found (e.g. Dunlea; 1989) that blind children 

may persist for longer at the primary stage of using words merely as literal labels, signs, for objects 

and experiences, without realising their possible role as flexible, manipulable symbols, which are 

accorded diverse meanings by different people.

The roles and responsibility of parents in providing sensitive and non-confusing cues were also 

stressed. As to the quality of parents’ linguistic input, qualitative differences have been suggested in 

the kinds of words used towards blind, as opposed to sighted, children. Blind children received a 

higher proportion of naming ‘labels’ rather than more challenging attributional descriptive words 

(Kekelis and Andersen; 1984). These researchers’ accompanying finding that parents were more 

likely to refer restrictively to the child’s direct immediate circumstance, rather than attempting to 

stretch their attention to encompass wider environmental facts and events, also indicates the relatively 

restricted frames of reference available to blind children.

As to characteristics of blind children’s early expressive language, Andersen et al. (1984) noted 

problems in learning and appropriating personal pronoun use. Fraiberg (1977) suggested that this 

might indicate something of a failure to understand oneself as an I’, and other people as ‘you’s’.
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Blind children were often seen to perseverate far longer than sighted children at the level of echolalia, 

both immediate and delayed. Prizant (1984) thought that this indicated a process of language 

development that was progressive yet protracted, in which the children practise words and phrases 

wholesale in a more gradual associational process of incorporating them into their individual meaning 

system. This is somewhat different from the normal pattern by which children readily and flexibly 

accommodate individual words and word combinations to demonstrate their burgeoning person-object 

and interpersonal understanding, and arguably indicative of delays in these respects.

Some generalised research on comparative blind and sighted play has revealed differences: broadly 

that blind children play less, and are delayed in demonstrating comprehension of the principles of 

pretence. Research explicitly concerned with verbally demonstrated social understanding (e.g. 

McAlpine and Moore, 1995) was also touched upon, to be considered in detail in Chapter Four.

Aspects of further cognitive development, through middle-childhood, were also briefly presented, in 

areas that may have connection with the domain of social functioning.

3) Blind children with special difficulties in their social functioning

Against this general background of research, special consideration will now be given to totally blind 

children who have specifically shown delays and impairments in their interpersonal relating and 

social understanding, which are the focus of this project. The sub-sections are as follows:

(i) Case presentations;

(ii) Organic impairments and developmental progress;

(iii) Congenital blindness and autism a) specific conditions - Leber's amaurosis; Retinopathy of 

prematurity b) behavioural observations;

(iv) Developmental improvement;

(v) The uncertain roles of environmental and organic factors.
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(i) Case presentations

Keeler (1958) provided a series of detailed case histories of pre-school children totally blind through 

one of the major reported causes of that particular time-period, retrolental fibroplasia (now known as 

ROP). At this time the term 'childhood schizophrenia' was used as a general diagnostic label for many 

developmental pathologies. Within this classification was a particular condition, what Kanner (1943) 

called "autistic disturbance of affective contact." Keeler's research programme, begun in 1953 in 

Toronto, was concerned with a group of five referred blind children who presented with symptoms 

strikingly similar to this phenotype.

The children studied were all premature, ranging from six to seven months gestation at birth. There 

were three girls and two boys. All were totally blind, or at most with extremely low light perception in 

one eye. All showed a behavioural predilection towards "self isolation" and did not use language 

appropriately in interpersonal communication, neither initiating verbal contact nor responding 

suitably to approaches. However, they demonstrated comprehension of some spoken language, and 

according to Keeler, "good memory". Also odd was their disinclination to distinguish between their 

primary caregivers and strangers. Two showed such a reluctance to interact that they would reject any 

physical contact at all. They demonstrated typical autistic patterns of behaviour: rhythmic rocking, 

hand and arm waving with rhythmical opposition of the finger tips of both hands, particularly to 

music, with which they showed an unusual preoccupation. Their play was solitary, usually involving 

repetitive physical routines with mechanical objects and those that made noise, e.g. spirming a pot lid, 

or screwing on and off a jar top. There was much echolalia (word repetition out of context), or the 

adoption of approximations of heard words using the same tone and rhythm. In this regard, they were 

noted to learn early to hum (by about age two) and to remember and sing "fairly complicated" songs, 

sometimes with the correct words. These children would not feed themselves, throwing the spoon 

away when encouraged to learn to self-feed, and remaining on strained baby foods up to age four or 

five. Neurological assessment showed normal encephalograms.
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Keeler commented that "the psychological environment in all five cases had not been good". All of the 

children had spent their first month in a hospital incubator, and then when at home the mothers had 

all tended to leave the children to fend for themselves in cribs or playpens for long periods, attending 

only to their imperative physical needs. These parents showed great distress at their children's 

blindness, particularly at the time of diagnosis, and more than one repeatedly stated that they "would 

rather see their children dead than the way they were."

Of the children, Keeler presented two case descriptions. The first was Cheryl, who was referred at age 

six. She was bom at 6 months, 21bs in weight, and was not discharged from hospital until two months 

old. She was diagnosed as having retrolental fibroplasia at six-months-old and to be totally blind. Her 

mother complained that she showed no attention and remained aloof, never used language to 

communicate but had "decent" receptive language (though no example of this was actually provided 

in th% report). As an infant she was reported as preferring to be by herself, not wanting to be picked 

up, and having developed a range of bizarre hand and arm movements, along with persistent rocking 

and humming. She had a very good spatial memory, remembering the practical geography of places 

visited only once, and could find her way around the house easily. At age six she would still only use 

her potty toilet. When her mother suggested she "go to the po-po" Cheryl would mimic the word *po- 

po' and remain sitting until her mother took her physically to her potty. Another example of her 

echolalia came in response to Keeler's question to her at the end of the interview. "Do you want to go 

home. Cheryl?" was simply echoed back.

Her mother's main concern was Cheryl's reluctance to use speech, "If only she would talk with me, we 

could get along so well together and she would be happy." Keeler commented that it was unclear what 

attempts Cheryl's mother made to "bring her out" and how early these had been made in her life; 

Keeler felt it is was as though she expected her daughter to take all the initiatives and demonstrate her 

needs. She seemed not to realise her part in engaging and helping Cheryl to discern and appreciate 

her mother's presence and identity, and to develop a mutually defining relationship. She left Cheryl in 

a playpen for much of the time, and worked on and off while paying for child-care. She had stayed at
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home for one year with Cheiyl in the hope that it would improve things, but when no "dramatic" 

progress was seen she became discouraged.

The second case was that of Betty. She was referred at age 4, and bom at 6!/4 months, weighing 31bs, 

and spent two months in hospital special care, receiving a diagnosis of retrolental fibroplasia at 3 

months. At the time of referral she was with foster parents. As far as was known second-hand, Betty 

started to walk at age 2. As an infant she was unconcerned about others, not seeking aJffection, and at 

present remained often alone for long periods. She would not interact with other children, yet was 

tirelessly and fearlessly keen on rough-and tumble play with adults, often showing anger and sulking 

whenever it was stopped. She followed instructions, showing adequate associative receptive language, 

with a sense of 'right and wrong', which seemed to be behaviourally learned by reward and 

punishment. Finding out her wants was on a trial and error basis, in that she would only react to 

offers of the item or action that she desired, e.g. "Do you want to go to the toilet?" receiving a positive 

response, while she ignored suggestions of a glass of milk or cookies. She was unlikely to take her 

own initiatives, sitting and wetting herself unless asked, rather than going to the toilet unaided. She 

was reported by her foster mother as vocalising early and using words at 12 months, saying "Mama" 

and "Dada"', but thereafter she did not develop in using language communicatively, instead 

appropriating received phrases into repetitious verbalisms, e.g. "Get down, Betty!" In her third year 

she began to rock, and awoke in the night chattering to herself, "to hear her own voice" as her foster 

mother said. She was slow in learning to feed and at five years still preferred strained baby foods. 

Most things presented to her Betty took immediately to her nose to smell them, and preferred objects 

that made a noise. Betty's foster mother felt she was "not stupid by any means", and that if "someone 

were to spend a lot of time with her and she was with other children, I think she could come on 

wonderfiilly."

The picture here was of someone intent to make contact with others, but perhaps lacking the means, 

with receptive language skills superior to expressive ones. She was unable to initiate and name her 

specific wants, but was easily responsive when what she wanted was offered. Again, Keeler noted that, 

notwithstanding Betty's first two months spent in hospital, she had never received very much
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individual attention, her foster mother working periodically. In her first year, particularly, she was left 

in a playpen for long periods.

A further group of 25 pre-school and 10 school-age (i.e. 6 - 12) blind children with the same 

condition were also observed. Although not presenting such a full range of difficulties, their collected 

histories showed patchily similar symptomology, though less pronounced or persistent. There was 

delayed motor development, delayed language development, preoccupation with music, over

dependence on smell in exploration, blindism-like bizarre body movements, and unspecified "autistic 

patterns". Although all of these 35 were considered at school to be learning at an appropriate level, 

they were usually thought "slower" than their classmates, blind through other conditions.

In considering a comparison group of children of similar ages blind through other conditions, such as 

cataracts and glaucoma (though these children all had some vision, albeit less than 20/200; n = 18) 

there was not "the same degree of autistic patterns of behaviour" (p. 73). Although some children 

were withdrawn and some demonstrated blindisms, it was never with the same severity as the children 

above.

Another group of children were compared, those who lost their vision late in infancy or in early 

childhood through trauma infection, neuromyelitis optical and particularly retinoblastoma (n = 17). 

Such abnormalities were even less conspicuous in these cases. Whether or not their motor or language 

development was becoming established at the time of vision loss, they were developing along normal 

lines. Keeler noted, though, that children in this group were typically anxious and became especially 

distressed at environmental changes. In contrast with the less visually impaired group they were also 

more likely to develop blindisms such as fingers in the eye, head and body twisting.

Keeler (1958) characterised the index children's condition as an aversion to affection, while 

Hallenbeck (1954) characterised those blind children of nursery and primary school age in his study 

as showing an emotional coldness and withdrawal from human contact. Keeler evaluated the 

"psychological environments" of all of his sample (though the formality of this assessment is
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debatable). He judged all but those of the first five children to be between "average” and "excellent". 

In these cases Keeler gave etiological focus to the early months spent isolated in incubators, without 

social contact. Freedman (1971) also thought that the most fundamental sensoiy deprivation, of 

primary somatosensory stimulation, was crucial. However, an investigation by Chase (1972) found 

somewhat contradictorily that there was no simple relationship between longer lengths of time in 

special hospital care and higher levels of affective disturbance; in fact she saw the opposite, that 

children spending longer times in hospital were less prone to these social difficulties.

Beyond this, though, Keeler pointed to what he felt were deficient, withdrawn patterns of parental 

care and encouragement, and the core problem being the children's emotional deprivation - not being 

closely held, caressed, spoken to, nor adequately stimulated - rather than components of the medical 

condition such as hypothesised cortical oxygen damage, or "vascular involvement to the brain" in 

addition to the retinal pathology. Green and Schechter (1957) also reported on similar behaviour 

patterns in a group of totally blind children. Yet they characterised the maternal behaviour in their 

study as overprotective: the mothers "interfered and did many things for their children, thus 

preventing them from learning from their own efforts." (p. 637). Hallenbeck (1954) suggested there 

was a vicious cycle whereby new parents were told of the medical team's low expectations for the 

baby, visually, mentally and physically, which along with the factors of separation and subsequent 

slow development, serve to undermine the parents' expectations and skills in caring for the infant.

As to comparisons with autism, which he saw in terms of a "lack of distinction between themselves 

and the outside world, i.e. between the I and the not-I", Keeler concluded against simple co-morbidity, 

but rather felt that the symptoms "simulated" the syndrome, even though, or perhaps because, there 

was a prevalence of autistic symptoms to lesser degrees in most of the children with retrolental 

fibroplasia. Instead he referred to the importance of visual and emotional cues in a developing 

conceptual differentiation of body image, and beyond that of self and other. He speculated finally 

about the influence of brain damage associated with prematurity, with central nervous system 

involvement, and psychogenetic causation, particularly considering the five severe cases against the 

other 35 with retrolental fibroplasia. With "favourable mothering" and "good psychological
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environments'' the syndrome would not occur with such behavioural severity. He called for corrective 

intervention with these older pre-school children, involving a specialised "close, warm" nursery 

programme, working at individual and group levels.

Parmalee. et al. (1959) conducted a similar project - "The Development of ten children with 

retrolental fibroplasia: A four year study". All of their subjects were bom premature, weighing less 

than 1.8g,There were ten premature, sighted control subjects, none of whom showed any degree of 

"retardation". Six had no vision; four had some in at least one eye (i.e. at most perception of colour 

and shape close to the eye); three of the six totally blind were "socially retarded", and also delayed by 

comparison in toilet training, language and feeding, though not in walking without support. These 

three had the lowest birth weights, though their gestational ages were similar to the other, more 

developmentally normal children. A Gesell test in the first year showed a normal level of achievement 

for all ten, but thereafter the three children in question began to slip behind the others on 

developmental measures. Their cases are summarised here:

Case 1 was bom to Japanese parents, with retrolental fibroplasia, diagnosed at 3 months. The parents 

were said to feel shame, and had not informed some relatives of their son's blindness. For the first 

year he was kept in a crib, surrounded by pillows; then at 12 months he was allowed more freedom on 

the floor. At this point he seemed happy and responsive to his brother. In the second year he walked 

freely around the house, but only banged new toys in exploring them. He was apprehensive in new 

situations, and Parmalee commented that he "seemed to regress in the second year." In his third year 

he showed little play, still only banging toys; though he did enjoy a particular rough-and-tumble game 

of running with his mother, holding her skirt. It was "difBcult to penetrate his repetitive activities." At 

32 months he permitted more social contact, and said "Okay", "Car", "Cookie" (i.e. a few object 

labels). In his fourth year he tolerated being placed on the toilet, but wouldn't feed himself. On the 

whole he was more responsive to people generally, and his mother particularly. She talked though 

about diSiculty in establishing a relationship with him.
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Case 2 was diagnosed at two months of age; he had no siblings. At first both parents were very happy 

with their new child, however disabled; though as things subsequently developed, the father became 

"aggressively defensive" and generally "unable to be critical". His wife was inhibited by him in 

expressing opinions about the baby. In the first twelve months the child showed a normal rate of 

achievement, except sitting unaided - he was confined to a folded sheet on a rug, the mother afraid for 

him to move about for fear of injury, not being allowed to touch food himself as his mother resented 

any "mess". At nineteen-months he was walking, but wanting to go everywhere holding mother's 

hand. He was kept for most of the time in a playpen, and invented a game of rolling a ball up a slide 

and then catching it. His parents reported that at this time his mother felt closer to him, though in 

comparison he was increasingly demanding of his father, who began to resent his demands. At 24 

months he began to talk, feed himself and begin toilet training. His third year brought "impressive" 

walking and exploration of toys, some words but no combinations. His mother described fears of 

toileting and resistance to training, reluctance to sleep at night or to co-operate in eating, and she 

seemed overwhelmed and in continual conflict with him, becoming indecisive in her actions. He was 

considered to show "normal mental potential, but significant emotional disturbances." Brain damage 

was suspected, compounded by difficulties in relationships. From age three-to-four, however, he 

"made greater effort to be self-critical." He started school, tolerating other children, though not 

participating in their activities. He was described as hyperactive, "negative" and aggressive, and was 

still using only single words in communication. Parmalee described this family's behaviour during 

these research visits. The father usually entertained and amused the child, but there was no 

development in his manner; he seemed afraid to have him move about.

Case 3 was diagnosed at three-months-old. Her parents were initially very close and enjoyed their 

daughter, but then became concerned with others' opinions of her and the mother became as though a 

"distant observer". The marriage became strained, with separations. There was a one-year younger 

sibling, though the relationship was not close. At seven-months she bounced when held supported, 

laughed, and played with her hands. She was not, though, sleeping on a normal day-night schedule, 

and this was left uncorrected by her parents. In her second year she could drink out of a cup, and said 

"Dada", "Mama", "Pat-a-cake", "Bye-bye". By this age intraocular tension had increased in both eyes.
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with great pain. She had surgery but still seemed distressed, slept poorly and lost weight. Her parents 

found this period "veritable hell". At 21 months she was thought happier, with her sleeping problem 

less severe. She used phrases and short sentences, and physically was quite active. At this point the 

family was then forced temporarily to move, due to family illness. On return she seemed to regress, 

preferring solitary play; she had developed a large vocabulary but now mainly talked to herself. Her 

parents felt that this mood of withdrawal was due to periodic eye pain. In her fourth year she became 

very ill with pneumonia, with long periods of crying, and her speech became barely understandable; 

she "climbed on her parents and other people as if they were furniture." During the interview she 

ignored others, preoccupied in her own play; though she did enjoy a spell of rough-and-tumble. 

Otherwise any motor activity involved mainly rhythmic and circular body movements. She began to 

bite herself. From age four to five there was improvement: she was more aware of the environment 

and interactive; her perseverative play could be interrupted and redirected.

Parmalee described the developmental backgrounds of the other three, less "socially retarded", blind 

children in the following ways. The first was very fragile at birth, yet her mother learned much from 

her baby and gradually learned to stimulate her. The second child's family was "successful in 

management... not overprotecting", and generally positive from the start. The third's mother appeared 

"apathetic and depressed", though there was a strong relationship with her two blind boys who 

showed "emotional strength". For Parmalee also, stress was placed on the role of family and 

environmental stimulation. Notwithstanding these observations, it must however be noted that the 

baby's behaviour has a significant impact on parental care: it is far easier to stimulate and manage a 

freely reactive infant.

(ii) Organic impairments and developmental progress

Existing longitudinal research investigating the developmental progress of blind and partially sighted 

children has been sparse, with contrary suggestive findings from data which are by no means easily 

comparable. In following up a previously unpublished sample of visually impaired children (mostly 

premature through retinopathy of prematurity, with many totally blind, aged 2 to 7), Gillman and 

Goddard (1974) found their earlier IQ scores often predictive of future adolescent and adult
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educational and vocational levels, but not perfectly so, and raised caution against low expectations 

from formerly low-achieving children. They did find a larger number of children with neurological 

problems than were originally mentioned, and that 20% of children with such problems noted earlier 

were in institutions 20 years later. The study providing fullest details for this particular debate was 

that by Freeman et al. (1991) of 92 children, 27 of whom were totally blind. They were followed-up 

fourteen years later, with the general finding that these totally blind children very often exceeded the 

prior stated expectations. Many of them had shown stereo^^)ed behaviours in early childhood, which 

were no longer in evidence as they grew older. The majority of the children in the whole sample 

showed high educational achievement, 76% having completed secondary education. Of those 

originally thought without additional handicap, 70% were later called "psychiatrically normal”, 

however only 24% of those who were initially said to have an "additional handicap" were later so 

called. Unfortunately for further discussion on this finding, the study did not clarify the nature of 

these early diagnosed 'additional handicaps', particularly in regard to 'mental retardation' (possibly 

because of the large numbers of diagnosing professionals involved) and how these specific children 

developed over time. Against this. Freeman et al. did go on to say that there was improvement in 

outcome, above earlier prediction, in 56% of all of the children (including the 'mentally retarded'), 

thus counselling wariness of negative prognoses which may adversely influence the ways in which 

children are subsequently treated and the level of expectations made of them. There is also an 

implication that earlier 'neurological signs' were not a good subsequent predictor. The picture is 

therefore unclear. This is compounded particularly by one of the problems raised in interpreting the 

above findings: the use of such inexplicit terms as 'mental retardation' and 'neurological signs', - for 

instance, the latter are often inferred in a circular process from clinical behaviour.

In a valuable large scale case review of totally blind and visually impaired young children seen in 

specialist child development clinic, Cass and colleagues (1994) concentrated on the high incidence of 

what they called 'developmental setback' in 10 out of 32 totally blind children. This was in terms of 

plateaued or regressive scores on selected developmental sections of the Reynell-Zinkin scales of 

mental development, standardised for visually impaired children. The three sections given focus were 

'sensori-motor understanding' (as a measure of non-verbal cognition), 'verbal comprehension' and
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Vocalisation and expressive language structure'. The patterns of scoring were at a rate not found with 

partially sighted children seen in the clinic, nor those whose sight was subsequently found to be better 

than assumed at first diagnosis. Cass posed the possibility that the most visually impaired children 

were also the most likely prone to neurological damage.

Cass quoted other researchers (e.g. Roberts-Harry et al. 1990; Vaizey et al., 1977) who had noted 

concomitant medical conditions in totally blind children, such as cortical atrophy among other 

neurological abnormalities. In connection with this fact, all of the children with reported 

developmental stasis or regression were said by Cass et al. to have visual disorders which affected 

nervous elements of the brain, i.e. anophthalmia, Leber's amaurosis, Norries disease, optic-nerve 

hypoplasia, ROP, as opposed to conditions of peripheral origin, for example, cataracts. Notable in 

their study, though, was that two of the eleven showed severe medical symptoms at 18 months and 27 

montlis respectively. It must therefore be debatable whether these two children, with definite 

physiological setback, belonged in this particular study group, with its emphasis on purely 

psychological development.

Also recorded were any "adverse social factors" (p. 193) noted in the children's individual 

backgrounds, and parental opinion of their development. Twenty-three per-cent of the totally blind 

group who developed normally were seen to have had "factors potentially detrimental to 

developmental climate", compared with 60% of those with "setback" (p. 194). Cass advocated caution 

in regarding this factor, as there may be a circularity in suspecting children who already showed 

developmental concern as having "adverse" social problems. Another child spent 29 days in hospital 

in third year, with eczema, abscesses and an ophthalmic operation. This child had a traumatic 

experience, clearly "adverse".

The suggestion was that the totally blind children with the disordered pattern of development had 

shown normal progress up to a particular age range (between 1;4 and 2;3) and then were found to 

have suffered from a neurological setback, of varying effect and intensity. Thus, Cass and colleagues 

concluded that, "the interaction of inherent neurological susceptibility with an adverse environmental
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climate at a critical stage of behavioural development results in the onset of developmental 

impairments." (p. 195)

However, examining the results, another hypothesis is suggested. The important fact is the point of 

developmental arrest in each of the three recognised patterns within the group of 11 children. Of the 

three Reynell-Zinkin scales used, this theme can best be seen by discussing results from the two 

language scales. For group A (the oldest children, up to very approximate age 5;6), on Verbal 

comprehension', these children were able to comprehend, identify and select objects from a small 

range and give to another person at age 2;0, but could not combine instructions, e.g. "Put the spoon in 

the cup." Their verbal comprehension reached a plateau at this level, and did not progress further to 

be able to deal with social questions, such as "Which one do we stir the tea with?" or "Which one do 

we put the diimer on?" Such questions require common-sense worldly event memory, with the child 

invited to make pragmatic, adaptive thematic associations with evoked social situations. Children in 

group B (up to 4;6) also showed a slow-down, at between age 2 and 3, during the stage of combining 

instructions, such that by 4;6 they were still unable to deal with the more social questions. The third 

and youngest group C (ages up to just over 3) showed static progress between the approximate ages of 

1;0 and 2;6, at around the lower ability level of recognition of familiar sounds. There seemed to be 

some advance just before the third birthday, to the point of ability to select objects from a small range.

As to the structure of their expressive language, children in group A were able at age 1;6 to make 3- 

word sentences, use words other than nouns, though not prepositions and pronouns. There was a 

plateau at this attainment level until just before age 3, then a surprising regression between age 4;6 to 

the end of recording at age 5;6, such that the children were using only 2-3 meaningful words. 

Children in group B were able at around age 2;4 to make 3-word sentences, use words other than 

nouns, such as prepositions, though not pronouns or the past tense. There was then a plateau at this 

ability level until the end of recording at about age 4;5. The youngest and lowest achieving group C 

showed repetitive double-syllable babble at age 1;0, then made no further development until age 2; 

over the next year they became able to use expressive jargon, but not 2-3 meaningful words. This was 

all in contrast to the relatively secure progress of the control groups, for example those for groups A
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and B were using past and fiiture tenses by age 4;6. It could therefore be argued that the problem was 

not of a neurological arrest in development, related to a critical age during the second year, but rather, 

if there was a critical point, it was of the point of emergence of particular levels of psychological 

understanding.

It seems that the blind children in question could broadly use referential language in respect of 

objects, but began to show problems in demonstrating pragmatic language to describe objects in terms 

of their social use, and individuals' actions in modifying social circumstances. Cass and colleagues 

themselves speculated that the emergence of the children's problems might coincide with a critical 

psychological point of development in which the children are going through a period where they are 

prone to be asserting a new sense of themselves as individuals, inwardly focused and 'inflexible' in 

their thinking, which is typical for their age. With their lack of vision, this period could likely be 

excessively introverted, particularly difhcult for parents or others to interrupt and join in with. In 

behavioural terms, it might therefore be expressed through a self-perpetuating fixation on self 

stimulatory stereotypies, such as rocking or eye-rubbing. This is an interesting speculation, though 

perhaps limiting in its focus again on the ill effects of a particular psychological developmental stage. 

It would seem more likely, rather, that such blind infants' difficulties in interpersonal and emotional 

understanding would not be concentrated around and due to this developmental point, but be found 

equally in early and ongoing psychological development. They will have always been at risk for their 

capacities and keenness to attend and make sense of external stimuli, whatever the causal factors, but 

it is only with the particular kinds of social, emotional and linguistic requirements of the second and 

third year that the deficits and delays in understanding in these areas are exposed.

(iii) Congenital blindness and autism

From a different discipline, education, Gense and Gense (1994) observed disordered patterns of social 

and emotional development in some congenitally, totally blind children. While most blind students 

usually respond to normal sighted teaching strategies, a significant group "get stuck", showing only 

"rote responses to learning", with much perseveration on "irrelevant" information. They are seen to 

have problems "separating significant and insignificant details", are easily distracted and find it
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difficult to organise and sequence their reactions to the environment. Gense and Gense describe these 

blind children as "very concrete and literal in their approach to their world", with "rigid stereotypical 

behaviours", such as arm or hand flapping, head or body rocking, eye poking or pressing, or walking 

on tip-toes.

For Gense and Gense such behaviour could be indicative of co-occurrent autism for some children. 

Therefore, the important educational task therefore is to identify those blind children for whom the 

diagnosis of autism is indeed appropriate, while recognising that many blind children who show these 

signs are not actually autistic. They invoked Htibner (1986), who like some of the foregoing authors, 

attributed such behaviour to factors like sensory deprivation, restricted locomotion, social deprivation, 

inadequate primary caregiver-child relationships, photo-phobia, limited sensori-motor or physical 

activity, and lack of ability to imitate. According to Gense and Gense, truly autistic blind children will 

be difierentiated by the extremity and intensity of their behaviour (how easy it is to interrupt and 

redirect the behaviour), duration of each pathological episode, and the persistence of the dysfunctional 

behaviour. On the basis of personal experience, Gense and Gense believe that distinctions can be 

observed in the following areas, (a) In language and communication there are similar difficulties 

shown regarding, for example, echolalia, pronouns, over-concrete and literal linguistic style; however, 

non-autistic children show a pattern of continual development, albeit sometimes at a slow pace, past 

these impairments, (b) Generally, developmental rates in non-autistic blind children will be slow but 

progressive, while autistic children remain with their motor skills above communication and social 

capacities, (c) As to the use of objects or toys, non-autistic blind children may seem to lack 

imagination in persevering with restricted, concrete activities, yet it is much more possible to redirect 

their actions with attention; in contrast properly autistic children will persist compulsively with their 

repetitive play, (d) Similarly, in response to sensory stimuli non-autistic children will show some 

degree of self-stimulatory behaviours, but are distractible; autistic children remain perseverative and 

seemingly self-enclosed with their actions.

In terms of intervention, piece-meal redirection of dysfunctional behaviour shown by any of these 

children in the classroom is seen as only temporarily successful, whereas consistent and systematic
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intervention is necessary to have a meaningful effect on children's development. The children would 

seem to require adequate sensory stimulation, a wide range of physical activities, and exposure to a 

variety of different enviromnents.

Specific conditions:- Leber's amaurosis 

One of the most detailed examinations of the cormections between specific ophthalmic conditions and 

disordered social and emotional behaviour was made by Rogers (1989). This was of children bom 

with the condition of Leber's amaurosis. Like Coleman and Gillberg (1985), Rogers suggested that the 

abnormalities of the retina seen in children with Leber's could be associated with coincident CNS 

damage, both of which are incurred during the first trimester of foetal development, and thus lead to 

clinical autism. Also, there have been descriptions of cerebellar damage in some children with 

Leber's, which is also seen in autistic children (e.g. Courchesne, 1989). However, caution was urged 

by Nickel and Hoyt (1982) in interpreting a simple organic causal relationship between CNS damage 

and observable behaviour disorders. From a neurological study of 31 children with Leber's amaurosis 

(using, for instance, computed tomography) they found only three patients with this diagnosis who 

had stmctural CNS defects - hypoplasia of the cerebellar vermis. A similar condition was also found 

by Dekeban (1969) after a post-mortem examination of a 3-year-old boy with Leber's, along with 

immature cortical neurones. However, Nickel and Hoyt pointed out that these three children showed 

no psychomotor (i.e. sensori-motor) retardation, and performed academically in the top 25% of their 

school classes, though it should be noted that their social abilities were not recorded. Nickel and Hoyt 

reviewed other neurological findings, for example from a retrospective study by Vaizey et al. (1977) of 

children up to 10 years. These researchers also found three patients with similar cerebellar hypoplasia, 

along with a series of non-specific CNS anomalies which Nickel and Hoyt did not rate as significant. 

Nickel and Hoyt acknowledged the possibility of a distinct genetically inherited syndrome which 

might cause only retinal dysfunction for some children, while being additionally responsible for CNS 

immaturity in others, yet suggested that there was no certain implied connection between CNS 

underdevelopment and mental impairment for children with Leber's amaurosis.
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In terms of developmental behaviour, all five of Rogers' sample of children with Leber's, aged 3 to 5 

and all boys, qualified for a label of autism, on the basis of the Autism Behaviour Checklist (ABC: 

Krug et al., 1980) and the Child Autism Rating Scale (CARS: Scholar et al., 1988), designed to 

identify the syndrome of autism, while none of the matched five, blind from other conditions (one 

with aniridia and congenital glaucoma, one with corneal lens opacity and three with ROP) did so. 

Rogers noted that these group's difficulties were significantly differentiated from the comparison 

matched group. She described one typical child's pattern of development, whereby he showed normal 

or above average scores on the Reynell-Zinkin scales of mental development, standardised for visually 

impaired children, at age 20 months, but then demonstrated progressively poor relatedness and 

tolerance of frustration, perseverative sensori-motor play which did not develop towards symbolism, 

echolalia and generally monotonie speech. He did not begin to show a preference to interact with his 

mother over others until about 25 months. Somewhat surprisingly though, his developmental scores 

on the Reynell-Zinkin scales, even for the more socially relevant sub-scales such as expressive 

language use and expressive communication, continued to be at or better than normal. This report, 

placed in context with the findings of Cass and colleagues, showed a similar pattern of increasingly 

disordered social and emotional development, in terms of its chronological age and psychological 

timing, apparent from the second year onwards. It is interesting that this child showed, if anything, 

even more localised impairments, and could manage at least the social dimensions of some language 

tasks.

In a positive assessment of the abilities of children blind through Leber's, McConachie and Moore 

(1993) included three such infants in their sample of normally developing children for the study of 

language progress. Two of the three scored above the general blind mean for their 'sensori-motor 

understanding' (Reynell-Zinkin scales; Reynell, 1979) at both of the two data recording visits, and the 

other scored lower, but was considered still to be within normal range. For verbal comprehension, the 

lowest of the three was only very marginally below the blind normal mean at both recording points. 

As to their expressive language, two of the children were clearly above the blind mean at both visits, 

while the other made dramatic progress between the recordings to be well above it on the second visit.
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Specific conditions:- Retinopathy of prematurity

Chase (1972) presented the results from a large retrospective study of blind people with retinopathy of 

prematurity, in their teens and early adulthood. Correlations were sought between measures of autistic 

and other psychological pathology, and early organic, medical and environmental factors. There were 

no associations found for quality of maternal care or hospitalisation (other than the unexpected result 

noted above comparing the time spent in special care). The clearest correlation was between adverse 

early neurological assessment and subsequent autistic behaviour. However, as Chase noted (p. 141), 

there were problems of the validity and reliability in measurement - the researchers relied on past 

neurological examinations, without standardised procedure, and the original physicians would often 

base their diagnoses on the behavioural presentation of autistic symptomology. While many 

participants in the study showed clear developmental pathology by reference to the main assessment 

tool, the Rimland (1965) Checklist E-2 (given as a questionnaire to parents), it should be noted that 

none of the 242 children people concerned actually fulfilled the diagnostic criteria of 'infantile 

autism', and only three were in the questionable 'uncertain' range. Chase commented (p. 142) that 

"those ROP children who display symptoms of emotional disturbance are 'autistic-like' rather than 

truly afflicted with early infantile autism," which echoed Rimland's (1964) earlier assertion that ROP 

behaviour "simulates" autism. Unfortunately, Chase did not provide information about the relative 

frequencies of particular behaviours and item scoring profiles, which would have been useful in 

examining this suggestion in detail.

Behavioural observations

Hobson, Brown and colleagues (Brown et al., 1996; Hobson et al., 1996) compared a group of 

children of pre-school and primary school age, blind through a range of causes and who satisfied the 

DSM-III-R (A. P. A.; 1987) criteria for a diagnosis of autism, with a group of sighted children also so 

diagnosed, for their observational rating profiles on the Child Autism Rating Scale (CARS: Schopler 

et al., 1988) and the Behaviour Checklist for Disordered Pre-schoolers (BCDP: Sherman et al., 1983).

On the CARS, group mean scores on diSerent items were similar between the groups. However, 

although there was not a significantly significant difference, it was noticeable that on particular
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ratings concerned with the degree of abnormality of relationships with others and emotional 

expression, two-thirds of the sighted autistic children received the most extreme scores, as compared 

with one-third of the blind children. Further, an item rating 'general impressions' of the severity of a 

child's autism found almost all of the sighted autistic children to be rated as severely abnormal, as 

compared with only one of the blind children. Also, according to a separate measure, the clinical 

judgement of the child psychiatrist carrying out the ratings, only two of the blind children displayed 

the "quality of social-affective impairment that characterised the children in the sighted autistic 

group" (p. 14), such that they would be said to show 'Kanner-type' autism. This is in contrast to all 

nine of the autistic sighted group. These researchers noted the potential circularity in evidence here, 

in that the clinician conducting the ratings was the same person who selected the comparison subjects 

on the basis of their clear, pre-given autistic diagnosis.

On the other rating scale used, the BCDP, ratings were also generally similar between the two groups, 

with some differences observable on the following items. Sighted autistic children received relatively 

more abnormal ratings for variety and depth of affect and modulation of affect. The blind children, 

however, were considered more abnormal in their attitude to presented objects, perseveration, personal 

pronoun usage and immediate echolalia. The autistic sighted and the blind children showed similar 

ratings for three dimensions of their play: its diversity and in particular proneness to stereotypy, 

sophistication of play with objects, and play with peers. On this latter no blind child showed evidence 

of reciprocal play with another person. There was divergence on a fourth aspect: symbolic play, with 

no autistic sighted children showing acts of pretence, in contrast to the majority of blind children. 

However, only one blind child elaborated on a simple act of pretence to create any kind of theme in 

their play, and no child represented one object by another. Alongside the two rating scales, DSM-III-R 

diagnostic rating items were also administered, showing only slight suggestions of group differences, 

though notable among these was the relatively low proportion of blind children who showed 

abnormalities in their speech, in terms of pitch, volume, stress, rhythm or intonation.

In summary, although both groups received broadly similar ratings, the theme was of the blind 

children showing less abnormality in their relationships with others, emotional expression and
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symbolic ability than the autistic comparison group. This was bolstered by the differentiation on all

round general impressions and judgement of a "less profound social-affective impairment". This was 

in accord with tentative evidence from Elonen and Cain (1964), and Wing (1969), with the latter 

noting that the quality of social relatedness shown by blind children in her study was of a less severely 

abnormal kind to that o f  typically autistic children

As to the patterning of results, there was no obvious dichotomy observed between blind children with 

a strongly autistic profile, and those clearly 'non-autistic', as is seen with sighted children. Indeed, 

among those least implicated as autistic there were often still some positive ratings for autistic 

'features'. Though, when found among such children, these 'features' were not of a consistent pattern 

of incidence and severity.

(iv) Developmental improvement

An interesting study by Goodman and Ashby (1990) reported on autistic symptomology seen in three 

infants who showed D.V.M. (delayed visual maturation, i.e. lateness in demonstrating visual 

responsiveness, usually not until about six months of age) and how these symptoms receded with the 

onset of vision. They provided three case descriptions. John, the first child, showed visual response at 

six months and went on to see adequately, though with a slight squint, which was surgically corrected. 

However, he demonstrated no words and gestures, or understanding of instructions during infancy, 

with no constructive or symbolic play. He preferred to be left in his cot than to be held. Not until age 

3 /2  did he begin to follow simple commands and show attachment to his mother and accept cuddles. 

At 5‘/2 he had developed a vocabulary of about 100 words, was spontaneously affectionate to his 

family, completing some cognitive tasks at a 2-3 year-old level, another child, Henry, followed a 

similar pattern of social rejection through infancy, using adults as means to ends by tugging to 

indicate his wants. Speech during his third year was largely in the form of immediate and delayed 

echolalia, with poor comprehension. However, at age four he was seen to be strongly attached to his 

mother, enjoying simple co-operative play with peers, with reading and number skills slightly ahead 

of his chronological age. The other child, Nicholas, while still showing a generalised learning 

difficulty at age 3, was also much more socially responsive and affectionate at this age than during a 

passive and sometimes resistant infancy. Goodman and Ashby suggested that the common cause
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might well be "widespread, though patchy, delays in brain maturation" which affect visual motor 

processes, as well as social and linguistic capacities which are implicated in autism, with the visual 

system resolving first.

(v) The uncertain roles of environmental and organic factors

Warren (1994; p. 260-266) discussed the debate about the precise aetiology of the distinctive pattern 

of “social and emotional disturbances” seen in children with retinopathy of prematurity (ROP). One 

point is that although there is a high incidence of brain damage found in premature children 

regardless of level of vision, this characteristic constellation of difficulties is not commonly found 

among non-visually impaired children. Keeler (1958) suggested that they might be produced by an 

interaction between brain damage and the debilitating situation faced by sightless infants, along with 

the exigencies of the immediate environment.

Some studies have considered specifically the development of children with retinopathy of prematurity 

(ROP), with special regard to the roles of organic and environmental factors. Parmalee et al. (1958) 

reported on a cross-sectional comparative study of the social and emotional development of a large 

sample of 60 blind children of primary and junior school age (6 to 10). Of the 38 with ROP, 7 were 

recorded as showing severe emotional disturbance, as against only 1 of the 22 blind through other 

conditions. This was taken to infer that there was “some special factor” in operation, associated either 

with prematurity or to ROP. Norris et al. (1957), in the Chicago Blind Children Research Project, 

collected a large sample of 295 children with early onset blindness, including 209 with retrolental 

fibroplasia (ROP). Of these, 65 (85% with ROP) were selected for in-depth longitudinal follow-up 

until age 6. At the point of study they had no diagnoses of other physical or mental disabilities. Norris 

and colleagues concluded with the positive statement that with “favourable opportunities for learning 

.... the blind child can develop into an independent, responsible, freely fimctioning child whose use of 

his potential compares favourably with that of most sighted children of his age.” Freeman (1989) also 

observed the alternative strategies shown by “resilient” and successful children, who showed that 

psychological problems were by no means inevitable in this population.
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However, Cohen and colleagues (1961, 1964, 1966) followed up the children initially studied by 

Norris et al. (1957) and found IQ deterioration in follow-up of the 66 original children over a 

subsequent nine year period, along with neurological abnormalities. There was suggestion of epilepsy 

in four cases and abnormal EEC patterns, relative to sighted children. This last finding is not 

necessarily indicative of causal brain damage. Novikova (1973) showed that brain activity is abnormal 

anyway in most children with visual impairment. As noted by Nickel and Hoyt (1982), “children with 

substantial vision loss from any cause may show abnormal EEGs, particularly high, spiking wave 

formations over the visual cortex ... as a consequence of retrograde trans-synaptic degeneration of the 

visual pathways.” (p. 1090) In all, Cohen et al. saw children from the original sample three times. 

The last time (Cohen, 1966) they found many with low IQ scores (38% below 80) and a fiuther five in 

special education on account of substantial learning difficulties. They concluded that most of these 

children with psychological difficulties suffered from generalised physiological disabilities. For only 

a small number of children did they attribute environmental causal factors. However, Boshes et al. 

(1967) conducted another follow-up study on forty of these children, judging them generally to be 

below sighted norms. At the extreme ends of the sample, six (15%) were judged as “mentally 

retarded”, while another six “ had intelligence measurement at the high normal or superior range.” (p. 

12). They thought the prognosis generally positive, “if other factors in the family and environment are 

favourable,” (p. 12) for young children with no other obvious impairments than their blindness.

In addressing the issue of attendant generalised learning disability, there are conflicting views in the 

literature. Some researchers (e.g. Gore, 1966) compared IQ scores of children with ROP with others 

who had lost vision early on and found no differences. On the other hand, stressing again 

environmental factors, Parmalee et al. (1959) felt that "severe emotional problems" may have led to 

low IQ scores seen in their sample of young blind children with ROP. Hallenbeck (1954) also 

suggested the impact of an interpersonal psychological factor, i.e. an early maladaptive parent-child 

relationship, for what he termed "pseudo retardation". This is echoed by Freeman's (1989) suggestion 

of the relevant factor of what he termed particularly "blind socialisation" in the abnormal and delayed 

development of some children. Genn et al. (1964) conducted cognitive test comparisons (using the 

Wise, Interim Hayes-Binet Intelligence Test for the Blind, and the Bender-Gestalt Test) between
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groups of ROP and non-ROP blind children, aged 7-8, reporting a significant difference in mean IQ 

scores (ROP mean = 92; non-ROP mean = 102). Perhaps more interesting was the finding that some 

ROP children achieved average and above IQ scores at age 7-8, though developmental assessments at 

24 months were not reliable predictors of these test scores. Therefore, there were obviously other 

factors to be considered in accounting for the variable rates and patterns of individual development.

Favouring biological causation, a number of other researchers have concluded that the impairments of 

children with ROP are due to brain damage, either by the same pathology associated with the ocular 

damage (e.g. Glavin, 1966), or more likely connected with the fact of prematurity (Blank, 1959; 

Cutler et al., 1965). Rimland (1964) stressed the specificity of symptomology, in that many fewer 

children with other congenital eye conditions demonstrated this pattern of autistic behaviour. 

However, this is challenged by the findings of Norris (1957) and Keeler (1958), who both saw 

children who were blind from other causes yet who showed the same or similar patterns, and still 

others with ROP who fimctioned normally.

There were almost epidemic numbers of infants suffering visual impairments as a result of oxygen 

treatment after premature birth in the immediate post-war period. Up to the realisation of the role of 

hyper- and hypoxia in the condition, and subsequent changes in care procedures, this provided a wide 

range in variables of vision, and attendant mental and physical disabilities for study. There was wide 

opportunity to make close clinical comparisons of blind children with autistic symptomology. 

However, there are major problems in making retrospective inter-study comparisons fi'om these early 

projects as to early interpersonal relating and social understanding, with factors such as eye condition, 

degree of vision and onset of loss, associated mental and physical disabilities, not carefully controlled 

within studies due to the researchers' differing priorities and areas of focus.

Section summary

This section began with a series of case presentations from the earlier literature, featuring young blind 

children with impairments in their general development, but particularly with regard to interpersonal 

relating and understanding, such that they have been described as “socially retarded” (Parmalee, et al.
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1959). Research specifically focused on such children has not provided clear answers as to the basis of 

their problems. Scharf and Adams (1984), for instance, speculated on the causal relationships 

involved: whether perhaps one of the common causes of congenital blindness, ROP, is itself a 

symptom of larger cerebral dysfunction, or is found in conjunction with other physiological disorders 

(as propounded by, for example, Crome, 1958). However, it is notable that such congenital 

neurological damage has usually been inferred from children’s behaviour rather than reliably 

medically identified. Factors such as “adverse environmental climate” (Cass, et a l, 1994) have also 

been considered relevant. Some researchers have drawn attention to the similarities in behavioural 

presentation between those blind children with social impairments, and autism (particularly if their 

blindness is due to the conditions of Leber’s amaurosis or retinopathy of prematurity), and etiological 

connections have been sought (e.g. by Rogers, 1989).

To gain a clear idea of the specific situation for each child one must first examine the precise nature 

of any manifest neurological abnormalities, and then consider how they correspond with the 

developmental behavioural picture of cognitive and social strengths and impairments, for instance as 

in the ability profiles shown in the research of Brown et al. (1996) and Cass et al. (1994). The 

question is, are the impairments of a global nature, or confined to certain recognisable areas of social 

and affective functioning? This question will be given attention later in this project, with a 

comparison of blind children's impairments with those shown by autistic children, to discuss the idea 

that these children suffer from a dual diagnosis and an underlying common neuropathology.

THE DIRECTION OF THIS PROJECT

This chapter reviewed previous research and theory on aspects of social and cognitive development in 

congenitally blind children, with an emphasis on areas relevant to their social functioning. Although 

occasionally featuring the progress of children through middle-childhood (i.e. the primary school 

years between five and eight), the concentration was on cognitive and social development up to about
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age five, as this is the age at which normal sighted children would be safely expected to show the 

levels of social understanding at issue in this project.

To reiterate: the intention was to explore the difficulties shown by some congenitally blind children in 

two respects: firstly, their ability to relate interpersonally and make relationships, and secondly, the 

quality of their implicit and explicit understandings of themselves as individuals amongst other, 

similar, persons. The project attempted to examine whether there is a pattern to such impairments, for 

which a primarily psychological explanation could be given.

It was hypothesised that congenital blindness may limit some children’s quality of engagement with 

other people in specific respects that have characteristic implications for the development of their 

social understanding, as expressed through comprehension of ‘theory of mind’ mental concepts and 

symbolic play. This would be because they cannot see how other people have attitudes and intentions 

to a shared, visually specified world, which can be compared with their own, and so they do not 

engage with other people on the basis that they too are independent subjective persons.

Predictions from this hypothesis were tested by way of a series of individual assessments and group 

studies, comparing the abilities of blind children with respect to elementary aspects of their 

interpersonal relating and social understanding. In conclusion, the results from the studies were 

discussed in the context of wider considerations about both blind and sighted children’s early 

psychological development.
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CHAPTER TWO: THE APPROACH OF THE PROJECT AND 

SELECTION OF SUBJECTS
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THE APPROACH OF THE PROJECT

The approach of this project was to examine groups of blind and sighted children for their capacities 

in interpersonal relations and social understanding, relative to their more ‘general’ intellectual 

functioning. Although there are accounts of healthy and progressive development in the foregoing 

literature review, equally there is much evidence that a significant proportion of congenitally blind 

infants and young children display pathological behaviour indicative of problems in the social 

domain. The present project focused on such children, including some who in previous studies may 

well have been labelled simply as 'mentally retarded'. One of the intentions was to break down this 

particular concept, to distinguish between children’s 'general' intellectual abilities, on the one hand, 

and more expressly social and emotional aspects of understanding on the other. By naturalistic 

observation and more formal testing there would be an opportunity to explore the nature of these 

particular children's impairments and elucidate them more specifically. The focus was on (a) the 

children’s abilities to initiate and sustain relationships with other persons, and (b) their level and 

quality of understanding of themselves and other people.

It was hypothesised that these two fundamental aspects of social functioning are profoundly inter

connected, such that those congenitally blind children who have found it particularly difficult to 

circumvent the immense limitations placed by congenital blindness on their qualities of engagement 

are predisposed to show problems in their social understanding, that is, their reciprocal appreciation 

of themselves and others as independent, subjective persons. Specifically, the problem posed by 

congenital blindness for successful engagement is that it prevents the infant or young child from 

literally seeing how other people have attitudes and intentions to a shared, visually specified world.

This social domain of understanding was examined by testing how the children answer questions 

about their own and others' behaviour in relation to processes of thinking and other mental states, and 

more indirectly, how they are able to play symbolically and in particular portray other people as 

characters within their play-schemes.
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The wide range of physical and psychological causes and effects of blind children's intellectual and 

social abnormalities presents difficulty in combining children for a research sample. The approach in 

this study has been to constitute a sample of congenitally blind children who have no additional 

significant reported physical or neurological disabilities, and regardless of ophthalmic diagnosis. The 

intention was to divide these congenitally blind children into a series of sub-groups, based on their 

abilities to relate to other people, and test for differences in performance between these groups as to 

their social understanding.

A series of three predictions were therefore formulated, and these were investigated using 

observational and experimental methodologies:-

(i) That a sub-group of congenitally blind children - those whose social engagement is relatively intact 

- would be relatively proficient in interpersonal imderstanding, as shown through their capacity for 

‘theory of mind’ and symbolic play, comparable with sighted children of similar age and general 

cognitive ability. This prediction applied more to children in middle-childhood (as tested here) than to 

those in infancy and early toddlerhood, who might still show some non-socially-related developmental 

delays which are discussed below.

(ii) That a sub-group of congenitally blind children would manifest characteristic impairments in 

social engagement, or what is also called interpersonal relatedness.

(iii) That this sub-group of children with problems in their social engagement would also be impaired 

in their ‘theory of mind’ and symbolic play abilities, even when their level of ‘general’ cognitive 

competence was taken into account. More specifically, if a group of socially impaired blind children 

were matched with a group of socially able blind children according to CA and verbal ability (and 

therefore IQ), the socially impaired children would show comparative impairments in ‘theory of 

mind’ and symbolic play. It is important that such impairments should be specific in the sense that 

they would be out of keeping with general cognitive development.
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DESIGN OF THE PROJECT

The design of the project therefore involved constituting appropriate groups of children for 

comparison of their interpersonal relatedness and social understanding, over three studies involving 

both observational and experimental contexts. The first study involved teachers’ assessments of 

children’s qualities of interactions with others and observations of individuals in free peer-group play. 

In the second, children were asked explicit questions about how they conceive of a fimdamental aspect 

of social understanding, that they and others are internally motivated to act in the world as individual 

subjects, with ‘mental’ activity behind people’s motivations. Here children were questioned about the 

differences between thoughts and actions, and between objects thought-about in mind, and those 

actual and physically present. Thirdly, the children’s social understanding was evaluated in the 

context of their symbolic role play, which relies on a certain level of social cognition. Children are 

commonly seen to show through play their depth of grasp that others are separate individual persons, 

by representing them as characters in play scenarios. The symbolic play of congenitally blind 

children was also compared with a control group of sighted children.

These groupings of blind children were based on their capacities in interpersonal relating, and their 

more general cognitive abilities, as measured by verbal IQ. The rest of this chapter is concerned with 

the methodology of this process of group definition, describing the rationale behind subject selection 

for the subsequent group comparisons.

The design of the project therefore involved constituting appropriate groups of children for 

comparison in observational and experimental contexts. These groupings were based on blind 

children’s capacities in interpersonal relating, and their more general cognitive abilities, as measured 

by verbal IQ. This chapter is concerned with the methodology of this process of group definition, 

describing the rationale behind subject selection for the subsequent group comparisons.
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METHODOLOGY OF GROUP DEFINITION

Subject selection and screening

One key problem in investigating social and emotional dimensions of development in congenitally 

blind children was noted by Warren (1994). It is the difficulty in obtaiiting adequate behavioural and 

particularly verbal evidence at the actual early age of conceptual development in infancy and young 

childhood. This is because blind infants and young children often show a disinclination to interact 

physically and verbally with the environment (by sighted behavioural norms), yet one cannot assume 

that this is due to disorientation and inability. Their passivity could be dictated by sensori-motor 

delays, or could equally indicate an attitude of intense concentration on external events. In order to 

examine fairly the child's understanding in this area, therefore, one must wait until he or she has 

derived a level of verbal and physical expression from which one can discern discrete areas of delay or 

dysfunction, and then infer their basis.

For a similar reason, this project concentrated on blind children whose general cognitive capacities 

were at or approaching normal range, so abnormalities in this respect did not obscure their social 

abilities. Specifically, the tasks to be administered were of verbal understanding and expression, and 

of symbolic play, therefore requiring a certain level of verbal competence. A decision was therefore 

taken to probe the abilities of blind children who had attained relatively sophisticated levels of 

language competence, for possible deficits in understanding specific to domains of interpersonal 

understanding. Children were chosen firstly on the basis of their scores on these tests of verbal 

intellectual achievement, i.e. IQ above the level of 'severe' learning disability, IQ < 55, that is, not 

below three standard deviations (3 x 15 points) from the mean of 100. Children under 6 years and 6 

months were administered the Wechsler Pre-school and Primary Scale of Intelligence (Wechsler, 

1967), and those over this age were given the Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children - Revised 

(Wechsler, 1976). These scores, along with the children's chronological age, formed the subsequent 

matching criteria, either blind children against sighted, or between sub-groups of blind children.
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One informal screening criterion was applied, with a decision taken to exclude children who showed a 

high degree of idiosyncratic physical developmental behaviour - ‘blindisms’. Such physical 

mannerisms (as described in Chapter One), if typically extremely persistent and repetitive, might of 

themselves impair children’s capacities to interact in the free-play observations, as well as in playing 

physically with the suggested play objects provided for the symbolic play tasks.

Definition of blind sub-eroups

The next task was to define the blind sub-groups according to interpersonal relating abilities. This was 

done in two stages. Firstly, preliminary groups were established by using teachers’ assessments of the 

children’s most basic day-to-day capacities to relate to others (adults or peers), and establish normal, 

mutual, interpersonal contact with them. Then these groups were subjected to more systematic 

observations of social relating. If the original assessments found agreement, the groupings could be 

taken as validly representative and provide the basis for the subsequent comparisons between blind 

children of, respectively, adequate and impaired interpersonal relating, as to social understanding - as 

demonstrated through understanding of mental processes and symbolic play.

The methodology of these preliminary group definitions was as follows. For each child, two qualified 

class teachers (i.e. not including classroom assistants) who were familiar with the child in question 

over at least a year's teaching, were given a questioimaire which dealt with aspects of relating, 

sharing, pretend play and ability to play socially [Appendix Two]. These were rated on a five point 

scale, on a scale from *1 - 5' ('T = very poor; '2' = poor; '3' = moderate ability; '4' = fair; '5' = good). 

Although ratings were taken on all these coimected areas, for the purpose of group definition at this 

stage one particular aspect of the questioimaire was used: the first rating item regarding 'relating' to 

adults and peers respectively, as this addressed most directly the child's social capacities. The mean of 

the two teachers' scores was taken for each of these two aspects, then a composite mean rating, across 

adult and peer contexts, was taken as the index score. The means were rounded up where necessary 

(e.g. the respective adult and peer mean ratings '3' and '3.5' would produce a composite 'relating' 

rating o f '3.5').
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Ratings are presented here for the 25 blind children, in order of ascending mean 'interpersonal 

relating' scores, with the lowest scoring child first, along with chronological ages at date of IQ testing, 

and ophthalmic diagnosis [Table 2.1], These are followed by ratings for a control group of sighted 

children, recruited from mainstream schools, whose further matching details are given subsequently 

below [Table 2.2].

For the purpose of the subsequent blind sub-group comparisons, blind children were divided into three 

groups on the basis of their scores on 'interpersonal relating'. These were defined to encompass (i) 

those most impaired in their interpersonal relations; (ii) a group of children who were noted as 

showing intermediate abilities; and (iii) those most socially able. It was decided for the most part in 

the later comparisons to set aside those in group (ii) and focus on those children whose ratings 

were at the extreme ends o f the range. The threshold at which children qualified for the socially 

impaired ('low social', or 'LS') group was set at a mean score of equal to or less than '3' ('moderate 

ability'), with neither of the mean teachers' ratings higher than '3' for relating either to adults or peers. 

This gave nine subjects. The top nine children from the opposite (high scoring) end of the 'relating' 

scale formed the 'high social', or 'HS' blind sub-group for subsequent experimental comparisons. 

These all proved to be children with composite 'relating' scores of '4' or above. In deciding which of 

the five children with composite scores of '4' to include in this group the one who received ratings of 

'4' for relating both to adults and peers were prioritised, while N  and O were placed in the 

Intermediate group as their unrationalised composite score was actually ‘3.75’ . This left two subjects, 

P and Q (see Table 2.1 below), who were jointly ninth highest in scoring when composite adult and 

peer 'relating' were taken into account. The latter was admitted on the basis of particular CA and IQ 

suitability for subsequent pair-wise matching. All sighted children received ratings of at least '4' 

('fair') for their 'interpersonal relating' to peers or adults, ensuring comparability with blind children 

in the 'high social' group.
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Table  2.1: T e a c h e r s ' r a t in g s  o f  a spec t s  o f  c h ild r en 's so c ia l  a b il it ie s : b u n d  c h ild r en

Subject CA Ophthalmic diagnosis Relating to 
adults

Relating to 
peers

Mean
relating

Sharing Play Social
play

Sub-group: ‘Low social’
A 7;1 Congenital optic nerve hypoplasia 2 1 1.5 1 2 1
B* 5;9 Retinopathy of prematurity 2 2 2 2 3 2
C 4;5 Retinopathy of prematurity 2.5 1.5 2 2 1.5 2
D 5,3 Leber’s amaurosis 3 2 2.5 2.5 3 2
E 5;10 Leber’s amaurosis 3 2 2.5 2.5 2.5 2
F 9;3 Leber’s amaurosis 3 2.5 3 2 2.5 1.5
G 8;1 Norries disease 3 2.5 3 3.5 2 2
H 7,7 Retinopathy of prematurity 3 2.5 3 2 2 2.5
I 7;5 Leber’s amaurosis 3 3 3 4 2.5 3

Sub-group: Intermediate
J* 5;7 Optic nerve hypoplasia 4 2 3 3 4 3
K 6;l Retinopathy of prematurity 3.5 3.5 3.5 3.5 2.5 4
L 7;3 Retinopathy of prematurity 4 3 3.5 3.5 3.5 3.5
M 6;2 Retinopathy of prematurity 3.5 3.5 3.5 4 3.5 4
N 5,5 Retinopathy of prematurity 4.5 3 4 3.5 2.5 3
0 5,9 Leber’s amaurosis 4 3.5 4 3.5 3.5 3
P 6;6 Anophthalmia # 4.5 3.5 4 3.5 3.5 3.5

Sub-group: ‘High social’
Q 6;9 Uncertain: optic pathway disorder 4 3.5 4 4.5 3.5 3
R 7;3 Retinopathy of prematurity 4 4 4 3.5 3 3
S 6,0 Retinopathy of prematurity 4.5 4.5 4.5 4.5 3.5 5
T 6;5 Retinopathy of prematurity 4.5 4.5 4.5 4 4.5 5
U 5;5 Retinopathy of prematurity 5 5 5 4.5 5 5
V 8;7 Optic atrophy: hydrocephalus 5 5 5 4.5 3.5 4.5

W* 5;0 Retinopathy of prematurity 5 5 5 3 5 5
X 7;0 Retinal aplasia 5 5 5 5 5 5
r 5;4 Microphthalmia $ (Prostheses) 5 5 5 4 4 4
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$ Isolated condition: not part of a wider syndrome or association.

NB: For blind subjects
All subjects are congenitally blind, with at best abstract light and colour perception {Q and E).
There is an argument that children bom prematurely should be matched according to a corrected CA (i.e. the given CA minus the number of months premature). However, 
no adjustments were made since the children here are in middle-childhood, and by this age the equalising effects of environmental experience was judged to have flattened 
out any relevance of this factor. Three blind children received ratings from only one teacher (noted with *). this was due to teacher unavailabihty or unfamiliarity with the 
particular child.

TABLE 2.2: TEACHERS' RATINGS OF ASPECTS OF CHILDREN'S SOCIAL ABILITIES: SIGHTED CHILDREN
Subject CA Relating to 

adults
Relating to 

peers
Mean

relating
Sharing Play Social

play
1* 7;7 4 4 4 4 4 4
2 * 5,1 4 4 4 4 4 4
3 * 7;6 4 5 4.5 4 5 5
4 * 8;1 4 5 4.5 4 4 4
5 * 6;3 4 5 4.5 5 4 4
6 7;9 5 4.5 5 5 4.5 4.5
7 6;5 4.5 5 5 5 4.5 5
8 6;9 5 5 5 5 5 5
9 5;2 5 5 5 5 5 5

10 6;4 - - - - - -
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NB: For sighted subjects

Five were rated by one teacher only (noted with *), due to a number of factors:- in mainstream 

education children are usually taught by one qualified teacher only for each year period, the higher 

staff : pupil ratio, and greater staff turnover in mainstream schools. Teacher’s ratings were 

unavailable for one child: 10.

Sample behavioural descriptions of subjects

At this point it might be salient to supplement the blind children's ratings for interpersonal relating 

with example informal observations of selected subjects from each sub-group.

For instance, from the lower end of the 'high social' sub-grouping, Q, (aged 6;9 at the start of the 

project). Although without any ostensible physical disability, this boy was not inclined to action or 

sensori-motor action or exploration (e.g. he could not be taught how to jump), preferring to talk or 

handle objects within his immediate physical vicinity, either sitting or standing. In this respect, 

teachers reported a "lack of spatial awareness". However, he was very able in his verbal relationships 

with others. For instance, in informal testing he demonstrated two adequate examples of symbolic 

play, one involving pretend objects and the other a mostly verbal story. In the first he said to the 

researcher, "I'll make you a cup of tea, with a cake", then mimed passing the researcher a cup and a 

bowl of cakes, describing his actions and warning "Don't spill it." He then told the story of a teddy 

bear who "got up, went for a walk in the forest and found a big house. He knocked and went in." 

["What happened next?] "A telephone call." ["Show me."] He mimed picking up a telephone receiver 

to speak.

Illustrating the threshold between the 'high social' group and the intermediate group, this is a short 

description of a child at the high end of the latter:

O (5;9)was born with Leber's amaurosis, hypotonic in earlier childhood, i.e. developing slowly in 

muscle control and power, with poor balance and hesitant gait. These improved considerably during
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the experimenter's acquaintance (a two year period from age 5 Va - 7 Va), as did her verbal abilities. On 

first meeting there was much echolalia, pronoun reversal, and wholesale adoption of phrases spoken 

to her by teachers. Two years later however she told the researcher "We like playing in the sand." 

["Who?"] "me and someone else, me and (actual class member)." Her subjects of conversation still 

sometimes tended towards the esoteric; one teacher thought that she was, if anything, "too 

imaginative", with a series of ‘imaginary friends’ who led her around, as indicated by her sometimes 

holding and pulling her own wrist ahead of her. On these occasions her verbal stories were seen to 

make internal sense as she used actual situations and perceptions, yet she was usually unconcerned to 

tailor her play to the immediate social situation and involve others. A psychotherapist working 

regularly with her made the observation that she became anxious when another person attempted to 

set the tone and parameters of a play situation, and did not seem to question or want to know about 

the other person's ideas.

From the 'low social' sub-grouping, short descriptions of three children:

A (7;1)

This was the lowest rated blind child for interpersonal relating. He tended to call out his wants in set 

phrases - "I want (a drink) please!" "I want a cushion." without any modulation according to the 

particular interpersonal or situational context. His communications with others were predominantly in 

question form, and concerned with his own particular preoccupations, e.g. "Mr (researcher), does your 

school have steps?" and "Do you have a taxi?"

F(9;3)

In conversation, this child would often give answers that were associational to what had been 

immediately said to her, though not strictly echolalic, e.g. ["What would make you angry?"] "Scared." 

["What happened at school?"] "A teacher." She also showed much pronominal reversal. For example, 

the researcher made a sound on the table and asked, "Who made that sound? Did I make it?" She 

answered, "I made it" i.e. repeating the same pronoun as she heard it. At the same time, though, she
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could answer appropriately when she heard a voice from another room: ["Who said that?"] "Mrs (the 

teacher's name)."

C (aged 4;5 at the start of the study) was bom premature, at 26 weeks, and remained in hospital until 

4-5 months of age. He began in nursery for visually impaired children at just over 3 years, showing no 

verbal language. A separate, but relevant fact was his placement with a foster parent at 3'A. His 

teacher said that music and singing songs provided the breakthrough in bringing him towards using 

speech, such that at age 4 he was making phrase speech responses and naming his wants, always 

using nouns rather than any pronoun use. e.g. "More drink please." "Get the towel." He was described 

by his teacher as showing “egotistical singularity" in class, only recently beginning to acknowledge 

his classmates and say a prompted "Hello" on meeting them each day. He could, though, show some 

object discrimination, recognising familiar cassette tapes and particular television programmes. His 

play was parallel, never in co-operation with peers.

M atching Instrument

The aim, in the subsequent experiments and observations, was to make cross-sectional comparisons 

between blind and sighted children, and between the two extreme sub-groups of blind children as 

divided above. In order to focus on specific abilities in interpersonal relating, social understanding 

and symbolic play, it was necessary to control for the children's intellectual functioning as a separate 

variable. As mentioned earlier, it was decided for generalisability to use a mainstream research 

instrument, rather than a test specific for children with visual impairment. Thus, the matching 

instruments used were the verbal sections of either the WPPSI (designed for children aged 3; 10 - 6;7) 

or WlSC-Revised (6;0 - 11 ;4). These provided standardised age-norm related Verbal IQ scores from 

five sub-tests of different aspects of cognitive Amctioning, based on verbal responses. The 

Performance section was discarded for the studies in this project as these sub-tests were largely made 

up of visual discrimination tasks. There is a valid argument that the loss of this section would mean a 

failure to address specifically non-verbal aspects of intellect (e.g. Goldman, 1970). Therefore any 

profiles would not provide the fullest analysis of relative functioning in all areas, which a thorough

going analysis of a child's development would require. In response it must be said that the aim of this
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research project is to provide a veiy preliminary, first-step, attempt to concentrate on and describe 

aspects of social and emotional development, relative to intellectual functioning, in this particular 

population, yet while bearing in mind that the interaction of, and points of delineation between, these 

two domains are by no means established. Thus the matching instrument was used as a rudimentary 

control for aspects of verbal intellect, rather than as any accurate holistic assessment in this domain.

Within the two scales, the verbal sub-test sections were: (i) Information - concerned with conceptual 

understanding and factual knowledge; for example, from the lower end of the WPPSI range, “What 

comes in a bottle?” / and from the upper range of the WISC-R, “What is the capital of Greece?” (ii) 

Vocabulary - word meanings; e.g. WPPSI “What is an umbrella?” / WISC-R “What does rivalry 

mean?” (iii) Similarities - requiring the child to make and give a conceptual connection between two

objects or ideas; e.g. “You drink out of a glass and you also drink out of a  ” / “In what way are

liberty and justice alike?” (iv) Comprehension - looking for 'common-sense' reasoning and social 

understanding; e.g. “Why do you need to wash your hands and face?” / “Why should a promise be 

kept?” (v) A rote-memory exercise that differed between the tests:- On WPPSI, Sentences - in which 

the child would be asked to repeat increasingly longer and more complex sentences; e.g. “The bad dog 

ran after the cat.” / On WISC-R, Digit Span - which involved the child's ability to listen to and repeat 

increasingly longer strings of randomly chosen numbers, and then requiring the string backwards; e.g. 

“3-4- 1 -7”.

It could be argued that two of these sub-tests deal with particularly the kinds of interpersonal 

understanding and 'common-sense' social knowledge in question in this study, namely (iii) 

Similarities and (iv) Comprehension, and that perhaps these sub-scales should be excluded from those 

used for matching. Tillman and Osborne (1969) compared blind and sighted children's WISC-R 

scores on respective sub-scales (age range 7 - 1 1 )  and found differences on two scales: superior 

scoring among the sighted children on the Similarities scale, and the reverse for 'digit span'. This 

effect was consistent across the children's ages. To examine this point for the present project, scores 

are here presented for children in the three experimental groups (defined below) in turn, firstly 

excluding the sub-tests Similarities and Comprehension, and pro-rated to achieve a scaled score which
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then yielded a Verbal IQ score, then excluding just the 'Comprehension' sub-test, with finally the full 

scaled score across all five sub-tests [Table 2.3].

T a b l e  2,3: C o m p a r is o n  o f  IQ s c o r e s  f o r  e a c h  g r o u p  by  n u m b e r  o f  su b -t e s t s

USED

Subject Fro-rated IQ 
based on 3 
sub-tests

Pro-rated IQ 
based on 4 
sub-tests

Pro-rated IQ 
based on full 
5 sub-tests

A 62 67 62
B 60 64 65
C 94 91 89
D 112 114 106
E 96 101 96
F 73 79 85
G 115 116 112
H 78 78 72
I 103 105 100

Means 88.11 90.56 87.44

Blind 'High Social* Group Children
Subject Pro-rated IQ 

based on 3 
sub-tests

Pro-rated IQ 
based on 4 
sub-tests

Pro-rated IQ 
based on full 
5 sub-tests

g 106 101 101
R 84 86 85
S 127 119 115
T 97 92 87
U 102 100 96
V 57 55 57
w 100 107 102
X 127 122 117
Y 104 110 109

Means 100.44 99.11 96.56

Subject Pro-rated IQ 
based on 3 
sub-tests

Pro-rated IQ 
based on 4 
sub-tests

Pro-rated IQ 
based on full 
5 sub-tests

1 78 80 79
2 115 115 111
3 112 112 115
4 94 95 98
5 100 98 99
6 103 100 102
7 116 112 112
8 91 94 95
9 104 100 101
10 114 111 107

Means 102.71 101.86 102.14
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For subjects in the 'LS' group the highest verbal IQ measure was that based on four sub-tests, 

excluding 'Comprehension', followed by the IQ based on three sub-tests, which also excluded 

'Similarities'. Subjects in the 'HS' group also scored higher when sub-tests were excluded, though in 

this case the score pro-rated on three sub-tests was highest. For sighted subjects there was less than 

one IQ-point difference between the three scores.

One might speculate, therefore, that 'Comprehension' is the most sensitive and discriminating of the 

sub-tests for interpersonal understanding, as children in the 'LS' score highest with its exclusion. 

Since the primary goal of the present study was to find a matching measure for intellectual cognitive 

fimctioning, independent of interpersonal abilities, there was an argument for using pro-rated scores 

based on the other four sub-tests. However, while interesting to note and bear in mind, it was decided 

that the actual difference between pro-rated and fiill scores was not substantial enough to gain 

advantage by this manipulation (the mean difference between scores pro-rated on four sub-tests and 

the full five being only 3.12 IQ points for 'LS' children). A higher priority was given to maintaining 

the integrity and comparability of the full verbal IQ measures used.
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Therefore, the following tables were available, based on the full range of sub-tests [Tables 2.4 and 

2.5]:-

T a b l e  2.4: C h r o n o l o g ic a l  a g e s  a t  IQ t e s t in g  a nd  d e r iv e d  M A s f o r  s u b je c t s

USED IN SUBSEQUENT STUDIES: BLIND CHILDREN

Subject CA IQ MA
Sub-group 

io w  social’

A 7;l 62 4:5
B* 5;9 65 3:9
C 4;5 89 3:9
D 5;3 106 5:7
E 5;10 96 5:7
F 9;3 85 7;10
G 8;1 112 9:1
H 7;7 72 5:6
I 7;5 100 7:5

Sub-group
Intermediate

J* 5;7 99 5:6
K 6;1 84 5,1
L 7;3 84 6:1
M 6;2 85 5:3
N 5:5 99 5,4
0 5;9 110 6,4
P 6;6 97 6:4

Sub-group 
‘higli social’

6;9 101 6:10
R 7;3 85 6:3
S 6;0 115 6:11
T 6:5 87 5:7
U 5:5 96 5:2
V 8:7 57 4,11

IV* 5:0 104 5:2
X 7:0 117 8:2
Y 5:4 109 5;10

NB:

Three blind children received ratings from only one teacher (noted with *). This was due to teacher 

unavailability or unfamiliarity with the particular child.
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T a b l e  2.5: C h r o n o l o g ic a l  a g e s  a t  IQ t e s t in g  a n d  d e r iv e d  M A s  f o r  s u b je c t s

USED IN SUBSEQUENT STUDIES: SIGHTED CHILDREN

Subject CA IQ MA
1 * 7;7 79 6;0
2* 5;i 111 5;8
3* 7;6 115 8;8
4 * 8;1 98 7;1I
5* 6;3 99 6;2
6 7;9 102 7;li
7 6;5 112 7:2
8 6,9 95 6;5
9 5;2 101 5;3
10 6;4 107 6;9

NB:

Three sighted children also received ratings from only one teacher (noted with *), due to teacher 

unavailability or unfamiliarity with the particular child.

These above scores are based on the children’s chronological age at IQ testing, for most children the 

first point of testing. The children were usually seen on different occasions and at varying intervals for 

the observations and experimental tasks, and so respective individual and group matching for these 

usually involved CAs taken at later stages, with consequent slight variations in MA.

Comparison of ratings for ’interpersonal relating* and IQ Scores

As a preliminary check at this early stage of the project whether there is any association between blind 

children’s general cognitive ability, age and 'interpersonal relating' scores, correlations were carried 

out (non-parametric due to the small subject nos.) [Table 2.6].

T a b l e  2.6: C o m p a r is o n  o f  r a t in g s  f o r  ' in t e r p e r s o n a l  r e l a t in g ' a n d  IQ / CA / 
MA SCORES

CA IQ MA

Inter|)ersonai

relating

-.158 

(p <505)

.336 

(P <147)

.119 

(p 3.618)

[2-tailed]

There were no significant correlations found between participants’ IQ, CA and MA and the 

'interpersonal relating' assessments made by teachers.
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SUMMARY AND REITERATION OF THE PROJECT APPROACH

This chapter described how the social difficulties of some congenitally blind children, as reported in 

Chapter One, were to be investigated using observational and experimental methods. It showed how 

groups were defined on the basis of day-to-day social interactive abilities, and general cognitive 

abilities, for subsequent comparisons of children’s interpersonal relating and social understanding, as 

seen through their understanding of mental concepts and abilities in symbolic play. Suitable 

congenitally blind and sighted subjects were recruited on the basis of testable, verbal intellectual 

ability, with IQs above the level of 'severe' learning disability, IQ > 55. They were rated and grouped 

according to the assessments from teachers as to their abilities in interpersonal relating.

The next four chapters will feature observational and experimental studies which examined and 

compared in further detail the interpersonal relating, understanding of mental concepts, and symbolic 

play, of the congenitally blind children recruited, along with a control group of mainstream sighted 

children. Specific predictions were defined for each of the studies, from the project hypotheses and 

predictions, and these will be considered according to the individual study methodologies presented in 

each chapter, for their contribution to the main points of discussion in the project.

The next chapter details how, as the next step in more rigorous examination of their capacities in 

interpersonal relating, naturalistic yet structured observations of the children during free-play 

situations were carried out, for corroboration of the above teachers' assessments, and further 

investigation as to the blind children’s qualities and patterns of social interaction.
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CHAPTER THREE: OBSERVATIONS OF INTERPERSONAL 

RELATEDNESS IN FREE PLAY
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INTRODUCTION AND PURPOSE OF THE STUDY

To clarify the purpose of this chapter, it would be useful to repeat once more the overall hypothesis 

behind the project. This was that congenital blindness may limit children’s engagement with other 

people, by preventing them literally seeing how other people have attitudes and intentions to a shared, 

visually specified world, and that this has implications for their development of interpersonal, social, 

understanding and symbolic play. It is, though, to be expected, that some blind children will 

circumvent this limitation, becoming successfully socially engaged and therefore able in their social 

understanding and symbolic play.

From the three predictions generated by the hypothesis, the second is relevant to this chapter:-

(ii) That some congenitally blind children will manifest characteristic impairments in social

engagement, or interpersonal relatedness.

The previous chapter made a start towards addressing the hypothesis by collecting assessments from 

teachers as to the social interactive abilities of the totally blind children participating in the project. 

This was in order to establish that they vary in their abilities to interact with other people, such that 

some maintain a quite normal manner of relating, while others show clear impairments in their 

interpersonal relations, as distinct from their general cognitive development.

The purpose of this chapter is to present the systematic empirical observations, carried out to provide 

a detailed qualitative picture of the blind children’s patterns of relating to others and their qualities of 

affective attitudes in making social contact. These observations examined children’s propensity to 

play, to seek out partners, and to engage in pretend play, in the ‘neutral’ setting of a playground at 

school. In addition, children’s styles of verbal communication were systematically recorded.

The point of this study was therefore to document the variability in interpersonal relatedness among 

congenitally blind children, here in terms of abilities in social interaction in play. If the basis for the
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groupings made in Chapter Two was confirmed through performance on this observational study, this 

would support the approach of the project and allow subsequent examination of predictions (ii) and

(iii), in particular whether connections could be made between deficiencies in the children’s 

interpersonal relatedness and another aspect of social fimctioning, their social understanding - 

specifically, their understanding of mental states and ability to carry out symbolic play.

PREVIOUS RESEARCH ON THE SOCIAL INTERACTIONS AND PLAY OF 

VISUALLY IMPAIRED CHILDREN

A sample of research into the relative social play skills of blind and sighted children has been 

presented in Chapter One. For instance. Wills (1968) reported that many blind children were often 

content engaged in self-stimulating repetitive play with particular familiar objects. Similarly, Trôster 

and Brambring (1994), and Olson (1983) found that blind children engaged in less exploration of 

surrounding objects and the environment, a preponderance of solitary play was noted by Schneekloth 

(1989), in that the “visually impaired” (those with least sight) children in his observed sample spent 

56% of their time playing alone, as compared to children with partial sight, 33%, and sighted 

children, 14%. Such solitary play was often stereotyped and repetitive, as noted by Freeman et al. 

(1989), Parsons (1986a,b) and Sandler (1963) among others. Burlingham (e.g. 1961) and Tait 

(1972c), for example, thought that blind children were much less likely than their sighted 

counterparts to play spontaneously, and felt that they have to be taught play skills. The overriding 

theme was of relatively impoverished, unimaginative play, lacking in inclination towards social 

interaction.

A key precursive and component part of early play in sighted children, that of spontaneously imitating 

the activities of caregivers, was only rarely seen in young blind children (Fraiberg, 1977; Sandler and 

Wills, 1965). In considering their social play, Janson and Merenyi (1992) observed that in play 

situations with their sighted counterparts, blind children generally took a passive role, asking for 

direction, and were not likely to assert themselves and their ideas in the play. As with the above
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researchers, they also found that visually impaired children were more likely than sighted children to 

engage in purely manipulatory play, that is, not involving pretence. However, while this was so, they 

did see evidence of "dramatic" play i.e. assigning enactive roles to objects in more than half of these 

children (Tait, 1972a) and no differences between two sub-groups of children, divided according to 

degree of vision (light perception at most in one group), for their types of play in this respect. Another 

project, by Parsons (1986a,b), found little difference between visually impaired and sighted play in 

their likelihood to pretend in play. She did also note that those with low vision were more likely to 

engage in distractive stereotypies, yet these would decrease with age. Singer and Streiner (1966) 

found that blind children, though generally more “concrete” in their play activities, were more likely 

to persist with one particular kind of fantasy play, creating and maintaining a fantasy companion, 

sometimes until the age of 9 -12, later than usually found for sighted children, Warren (1994), after 

a research review, felt that generally blind children could be stimulated to play at age appropriate 

levels if given support and encouragement by adults.

As to the focus of visually impaired children's social play, research by, for example, Schneekloth 

(1989), Tait (1972a, 1972b) and Wills (1972) found contrasts with that of sighted in its being more 

often directed at adults than other children of peer age. Trôster and Brambring (1994) found from 

parental reports on 91 blind children (ages 0;4 - 6;0) that only 39.7% were seen to play with siblings 

or other children, as opposed to 78.1% of the 73 sighted children (ages 0;4 - 4;0) in their sample. In 

considering blind children's affect and display of emotions during play, Burlingham (1961), Fraiberg 

(1968) and Wills (1970, 1981) saw that blind children's play contained fewer displays of aggression. 

This may have referred largely to spontaneous play. In terms of parental behaviour, the parents in 

Trôster and Brambring's (1994) survey reported that they were more likely to spend play time in direct 

physically affectionate contact with their blind children, cuddling, than would parents with sighted 

children; there was, though, no indication given of the responses of these children.

Trôster and Brambring (1994) found that the preferred play activities of young blind children 

involved toys or objects that had a distinctly tactile or auditory effect. Their most typical behaviour 

during solitary play would be tactile exploration of objects to-hand in their general surroundings (e.g.
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kitchen spoons, carpet, vacuum cleaner). They were seen to be interested also in making noises 

themselves. All this was in contrast to the sighted children in their sample who often chose visual- 

manual activities: for example, looking at picture books, painting or doing handicrafts. In exploratory 

activities, requiring cognitive and sensori-motor skills, no differences were found by Olson (1983) in 

blind and sighted children in solving tactile exploratory toy puzzles, i.e. 'making them work', or 

describing verbally what they were doing. However, Trôster and Brambring did find delays in blind 

children's complex ftmctional play (as also noted by Parsons 1986b) and thought that they could not 

simply be put down to cognitive impairments. They suggested that blind children's restricted access to 

play materials, particularly those requiring a high degree of fine-motor skills, may in turn impair their 

own development in this area. The particular value of hands-on functional physical play for blind 

children, manipulating objects and receiving kinaesthetic feedback on their properties, was 

emphasised also by Gerhardt (1982).

A point that should be made in considering much of the foregoing research is the attempt to make 

generalised statements about children with visual impairments, without taking into account the 

variability within samples (apart from Tait, 1972a). Attention to the distribution of other relevant 

abilities, and degree of functional vision, within samples might give a clearer picture of the relative 

abilities and impairments of the children.

The social situation

Jan et al. (1990) commented on some difficulties that blind children would face as they start in 

organised educational settings, spending more of their time in peer groups, less familiar with them 

than their immediate family. New people, whether other children or adults, will always have the 

problem of learning to recognise the often idiosyncratic methods of expression that visually impaired 

children use to express their particular needs and emotions. This is particularly accentuated when the 

child’s peers are also visually or multiply handicapped. It is problematic for the child to read others’ 

body language. For these suggested reasons, some blind children might appear self-preoccupied in any 

peer group situation, and often resistant to change. There is a need for specialised teaching and social 

intervention, careful not to overwhelm the blind child with unstructured, unmanaged information and
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stimuli, and equally to ensure that they are mentally occupied, not left understimulated. Warren 

(1994) pointed out, further, that the early experience of such a new environment is emotionally 

especially traumatic for a visually impaired child. Any young child newly placed in a nursery or 

primary class group will suddenly find herself to be no longer the centre of attention, expected to 

orientate herself within the group and subjugate her own needs and interests within those of the 

larger group. For a blind child, even one who has, to this point, shown no difticulties in the domain of 

social functioning at issue in this project, there are many potential problems. Without the benefit of 

visual, perspectivising, information it is a complex and imaginably fraught process to gain some kind 

of anchoring sense of oneself both alongside the group, and importantly, as a new concept - within it, 

as a group member. In turn this group must learn how to relate to the separate and ‘superior’ presence 

of a teacher.

Asher, Renshaw and Hymel (1982) noted three particular social skill areas developed by children 

through peer interactions: initiating joint-activities, maintaining social relationships, and resolving 

conflicts without aggression. From a small observational study of nursery-age visually impaired 

children. Read (1989) found a common problem with the latter two, sustaining and managing 

relationships once they were begun.

Visually impaired children in integrated plav situations

There have been recent investigations of the progress of visually impaired children in mainstream 

school settings. Some of these have been from an educational perspective, monitoring the success of 

visually impaired children in a mainstream classroom. This has been in terms of social interaction 

during play (e.g. Roe, 1996), and from a policy-making viewpoint, evaluating the effectiveness of 

such integration in providing the best opportunity for full access to the educational curriculum.

Concerned with children at a younger age, Gunilla Preisler's and Christina Palmer's (1989) 

longitudinal observation project reported on the interactions and general development of visually 

impaired children (actual level of vision loss not specified) at mainstream nursery school (age two to 

seven), with an emphasis on comparing visually impaired and sighted behaviour. According to
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Preisler and Palmer, Swedish integration policies usually allow for only one visually impaired child in 

a class, and although there would be ongoing visits from a peripatetic teacher, trained in educational 

support for the visually impaired, the staff group would very likely find this their first experience of a 

blind child's unique and engrossing needs. They found that there was often great difficulty for staff in 

coming to terms with the atypical nature of much blind behaviour, which would often seem repetitive 

to the point of stereotypy, and appear generally to be developmentally inadequate. The visually 

impaired children mouthed toys given to them, manipulated them careftdly, exploring with hands, feet 

and other body parts, and repeatedly discarded them, throwing them to the floor. They were loathe to 

accept new toys, perseverating often on the workings of apparatuses such as dish washers, or 

mechanisms like the opening and closing of a door and light switches. In contrast to the vigorous 

social play of the sighted children they were often found sitting alone, motionless, on the floor. The 

blind children were commonly seen to reject contact from other children and spent most of their time 

with adults. There was usually "a marked regression in the child's development, emotionally, 

cognitively and socially during the first months, or even the first year at the nursery," (p.48) compared 

to that observed at home.

Staff who previously prided themselves on their abilities to stimulate and relate successfully with 

children, often experienced a loss of confidence in the face of these apparently unresponsive children. 

For the blind children themselves the experience of so many loud and in other ways unpredictable 

presences may well have seemed extremely chaotic and overwhelming, disorienting and anxiety- 

provoking, necessitating a retreat into repetitive, 'safe' object manipulations, which allowed the child 

to learn about sensori-motor functions at a personally comfortable pace. Preisler and Palmer noted 

that as the blind children grew older and more settled in the environment they were likely to recognise 

objects by touching the surfaces, without such initial close scrutiny, and with the development of 

language they would pose questions, somewhat repetitively and largely to adults, as a means of 

learning about things. They would still choose to socialise with adults rather than their peers, seeming 

to find them more exciting and verbally responsive and willing to engage on the child's terms. Only 

when staff joined in as mediators and visual interpreters could the blind child participate and enjoy 

playing with the other children.
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FOCUS OF THE STUDY AND PREDICTIONS

The above reports of blind and visually impaired children’s social play development have been varied 

in their approaches and findings. Clearly there is much diversity in the children’s social and play 

skills, and rates of progress. There is also much potential scope, even for those blind children who are 

actually progressing well in the domain of social functioning, to develop anxiety and show poor peer 

social skills when placed in a nursery or school situation. This chapter will present a systematic study 

made of blind children’s capacities to interact, communicate and play with their peers in a typical, 

familiar free-play situation. The intention was to focus on variations in their most fundamental 

abilities and, by observing over a number of occasions, to even out any effects of particular social 

situations in getting a representative idea of characteristic social behaviour. It was also important to 

note that none of the children had been in their present nursery or school for less than a year, and so 

were not likely to show any of the varied potential effects of anxiety in a wholly new type of social 

situation, which might affect visually impaired children regardless of their abilities in social 

functioning.

The study was a first step in investigating the project hypothesis, attempting to establish whether the 

group separations of blind children, made in Chapter Two on the basis of teachers’ ratings of their 

interpersonal relating, were supported by empirical observations. At this point no comparisons were 

made between blind and sighted children. As explained more hilly below, this was due to the 

methodological difficulty of providing a properly controlled comparison group of sighted mainstream 

children.

It was predicted that the findings from the observations made of blind children’s social play would 

echo and therefore anchor empirically the judgements made earlier of their general interpersonal 

relating. This would allow these judgements to be used in subsequent examination of the third project 

prediction, that those blind children who show social impairments would do so in each of the two 

distinct areas of interpersonal relating and social understanding (as shown in conceptual
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understanding and symbolic play), even when their level of ‘general’ cognitive competence was taken 

into account.

METHODOLOGY

Pesign

This observational study involved non-participant onlookers in following individual children in a 

group free-play situation, making assessments of their interactions and play within time-limited 

periods.

The particular problems of comparing visually impaired and sighted children in free play

As mentioned, this preliminary study did not compare examples of sighted and visually impaired 

children. This decision was in acknowledgement that properly controlled experimental comparison 

between the two groups in free-play may not be possible, given that there are perhaps too many 

advantages in favour of sighted mainstream children. For instance, there is no standardised age at 

which children with disabilities begin formal nursery or school, and some children may still only be 

attending part-time at age 5, by which age almost all sighted children will have been well established 

fiill-time at primary school. Without full sight there are the extra spatial and mobility demands 

involved in orienting to a new environment, which is likely to be bigger and less predictable than the 

familiar home setting. Thus, even before the exigencies of new social circumstances, there are major 

potential sources of insecurity for the child that may well impact on behaviour. As to social 

preparedness, there are wide variations in disabled young children's experience with their peers, 

particularly in group social situations. Perhaps the child has been intentionally shielded from dealing 

with other children, either mainstream sighted children - who might be thought too excitable, 

unpredictable and dominating, or from other disabled children - with their own singular needs and 

often idiosyncratic behaviour. A visually impaired child could then come to school without having 

associated freely with other children, certainly without having made a peer-friend. In practical terms, 

the possibility of non-participant but sufBciently close observation in a playground with sighted
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children was judged unlikely, with comparable data therefore doubtful. With such potential factors in 

mind, this first investigation concentrated solely on the social play at school of groups of totally blind 

children.

Subject selection

The observations involved blind children from the three sub-groups described in Chapter Two. As a 

way of considering the extremes of variation within the blind sample it was decided to leave out those 

children in the ‘intermediate’ ability group, and compare the social and play performance of the nine 

children who were rated highest by teachers on the ‘interpersonal relating' screening form against the 

nine with the lowest ratings. These two groups became identified as the 'high social' (or 'HS') and 'low 

social' (or 'LS') groups, respectively. Group means for verbal IQ, CA and MA are shown below [Table 

3.1]. A group difference of approximately 10 IQ points was noticeable between the groups, as no 

attempt was made to directly match them on these measures at this point. This was because, for this 

first study, the priority was to compare the two groups as originally defined and in their full numbers, 

for their social play abilities, as illustrative of interpersonal relating. However, tight group and pair

wise matching was carried out on these measures for experimental examination of the third project 

prediction in subsequent Chapters Five and Six.

T a b l e  3.1: G r o u p  m e a n  IQ, CA a n d  MA s c o r e s  f o r  t h e  t w o  b l in d  su b -g r o u p s ,
‘HIGH SOCIAL’ AND LOW SOCIAL’

CA IQ MA
‘Low Social’ blind

(n = 9)
Mean 7;8 86.33 6;7

‘High Social’ blind 
(n = 9)
Mean 7;6 96.78 7;2

Observational procedure 

Play Classification scheme

Attention was given to three main areas of children's functioning: (i) the quality of children's social 

orientation, i.e. their interest in, and contact with, others; (ii) their quality and type of actual play; (iii)
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their use of language in social interactions. These are discussed in turn below, in context with 

approaches taken in other similar investigations.

(i) Social contact

In a free-play situation it was important to make some assessment of a child's orientation to other 

people, that is, moment-by-moment, how involved he or she seems to be with others - in terms of 

physical distance, quality of affective engagement, and with what emotional attitude, if any. These 

are, in fact, the defining, constituent facets of any interpersonal relating, and what was rated by 

teachers in the preceding chapter. Therefore, observational assessments of these aspects of relating 

would serve to confirm teachers' ratings for individual blind children, and the usefulness of the ratings 

themselves.

In a previous observational study of children’s peer social interactions, Coimolly and Doyle (1984) 

categorised segments of observed play in terms of its social extent (‘social with peer’ / ‘non-social’ / 

‘adult directed’). If ‘social’, it was also rated for the quality of its predominant affective mood 

(‘positive’ / ‘negative’ / neutral’). In similar style, this observational study first involved an estimate 

of the child's physical proximity to any other person, before any judgement of the quality of any 

manifest social contact. Then a rating was made of the 'social engagement' of the child toward any 

other person(s) nearby - this would be 'co-operative' if engaged either with positive affect or neutral 

with another person, 'conflicted' if negatively so engaged, or 'isolated' if not affectively engaged with 

anyone.

Coincident with these criteria was a measure of the child's emotional state during the rating period, 

again encompassing the positive, negative and neutral dimensions with, respectively, 'pleasure', 

'distress' (including anger) and 'placidity'.

(ii) Social play

This attempt to observe and categorise children's play in terms of its social quality and type covered a 

similar area to that rated by the CARS diagnostic rating scale, discussed in Chapter One (Schopler et 

al., 1988). It had parallels also in the research work of Rubin et al. (1976), Guralnik and Groom
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(1987), and Connolly and Doyle (1984). This latter team took judgements of the size of any play 

interaction (dyadic or involving a larger group), and also whether it consisted of literal or pretend 

play. Both Rubin & colleagues and Guralnick & Groom employed adaptations of the indices of 'social 

participation' devised by Parten (1932), and Smilansky's (1968) measures of 'cognitive play'. 

Guralnik's adaptation of Parten's index, like this study, gave focus to the child's quality of social 

participation: that is, whether solitary, parallel, or truly joint. The difference between the latter two 

may not always be clear. Parallel play implies that while two children might be playing in a similar 

fashion, with the same intent and focus, they may well not be truly interactive and acknowledging of 

each other's involvement, still as though playing independently, even if physically alongside one 

another. An effective distinction may be especially difficult when observing visually impaired children 

who do not use eye-contact as a clue to their attentional focus. In classilying types of play, Smilansky 

(1968) defined play activities as either i, fimctional ("simple repetitive muscle movements with or 

without objects") ii, constructive (using objects to make something) iii, dramatic (involving role 

taking or other pretence) or iv, games with pre-arranged rules. From his observations, Rubin et al. 

(1978) established chronological age and educational setting as variables infiuencing play. In 

comparing the play and social abilities of kindergarten age children (range 4; 10 - 5;9) with that of 

pre-schoolers (range 3;9 - 4; 11), it was seen that the one-year-older kindergarteners showed less 

solitary- and parallel-functional play and more parallel-constructive and parallel- and group dramatic 

play than the younger children. The trend was toward more motor-sophisticated and socially- 

interactive play with increasing age. Unfortunately, no measures of IQ were given for Rubin's study, 

so it must be left to be to be assumed that the groups were comparable with regard to IQ.

The present classification scheme attempted to define five categories of social play quality: 'no play 

seen', 'isolated play alone', 'parallel play', 'reciprocal (joint) play - with equivocal evidence', and 

'reciprocal play - with definite evidence'. The penultimate of these was given when the child's social 

play was of an indeterminate quality between 'parallel' and truly joint. For instance, the category could 

have been used when there was a clear suggestion that the child in question was engaged in the same 

activity as another, and seemed to acknowledge the presence of the other, but did not demonstrably 

communicate any co-operative intent or action. If such a behavioural sign was present the child's play
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would be rated to fall in the final category. In judging the type of play produced, the following 

categories were defined: 'rough and tumble' - in which the play seemed to be purely in terms of 

physical contact; 'functional / exploratory play' - involving interaction with objects and surroundings, 

yet without any symbolic pretence; and a series of categories reflecting different aspects of symbolic 

pretence. Within these, note was taken of whether the symbolism involved objects as props given 

symbolised meaning, or was predominantly or totally verbal. For instance, anecdotal evidence 

suggested that certain congenitally blind children were often found during free-time standing alone 

while verbally recreating scenes from recent class-time experience, repeating the instructions given by 

their teacher. This would qualify as verbal symbolism without props. Instances of role-play were also 

acknowledged in the categories, such as in the example just given, in which the child seemed to take 

on the symbolised actions of their teacher. This particular example would be counted as role-play for 

the purpose of this observational study, yet it also expressed a particular ambiguity which will be dealt 

with in the subsequent, more detailed chapters on symbolic play, in that the simple repetition of heard 

phrases casts doubt over the depth of the role characterisation and the child's whole conceptualisation 

of the event.

(iii) Language

The focus of this aspect of the observation was on the social, communicative, function of any language 

used by the child. There was a continuum for this, with the non-social extreme being the use of vocal 

sounds or even recognisable words for a seemingly self stimulatory effect, often involving repetition of 

a small number of words or a particular phrase just heard, in an echolalic fashion. A further point 

along the continuum would be the issuing of words or phrases outwards, among but not necessarily 

directed to, others - with no seeming concern that the communication is met with an appropriate 

response. This type of socially impaired speech was observed in autistic children by Clark and Rutter 

(1981) and McHale et al. (1980). Attwood et al. (1988) provided a definition of a slightly more social 

dimension of language use in describing what was apparently non-communicative speech in autistic 

children, whereby one child would address another, yet with no observable social interaction ensuing. 

At the other, most social, extreme of the continuum there would be clear evidence that the interaction
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is a two-sided affair with partners taking note of each other's contributions and receiving, giving and 

building a meaningful and functional social exchange.

In addition, in the only non-mutually exclusive criterion, instances were noted of the children's use of 

particular types of instrumental language, i.e. with purpose in mind. This included requests, 

instructions and comments.

Rating criteria

The original set of seven rating criteria were defined after informal piloting with a longer list. This 

was distilled until each criterion provided satisfactorily behaviourally discrete, rateable data, without 

overlap. For example, a previously included criterion, 'Orientation' (with component category items 

'inward' / 'equivocably toward other(s)' / 'definitely toward other(s)') was seen to cover much the same 

ground as 'Social engagement' and was discarded. The final list of options for judgements is as follows 

[Table 3.2]:
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T a b l e  3.2: R a t in g  c r it e r ia  f o r  s o c ia l  p l a y  o b s e r v a t io n s  

SOCIAL PLAY

Proximity This denotes the spatial distance taken up between the child and others.

Distant (6 ft or more from another child / adult)
Within 6 ft of another child / adult
Within 2 ft of another child / adult
Touching another child/adult

Social engagement A qualitative assessment o f the child's affective attitude to others.

Co-operative
Conflictual
Isolated

Emotional tone A measure o f individual emotional state.

Pleasure
Distress
Placid

Sociability of play An estimate o f the level o f social participation.

No play seen
Playing alone, isolated
Playing in parallel
Reciprocal play - with equivocal evidence
Reciprocal play - with definite evidence

Type of play A qualitative description o f the child's level o f play, with particular regard to 
symbolism.
Simple rough and tumble play
Functional / exploratory play
Symbolic representational play using objects as props
Symbolic representational play with props, with oneself represented in the play
Symbolic representational play witli props, with a role-played character involved 
(though this character need not necessarily be physically represented by a prop)
Verbal symbolism only, without objects involved, though with oneself 
represented in the play
Verbal symbolism only, without objects involved, though with a role-played 
character
Other

LANGUAGE
Language use - 
Social

The social direction o f any language used

Self-directed
Non-specifically directed outwards
Direct to other, but not reciprocal
Reciprocal - with equivocal evidence
Reciprocal - with definite evidence, i.e. socially engaged, conversational

Language use - 
Pragm atic

The functional use o f any language used

Request
Instruction
Comment
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Methodology of Observations

In the similar project conducted by Guralnik and Groom (1987); groups of children were observed at 

play indoors in a university-based laboratory observation room, which allowed for close and inclusive 

video recordings. This allowed the observers to rate fixed segments of recorded data. Also, the 

particular child being observed at any one time wore a custom-designed vest equipped with 

microphone and transmitter, which provided a back-up audio account of his or her interactions. In the 

present project, however, children were observed during their most familiar free-play setting with 

their peer-group, which for most of the schools is the outdoor playground. The recording of 

observations therefore relied on purely manual methods, with close physical proximity between child 

and observer enabling the observer to record all activities, interactions and language, however 

intimate or quiet. This involved the investigator observing with a notebook in a non-participant style, 

which is possible with blind children without the danger of contamination by unwitting observer 

participation, as the sample was selected exclusively from children in special educational settings. 

This also meant a less populous playground and consequently much easier conditions to observe and 

overhear children, as well as ensuring that there were consistent settings for the observations.

One undetermined factor in these observations was the presence during the play periods of children 

with a wide range of degree of visual impairment, rather than all of the participants being uniformly 

totally blind. It was noted by Guralnik and Groom (1987) from their observations of disabled and non

disabled children how the latter children were more likely to initiate interactions in the playground. 

Thus it might be expected that children with less severe visual impairments would dominate 

interactions and exert influence over results. However, (and given that all of the subjects included in 

the study were of the same, total, degree of visual impairment) each rating criterion was considered to 

focus sufficiently on the specific behaviour and reactions of the target child, so as not to be influenced 

by the kind of approach made by any other child, whether partially sighted, totally blind, or with other 

disabilities.
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Rating procedure

The children were each observed for three sessions. These took place on three separate occasions 

during regular playtimes, in all but a minority of cases over three different days. The intention was to 

collect a representative sample of play behaviour, across the child's different moods and, importantly, 

which would even out potential effects of any individual conflicts or other particular interpersonal 

situations that might be going on between the child and other specific class-mates. As shown in Table 

3.2 below, in one observation session there were five time-sampled observation periods, each of 20 

seconds. After these 20 seconds the observer took time to complete a tick-sheet of the seven different 

rating criteria detailed above in Table 3.1.

Within all but one criterion, the item categories were constituted as mutually exclusive items (the 

exception was pragmatic language use). The observer would tick the one which best characterised the 

child's activities during that 20-second period. If it proved very difiicult to decide between two items 

as the most frequent behaviour in a particular period, the most highly affective or social item was 

ticked. Thus, in a difiicult decision between “Social engagement: ‘co-operative’ / ‘isolated’” the 

former would be chosen. To some extent the ratings were an impressionistic measure. The onus was 

on the child to demonstrate positive evidence in each new rating period of a particular behaviour; that 

is, even if vaguely similar, behaviour was not automatically judged to follow-on from and be of the 

same type as that of the previous rating period. The criterion of pragmatic language use was 

exceptional in being the only elective rating, completed only if a child showed any language during 

the 20-second observation period.

The scoring of each 20-second period was intended to take less than 40 seconds, although for more 

complicated rating decisions this was closer to 60 seconds. It would never be less than 40 seconds, 

therefore ensuring that at least a minute transpired between the beginnings of successive observation 

periods. Therefore one observation session provided data from at least five minutes of play.
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Each observation session began with the child geographically close (within six feet) to at least two 

other children, without an adult in the immediate vicinity. This established a common 'starting point' 

from which each child could decide how he or she wished to spend the observation period.

The following table [3.2] illustrates how scores were derived from the rating schedule. For the 

criterion ‘Social engagement’ children were rated for each 20-second period as to which of the three 

category items was most characteristic of the nature of their interacting with others during that period. 

As an example, if  in one five-period observation session the child was seen for two periods each to be 

'co-operative' and 'conflictual', and once to be 'isolated', he would score '2;2;T. In order to obtain a 

child's overall scores the total across the three sessions was calculated. Thus, if this child scored 

identically during the other two observation sessions his total would be '6;6;3', out of a possible 

maximum of 15 for each.

T a b l e  3 .3: E x a m p l e  r a t in g : C r it e r io n  o f  'S o c ia l  e n g a g e m e n t '

Items 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th Overall score
Co-operative X X 2
Conflictual X X 2

Isolated X 1

SPECIFIC PREDICTIONS

This study was concerned with the second project prediction: that some congenitally blind children 

would manifest characteristic impairments in interpersonal relatedness. It therefore examined whether 

the assessments made by teachers in the previous chapter of children’s interpersonal relating were 

supported by empirical observations. If indeed they were, the assessments could justifiably be used in 

subsequent examination of the third prediction: that children with impairments in interpersonal 

relatedness would be predisposed to have difficulties in their social understanding, as shown through 

their ‘theory of mind’ and abilities in symbolic play, even when their level of ‘general’ cognitive 

competence was taken into account.
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On these observations of blind children’s social play it was predicted that those blind children 

previously placed in the ‘low social’ group on the basis of teachers’ judgements would be shovm to 

rate as less socially able, relative to their ‘high social’ counterparts. This would mean children in the 

'low social* group demonstrating a lower number of observation periods for the more social category 

items, that is, showing a lesser degree of engagement with others - especially in language use, less 

emotional expressivity, and less socially connected and pretend play, than children in the 'high social' 

group. The ‘low social’ children would show a higher number of rating periods for the least social, 

most disengaged category items, such as 'placidity' of ‘Emotional tone'.

RESULTS

Inter-rater reliability

As a check for rating reliability, four subjects were randomly selected for simultaneous and 

independent rating by the primary investigator and a second rater, naive to the study. Inter-rater 

reliabilities were calculated, using Kappa coeSicients. The following table was produced [Table 3.4], 

giving two types of coefficient. Firstly, 'unweighted' Kappa calculates the degree of accord between 

raters on the scales, on simple agreement or not for each rating. The 'quadratic' Kappa assigns a 

'weight' to any disagreement, according to the relative distance between the two ratings.

For instance, discrepant ratings of 'T and '5' will adversely affect the final 'quadratic' Kappa 

coefRcient much more highly than discrepant ratings of, say, T and '2', or even '3' and '5'. The 

percentage-agreement is also given for each rating criterion.
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T a b l e  3.4: K a p p a  C o e f f ic ie n t s  f o r  t w o  r a t e r s  o n  t h e  S o c ia l  O b s e r v a t io n

RATINGS OF FOUR BLIND CHILDREN

RATING
CATEGORY
Proximity
Emotional Tone
Social Engagement
Sociability of Play
Type of Play
Social Language

Unweighted

0.1770
0.7000
0.7222
0.8571
1.0000
0.6845

Quadratic

0.5305
0.6018
0.8837
0.9813
1.0000
0.8734

Percentage-
agreement

50%
85%
85%
90%
100%
75%

Using the 'quadratic' coefficients, all but two of the rating criteria produced coefficients above 0.61, 

considered 'substantial'. Coefficients above 0.81 are considered 'almost perfect' (Landis and Koch; 

1977). This implied that when the raters disagreed, their respective ratings were most likely still to be 

very close to each other. Of the others, ‘Emotional tone’ was only marginally below the 0.61 level, 

and results were therefore used freely for analysis. However, 'Proximity', at 0.5305 was in the 

'moderate' range of agreement, and while results for this criterion are presented and discussed for 

illustrative value, caution should be expressed as to its reliability.

Observation results

The ratings of children's pragmatic language use were conducted in a way that differed from the other 

measures, and so were considered separately.

In order to clarify the meaning of the results, it may be useful to review the structure of the 

observations, presented here diagrammatically:

OBS. SESSION 1 OBS. SESSION 2 OBS. SESSION 3 TOTAL FOR EACH 
CHILD

5 X RATING PERIODS 
20-secs, each
(at least 5 min. in time-span)

5 X RATING PERIODS 
20-secs, each
(at least 5 min. in time-span)

5 X RATING PERIODS 
20-secs, each
(at least 5 min. in time-span)

15 X R A T IN G  P E R IO D S

There were three observation sessions, each of five 20-second time-sampling periods. Results are 

presented in terms of the number of such periods (out of the total 15) in which a particular form of 

behaviour occurred [see Tables 3.5 and 3.6, in Appendix 3]. Therefore since each criterion proximity, 

emotional tone, social play and type of play - was rated once for each of the fifteen time-sampled
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periods, and since the behavioural item categories scored within each criterion were mutually 

exclusive, the scores on behavioural items within a given criterion added up to 15 for each individual 

child. It should be noted, though, that three subjects from each group were not observed over the full 

three sessions. That is to say, in each group, two children were watched for two sessions (ten periods) 

and the other for one (five periods). The item scores for these children were therefore multiplied by 

1.5 and 3 respectively to establish comparable pro-rated total scores out of fifteen.

The results are firstly descriptively presented as median scores for each group of individuals, so that 

the 'low social' and 'high social' groups might be directly compared. Group comparisons are then 

made of children's total scores for particular categoiy items. Variances in the scores from the two 

populations were not equal ,and so without the assumption of a normal distribution a non-parametric 

statistical analysis was employed: the Maim-Whitney U test [results in Appendix 3, Table 3.7]. This 

rationale followed too for statistical comparisons made in subsequent chapters. Also, contingency 

table comparisons were made using the Fisher's Exact test to illustrate respective proportions of 

children with specific profiles of scoring [results in Appendix 3, Table 3.9]. These contingency tables 

represent numbers of children in each group with directly opposite patterns of scoring. A few children 

had tied scores, i.e. equal numbers of observation periods showing particular behaviours. These were 

assigned to the most 'positive' social or play item.

When considering the statistical significance of the results, it was necessary to make adjustments 

given the multiple number of comparisons made (with the corresponding possibility of unsound 

positive findings). This was because for each rating period there were a number of simultaneous 

judgements made. Therefore, a revised, acceptedly conservative, level of significance was also 

calculated by dividing the commonly acceptable level of probability (P ^ 0.05) by the number of 

criterion items, i. e. the revised level of significance was P < 0.05 / 7 ^ 0.00714. There was an 

expectation that blind children in the socially impaired, 'low social' group would show relatively 

impoverished qualities of social engagement with others, and a shallower range of emotional affect, 

with less sociability in play and language. However, in order to retain a conservative approach to the 

group study, two-tailed tests were applied across all item comparisons.
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The summaiy results of scores, i.e. numbers of observation periods (maximum 15) on which 

judgements were applied, were as follows;

Results of individual criteria

T able  3.8: Su m m a ry  m edians and ran ges

CRITERIA ITEM 'HIGH
SOCIAL’
Median Range

'LOW
SOCIAL’
Median Range

Proximity
Distant 0.0 0-4 .5 4.0 0 - 9
Within 6 feet 1.0 0 -6 1.0 0 - 6
Within 2 feet 4.5 0 -9 4.5 1 -6
Touching 6.0 3 - 15 7.0 1.5-10

Social
engagement

Co-operative 12.0 5 -15 4.0 1.5-11
Conflictual 1.0 0 -2 1.5 1 -7
Isolated 1.0 0 -8 9.0 3-15

Emotional
tone

Placid 6.0 0 -1 2 9.0 5-12
Pleasure 9.0 2 -12 4.0 0 - 7
Distress 1.0 0 -3 2.0 0 - 6

Sociability of 
play

None 2.0 0 -1 2 10.0 3 - 15
Alone 0.0 0 -7 1.0 0 - 6
Parallel 1.0 0 -5 1.0 0 -3
Reciprocal (equivocal) 3.0 0 - 4 2.0 0 - 6
Reciprocal (definite) 8.0 2 -1 0 0.0 0 - 2

Type of play
None 2.0 0 -1 2 10.0 3-15
Rough and tumble 6.0 0 -15 0.0 0 - 7
Functional / exploratory 0.0 0 - 6 0.0 0 - 7
Symbolic with props 0.0 0 -1 0.0 0
Symb.with props as self 0.0 0 -2 0.0 0 -1 2
Symb.with props as chr. 0.0 0 -5 0.0 0
Symb.verbal as self 0.0 0-1.5 0.0 0 - 4
Symb.verbal as charact. 0.0 0 - 6 0.0 0 -1
Other 0.0 0 0.0 0 - 2

Type of play 
(collapsed)

None 2.0 0 -1 2 10.0 3 - 15
Rough and tumble 6.0 0 -15 0.0 0 - 7
Functional / exploratory 0.0 0 -6 0.0 0 - 7
Symbolic with props 0.0 0 -5 0.0 0 -1 2
Symbolic verbal 0.0 0 - 6 0.0 0 - 4
Other 0.0 0 0.0 0 -2
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Social
language

None 2.0 0 - 8 5.0 1 -9
Self-directed 0.0 0 -2 0.0 0 -3
Non-specifically outw’d 1.0 0 - 2 3.0 0 - 4
Direct to other 0.0 0 - 2 2.0 0 - 9
Reciprocal (equivocal) 4.0 0 - 6 3.0 0 - 5
Reciprocal (definite) 7.0 0-10.5 1.0 0 - 4

Pragmatic 
language use

Instruction 3.0 1.5-9 4.5 0 - 7
Request 2.0 0 - 6 1.0 0-4.5
Comment 10.0 5-13.5 5.0 1 - 9

Social interaction
Considering the children's social engagement, the less socially able children were more likely, at the 

conservative 'multiple comparison' significance level, to spend observation periods 'isolated' (Maim- 

Whitney Z = -3.2449; P ^ 0.001, 2-tailed. Conservative significance level P ^ 0.00714) than those in 

the other group, with the reverse true for the item 'co-operative' social engagement (Mann-Whitney Z 

= -3.2449; P ^ 0.001, 2-tailed). In fact, only one child in the HS group spent more than 3 of the 15 

rating periods 'isolated', contrasting with children in the other group, of whom all but one spent 5 or 

more periods 'isolated'. Reinforcing this finding was the contingency table comparison of individuals' 

rating profiles, pitting those participants who showed more periods with the most 'social' rating of 'co

operative' engagement than the least, 'isolated', against those participants with the reverse pattern. 

More 'high social' than ‘low social’ children showed a higher number of periods in the first, more 

'social' pattern than the second, though with only this small cohort the result was significant only at 

the P ^ 0.05 level (Fisher's Exact P = .015, 2-tailed).

In terms of the children's emotional tone, there was an indication ^  a- potential group difference 

which might be obtained with larger subject numbers, in the number of observation periods for which 

the children in each group showed 'placidity'. This was in the expected direction, with LS group 

children demonstrating more periods in a 'placid' emotional state (medians: HS 6.0; LS 9.0, though 

not statistically significantly: Mann-Whitney Z = -1.6962; P ^ 0.09, 2-tailed. Conservative 

significance level P ^ 0.00714). There was, however, a statistically significant difference in terms of
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showing 'pleasure' (means: HS 9.0; LS 4.0, Mann-Whitney Z = -2.8999; P ^ 0.004, 2-tailed). The 

contingency table comparison, by group, of children showing more generally emotionally expressive 

('pleasure' / 'distress') periods as against 'placidity' showed no significant group difference (Fisher's 

Exact P = .153, 2-tailed). There was a non-significant tendency towards a group difference on the 

individual item of 'distress', with the socially impaired children showing more periods exhibiting this 

behaviour (medians: HS 1.0; LS 2.0; Maim-Whitney Z = -1.9431; P ^ 0.052, 2-tailed).

A particular, illustrative 'non-social' profile was defined across three of the criteria, such that a child 

fitting into this profile would show the following pattern of simultaneous rating period codings:- being 

within six-feet proximity of someone else, i.e. within reasonable expectation of some sort of reactive 

contact, yet at the same time demonstrating ‘placidity’ of emotional tone and ‘isolated’ social 

engagement. The expectation that blind children in the 'low social' group would show more 

observation periods within this pattern was only tentatively supported, with a significance group 

difference found only at the P ^ 0.05 level. Eight of nine LS blind children of these showed at least 

one such pattern of scoring as compared to only three HS children (Fisher's Exact P = 0.0498, 2- 

tailed) [Table 3.10 in Appendix 3]. Across the totals of observation periods for each group, 26/115 

(22.6%) of socially impaired children's periods fitting this profile, compared with 5/115 (4.3%) of the 

socially more able children's.

This point can be seen also by considering individual children's profiles of observation ratings for the 

three categories most directly concerned with social and emotional relating. These are (i) social 

engagement (ii) emotional tone and (iii) sociability of play. It could be argued that the above 

contingency table behaviour item separations were made in terms of positive items and negative ones, 

with, respectively, (i) 'placid' (ii) 'isolated' (iii) 'no play, lone or parallel play' considered as the 

negative sides of each split. It was possible therefore to consider whether each child was rated as 

spending a majority or minority of observation periods showing predominantly positive or negative 

social or emotional items on the three categories [shown in Table 3.10, Appendix 3]. Six HS children 

showed a majority of positive ratings for all of these three categories. Of the others in the HS group.
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one child showed a majority of positive items for two of the three, another child one of the three, and 

the other child predominantly negative for all three. For the LS group, a reverse trend was seen, with 

four children showing predominantly negative ratings for all three categories, and the other five with 

a majority of negative ratings on two of the three. That is, all LS children had predominantly negative 

ratings for at least two of the three categories, compared with only two of the HS children.

Social play

There was a clear and significant difference between the groups at the extreme of sociability in play, 

with the socially able, HS, group demonstrating significantly more 'definitely reciprocal' play 

(medians: HS 8.0; LS 0.0, Mann-Whitney Z = -3.6054, P ^ 0.0003, 2-tailed. Conservative 

significance level P ^ 0.00714). These findings were reinforced by the direct contingency table 

comparison of individuals' favouring of reciprocal as against non-reciprocal play, though not at the 

conservative significance level. Six of nine socially able HS blind children exhibited more reciprocal 

than non-reciprocal play, compared with none of the socially impaired LS children (Fisher's Exact P = 

0.009, 2-tailed).

In terms of the types of play exhibited, impaired children were significantly less likely to show any 

play at all (medians for 'no play’ ‘HS’ 2.0; LS’ 10.0; Mann-Whitney Z = -2.8418, P ^  0.005, 2-tailed. 

Conservative significance level P ^ 0.00714). There was very little evidence of symbolic play from any 

of the children, either verbal or involving objects (medians: 'HS' 0.0; 'LS' 0.0).

Social language use

Socially able, HS, children were seen to use language in 91/115 (79.1%) of all observation periods, 

compared with 73/115 (63.5%) for socially impaired, LS, children. For periods of 'no language' there 

was a non-significant difference between the groups: Mann-Whitney Z = 1.9548, P ^  0.051, 2-tailed. 

Conservative significance level P ^ 0.00714. Of periods involving language use, 'high social' subjects 

were more likely than 'low social' subjects to be observed using words in reciprocal communication 

with other people, either definitely or equivocally, rather than in non-reciprocal ways, such as talking 

to oneself or speaking non-specifically outward to no person in particular, or with no interactive
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response sought. This is illustrated by the contingency table (vi. Table 3.9, Appendix 3) - eight of nine 

HS children had higher numbers of periods showing reciprocal linguistic interactions than non

reciprocal, as against only two of nine LS children, a significant result but not at the accepted 

conservative level (Fisher's Exact P = .015, 2-tailed). It is also shown by the significant group 

difference for the most advanced quality of social language use: ‘reciprocal language use - with 

definite evidence (medians: ‘HS’ 7.0; ‘LS’ 1.0. Marm-Whitney Z = -3.334, P ^  0.001, 2-tailed. 

Conservative significance level P ^ 0.00714).

Pragmatic language use

The criteria regarding pragmatic use of language did not involve mutually exclusive categories, with 

every contribution of any kind noted within an observation period. There were group similarities in 

the number of utterances asserting wants or needs i.e. making requests (medians: HS 2.0; LS 1.0, 

Marm-Whitney Z = -1.0881, P ^ 0.277, 2-tailed. Accepted significance level P ^ 0.0714) and issuing 

instructions (medians: HS 3.0; LS 4.5, Marm-Whitney Z = -1.1101, P ^ 0.267, 2-tailed). In contrast, 

an unexpected significant finding was that socially able children were much more likely to make 

comments (medians: HS 10.0; LS 5.0, Mann-Whitney Z = 3.0482, P ^ 0.002, 2-tailed).

In broad terms of proximity to other people, children from both groups were much more likely to 

spend a greater number of their observation periods less than two-feet from another person than 

further away (8/9 socially able, HS children; 7/9 of socially impaired, LS children; ). It should be 

recalled that each observation session of five minutes duration began with each child within six feet of 

at least two other children, and so this does not represent a random sampling of interpersonal distance 

during free play. This being so, it was still noted that in direct item comparison there was a tendency, 

albeit non-significant, for LS children to spend more periods 'distant* than HS children. (HS median

0.00 periods, 4.0 for LS; Marm-Whitney Z = -1.8974; P ^ .058, 2-tailed. Though this finding should 

be noted with caution as this was the least reliable rating criterion).

NB. See Appendix 3, Tables 3.7, 3.9 - 3.11 for all statistics and contingency tables presented in these 

results.
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DISCUSSION

In this chapter a systematic observational study was carried out of the relative abilities and 

impairments of the two sub-groups of congenitally blind children, over the domain of interpersonal 

relating (looking at patterns of interaction with others and qualities of affective attitudes in making 

social contact, playing symbolically and the use of language to facilitate social interaction). This was 

accessed by examination of the children's free, unconstrained social and play choices when out in the 

playground during regular break time at school.

One point of the study was to see whether the ratings made by teachers of the everyday social 

interactive abilities of the totally blind children participating in the project could be verified through 

empirical observation. If so, this would establish that the children vary in their abilities to interact 

vyith other people, such that while some maintain a quite normal manner of relating, others show 

clear impairments in their interpersonal relations. If indeed it could be shown that a group of blind 

children were deficient in this area, the project could proceed with its attempt to make connections 

between the children’s interpersonal relatedness and another aspect of children’s social functioning, 

their social understanding, as shown through their understanding of mental concepts (‘theory of 

mind’) and their abilities in symbolic play.

The results showed that children judged to be in the 'low social' group were more likely on the whole 

to spend their time observed disengaged socially from their peers, and showing less obvious emotion 

in their behaviour, either in interactions with others or even for their own enjoyment when playing 

alone. This was in spite of spending many observation periods physically proximally close to other 

children. These findings corroborated teachers' broad assessments of children's qualities of 

interpersonal relating, in establishing the 'high social* and 'low social' groups.

Group differences in hmdamental qualities of interpersonal relating were also represented by the 

comparison of the sociability of children's play. The result was dictated largely by the minimal amount 

of play of any type actually produced by blind children in the 'low social' group. Such play as they did
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demonstrate was much less likely to be of a social, shared quality. For instance, there was a significant 

difference between groups as to periods spent showing definitely reciprocal play. This pattern was 

followed for the children's social use of language. Children in the ‘high social’ group showed 

significantly more periods using language that was 'reciprocal'. Perhaps the finding that these blind 

children were more likely to make comments than children in the other group can be interpreted in 

this light. This was the least instrumental of the three categories (there were no group differences for 

'requests' and 'instructions') and indicates perhaps an intent to share information for its own sake, as a 

social contact rather than as a means to an end.

One important point from these findings was that, by reflecting the initial teachers’ assessments, they 

illustrated the consistency of blind children’s behaviour. For instance, none of the children had been 

in their present nursery or school for less than a year, and so results were not likely to be due to show 

the generalised effects mentioned earlier in this chapter of anxiety in a wholly new type of social 

situation. It was clear, rather, that the teachers’ assessments, made on an impressionistic basis of the 

children’s interactive abilities over a long period of time, across a range of types of social situations 

and interactive demands, were supported by these systematic empirical observations of the children in 

actual free-play contexts.

From their sample, Trôster and Brambring (1994) reported that there was generally less interactive 

play between blind children and their sighted siblings. Rather than immediately focusing on intrinsic 

blind-specific problems, they drew attention to the complex differences in the way disabled and non

disabled children experienced the same social situations. They suggested that any differences were 

partly attributable to the mutual difficulties for sighted and blind children in adjusting to each other's 

qualities and demands in play: blind children might find the sighted pace too demanding, while 

sighted children could be wary and confused as to the needs of a blind child. Recchia (1987) pointed 

out similarly that blind children face extra challenges in following the quick transitions made by 

sighted children in free-flowing play. They might well lack the confidence to adapt quickly to 

unknown, possibly physically threatening play schemes, and opt out through self-care rather than any
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cognitive incapacity. However, it should be noted that the play groups in this research sample 

involved the children with other, familiar, visually impaired children, most of them also totally blind.

Possible methodological problems in assessing blind children’s social abilities

One particular methodological shortcoming of this study should be mentioned. With the resources of 

an ideal experimental situation it would have been more satisfactory to have used multiple, naive 

observers to record and rate the subjects' play. However, this was not practical as the visually impaired 

children under study were spread across a number of special schools throughout England, and raters 

would require training in using the observation scheme. Therefore, there was the possibility of a 

familiarity effect on the single ratings made by the experimenter, who knew participants and their 

likely qualities of performance well by the time of the actual formal observations. Some check on this 

was provided by the use of a second rater for a number of the observations, on four children who were 

at the most local school. These second ratings confirmed that judgements were made reliably by the 

independent judges.

The special education setting itself may have posed an indirect problem in gaining a true record of the 

children's abilities to interact with peers. Basically, children's opportunities for free-play are dictated 

by the attitudes of supervising teachers and other staff, as well as the availability of space and 

supervisory persoimel, and school policy. Consequently there is much variability among schools and 

indeed classes in the space and freedom that disabled children are allowed in free-play situations, 

more so than in mainstream schools. Often for safety or other reasons such 'free'-play is quite 

constrained by the close monitoring of children's activities and interactions. This factor of the strong 

influence of any adults present was also emphasised by Lord (1984) and McHale (1983), who noted 

how adults often initiate interactions in these contexts.

The measure of the child's level of emotional tone is an indication of his or her independent affective 

state, yet also is representative of emotional tone in relation, that is, in interaction with others. The 

finding of characteristic placidi^ of emotional tone for the less socially able blind children might 

seem to indicate some relation to similar states seen in autistic children (e.g. Rutter, 1983; Wing,
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1981). In a comparable observation of the social behaviours of children with autism, Attwood et al. 

(1988) distinguished the following characteristics: lack of modulation of speech, absence of facial 

expressiveness, poverty of bodily gestures, limp posture, and what was called an overall 

”woodenness". All of these features have also been described in the behaviour of many totally blind 

children, a potentially significant observation that will be given some attention in the final discussion. 

SuSice to say at this point that there are a number of factors specific to visually impaired children to 

be borne in mind. Many of the physical behaviours described have been noted before in visually 

impaired, particularly totally blind children, which bear no relation to their relative level of cognitive 

performance (e.g. Norris et al., 1957; Warren, 1994, Chapter Two). As discussed in Chapter One, 

with the absence of visual cues from totally blind children there is always a difficulty in judging their 

exact point of interest and attention at any given moment. A child may actually be keenly listening 

and learning from the interaction, perhaps unconcerned to react physically, or unsure how to assert 

him or herself. It is therefore important, as a general experimental principle with visually impaired 

participants, to directly engage them and draw out their levels of abilities in the social and cognitive 

domains under investigation. There must be awareness of the difference between actual cognitive 

inabilities and the influence of more social-psychological (or even simple sensori-motor) factors, 

which might make a blind child reluctant to express his or her genuine abilities. This may also be 

relevant in considering blind children's social use of language. Expressly, perhaps the intermediate 

category of 'non-specifically outward directed' language may be characteristic of a non-specific, yet 

still socially interactive attempt to make any contact, maybe a preliminary enquiry to check who is 

there, with the potential in mind of further interactive possibilities.

SUMMARY

The aim in this chapter was to explore a particular facet of blind children’s social functioning, their 

interpersonal relating. The intention was to observe and rate the children across a wide range of 

discrete and carefully defined criteria of social and play behaviour. This tested the reliability and 

robustness of the original groupings of children made in the previous chapter, on the basis of teachers’ 

assessments of their general qualities of interpersonal relatedness. The systematic observations also
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delineated particular facets of behaviour within the domain of interpersonal relatedness and explored 

which of these discriminated the two groups.

There was a pattern of group differences found across the range of criteria in social engagement, 

emotional tone, social play and social language use, such that the original groupings were found to 

differentiate blind children for their qualities of interpersonal relating. The next step was to begin to 

assess the children's abilities in the other area of social functioning, involving their social 

understanding, firstly by probing them with explicit questions about the nature of'mental' functioning. 

Using the ‘high social’ and ‘low social’ groupings it would be possible to see whether connections can 

be established between the children’s qualities of specifically social relating and understanding.
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CHAPTER FOUR: UNDERSTANDING MENTAL EVENTS:

’’THINGS IN THE HEAD ”
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INTRODUCTION

This chapter continues to report the examination of congenitally blind children’s social hmctioning, 

in relation to more general aspects of cognitive development. In contrast, though, to the previous 

investigation of how the children relate to others, the chapter will concentrate on children’s emerging 

conceptual understanding of themselves as individual subjective persons, among similar other people. 

In the next two chapters there will be investigation of this domain as implicitly demonstrated in 

symbolic play.

There is much to be gained also by examining directly how children construe themselves and others, 

by asking them explicit questions about aspects of their social understanding. This chapter does this 

by reporting a study about how children understand themselves and others as uniquely able to carry 

out the cognitive ‘mental’ process of thinking. For instance, there were questions as to the difference 

between ‘mental’, thought-about events, and those which have physical existence. More abstractly, 

children were also asked about the nature of thought itself.

The major question was whether the findings from this study would be in keeping with the predictions 

arising out of the project hypothesis, which were as follows:

(i) That those blind children whose social engagement is relatively intact would be proficient in their 

social understanding, as shown through their ‘theory of mind’ and symbolic play, comparable with 

sighted children of similar age and general cognitive ability.

If this was true, some of the blind children tested would demonstrate qualities of ‘mental’ 

understanding (as illustrative of social understanding) without differentiation from their sighted 

counterparts.

(ii) That some congenitally blind children would manifest characteristic impairments in social 

engagement, or interpersonal relatedness.

(iii) That those blind children in the above sub-group, who showed impairments in their relating to 

others, would be predisposed to have difRculties in their social understanding, as shown here through
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their ‘theory of mind’ understanding of ‘mental’ concepts, even when their level of ‘general’ 

cognitive competence was taken into account. Therefore, any children found to show relative 

impairments in ‘mental’ understanding would also prove much more likely to belong to the ‘low 

social’ group from the last study, who were also found to have problems in their interpersonal 

relations. If group differences were indeed found, these would not be associated with any group 

differences in general IQ performance.

PREVIOUS RESEARCH INTO ‘MENTAL’ UNDERSTANDING

To illustrate the approach taken in the present study, it might be useful to first note a previous 

approach made by Gelber (1980), who asked blind children for their responses to hypothetical 

interpersonal dilenunas, analogous to the 'Comprehension' section of the WISC-R and WPPSI. For 

example, “What would you do if you found a sealed envelope in the street with an address and a stamp 

on it?” These children were of normal IQ range (therefore in the 'higher functioning' range), and 

although they showed an age-related developmental delay in comparison with sighted children in 

their answering, like them their results progressed with age. This study examined the same area of 

cognitive development, but rather than by considering such 'common-sense' naturalistic thinking, it 

applied testing methodologies from the 'theory of mind' approach, with fixed experimental task 

routines.

In considering a sophisticated level of ‘mental’ understanding, Pylyshin (1978) used the term 

metarepresentation to denote how the act of conceiving mentally of something can itself become an 

object of consciousness. Thus, one could think directly and simply of a dog; equally though, one could 

also have in mind the idea of thinking of a dog. In this second instance there is the attendant 

implication of a mental world, separable from reality, which is open to consciousness and therefore 

potentially manipulable in this domain. The 'dog' symbol here in consciousness is not just an object 

symbol connected to upcoming desires or action in regard only of that worldly thing in its 

immediately apprehended context. It has meaning also as a private mental property, available to be
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shaped and used as the individual wishes. It could be visualised mentally in a totally new situation, or 

perhaps even changing form into another animal. The realisation that one can carry out such mental 

operations oneself, and equally that other persons can, is a fundamental tenet of interpersonal 

understanding. The central notion is of oneself as a thinking, motivated being, armed for social 

intercourse with a view (termed by some researchers a 'theory') that other people share similar states 

of consciousness, that they too have active minds. Therefore, probing children's concept of 'minds' 

may reveal important evidence about their social understanding in more general terms.

It may be appropriate firstly to analyse the notion of 'mind' in discussion here. Although the concepts 

involved are fully interdependent, it might be possible to discern two separate strands within common 

understanding: (i) that people - oneself and others - seem to act according to individual, internally 

derived motivations, (ii) that it is possible to express and discuss these motivations in terms of mental 

processes. Research into the development of children's understanding of their own and others' 'minds' 

has usually focused on one or other of these strands. In tests of implicit understanding of the first 

point, children are usually invited to make forced-choice decisions which reveal whether they have 

understanding of the necessary guiding principles, for example Wellman (e.g. 1990), Pemer et al. 

(1987) and Wimmer (e.g. 1983). With regard to more explicit formulations, (ii), workers have sought 

from children their precise understandings of concepts, for instance Bartsch and Wellman (1989), 

Wellman and Estes (1986) and Keil (1979).

For example, in an experiment with 2-3 year olds (age range 2;7 - 3;I), Wellman (1990) demonstrated 

that most of the children were able to show implicit understanding - (type i) - of how stated desires 

will affect consequent behaviour. The task involved a story character who, the subject was told, was 

looking for a specific object and given a choice of two locations in which to find it. Each subject was 

tested on one of three conditions, being told either that when the character looked in the first place he 

found:- the desired object (condition one); nothing (condition two); or another, unsought, object 

(condition three). After receiving this brief scenario, the child was then asked what the character 

would do next. Seventy-eight percent of children receiving condition one thought correctly that he 

would stop looking, 97% of those who were told there was nothing there thought that he would
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continue looking, while 91% of those whose character found a new, unexpected object also judged that 

he would keep looking. This experiment typified many studies, insofar as subjects were invited to 

make judgements which demonstrated their level of implicit understanding. Another similar 

experiment conducted by Wellman (Wellman and Bartsch, 1988; described in Wellman, 1990, p. 66) 

explored children's reactions to a number of situations involving types of beliefs, where the situations 

were portrayed in the form of verbal presentations. One of them was as follows, concerning an explicit 

false belief held by a character: "Jane wants to find her kitten. Jane's kitten is really in the playroom, 

but Jane thinks her kitten is really in the kitchen. Where will Jane look for her kitten?" Subjects were 

therefore invited to divorce themselves from their own knowledge and enter into the scenario from the 

position of the character who, according to her belief, would only look in the kitchen. Only 16% of 

three-year-olds answered this consistently correctly, rising to 31% for four year-olds. A threshold of 

competence was seen between this last age and four-and-a-half, when 86% of these older children 

answered correctly.

The above results were used by Wellman to argue that children of three-years-old and under were able 

to reason adequately about behaviour based on an agent's simple desires, while needing another year 

before being able to incorporate into their understanding the concept that people are motivated by 

internally held ideas, beliefs, which are separate from, and may conflict with, the obvious, objective 

reality.

According to Wellman, the period between ages three and four sees a key developmental shift in a 

child's imderstanding about its own and others' motivational reasoning. He draws from philosophy of 

science in arguing that, by this upper age, children are newly operating from the basis of a coherent 

explicit theory, with a definite causal-explanatory framework as to how mental functioning relates to 

and influences physical action.

These methodologies examining implicit understanding have been applied with blind and visually 

impaired children. Me Alpine and Moore (1996) used a 'theory of mind' experimental task (similar to 

the 'Smarties' task described in Chapter One) in examining the abilities of a group aged between four
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and nine years old, and found that performance was related to the child's level of vision. Eight of the 

nine children with partial vision, i.e. acuity better than 20/240, answered all questions about others' 

false beliefs correctly, while of those children more visually impaired, two gave all-correct answers, 

one mixed, and four consistently incorrect answers. Performance was less related to level of verbal 

intellectual ability, although these judgements were made on the basis of informal inter-subject 

comparisons, without specifically controlled procedures. Minter et al. (1996) investigated similar 

abilities, but with a sample of exclusively totally blind children (n = 21; CA range 6;0 - 9;0), using the 

WISC-R IQ scales to group-match them with sighted children for verbal language MA. The sighted 

children approached ceiling performance on a comparative test of false-belief to that described 

immediately above (the ‘Teapot task'), while half of the blind children gave incorrect answers. 

Another question was asked alongside: whether the child, when confronted with the unusual situation 

(in this case sand found in a warm teapot), could answer what he or she had expected would be inside, 

based on normal events (i.e. 'tea' or any such hot liquid). Again, only one of the sighted children got 

this wrong, as opposed to just less than half of the blind children. However, on a second task 

involving false-belief judgement (the 'boxes task'), sighted performance was at ceiling, with the 

majority of blind children also successful (16/20, with one spoiled attempt). On the 'teapot task' it was 

notable that the six blind subjects who failed both questions had significantly lower verbal MA scores 

than those who passed both questions.

Me Alpine and Moore (1996) speculated that the relatively poorer performance of totally blind 

children was connected with their visual impairment. The lack of vision was theorised to cause 

impoverished development of joint attention and shared reference, seen as important prerequisites for 

satisfactory development of a 'theory of mind' (e.g. Mundy and Sigman, 1989). In particular, there is a 

difiiculty in detecting others' facial characteristics and cues, which are crucial facilitators in these. 

Me Alpine and Moore made cormection with the work of Walden and Field (1990), who noted that 

pre-schoolers' ability to read and interpret facial expression was found to be correlated highly with 

their level of social competence, as measured by peer liking.
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By contrast to the above two experiments, which examined children's tacit understanding of belief- 

desire mechanisms, there have been attempts to enquire into how children conceive of the mental 

processes which underlie them. The focus here is on how children develop in thinking about thinking, 

and how they progress in ability to express it. Some studies have concerned mental processes and their 

relationship with perceived reality (Keil, 1979; Piaget, 1929), for example, as to whether children 

realise how a thought is fundamentally individual and private, and not open to others' inspection in 

the shared physical world (a "common-sense" property noted by Wellman; 1990, p. 4).

Wellman proposes that a typical three-year-old is not able to explain the sophisticated relations of 

component features of mental processes and cannot extrapolate from them to make predictions, yet 

has a basic grasp of "the distinction between thoughts and beliefs versus what is so" (Wellman, 1990 

p. 11). This approaches an adult "common-sense theory of mind" (p. 3) with its component features as 

follows: (i) Thoughts are separable from things - the former are mental and immaterial, the latter 

physical and concrete, (ii) Beliefs are about things and can be false, (iii) Desires are different from 

outcomes, and may not lead to the intended end result, (iv) Thoughts are private and not open to 

others' inspection, so that two people, imbeknownst to each other, may have different ideas about the 

same subject, (v) 'Mind' is not the same thing as 'body' - it is not constrained by physical constraints, 

(vi) Similarly, mental fantasy is not bound by factual reality - one can invent any number of 

hypothetical objects or conditions.

FOCUS OF THE STUDY AND PREDICTIONS

The focus of this study was less on children's understanding of the motivational side of mental 

processes than on their reasoning concerning thinking itself. More specifically, it was intended to 

examine points (i), (iv), (v), (vi) from the above list: the ways in which thinking is distinct from the 

real, or imagined, world that is being thought about. The question was whether totally blind children 

understand the mental / real distinction, and reason with a coherent 'theory' of mental hmctioning of a 

kind demonstrated in sighted children by four-and-a-half years of age. The technique employed was to
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invite subjects to give explicit verbal responses to direct questions, rather than to make behavioural 

judgements which give indication of implicit underlying reasoning.

Three tasks were presented, adapted from previously devised methodologies. Firstly, children were 

asked about the role and function of their brain, relative to other body parts (nose and heart), then they 

were probed for their explicit understanding of specifically ‘mental’ action words (‘thinking’ 

‘dreaming’ and pretending’), and lastly participants were asked how they distinguish between 

mental’ objects and real objects, that is, about the conceptual differences between things thought- 

about and things actually physically present. Of the three project predictions, the first and third were 

relevant to this study, and were considered in relation to each of these tasks:

(i) That those blind children whose social engagement is relatively intact will perform without 

significant differences from a verbally intellectually matched sighted group of children on an 

examination of their comprehension of mental concepts.

(iii) That those congenitally blind children who manifest characteristic impairments in social 

engagement, or interpersonal relatedness, will be predisposed to have difficulties in their social 

understanding, as shown here through their ‘theory of mind’ understanding of ‘mental’ concepts, 

even when their level of ‘general’ cognitive competence is taken into account. This will be examined 

by comparing performance on the mental understanding tasks of the two sub-groups of totally blind 

children, defined in terms of their abilities to relate to others in everyday social interaction, and 

matched for verbal intellectual abilities. The prediction here was that those blind children in the ‘low 

social’ group, who manifest difficulties in making and maintaining reciprocal social relationships 

with others, would also demonstrate poorer results on the mental understanding tasks, relative to their 

more socially able blind counterparts, and without association with their IQ scores.
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GENERAL METHODOLOGY

General design

The tasks described were of group comparison design. Since they were of verbal understanding and 

expression, a certain level of verbal competence was required. A decision was therefore made to assess 

the abilities of blind children who have attained relatively sophisticated levels of language 

competence, for possible deficits in understanding specific to domains of interpersonal understanding. 

This involved the use of previously designed tasks which explored the development of children's 

thinking as to their own and others' mental states, and the influence of these upon behaviour (what 

has been termed a child's 'theory of mind').

Subjects

Suitable, comparatively verbally able, subjects for these experiments were drawn from the larger 

sample of 25 congenitally blind children described in Chapter Two, and are to be compared with 

sighted children according to results on mainstream verbal assessment tools as previously outlined in 

Chapter Two: the WPPSI and WISC- R UK scales.

Verbal comprehension screening test

Subject selection for the tasks was through a short screening verbal comprehension test. This was a

control for the children's verbal fluency and comprehension of particular vocabulary, and was in the

form of a short comprehension scenario. Participants were tested for their ability to follow and answer

questions on a short verbal text, at this point with 'non-mental' content. It closely followed the

requirements of the second task, which was the most demanding in its linguistic requirements.

The scenario was as follows:

‘Here's a little story about a boy and a girl. The boy is walking to the shops with his mother; 

and the girl is going in a car to go swimming.’
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With comparison forced-response questions:

1. - ‘Who is going to buy some food, the girl or the boy?’

[ - this question also required a small degree of inferential thinking]

2. - ‘And who is going swimming, the boy or the girl?’

3. - ‘How is the (boy/girl) going to get to the swimming?’

To be admitted for the three subsequent tasks, subjects were required to answer the first two forced- 

choice factual questions correctly, either on first or second attempt. If a subject failed on one of the 

questions he or she was given a further explanation of the scenario and questioned again. The third 

question was given as a further check on the child's level of verbal comprehension. Children who 

succeeded with the first two factual questions but were unable to give a satisfactory answer to the third 

were noted yet accepted for the tasks. Seventeen of the blind children answered all three questions 

correctly, with three also accepted who gave correct forced-choice responses, answering which of the 

boy or girl was doing each activity, though who gave varied explanations on the third question. 

Subject O seemed to make a joke that the girl would ".. go on her bike" to the pool, but then swiftly

corrected to "car"; J  said he could ".. drive, in a bus"; and L gave the only truly obscure answer, "By

getting through the shower." The details of blind subjects who did not answer correctly and were 

deemed unsuitable for these particular experiments were as follows (n = 5):

CHILD CA IQ MA

A 7;8 62 4;9

V 8;11 57 5;i

P 7;6 97 7;3

C 4;10 89 4;4

B 5;11 60 3;7

Group matching

There were ten sighted children chosen as controls for the tasks, group-matched for CA, verbal IQ (as 

estimated by the five verbal sub-sections of the WPPSI or WISC-R, dependent on age) and MA.
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As a result of the screening procedure, 20 blind and 10 sighted children participated in the tasks, 

group-matched as shown in Table 4.1 below. Their CAs and MAs were taken from the date of the task 

screening, rather than that of the first IQ testing.
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T a b le  4.1: S u b je c t  g r o u p  m a tc h in g  o n  IQ (WPPSI a n d  WISC-R) - B lin d  a n d
SIGHTED GROUPS

BLIND (n = 20) WlÊÊÊÊÊÊ l i i i w l i t

Mean 7; I 97.3 6;I0
mMmÊÊmÊËêmm 11.94 12.40 14.08

Range 5;3-8;8 72-117 5;3-9;8

SIGHTED (n = 10) w M m m iiiîQiiil
6; 10 101.9 7;0

mÊÊÊMtmmÊm 9.91 10.43 11.48
Range 5;7 - 8;2 79-115 5;8 - 8;9

NB. For CA and MA, SD is given in months.

In order to examine the third study prediction, and compare those blind children, respectively, most 

and least able in their interpersonal relations, two blind sub-groups were also established. Because 

three of the five excluded blind children belonged to the already defined 'low social' group, leaving 

unbalanced numbers, it was decided to separate the children freshly into two groups of ten. The same 

criterionwas employed: teachers' assessments of interpersonal relating. In one sub-group were the ten 

children assessed by teachers as being least able in their interpersonal relating (the lower social 

group) with the other ten being the higher social group. At this point, to preserve group numbers, 

these two groups were not matched for either CA, IQ or MA, though the mean differences in these 

were noted.
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T a b le  4.2: T a sk  O ne: g r o u p  m a tc h in g  f o r  t h e  t w o  b lin d  su b -g r o u p s  o n  CA, IQ  
AND MA

Blind subjects with higher scores on interpersonal relating
Highei* social 

group 
<n = 10)

iiiffliiillllijili ilBiii

6;10 102.3 7;0
10.48 10.90 12.73

Range 5;3-8;0 85-117 5;6 - 9;4

Blind subjects with lower scores on interpersonal relating
lower social 

group 
(n = 10)

g g

Mean 7;3 92.30 6;8
W Ê Ê m m m m M m 13.34 12.25 15.79

Range 5;7 - 8;8 72-112 5;3-9;8
NB. For CA and MA, SD is given in months.

General procedure

Subjects were seen during regular class time at school. They were invited to join the experimenter in a 

small adjoining room, sitting opposite him at a small table. The sessions lasted commonly about 

fifteen to twenty-five minutes, and are to be video- and audio-taped. It was thought important to cany 

out these experiments with children before those involving symbolic play, to be covered in subsequent 

chapters. After such play sessions, which aimed to encourage a sense of the hypothetically possible, a 

child might well become confused or distracted when presented subsequently with these questions 

about the nature of reality and mental events.
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TASK ONE: THE ROLE AND FUNCTION OF THE BRAIN 

Previous research

As a first step in examining young blind children's comprehension of mental concepts and 

functioning, it was considered worthwhile to question them straightforwardly in this manner about 

'the brain', looking in particular at the distinction between mental functions and behavioural actions.

This first experiment employed the method of Johnson and Wellman (1982) and investigated 

children's explicit verbal understanding of the role and function of the brain. In the Johnson and 

Wellman (1982) study into children's notions of the human brain and its 'mental' functions, by age 4-6 

years old most children demonstrated knowledge that the brain is implicated in thinking, 

remembering, and other paradigmatic 'mental' acts, though not in actions - such as walking, kicking, 

seeing, hearing. Then in middle childhood they were likely to say about the brain - '(.. that it) tells 

your legs where to go', and that 'You have to think about what you're seeing.' That is, younger 

children thought that the mind and sense organs were "essentially autonomous" (Wellman, 1990; p. 

27). The mind was not seen by children of this age as an executive information processor and 

interdependent on the sensory system. Full realisation that it is the necessary causal source for all 

behaviour was not seen until children were at least 11 years old.

In a replication of this experiment, Baron-Cohen (1989) sought to examine the relative level of 

understanding of two handicapped populations, along with a normal control group. Mentally 

handicapped and autistic children were matched according to non-verbal and verbal MA. For both of 

these the autistic group mean MA was higher than that of the non-autistic group (8.48 years compared 

with 6.03 for non-verbal MA; 6.91 years compared with 6.47 for verbal MA), though these children 

were younger in chronological age (mean autistic group CA: 13.78 years compared with 15.44 years 

for the mentally handicapped group). These two clinical samples were matched with control 

mainstream children on the basis of the mean CA of the control children: 5.3 years of age 

(comparable with the original investigation by Johnson and Wellman). Children from each of the
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groups were easily able to answer control questions as to the function of another body part, the heart, 

though with the autistic group showing the lowest percentage of children passing, still at a high 

82.4%. However, there were significant group differences in answering a question on 'What the brain 

does ' Here, 84.2% of normal children and 68.8% of mentally handicapped non-autistic children gave 

spontaneous replies which referred to some sort of mental phenomena, while only 23.5% of autistic 

children answered in such terms. Instead they were likely to refer to its role in behaviour (e.g. 'It 

makes you move' or 'nmning and walking'), with such responses accounting for 70.6% of judgements.

Design and procedure

This task was the first of the series of three mental understanding group comparison design 

experiments to be performed at one sitting. In addition to the target 'brain' question, children were to 

be asked control questions about the location and functions of their nose and heart; for example, 'Can 

you touch your heart?' All target questions were in the format 'What does your (brain) do?' [Appendix 

4a]. A follow-up prompting question was given for the 'heart' and 'brain' conditions: 'Does it do 

anything else?' Reply codings were adapted from the previous studies by Johnson and Wellman (1982) 

and Baron-Cohen (1989).

In accordance with Baron-Cohen's response coding protocol, answers were judged to be either 

'functional', 'behavioural', or 'inadequate', so providing a brief qualitative account of responses. There 

were defined acceptable bands of answering for each body part. For example, with the 'nose' questions 

a 'functional' coding (F) was given for acknowledging the purposive actions of smelling and 

breathing, and a 'behavioural' one (B) for simple coimected activities, e.g. 'sniffing', 'running', or 

'sneezing'. In connection with the heart, particular 'functional' answers involving mention of blood 

(the core function) were specially noted (FB), while references to the general purposive function of 

sustaining life were judged as 'functional' (F). 'Beating' or 'ticking' were seen as merely 'behavioural' 

descriptions (B). With regard to the 'brain', replies acknowledging the causal role of the brain in 

dictating actions (such as 'makes you work hard') were judged as 'functional' (F), while mention of 

mental terms was additionally noted (FM). No responses were given a 'behavioural' coding i.e. just
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naming an action, without mention of a causal role: these were simply judged as inadequate (X). 

Physical demonstrations on any section, without adequate verbal explanation, were also marked as 

failures (X). For each question the child's best answer, i.e. whether to the original or prompt, was 

used. Thus a 'functional' response (mentioning blood or a mental function) was accepted above a 

'behavioural' one.

Specific predictions

(1) That those blind children whose social engagement is relatively intact would show a similar 

profile of answering to the verbally intellectually matched sighted group of children, in terms of the 

amount of ‘functional’ answers using mental terms they gave as to the role of their brain.

(2) That those blind children in the lower social group, who manifest difficulties in making and 

maintaining reciprocal social relationships with others would demonstrate poorer results than the 

higher social children, that is, less answers in the ‘functional’ - using mental terms - category, even 

when their level of ‘general’ cognitive competence was taken into account.

Results

In terms of the introductory questions, all subjects were able to physically locate their noses, although 

there were a small number of children who failed adequately to touch the location of their hearts and 

brains (one sighted and two blind subjects for each). All children were able to give at least one 

satisfactory answer to the control questions as to the function or behaviour of their nose or heart, and 

so results from the full subject complement of blind (n = 20) and sighted (n = 10) children were used 

for analysis. A summary table of results appears below, with all subjects' responses in Appendix 4, 

Tables 4.3 and 4.4.

Ta bl e  4.5: Ch il d r e n ’s a n sw er s  b y  g r o u p  o n  q u estio ns  o f  th e  f o r m : ’’W h a t

DOES YOUR (NOSE) DO?”

I Nose I
Answer type

Group Functional Behavioural Failure
Sighted 5 4 1
(n = 10) (50%) (40%) (10%)
Blind 5 11 4

(n = 20) (25%) (55%) (20%)
(Numbers of children in %)
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Ta bl e  4.6: Ch il d r e n 's a n sw er s  b y  g r o u p  o n  q u estio ns  o f  th e  f o r m : "Wh a t

DOES YOUR (HEART) DO?"

I Heart
Answer type

Groux) Functional
(blood)

Functional Behavioural Failure

Sighted 3 2 4 1
(n ”  10) (30%) (20%) (40%) (10%)
Blind 1 2 13 4

(n = 20> (5%) (10%) (65%) (20%)
(Numbers of children in %)

Ta ble  4.7: Ch il d r e n 's a n sw er s  b y  g r o u p  o n  q u estio ns  o f  th e  f o r m : "Wh a t

DOES YOUR (BRAIN) DO? "

:#:#Brain%::g!
Answer type

Group Functional
(mental)

Functional Failure

Sighted 6 2 2
(n ~ 10) (60%) (20%) (20%)
Blind 11 2 7

(n ~ 20) (55%) (10%) (35%)
(Numbers of children in %)

On the control 'heart' question 50% of sighted children answered using 'functional' vocabulary of 

some kind (i.e. saying what it was for, rather than simply naming an incidental action), while 15% of 

blind children responded in this way, a non-significant difference (Fisher's exact P = 0.397, 2-tailed) 

[Tables 4.8, Appendix 4]. There was no difference between the groups too for questions about the 

function of the nose (50% for sighted children; 25% for blind; Fisher's exact P = 0.087) [Tables 4.8]. 

In connection with the heart, three of the ten sighted children made reference to blood in their 

answers, while only one blind child did so. However, with regard to questions as to the fimction of the 

brain, an approximately similar proportion of children in each group, just over half (60% sighted, 

55% blind) gave a 'functional' answer using mental terms, as against otherwise 'functional' or 'failed' 

answers (Mann-Whitney U test used, as 3 categories: Z = -.6812, P ^ 0.4958,2-tailed) [Tables 4.8].
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In order to examine the second prediction, comparing those blind children, respectively, most and 

least able in their interpersonal relations, the two blind sub-groups were compared. There was a 

difference in group means on verbal intellectual ability (Table 4.2 above): i.e. IQ difference of 10 

points and MA of 4 months, both favouring the higher social group), but no significant difference 

between the groups on their profiles of answering. Seven of ten children in the higher social group 

gave a functional answer using mental terms, as opposed to otherwise 'functional' or 'failed' answers, 

against four from the lower social group (Mann-Whitney U, Z = -1.4018, P ^ 0.1610, 2-tailed) 

(Tables 4.8].

Discussion

The comparability of answering on the final 'brain' question between the blind and sighted groups 

demonstrated that blind children of this age (range 5;3 - 8;8) and intellectual level are equally adept 

as their language-matched sighted counterparts in understanding this basic 'mental' concept of the 

role and function of the brain, satisfying the first study prediction. The other prediction found little 

support, however, from this particular task. When the blind children were separated into two groups, 

based on their interpersonal relating, the ‘lower social’ growp showed a mean IQ 10-points lower than 

their more socially able counterparts. Fewer of them gave a functional answer as to what their brain 

does (4/10 as against 7/10) but this was not a significant group difference.

Generally, though, children in this study were less successful than those in the sample tested by 

Baron-Cohen (1989), who reported spontaneous responses involving mental elements from 84.2% of 

his control sample. Johnson and Wellman (1982) found that 89% of their sample of 5-6 year-olds 

made reference to 'the brain's role in cognitive acts ' (p.224).

The next experiment sought to explore in greater detail how blind and sighted children compare in 

how they conceive of and use 'mental' words.
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TASK TWO: UNDERSTANDING ’MENTAL’ WORDS 

Previous research

Piaget (1929) contended that a pre-school child (up to age years) 'would experience much less the 

sensation of a thinking self within him, the feeling of a being independent of the external world ... 

(he) knows nothing of the nature of thought'. Such a way of conceiving of thought was denoted as 

childhood realism, where everything is experienced as literal and actual. In discussing this 

proposition, Wellman (1990) suggested that Piaget had confounded two elements in his notion of 

realism. Firstly there is ontological realism, whereby, for instance, dreams are seen as real 

phenomena, physical objects, so that, as Wellman expressed it, "The child cannot distinguish a real 

house, for example, from the concept or mental image or name of the house." A similar but separate 

claim was then made for epistemological realism, the source of the child's ideas. Thus there could be a 

situation of knowing the difference between thoughts of things and actual things, without realising 

that the act of thinking is completely independent of the objects thought about. For instance this might 

mean a child believing that a thought of a dog is directly cormected to that particular given dog, as 

though thoughts are 'copies' or 'images' of objects - objects generate thoughts, which objectively mirror 

reality. In contrast to Piaget, Wellman contended that children of three years of age may understand 

the distinction between objects and thoughts, yet believe that ideas relate specifically to their object 

referents. That is, they know that there are thoughts, but do not understand what a thought is and how 

it relates to the objects conceived.

Wellman and Estes (1986) attempted to capture young children's common-sense thinking about this 

mental-real distinction. Their study was concerned with children's understanding of the properties of 

(a) mental entities, that is, specific thoughts or beliefs, the products of thinking, (b) mental events, 

fantasies of actual happenings, and (c) mental processes, such as remembering and thinking. Wellman 

and Estes (1986) specified three defining qualities that establish the mental and physical divide: (i) 

behavioural-sensory contact - whereby real entities, events or processes are available for physical 

worldly interaction, while mental ones are not; (ii) public availability that real entities etc. are
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potentially open to such physical contact by anyone present, while mental phenomena are only 

available to the agent presently engaged in thought about them; (iii) existential consistency - mental 

phenomena are transitory, existent in mind only when attended to, while physical, real phenomena 

endure independently of interaction with people. Their experimental task explored whether children 

understand the first and second of these distinctions: that mental objects are not available to physical 

sensory experience, unlike real objects, and caimot be shared in use with another person. In a 

replication, Harris and colleagues (1988) asked children about the reality status of thoughts of, for 

example, a dog, alongside apparitions such as witches and goblins.

Wellman and Estes presented children with a series of contrasting pairs of characters who were active 

with objects either physically or mentally. In one, there was a boy with a biscuit, contrasted with a boy 

who was thinking about a biscuit. The child was asked which of the entities, the real biscuit or the 

thought of a biscuit, could be seen, touched, or physically manipulated (i, behavioural-sensory 

contact), could be seen by someone else (ii, publicly available), and which could be manipulated by 

someone else in the future (iii, existential consistency). Four different mentally descriptive verbs were 

used: think; dream; remember; pretend

Children of three, four and five years of age proved able to make these judgements. Three-year-olds 

were correct 75% of the time in judging that physical but not mental objects, have sensory, public and 

consistent status. With reference to Piaget's claims about the reason for children's mistakes, there was 

no bias towards interpreting mental entities as real: mistakes were seen in both directions, i.e. also 

according not-real status to actual items. This preliminary experiment was followed up by an 

investigation into whether children were likely to simply misinterpret the questions without 

understanding the mental-real distinction. Perhaps they understood 'thinking about ..'as meaning 'not 

having'. The task format was repeated, but this time with explicit mention made of non-possession. 

The critical issue was whether children would be more likely to be correct on items where non

possession was mentioned alongside the mental state, than on the condition where only the mental 

nature of the object was given, or where non-possession was mentioned alone. The results showed the 

same pattern as for the previous experiment, children clearly distinguishing mental and real objects
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regardless of the kind of use they were put to, judging that only the latter were available to physical 

interaction.

D esign

The present group comparison design adapted the procedure of Wellman and Estes (1986) in order to 

explore young blind children's ability to comprehend and freely use 'mental' terminology. In order to 

accommodate non-sighted subjects the presentation was exclusively verbal, with children being read a 

short description of two characters and then questioned. This contrasted with a version of the original 

task used by Baron-Cohen (1989), who also attempted to compare the abilities of mentally 

handicapped, autistic and control children in distinguishing physical and mental phenomena. Baron- 

Cohen also presented the children with short verbal scenarios involving two characters, but invited 

them to make forced-choice judgements as to which of four dolls physically representative of these 

and with two place-markers - could touch or interact physically with the object in question.

Procedure

The task followed immediately on from the previous one, using the same subjects, and involved the 

experimenter reading the scenarios in an informal, friendly maimer.

Preliminary vocabulary screening test

A check was made that all subjects were familiar with vocabulary used in the scenarios. These were

concerned with scenario actions; 'riding;, 'eating', 'drinking'; states: 'hunger', 'thirst'; and objects: 

'coke', 'bicycle', 'biscuit'. It was decided a priori that subjects would be included in this task if they 

were able to identify 75% (6/8) of these concepts correctly, i.e. giving sensible sentences with 

appropriate use of these words, or providing an adequate synonym. All subjects managed this.

Principal task

In this adaptation the children were presented verbally with three short scenarios of standardised 

structure, each presenting one of the three mental terms examined - 'thinking', 'dreaming', 

'pretending'. In keeping with the method of Wellman and Estes (1986), two characters were presented
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in each study, one in possession of a given object and the other with that object in mind in some

dimension of thought, for example dreaming or thinking of it.

The original Wellman and Estes scenarios were structured as follows:

“See this boy. He likes cookies very much. Right now he is hungry, so he is thinking about a 

cookie. This boy (pointing to the other one pictured) likes cookies too. Right now he is 

hungry, so his mother gave him a cookie.”

This scenario structure was replicated, but with children receiving a relatively pared-down description

of the non-mentalising character’s current action with the object, with no background information as

to how he came to be doing it. For instance, the first of the three scenarios in this study:

“This is about a boy. He is at home. He likes biscuits. He is hungry, and he is eating a biscuit. 

And there's a girl too. She is at her house. She is hungry, and she is thinking about eating a 

biscuit.”

Given that the presentation was to be exclusively verbal, without any other sensory (visual), 

reinforcing symbols, the aim was to simplify the length and complexity of linguistic requirements and 

targeted task demands, that is, to remove anything that might distract from the essential mental terms. 

The questions for the first scenario were as follows:-

(i) “Who is eating the biscuit, the boy or the girl?”

(ii) “Why can't the (boy/girl) eat the biscuit?”

(iii) “What does it mean: 'the girl is thinking about eating a biscuit'?”

In common with Wellman and Estes, the first question required a forced-choice response as to which 

character could physically interact with the item. It was decided to focus on the first distinction, 

behavioural-sensory contact, with one direct question about physical usage of the object, rather than 

using aggregated responses to this, along with questions about seeing and touching it. This was 

because it was noted in informal piloting that, when faced with a long string of ensuing questions, 

children seemed sometimes to 'lose the original plot' and were prone to extemporise. For instance, 

when asked whether each of the boy and girl was able to touch the object, the experimenter felt that 

there was a sometime tendency for the child to answer hypothetically, often using the subjunctive 

tense (e.g. 'He could if he wanted to'), and also sometimes still within an ostensible present tense.
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thereby rendering responses potentially invalid (there was also the possibility of a response bias, i.e. 

answering "yes' or 'no' to both, regardless).

This inclination towards more hypothetical, 'oflT-the-top-of-the-head' answering increased with the 

sequence of questioning. Thus, in a decision to constrain the child's answering, in the first question 

deliberate verbal stress was placed on the active verb, e.g. in the first scenario 'eating', to emphasise 

the real physical action, with similar stress then given to the character not named in the first answer 

in order to obtain a direct, focused reason 'why he/she couldn't..'. Similarly, the final open question 

was carefully phrased, with the 'mental' verb clearly emphasised as the key semantic centre of the 

sentence. This condensing of response variables within each scenario was considered possible with 

three counter-balanced scenarios.

During piloting it was also noted that children often gave explanations in terms of some perceived 

social interaction between the two characters. For example; in the original scenario above, in answer 

to why the boy could not touch the cookie a subject might say because the girl won't let him.' This 

type of answer was termed by Wellman a 'social constraint'. It was considered worthwhile therefore in 

this adaptation to include one piece of detail clarifying that the two characters were not in the same 

place, and therefore unlikely to influence one another. The aim was to present two complementary but 

separate situations, on which the subject would make decisions.

In another slight departure this experimental procedure involved a choice between boy and girl 

characters rather than simply two boys. It was thought that this would make the characters more 

plainly distinguishable for participants, particularly as it would not be not possible to offer subjects 

reinforcing pictures to help establish them as distinct separate identities.

The full set of three scenarios and questions were as follows:

“This is about a boy. He is at home. He likes biscuits. He is hungry, and he is eating a biscuit.

And there's a girl too. She is at her house. She is hungry, and she is thinking about eating a

biscuit.”
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(i) “Who is eating the biscuit, the boy or the girl?”

(ii) “Why can't the (boy/girl) eat the biscuit?”

(iii) “What does it mean: 'the girl is thinking about eating a biscuit'?”

“This is about another girl. She is in the garden. She likes bicycles, and she's dreaming that 

she's riding a bicycle. And there's a boy. He is at his house. He likes bicycles, and he's riding 

a bicycle.”

(i) “Who is riding the bicycle, the girl or the boy?”

(ii) “Why can't the (boy/girl) ride the bicycle?”

(iii) “What does it mean: 'the girl is dreaming that she's riding a bicycles'?”

“This is about another girl. She is at home. She likes coke. She is thirsty, and she is drinking 

some coke. There's a boy. He is outside. He is thirsty, and he is pretending that he's drinking 

some coke.”

(i) “Who is drinking the coke, the boy or the girl?”

(ii) “Why can't the (boy/girl) drink the coke?”

(iii) “What does it mean: 'the boy is pretending that he's drinking some coke'?”

The three scenarios were given in a fixed order. Within scenarios and questions, the orders and 

combinations of ‘girl/boy’ and ‘real event/mental event’ were counter-balanced. Presentation and 

response measures were exclusively verbal for this task. Particularly important were the children’s 

answers to question (ii) why the mentalising character cannot physically interact with her object, and 

those concerning the nature of the mental act performed by the relevant character (iii). Response 

categories for these analyses were adapted from Wellman and Estes: Experiments 1 and 2 (1986), and 

defined as follows:
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List of Rating Criteria 

Code Rating criteria

1 Mental term - repetition: child uses the same mental term as in the presentation, e.g. after 

the third scenario, in response to 'Why can't the boy touch the coke? ' - 'He's only 

pretending.' / 'Because you think about what you eat.'

2 Mental term - substitution: child uses a mental term not in the presentation, e.g. 'He's just 

imagining.' This also includes:

i, behavioural actions based on mental concepts, e.g. playing,

ii, mental verbs, e.g. hoping, wanting, liking, and states of mind, e.g. 'Because she's not

hungry. '

iii, conditional terms, e.g. 'He would drink a coke.'

iv, reference to a 'mental' noun, e.g. 'Because her brain.' / 'Using her brain.'

3 Reality criteria: child appeals to a behavioural action, for example, touching, drinking, 

riding, eating.

e.g. 'Dreams means she's sleeping.' / 'She's just going to sleep.'; or asserts something about 

the reality of that behavioural action; e.g. 'He isn't actually touching it but the girl is.' / 'That 

means he's not really drinking a coke.' / ' He can't do it real.' / ' If you do or don't.' / 'They're 

not doing it.'

4 Reality status: child refers to the direct reality of the item, with the noun emphasised, e.g.

'It's not real.' (Also acceptable here is a bare 'not real', which arguably could refer either to 

the action or the direct object).

5 Location or possession: child refers to or infers about the location of the item or its 

possession by the character, asserting that the item is not there or not possessed, e.g. 'She 

can't because the boy's got it.' / '..because she's not in the same house as the boy.' / 'Because 

she hasn't got one.' / 'Because he's out in the garden.' / 'Because she's in bed.'

6 Characters' interpersonal attitude or relationship: e.g. The girl cannot ..'because the boy 

loves it.' / The boy cannot.. 'because the girl doesn't like him.' / 'Because the girl won't let 

him.' / 'Because the girl wouldn't have none(any) left.'

7 Physical ability / generalised social constraint: child talks about her physical ability or 

about moral or generalised social constraints on action, e.g. 'Because he's only a little boy.' / 

'Because her mom won't let her.'

8 Uninterpretahle or wrong: child gives an unintelligible explanation, 'Because he's not 

thirsty.' / 'Because it's too big.' / 'Is it because the girl makes biscuits?' / 'Because he don't 

want to.'

9 'Don't know.'
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specific predictions

(1) The first prediction was that those blind children whose social engagement is relatively intact 

would show a similar profile of answering to the verbally intellectually matched sighted group of 

children. This would predict no significant difierences between the higher social blind children and 

the sighted control group of children for their comprehension scores on the questions about the 

physical non-availability of mental objects.

(2) The second prediction was that those blind children in the lower social group, who manifest 

difiiculties in making and maintaining reciprocal social relationships with others, would demonstrate 

poorer comprehension scores than the higher social children, even when their relative levels of 

‘general’ cognitive competence were taken into account.

Results

It must be pointed out that with the small sample sizes involved, the statistics and analyses presented 

here are to be taken as illustrative.

Degree of comprehension of each mental term

This was scored on a scale of '0-2', in which '2' signifies a correct judgement about which child (girl 

or boy) could physically interact with the given object, along with an acceptable explanation as to why 

the other child, holding the object in mind only, could not interact physically with it. Acceptable 

answers were those judged to be within categories '1' - '6' from the above list, while answers within 

categories '7' - '9' were not. A score of'1% 'ambiguous', indicated a correct judgement, yet insufficient 

or incorrect backup explanation. 'O' was given to incorrect answers to the first question, regardless of 

the child's explanation. Children’s responses were therefore summed and coded in terms of seven 

ordinal score categories, from ‘0 - 6’. Table 4.9 in Appendix 4 shows individual subjects' answering 

profiles.
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There was no significant difference between how the blind and sighted groups answered these 

questions (Mann-Whitney U, Z= -0.683, P ^ .495, 2-tailed) [Table 4.10, (i), in Appendix 4]. A 

successful answering rate of 5/6 was set as the threshold for adequate comprehension (score categories 

‘5’ and ‘6’). When considering the relative numbers of subjects in each group who achieved this, 

there were 7/10 sighted children and 12/20 blind children, a non-significant group difference 

(Fisher’s exact P = 0.702, 2-tailed) [Table 4,10, (i), in Appendix 4].

As with the previous task, to examine the second prediction, the blind children were compared who 

were most and least able in their interpersonal relating, i.e. 10 lower scoring v. 10 higher scoring 

[Table 4.10, (ii). Appendix 4]. In both groups, 6/10 children achieved score categories ‘5’ or ‘6’. 

Between the groups, a Mann-Whitney U test revealed no significant difference in group performance 

(Z = -.545, P ^ .586, 2-tailed, corrected for ties).

Ta bl e  4.11: Co r r elatio n s  be tw e en  c o m pr eh en sio n  sco re  c a t e g o r ie s  a n d  CA,
V E R B A L  IQ, A N D  MA F O R  S IG H T E D  A N D  B L IN D  G R O U P S  R E S P E C T IV E L Y

The non-parametric correlations between total comprehension score categories (range = 0 to 6) and 

CA, IQ, MA and interpersonal relating assessments (Spearman’s rank correlation) appear in the 

following table [4.11]:

GROUP CA i i i i i Q i i l l MA
Sighted -.253 .215 -.025
Blind .238 .678** .700**

(All 2-tailed. * Significant at P ^ 0.01; ** significant at P ^ 0.001)

There was no effect of subjects’ age on scoring on this test, for either the blind or sighted children. 

However, within the blind group only, there were significant correlations between verbal IQ and MA, 

and score categories on comprehension. The lack of correlation in the sighted group was to be 

expected, given their smaller numbers and near-ceiling level of responding correctly.

Qualitative analysis of children’s answers

For a more qualitative analysis, subjects’ answers for the two open-ended questions were categorised 

using the ‘1-9’ scale above [Tables 4.14 and 4.15 below; subjects’ full results in Appendix 4, Tables 

4.12 and 4.13]. For instance, the first of these questions asked the child why the ‘mentalising child’
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could not interact behaviourally with the object. Children received separate codings for each category 

type that was mentioned in any one answer, so multiple category responses were possible. The 

maximum number of categories that any child gave in one answer was three.

TABLE 4.14: QUALITATIVE ANALYSIS BY ANSWER CATEGORIES OF THE RESPONSES 
GIVEN BY CHILDREN IN EITHER GROUP AS TO THE BEHAVIOURAI^SENSORY QUESTION 
"WHY CAN’T ...?"

e.g. 'Why can't the (boy/girl) drink the coke?'

Group I liiiliii: 3 5 6 iliiiii 8 9 Total no. of 
response»

Sighted 8 6 1 0 11 0 0 0 6 33 *
w m m m ëB 24.2 18.2 3.0 0 33.0 0 0 0 13.3

Btiud 14 3 0 0 17 4 8 9 6 61**
% 23.0 4.9 0 0 27.9 6.6 13.1 14.8 9.8

NB For this and the next table, * indicates that there were a total of 30 questions asked of this group, 

i.e. 10 subjects, each asked 3 questions. However, since multiple category responses were taken, the 

total number of responses given in this box exceeds 30. ** indicates 60 questions (20 subjects x 3 

questions) but likewise a possibly higher total number of responses.

Ta ble  4.15: Qu a lita tiv e  a n a l y sis  b y  a n sw er  c a teg o r ies  o f  th e  r e spo n se s  
GIVEN BY c h il d r en  IN EITHER GROUP AS TO THE DEFINITION QUESTION "WHAT DOES 
THINKING’ / DREAMING’ / PRETENDING’ MEAN?"

- e.g. 'What does it mean: 'the girl is thinking / dreaming / pretending about eating a 

biscuit'?'

Group I 2 3 iiilllll . 5 6 Jiiiiiiil 8 9 Total no* of 
responses

Sighted 9 19 7 2 2 0 0 0 6 45 *
% 20.0 42.2 15.6 4.4 4.4 0 0 0 13.3

BUnd 17 26 8 1 2 0 0 3 14 71**
% 23.9 36.6 11.3 1.4 2.8 0 0 4.2 19.7

At this stage of analysis it is notable that in answering the direct qualitative behavioural-sensory 

question ('Why can't..?') sighted and blind children were more likely to use the received 'mental' word 

in an answer than an alternative (24.2% of all responses 'received' to 18.2% 'alternative' for sighted, 

and respectively 23% to 4.9% for blind children). This was reversed when children were asked more 

abstractly for a definition of the received concept ('What does ... mean?'), in which case they more
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often expressed their understanding with another 'mental' word (20% of sighted children's responses 

were 'received' to 42.2% 'alternative'; respectively 23.9% to 36.6% of blind children's).

When asked the direct behavioural-sensory question an approximately equal proportion of sighted and 

blind children's responses were in terms of possession (33.0% and 27.9% respectively). This tendency 

was not reflected in subsequent answers into the general meaning of the 'mental' verb (4.4% and 2.8% 

respectively). In reply to the latter question, of non-'mental' categories, '3' featured most regularly, 

with children stressing that the character was not actually carrying out the given action, e.g. 'He can't 

do it real.'

In order to focus on the distinction between answers with 'mental' and non-'mental' bases, categories 

were collapsed to produce the following Tables [4.16 and 4.17]:

Ta bl e  4.16: Qu a lita t iv e  a n a l y sis  b y  a n sw er  c a teg o r ies  [c o l l a pse d ] o f  th e  
RESPONSES GIVEN BY CHILDREN AS TO "WHY CAN'T...?"

Response categories
Group *Mentar

........ a»2)........

Non- 
‘m ental 
(3,4,5,6)

Inadequate

(7,8,9)

Total no. of 
responses

Sighted 14 12 7 33 *
% 42.4 36.4 21.2

Blind 17 21 23 61**
% 27.9 34.4 37.7

Ta bl e  4.17: Qu a lita t iv e  a n a l y sis  b y  a n sw er  c a teg o r ies  (c o l l a pse d ) o f  th e

RESPONSES GIVEN BY CHILDREN IN EITHER GROUP AS TO THE DEFINITION QUESTION
" W h a t DOES ’t h in k in g ’ / ’d r e a m in g ’ I ’p r e t e n d in g ’ m ean?"

Response categories
Group ‘Mental’

(1,2)

Non- 
^mental’ 
(3,4,5,6)

Inadequate

(7,8,9)

Total no. of 
responses

Sighted 28 11 6 45 *
% 62.2 24.4 13.3

Blind 43 11 17 71**
Vo 60.6 15.5 23.9
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Alternative qualitative analysis by total number of subjects from each group who used particular 
categories

TABLE 4.18: NUMBERS OF SUBJECTS IN EACH GROUP WHO USED RESPECTIVE 
CATEGORIES AT LEAST ONCE IN ANSWERING "WHY CAN’T ...?"

Response categories
Group 1 2 3 4 5 iiiiiiiliiiilil 8 iiliilili:
Sighted 6 5 1 0 7 0 0 2 5

60 50 10 0 70 0 0 20 50
Blind 8 2 0 0 10 3 5 6 4

40 10 0 0 50 15 25 30 20

Ta b l e  4.19: Nu m b er s  o f  su bjec ts  in  ea c h  g r o u p  w h o  u se d  r espe c t iv e

CATEGORIES AT LEAST ONCE IN ANSWERING "WHAT DOES THINKING’ / ’DREAMING’ / 
PRETENDING’ MEAN?"

Response categories
Group 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Sighted 5 8 6 2 2 0 0 0 4
¥̂rnmmM 50 80 60 20 20 0 0 0 40

Blind 10 16 6 1 2 0 0 3 9
% 50 80 30 5 10 0 0 15 45

About half of both the sighted and blind children used the same, received, 'mental* category word at 

least once in their answering on each of these types of question. As noted already, children seemed 

slightly less likely on the first behavioural-sensory question to give an alternative 'mental' word, than 

on the second, 'meaning', question. Amongst blind children particularly, only two of the twenty used 

an alternative 'mental' word on the first, whereas sixteen did so on the second question. For the 

'meaning' question, children also notably gave answers invoking the reality status of the object, 

particularly among the sighted group.

Discussion

This task explored the children's understanding of words for specifically ‘mental’ actions, in this case 

‘thinking’ ‘dreaming’ ‘pretending’. There were no significant differences found between blind and 

sighted children in their comprehension scores on the questions about the physical non-availability of 

mental objects. This was in accord with the first study prediction, that the most socially able would
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achieve similar results to the sighted children, and confirmed the hypothesis that some blind children 

are able to circumvent the limitations posed by congenital blindness on their social engagement. 

Indeed, performance was so comparable that the second prediction found no support, in that results 

for the blind children with impairments in their interpersonal relating were statistically similar to the 

other group of more socially able blind children. If there was any variation between blind and sighted 

children, it was in contradiction of the other strand of this prediction, that blind children’s 

impairments in social understanding are independent of more general aspects of cognitive intellectual 

development. This was because, even though as a group they performed similarly to the sighted 

children, unlike them a significant correlation was found between blind children’s comprehension 

scores and their verbal IQ and MA. This finding will be dealt with below in the general discussion to 

this chapter.

It was noticeable that when asked about the nature of the thought-about, 'mental' object, over half of 

both blind and sighted children's answers used 'mental' terms. However, when asked earlier for a more 

pragmatic assessment as to why the boy / girl could not make physical contact with the object, their 

answers were just as often in terms of the practical circumstances of the situation, i.e. 'location / 

possession. It seemed that direct questioning about a behavioural situation, albeit with 'mental' 

content, was likely to evoke a response referring to concrete behaviour or existence. However, when 

asked a more abstract question, children from both groups were able and more likely to provide an 

answer in such terms.

Generally, respondents' success rates for the task were lower than found in previous experiments by 

Wellman and colleagues. From their series of experiments it was concluded that certainly by age five 

children were generally able to comprehend 'mental' words and concepts (e.g. in eveiyday speech 

usage, Shatz, et al. 1983; in experimental situations, Johnson and Wellman, 1982; Wellman and 

Estes, 1986; and Estes, Wellman and Woolley, 1989). It was not possible to make direct comparisons 

of response success rates as the scoring procedures were different between this experiment and the 

foregoing studies by Wellman. The closest point of similarity would be between answering on the 

child's ability to see and touch the 'mental' and actual objects. Wellman set 6/8 correctly answered
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questions as the criterion for consistently adequate comprehension (P ^ 0,035, binomial). Of 3-year- 

olds, 58% passed, of 4-year-olds, 81%, and of 5-year-olds, 97%. By contrast, with the present 

adequacy threshold set at 5/6, 70% of sighted and 60% of blind children succeeded; set at 4/6 the 

figures rose to 80% and 75% respectively (age range for all subjects 5;3 - 8;8).

In the original Wellman and Estes (1986) experiment there were four main response categories 

(Wellman, 1990; p.22). When children were asked why they could not touch a thought about a dog, 

50% of 5-year-olds answered using mental terms, 20% in terms of reality (categories '3' and '4' in this 

study), 27% 'Location/possession' ('5'), and 3% 'Physical/moral ('6','7'). The proportions were similar 

for 3-year-olds, respectively 40%, 28%, 23%, and 9%. In the present study, the comparative 

proportions for the sighted group were 42%, 3%, 33%, and 0%; and for the blind 28%, 0%, 28%, and 

20%. These proportions, similar across the two present groups, show some discrepancies, notably the 

fewer 'mental' responses compared to Wellman's sample, and the reluctance of children to use reality- 

based explanations. This first finding ran counter to Wellman's result that children tended to use a 

mode of explanation in keeping with the kind of situation presented, e.g. giving locational or 

possession-based answers on questions about hidden objects, and, especially, 'mental' answers on such 

questions. However, on the second, more abstract question, a greater proportion of answers from 

children in both groups were in the 'mental' domain.

One possibility suggested by Wellman as to why younger children might make mistakes in the 

judgement task was that they could merely take words such as think or dream to mean non-possession 

of the object. By this 'subtle realism' a young child might assume that when these words are attached 

to a particular object in a sentence, which is then contrasted with a definitely emphasised present and 

possessed biscuit, bicycle, or coke, they indicate simply the absence of that first object.

This task involved the children making judgements on a series of represented verbal scenarios, in the 

third-person and therefore at a certain distance from their own experience. A further challenge would 

be for the children themselves to be placed in situations involving objects alternately physically
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present, then thought-about mentally. It would then be fruitful to compare children's understandings 

of differences between these states.

TASK  THREE: M ENTAL OBJECT M ANffULA TIO N  

Previous research

Wellman established that children as young as three-years-old realised that objects held in mind 

caimot be used or touched like real objects. In a further investigation (Estes, Wellman and Woolley 

1989) the focus was on children's understanding of the distinctive features and properties of mental 

phenomena. That is, that an object in mind is not subject to physical laws, and is open to imaginative 

modification, or manipulation. As an example, one could remember a car ride somewhere during a 

cold and wet evening; one could then imagine, alternatively, how it might have been to have made the 

trip on a hot sultry day, or with family instead of alone. Estes and colleagues invited children to 

demonstrate their understanding of this 'positive' aspect of mental phenomena by thinking, for 

instance, of a deflated balloon, and then imagining it stretched out 'long and skinny', forming a 

different shape. Conversely, children were presented with a real object, another balloon, and asked 

this time to try, by thought alone, to stretch it out. A successful reply would involve a demonstrated 

understanding that while the imaginary object could be mentally transformed, the real one could not. 

Questions were also asked as to whether the two balloons, imaginary and real respectively, could be 

physically seen either by the child herself or by the experimenter, or touched physically by the child. 

As in the experiment by Wellman and Estes (1986) and the second task of the present study, these 

were termed 'behavioural-sensory' questions, establishing the distinctive 'negative' properties of 

mental objects - that they are not material and so caimot be seen or touched.

Estes and colleagues' original design employed three experimental conditions in examining possible 

alternative hypotheses as to young children's incorrect reasoning in this area. If children are realists 

with regard to mental entities, as Piaget (1929) suggested, they would answer about mental objects as
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they would real, present ones. An actual object was therefore used for questions in the first condition 

(this was either a cup, a pair of scissors or a balloon) and if Piaget's hypothesis proved correct, 

children would be expected to answer without any sense of ambiguity that mental objects could easily 

be seen and touched, as well as transformed. In the second condition, the object was hidden from the 

subject's sight and the target questions were given again. The proposition here was that if children 

thought of mental entities as inaccessible (that is, as Task Two: Category '5', 'Location or possession') 

yet still real actual objects, there would be comparable answering between the 'hidden' and 'mental' 

conditions. Finally, the mental condition required the child to think of the object and answer on it in a 

similar way to the above balloon example.

Design and procedure

Like the previous two tasks, this present adaptation of Estes and colleagues' 1989 experiment 

employed a group design to compare blind and sighted, and blind sub-groups (based on different 

abilities in interpersonal relating) for their capacities in social understanding. The participants were 

invited to imagine an object and then asked whether they can physically touch and manipulate it. 

Estes, et al. asked subjects to 'picture' the object in their heads. In such experimental tasks 'mental' 

objects are usually described with visual metaphors. In the present study subjects were asked to 'think 

about' the given object 'in your head'. It was thought instructive to give an extra qualitative question 

and ask children, in addition to whether, how they could represent actual physical objects in mind. 

The emphasis was less on participants’ success or failure in answering questions, but on their patterns 

of answering and therefore exphcit qualities of understanding in this area.

A key element of the original methodology was to examine children's responses to an invitation to 

manipulate by thought both an imagined object and a real one. In the present study it was considered 

sufficient to present only the imagined object for mental manipulation. It was felt that for some 

children, especially those with visual impairments, there might be extra, uncontrolled ambiguity in 

being given a real object and then being invited to cany out a mental action upon it. One possible 

confounding interpretation could therefore be - "Am I able potentially to stretch any balloon?" - that
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is, it would not be certain that the child has this real, particular, object in mind when he or she is 

invited to think about manipulating it. Alternatively, the child could have in mind this object, but 

imagine manipulating it in some other hypothetical circumstance.

In order to simplily the task and required responses, therefore, three conditions were presented:

(i) a physically present object with physical actions invited; (ii) the same object hidden and physically 

inaccessible; (iii) an imagined 'mental' object with 'mental' actions suggested. The first two were 

control conditions, setting in context the child's answers on the final condition.

Condition One: Object present

With the experimenter and subject sitting opposite each other at a table, a piece of pliable plasticine, 

'Play-Do', was presented with the instructions: 'Here's some Play-Do. Feel it. Now we'll put it on the 

table.' The object was then placed on the table six inches away and the child asked, 'Can you touch the 

Play-Do, Yes or no?' then 'Can you pick up the Play-Do, Yes or no?' If the child did not spontaneously 

pick it up, it was handed over for them to examine. The child was then asked whether, in turn, the 

experimenter could touch it, and then whether he or she, the subject, could physically squash it down; 

if not, this act was demonstrated, hand-over-hand for blind children.

Condition 2: Object hidden

A tin box was introduced on the table and the child encouraged to examine it. The experimenter 

began, 'Now, I’m going to put the Play-Do in the box and we're going to shut the box and lock it, and 

here's the key. This time you don't have to do anything. I'm just going to ask you some questions and 

you just tell me the answers. ' The experimenter then put the Play-Do into the box, paying particular 

attention with blind subjects to describe these actions verbally and encourage the child to follow them 

hand-over-hand. Once the Play-Do was locked in the box the child was asked whether the 

experimenter could now touch the object, and whether the subject could do so. There followed a probe 

each time after these questions, as to how the object could be touched, or why it couldn’t. The child 

was then asked whether she was now able to squash the Play-Do. If the child reached for it she was 

told that the box could not be opened, and asked again whether she could physically squash the Play-
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Do. A 'Yes' response would result in questions as to how it could be squashed, and instructions not to 

open the box but to answer again whether the Play-Do could be squashed. A 'No' answer immediately 

brought the question, 'Try, try and squash the Play-Do, can you?' and either of two follow-up 

questions: 'How can ...?' or 'Why can't...?'

The large number of qualitative follow-up, verifying questions were given because one of the most 

important elements of this second condition was its role as a control for task-induced changes of 

answer. Specifically, in the third condition children were asked in detail about their capacity to 

manipulate a mental object. If they gave a negative answer as to whether they could imagine 

squashing the Play-Do they were prompted with the same question again. There is a possibility that 

this itself might cause children to comply with the experimenter's seeming expectation and say 'Yes'. 

Therefore a parallel question was included in this 'inaccessible' condition if initially the child 

answered correctly 'No' as to whether the object in the box could be squashed. A 'No - Yes' 

combination here on condition two would indicate a degree of suggestibility and failure on the task 

demands.

Condition Three: Object imagined

The child was told that the Play-Do and box were finished with and would be put away:

'.. and we're going to do something different. Do you know what a sponge is? What is a sponge?' After 

checking for object familiarity (which was successful for all subjects, i.e. all said that it was soft, and 

used to wash oneself / in the bath), the child was instructed to think about a sponge (a newly 

introduced object, to avoid potential conceptual confusion with the plasticine already used) 'in her 

head' and asked if it could be touched by herself and the experimenter, respectively, with probing 

qualitative questions as to 'How..?' or 'Why not?' She was then asked, 'Now, just by thinking about it 

in your head, without moving your hands, tell me, can you squash the sponge down, in your head?' If 

the answer was 'Yes', she was asked 'How .. ?' and if 'No', invited to try again to squash it, and then 

asked 'How..?' or 'Why not?'
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Specific predictions

(1) The first prediction was that the blind children in the higher social group, whose social 

engagement is relatively intact, would show a similar profile of answering to the verbally 

intellectually matched sighted group of children, fitting the template of correct answers (Appendix 

4b). Most importantly, on the third condition they would state that the sponge could not physically be 

touched, yet could, in imagination, be squashed down.

(2) The second prediction was that those blind children in the lower social group, who manifest 

difiiculties in making and maintaining reciprocal social relationships with others, would demonstrate 

a relatively less correct pattern of answering to the other blind group, particularly on the third 

condition, even if they were shown to be of similar ‘general’ IQ level.

Results

Subjects were scored according to their success or failure to answer questions in accordance with the 

template of acceptable answers [in Appendix 4, Table 4.20]. Any ambiguities in responses were 

considered as failures.

TABLE 4.21: SUBJECTS’ SUCCESS AND FAILURE IN GIVING ACCEPTABLE ANSWERS:
Gr o u p  r esu l ts  o n  Co n d itio n s  On e  a n d  Tw o

Condition
One:

Object present 
(on table)

Condition
Two:

Object hidden 
(in box)

§mmÊÊÊÊÊmmmWÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊm^ V X
Subjects (Ans, object 

phys. available)
(Ans. object not 
phys, available)

(Ans. Object not 
phys. Available)

(Ans. object 
phys. available)

Sighted
(n -lO ) 10 0 20 0

Blind
(n=;20) 19 1 16 4
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Ta b l e  4.22: Su b je c t s’ su c c ess  a n d  fa ilu r e  in  g iv in g  a c c e p t a b l e  a n sw e r s: 
Gr o u p  r e su l t s  o n  C o n d it io n  Th r e e

Touchable?

Condition
Three:

Object imagined
Manipulable?

Subjects
liiiiiiiiiiliiiiiiiiiii

(Ansi object 
not available)

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii
(Ans. object 
available)

rn m g g ig g m
(Ans. Object 

available)

X
(Ans. object 

not available)
Sighted 
(n=  10) 9 1* 6 4

Blind
(n=-20) 16 2 8 10

* This child gave two mixed answers.

Conditions One (object present) and Two (object hidden: inaccessible)

All but one of the subjects correctly answered all questions in condition one and demonstrated the 

ability to pick up and handle the plasticine. The one exception, a child in the blind group, answered 

that the experimenter was unable to touch the plasticine and when asked why said 'Because it is on the 

table.' It was thought that he interpreted the question as asking whether the experimenter was in 

present contact with the object, and so this was a sensible and appropriate answer which would not 

exclude him from the study.

All of the sighted children passed the second condition, while four of the twenty blind subjects failed. 

One (G) began by answering that the Play-Do in the box could be touched as if it were freely available 

as in the previous condition; however, in response to the final question of this condition he corrected 

himself and clearly showed comprehension of the fact that the object could not be squashed down 

because it was in the box. He therefore proceeded to the following condition. Likewise, blind subject H  

also gave discrepant answers but was admitted for the final condition. This child correctly answered 

that the plasticine could not be touched by either herself or the experimenter, yet then described how it 

could be squashed down. The reply to the probe question however established that the child was 

answering about the general possibility of this action, and had recognised the key tested point. The. 

experimental priority in this task was to examine the children's profiles of reasoning across the
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conditions rather than strict success in performance, and these two children demonstrated 

comprehension of the salient principle here: the constraints placed by physical factors on contact with 

real objects. Two blind subjects were however excluded from the final condition {L and F), because 

neither of them showed appreciation that the box would impair their ability to make physical contact 

with the object, answering for all questions that the Play-Do was freely physically available.

Third Condition (object imagined)

As with the last experiment, results for this task were in two dimensions: children's decisions and then 

their reasons for them. The full results appear in Appendix Four, Table 4.20. The following is a 

summary of children’s’ pattern of answering, and their reasoning for it.

Explanation Categories

Explanations for subjects' answers were categorised as follows [Table 4.23]. Although multiple and 

contradictory reasoning was accepted and noted, there was a response coding hierarchy: if a child 

answered one of the two questions with a mental concept, 'M', this superseded any other answer 

coding. Similarly, with two different answers involving one anomalous or unclassifiable explanation, 

the other coding was taken. As said, full results, explanations and categorisations for all subjects are 

shown in Appendix Four, Table 4.20.

Ta bl e  4.23: Su b je c t s ' e x p l a n a t io n  c a teg o r ies

Coding Summary Category
M Mental term used
I Reference to imaginary action
H 'in the head / brain'
P Reference to the physical presence or non-presence of the object:- 

either not immediately present or expressing doubt as to its existence
R Definite reference to reality of object
C Simple reference to possibility (e.g. 'Because you can't.)
D Child gives a physical demonstration
U Unintelligible / Obscure / 'Don't know'
A Anomalous *

* Anomalous coding justifications:

‘ A 1 ’ Sighted child 9 who answered that the mental object could not be touched by the 

experimenter because of a principle of mental privacy, rather than simple physical
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unavailability; this child answered that she herself was able to touch the object indicative 

that she was answering on an imaginary basis for all questions).

‘A2’ Blind child K  perhaps referred to it being too hard to imagine squashing the sponge at 

home; yet could also have meant that it's too hard to squash down with his real hands, that is, 

impossible, like before, and he was therefore merely amplifying his earlier answer. The 

question is whether he meant 'too hard' to imagine, or to do so physically).

‘A3’ Sighted child 5's answer on the manipulation question suggested that she was still fixed 

on the previous physical unavailability of the object when answering this question, then 

perhaps began to explore the possibility of mental manipulation, but then gave up.

Children's answers as to physical availability of mental objects

These responses concern the children's judgements and explanations when asked about the object 'in 

the head' [in Appendix 4, Table 4.20]. Nine of the ten sighted children and sixteen of eighteen blind 

children answered to both questions ('Can you touch ..?' / 'Can I (the experimenter) touch ..?') that the 

object was not physically available. Amongst the sighted children the most popular explanatory 

category was 'H' - variations on 'in my head' (7 responses out of total 20; 35%), followed by 'P' - 

presence or non-presence with 5 responses (25%), and 'M' - mental references with 4 responses, 20%. 

Blind children also favoured 'H' (10 of 36 responses; 28%) and '?' (12 of 36; 33%), though with a 

slightly lower proportion of mental references (only 4 of 36; 11%). Many children in both groups used 

the same explanation for each of the two questions.

When the blind children were divided once more into two groups according to their abilities in 

interpersonal relating, with 10 of the 18 who completed the mental condition being in the previously 

defined higher social group, the results breakdown was as follows. Only one child from each of these 

sub-groups answered that the object was physically available. In terms of explanation, though, there 

was a difierential pattern. In the higher social group, of the total 20 answers, 10 were variations on 'in 

my head', 6 involved reference to mental terms and 4 to presence or non-presence. Correspondingly,
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in the lower social group, of the total 16 answers, none referred to mental terms or the object being 'in 

the head'. Instead, 7 referred to presence or non-presence, 2 directly to the reality status of the object, 

and the other 7 were a mixture of unclassifiable responses, simple reference to possibility (e.g. 

'Because you can't'), or physical demonstration of an action.

Children's answers with regard to manipulating the object mentally

Of the sighted children, 6 of 10 (60%) answered that they could think of the object and manipulate its 

shape, compared with 8 of the 18 blind children (44%). Explanations were extremely varied - the 10 

sighted children using 7 different types - though 4 of the 6 who could manipulate the sponge did use 

mental terms in saying how. Of the 8 blind children who said likewise, 5 similarly used mental terms 

in their explanations. The next most common explanation for blind subjects was the justification, 

'(because) it's in your head', which was given by 4 of the 10 who said that they could not manipulate 

the object.

The two blind sub-groups answered similarly inconsistently. Of the higher social children, only 4 of 

10 said that they could mentally manipulate the object, compared with 4 of 8 of the lower social 

group. Explanations were distributed across a wide range of categories, the largest numbers in the 

higher social group referring to mental terms in saying, that the object could be manipulated (3 of 10 

children) and using the reason '(because) it's in my head' as to why it could not be manipulated (again 

3 of 10 children). In the other group, two of the eight children provided mental terms in explaining 

how to squash the sponge, and another two gave physical demonstrations to explain how the object 

could be transformed.

Children's profiles of answering for the physical availability and mental transformation 

questions

The Tables 4.24 and 4.25 below presents total numbers of respondents who showed particular profiles 

of answering across both mental questions. Ticks and crosses represent the simple ‘pass’ / ‘fail’ 

codifying of answers, consistent with the scoring by Estes et al. (1989). General profiles are in bold, of 

which three were noted:-
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V/V, V/X, X/V (no child answered in the pattern X/X). Below these are the particular response 

codings, which refer to the category key list above, illustrating the types of explanations given by the 

children for their decisions.

Ta bl e  4.24: C o n d itio n  Th r ee  r espo n se  p r o f il e s: Sig h ted  v . bl in d  c h il d r e n

RESPONSE PROFILES SIGHTED
CHILDREN

BLIND
CHILDREN

V M V M 2 20% 1 6%

V H V M 2 20% 0
V various V various 1 10% 5 28%
Total:
V Physically unavailable V Mentally available 5 50% 6 33%

V M , H , P , R X  M , H , P , R  (i.e. same*) 2 20% 5 28%
V various X various 2 20% 5 28%
Total;
V Physically unavailable X Mentally unavailable 4 40% 10 56%

X various V various 1 10% 2 11%
X Physically available V Mentally available 1 10% 2 11%

* Particular note was given to this category, in which subjects individually gave a variety of 

explanations as to why the object was physically unavailable, then each gave the same category of 

explanation for why it was also not then open to mental manipulation.

For children in both groups results were mixed. Five of the ten sighted children (50%) answered 

correctly that neither they nor the experimenter were able physically to touch the object 'in the head*, 

yet they could imagine mentally squashing down a version of it. Marginally fewer of the blind 

children answered similarly: six of eighteen (33%). The reasons given by the children were varied, 

and only a small number referred to mental processes in their answers. It was common also for 

children in both groups (40% of sighted and 56% of blind) to respond as expected that it was not 

possible to touch the sponge, but then to go on to answer similarly that they were unable, 'in their 

head' to squash down the imaginary sponge. In both the sighted and blind groups, approximately half 

of the children answering in this pattern gave the same principle for both answers, (2 of 4 for sighted, 

5 of 10 for blind), while the other half used different kinds of explanation for their two decisions. 

Three children, one sighted (P) and two blind (X  and H), seemed to respond with a consistent bias 

toward the hypothetical, rather than referring to the constraints of the presented task question.
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T a b le  4.25: C o r r e l a t i o n s  b e tw e e n  r e s p o n s e  p r o f i l e s  a n d  CA, v e r b a l  IQ, MA 
A N D  IN T E R P E R S O N A L  R E L A T IN G  A S S E S S M E N T S  F O R  S IG H T E D  A N D  B L IN D  G R O U P S  

R E S P E C T IV E L Y

The non-parametric correlations between children’s response profiles (in 3 categories) and CA, IQ, 

MA and interpersonal relating assessments by teachers (Spearman’s rank correlation) appear in the 

following Table [4.25]:

GROUP ; |j ||| | |j | iilHIIII InterpersQual
relating
(1-5)

Sighted -.543 -.228 -.482 .618
Blind .218 -.260 -.218 .198

(All 2-tailed. * Significant at P ^ 0.01; ** significant at P ^ 0.001)

There were no significant findings.

When the blind children were divided into the two sub-groups, the following table was obtained: 

T a b le  4.26: T h ir d  c o n d it io n  t h r e e  r e s p o n s e  p r o f i l e s :  H ig h e r  s o c ia l  v . l o w e r

SOCIAL B L IN D  C H IL D R E N

RESPONSE PROFILES Higher social 
blind children

Lmver social 
blind children

V M V M 1 1 0 % 0

V various V various 2 2 0 % 3 3 8 %

Total:
V Physically unavailable V Mentally available 3 3 0 % 3 3 8 %

V M , H , P , R X  M , H , P , R  (i.e. same*) 4 4 0 % 1 1 3 %

V various X various 2 2 0 % 3 3 8 %

Total:
V Physically unavailable X Mentally unavailable 6 6 0 % 4 5 0 %

X various V various 1 1 0 % 1 1 3 %

X Physically available V Mentally available 1 10% 1 13%

Again, for children in both groups results were mixed. Three children from each group (30% higher 

social and 38% lower social) answered that neither they nor the experimenter were able physically to 

touch the object, yet they could imagine mentally squashing down a version of it. The reasons given 

by the children were varied, with only one child, in the higher social group, giving answers referring 

to mental processes in both answers. Approximately half of the subjects in either group (60% of 

higher social and 50% of lower social) responded as expected that it was not possible to touch the
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sponge, but then went on to answer similarly that they were unable, ’in their head' to squash down the 

imaginary sponge.

Discussion

This task tested blind children’s comprehension of a fundamental property of mental, and thereby 

social understanding. It confronted the blind and sighted children with objects in three modes of 

presentation: i, physically present; ii, physically present yet immediately practically unavailable; and 

iii, physically not present yet mentally thought-about. The children were tested for their understanding 

that objects in the final mode, in-mind and thought-about, were not available to be touched physically, 

but could be manipulated or transformed in one’s imagination.

The first prediction was partly supported, in that the blind children in the higher social group, whose 

social engagement is relatively intact, showed a similar profile of answering to the sighted group of 

children. Generally, the results were broadly similar across the groups, with clear understanding that 

physically present objects were available for physical contact, while those physically unavailable (in 

the box) could not be touched. However, answers on the target condition, featuring the 'mental' object, 

were mixed, and not typically fitting the correct template (Appendix 4b). Approximately one-third of 

blind children and a half of sighted children answered correctly that the mental object could not be 

touched, yet could be manipulated mentally, though very few children of either group used exclusively 

'mental' language to account for their answers (two sighted and one blind).

The second prediction was not supported. Since the patterns of answering, though by no means 

universally correct, were similarly mixed for all groups (i.e. blind, sighted, higher social and lower 

social), no blind children, even those with notable impairments in their interpersonal relations, were 

negatively differentiated. Conunents on findings from this task are therefore usually of a general 

nature, across all participants.
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A notable finding was the number of children who said that they (and the experimenter) were unable 

to touch the object, and then similarly not able to imagine squashing it down 'in their head' (40% 

sighted; marginally more blind: 56%) [Table 4.24]. Of these, about half used the same principle to 

explain why they were unable to touch the sponge, and also were unable to imagine squashing it down 

(2 of 4 for sighted, 5 of 10 for blind). The reasons given were varied between subjects, including, '(it's) 

not there' / '(it's) in my head' / '(because you're) thinking'. These children were either unable or 

unwilling to make a switch from the concept of the immateriality of an object and its consequent 

physical non-availability, to the suggested possibility of conceiving of an imagined 'mental' action on 

it. There would seem three possibilities for this fixation. Firstly, it is possible that they actually found 

it hard to conceive of purely mental actions and object manipulation. Secondly, it is possible that they 

were able to conceive of mental actions and mental manipulation if asked about them in isolation, but 

found the conceptual 'jump' required in making the momentary switch from physical non-availability 

to mental action too difiicult. Alternatively, the efiect may have been a function of the task demands 

as presented, raising questions of the overall validity of the exercise. This is to say, it could be that the 

children became confused by the verbal semantic demands: being invited veiy quickly to make the 

switch from the possibility of actual physical contact with the mental object to imagined physical 

contact, with only one word used to indicate this conceptual change. The key emphasised instructional 

phrase in the script was '.. just by thinking about i t , ..' and this could, for instance, possibly be taken 

by a child as an invitation to think about a hypothetical act of trying to squash an sponge with one's 

real hands, which cannot be done. This would in fact be a kind of follow-up to the previous question: 

an exhortation to imagine the impossible situation of trying to make corporeal contact with an 

imaginary object. Another unseen variable is the child's own imagination. For instance, she might be 

able conceptually to imagine squashing the sponge, but meanwhile have coined for herself a particular 

impediment to that action, say, because a fnend will stop her from doing it.

Tasks such as these rely on bringing the subject to a point of carefully defined and managed point of 

co-reference with the experimenter and to the task in question. Problems may arise if the precise 

desired conceptual position that one hopes the subject to achieve may be beyond the bounds of 

language specificity, especially when in dealing with young children of limited abstract linguistic
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competence. In their similar experiment, Estes and colleagues found a much higher proportion of 

children able to make the tested conceptual switch. However, they noted that this was due particularly 

to the effect of a 'probe' question, by which children who had answered 'No' (i.e. that they could not 

mentally transform the object) were asked then to 'make a picture o f ..' and then to try and complete 

the mental transformation. In Estes and colleagues' results, the improvement in numbers of children 

able to achieve the object transformation was, for three- and four-year-olds similarly, from 

approximately 50% before the probe question, to above 90%, and for five year olds, just below 80% 

before, rising also to above 90%. This may have been because of the slight change in concept offered, 

which gave the child an alternative, reinforcing, perspective on the task demand. In this present 

experiment, with blind children, such a visually based suggestion was not suitable, so a 'No' response 

was followed with a probe which simply exhorted the child again to Try, try and squash the sponge.' 

This might not have been enough to provide the extra suggestive hint for the child to make the 

conceptual switch. It could either be that the child became fixed semantically on the previous scheme, 

lacking linguistic flexibility, or that indeed he or she could not comprehend the key concept. Two 

subjects, both blind, failed at an even earlier stage to orientate to the questions. These children, L and 

F, seemed fixed on the hypothetical, answering for all conditions that the object could be handled 

physically. One strength of the present methodology was in how it captured this particular pattern of 

persistent hypothetical answering. Of those children who passed the control conditions, though, only 

one sighted and two blind children responded to the mental condition with such fixedly hypothetical 

answers.

GENERAL DISCUSSION

Before discussing the implications of the findings for the hypothesis underlying this project, it might 

be useful, with such a wide range of task and rating comparisons, to outline the main results and 

provide an interpretation of them. A note of caution should also be made about the small sample sizes 

involved, so that findings discussed are therefore of an illustrative nature.
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This was an examination of a fundamental tenet of social understanding: focusing on how blind 

children conceive of others and themselves as thinking beings. This was done by asking, firstly, how 

the physical source of mental states, the brain, is conceptualised. Then the children were questioned 

directly about their understandings of thought processes, that is, the nature of mental actions and 

contents, and their relation to reality. Specifically, the children were asked as to the difference 

between the verbs ‘pretend’ ‘dream’ ‘think’, and worldly physical actions. Finally, they were asked 

about the ontological nature and actual physical presence of objects held in thought (in this case a 

sponge).

Over all three tasks, blind children showed no significant differences from their sighted counterparts 

in answering successfully, nor in the reasons they gave for their answers. It was noted, though, that on 

the third, thought-experiment task, a number of children, and perhaps marginally more blind, showed 

a particular inflexibility in making a quick transition between two component concepts when 

answering about an object held in thought: that on the one hand it is unavailable to worldly physical 

contact, yet at the same time it is possible to conceive mentally of carrying out an imaginary physical 

action on it. However, overall the results seemed to indicate that the blind children in this project were 

able, as far as the demands of this study are concerned, to circumvent any hypothesised limitations 

placed by congenital blindness on their social engagement and therefore social understanding, to the 

point where their responding was similar to that of sighted children. Even those blind children who 

show significant impairments in their interpersonal relatedness were not negatively differentiated.

However, while blind children’s performance was generally mixed, and on the first and third tasks not 

differentiated from the sighted children, on the second experiment it seemed that blind individuals’ 

results may be related to their IQ scores. On this task, blind and sighted children showed no 

significant group differences in categories of comprehension scores as to which character (boy or girl) 

was in actual physical contact with the object, and if not, why not. No difference was found, either, 

between the two blind sub-groups, separated on the basis of their interpersonal relating, even though 

there was a group mean difference of 10 IQ points, there was, though, a strong positive correlation 

found among the blind children between verbal IQ and categories of comprehension scores. It could
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therefore be that, for blind children, there was on this task a specific effect of verbal IQ on 

comprehension scores, as follows. The suggestion is that all of the sighted children were over the IQ 

threshold necessary for them to do this particular task. However, for the blind children, the significant 

correlation might indicate that performance was more closely tied to explicit IQ level, and that those 

blind children with lower IQs were less able than sighted children of similar IQ to do this task. Thus, 

a relatively higher level of verbal intellectual ability is perhaps necessary for children who are blind, 

over that of their sighted counterparts, for them to begin to fulfil the task requirements.

This finding was echoed in the experiments by Minter et al. (1996), wherein two inferential 'theory of 

mind' tasks were presented to groups of visually impaired and sighted children. Visually impaired 

children who consistently failed had lower MAs and verbal IQs than those who passed on both tasks. 

Performance among the sighted children, all with MAs above 4;6 (above Wellman's age threshold), 

was at ceiling. As these researchers noted, perhaps tighter, pair-wise, matching is required between 

visually impaired and sighted children at the lower MA range, for a fuller account of discrepancies in 

performance. However, at such a low level of general verbal competence it would become very 

difficult to isolate the child's actual level of distinctly social understanding. In fact, as McAlpine and 

Moore speculated in spite of their own results, the observed delay in 'theory of mind' understanding in 

visually impaired children may well relate to "immature language concepts" themselves (p 14). That 

is, a certain level of explicit linguistic ability may be required for the conceptualisation of others as 

persons with independent beliefs.

In cormection with the present study, the second task perhaps illustrated the essential problem in what 

was attempted. It may not be possible, with such linguistically based tests, to make a separation 

between verbal intellectual ability and specifically ‘mental’ understanding. This does, though, 

strengthen the argument for the overall approach taken in the current project, to focus on blind 

children with relatively advanced levels of linguistic competence. With less linguistically able (and 

usually younger) children there is much less certainty that one can frame tests which differentiate 

between general verbal intellect and distinctively social cognisance. With such children there will 

always be a question of whether and how the child understands the basic linguistic demands of the
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test. However, with more linguistically advanced participants one can hope to achieve more precise 

assessments of verbal intellectual ability, which (as long as the test is not overly language dependent) 

one can hope to measure against competence in more specifically social understanding. This will be 

the aim in the next two chapters, in which closely verbally intellectually matched groups of children 

will be invited to demonstrate their qualities of social imderstanding through the medium of symbolic 

play, against a background of less explicitly sophisticated linguistic demands and constraints. 

Although the format of this examination of symbolic play abilities also requires responses in primarily 

linguistic form, participants will be offered a more open-ended opportunity to demonstrate their 

qualities of understanding in their own terms.

In discussing his own methodologies, Wellman (1990; p. 203) raised this point of whether the tasks 

used to evince children's understanding of mind were often too linguistically dependent. Failure or 

ambiguity in response could well be due as much to linguistic-communicative difficulty as actual 

separate cognitive incompetence. In mind of potential pitfalls here, effort should be made in two main 

directions: that the presented language construction is kept at the simplest possible level to elicit the 

target responses, with wariness of over elaboration in search of a 'perfect' reply. There should also be 

elaborate use of linguistic control procedures to be sure that imperfect responses are due entirely to 

specific cognitive rather than 'general' linguistic failings.

On the point of linguistic suggestibility, Wellman and Estes (1986) noted that a small, though 

significant, portion of answers on their 'mental' word understanding tests (155 of all 

'Location/possession answers') used the phrase '(because the object is) in the head' to explain why it 

could not be physically touched. No children in this study did likewise for this task, though many used 

this kind of reply in Task Three, after being asked to imagine thinking about the object 'in your head' 

(35% of sighted and 28% of blind children' replies).

Wellman also pointed out the inherent dangers in asking open-ended questions of respondents, with a 

problem always possible of mis-comprehension, perhaps taking stress on the wrong word within the 

sentence, or leading the respondent unintentionally. For instance, Piaget (1929, in Wellman, 1990;
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p.203) asked children, 'What are dreams made of?', presumably aiming for a specific answer about the 

ontological nature of such a mental state. However, one could argue that the use of ‘made’ was highly 

suggestible to the child - as a term of concrete action it implies a worldliness that might be 

misleading, implying that dreams are material and made of other materials. The consequent problem 

is then of taking replies literally, without admitting the possible attendance of metaphor or analogy. 

However expansively one frames a list of codings for qualitative analysis, responses are open to much 

idiosyncratic variability of meaning and are not so dutifully transparent as to fit always securely the 

categories presumed for them.

Wellman's answer to this problem was to increasingly devise experimental tasks which required only 

precise forced-choice judgements - 'yes' / 'no', names, or pointing. In the present study there were a 

mixture of forced-choice responses alongside open-ended qualitative opportunities. With sufficient 

standardisation of presentation order, and thought given to wording and intonation in posing 

scenarios and questions, it was intended to devise grouping categories discrete yet wide enough to 

capture the range of responses given, and allow sufficient depth of analyses to examine the types of 

differences in children's chosen emphases in responding to the questions. In this study part of the 

objective was to make a close analysis of how scenarios and questions were interpreted, with 

particular attention to their 'mental' content, in addition to the simpler question of whether children 

could answer about the physical availability of a 'mental' object.

An important point raised was of children's relative, and possibly discrepant, rates of success in 

answering forced-choice questions as against their abilities to give explanations for their answers. For 

clear and unambiguous demonstration of understanding of a particular concept one would expect to 

see a correct initial judgement, backed up by a sensible explanation. In the second task focus was 

given to children who were able to do this. Across three 'mental' activity verbs, 5/6 meant at least 3 

correct judgements, with correct additional explanations for 2/3 of them. Even with these adjustments 

made, the success rate for individual subjects' answering was slightly lower than for Wellman and 

Estes' original experiment. Whether this was a function of this particular adaptation of the task, 

experimenter-based variables, or the different subject population and sample, are uncertain.
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SUMMARY

In pursuing the project hypotheses, this chapter has considered blind children's social understanding 

through exploring their explicit concepts of persons as beings with a sense of reality, both actual and 

mental, and also of the influence of such mental states on behaviour. The performance of blind 

children generally, and even when separated into two groups constituted according to social abilities, 

was not found to be significantly differentiated from that of a control sample of sighted mainstream 

children. This did not support the third project prediction, that those blind children with problems in 

their interpersonal relatedness will also be impaired in their distinctively ‘mental’, theory of mind’, 

understanding, even when their level of ‘general’ cognitive competence is taken into account.

The purpose of the next chapter is to examine another aspect of distinctively social understanding, by 

reporting an investigation of the children's abilities in play to symbolically represent objects and role- 

play the actions of people in social situations.
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CHAPTER FIVE: SYMBOLIC PLAY IN BLIND AND SIGHTED 

CHILDREN - BACKGROUND AND AIMS OF THE STUDY, AND 

EXPERIMENTAL METHODOLOGY
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INTRODUCTION

Previous researchers have demonstrated a relationship between normal children’s abilities in 

spontaneous pretend play and their wider capacities for relating to others. For instance, Rubin and 

Maioni (1975) reported a significant association between the incidence of dramatic play and 

children’s popularity among their peers. Coimolly and Doyle (1984) correspondingly showed that 

children able in what they called ‘social fantasy play’ were also more generally socially competent and 

popular with their peers, with greater capacities to empathise and comprehend the roles of others in 

social situations.

This chapter similarly presents a consideration of congenitally blind children’s pretend play abilities 

in relation to their social relating. Its intent went further, though, to provide a detailed examination of 

the play itself, for what it might say about the children’s qualities of understanding of themselves and 

other people. The chapter will provide the theoretical and empirical background and experimental 

methodology necessary to allow further exploration and evaluation of the project hypothesis, that 

those blind children who show impairments in their interpersonal relations will consequently have 

problems in their social understanding that other persons are sentient beings, acting according to their 

individual mental processes, as illustrated here through their ability to represent objects, and other 

people as characters, in symbolic play.

In the earlier observations of blind children's play abilities (Chapter Three), note was taken if the 

child showed any evidence of play involving a pretend attitude. This might be done by the child 

implying the tangible presence of a non-present object or situation, or by treating one present object as 

if it were another - and then physically acting according to the chosen state of things. In either case 

there was a definite decision by the playing child to assert his or her preferred version of reality. 

Indeed such an alternative state of worldly affairs could be established and maintained purely by 

verbal invocation of the objects or situation, through a solely narrative symbolic sequence. Any 

indication was also recorded of the child at any time representing him or herself, another playmate, or
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indeed a completely separate character, during the play, i.e. playing a role. As above, this could have 

involved a toy, other object, or play-mate to stand for the person in question, or may just have been in 

the form of a verbal reference.

In sighted children, such symbolic play is seen to emerge during late infancy and early childhood. It 

involves an attitude of 'suspending reality' while dealing with or talking about objects and other 

people; that things in one's experience do not necessarily have to be taken always as they are literally 

found. One can therefore envisage a conceptual difference between, on the one hand, objects 

themselves as they are, and their particular meanings as given by people. Pretence lies in the 

manipulation of these meanings, such that, say, the pencil on this desk could be treated by me as a 

rocket (my pretend version of a rocket) if I were to decide to apply that particular meaning to it. 

Further, I could evoke the image of a rocket by purely verbal pretence, without needing an actual 

suggestive pencil.

Before concentrating on the abilities of blind children in this area, this chapter first presents more 

broad research and theorising regarding the development of symbolic play in childhood. Investigation 

into the development of the ability to symbolise in infants and young children has been largely on two 

levels. Research concerned with the developmental sequence of pretend play structure, by McCune- 

Nicholich (1981) for example, has concentrated on establishing the order of complexity in which 

children's play schemes progress. On another level, theoretical attempts to account for this 

developmental order, and to characterise the cognitive basis of symbolic ability per se, have exercised 

authors such as Leslie (1987), Hobson (1993) and Lillard (1993). This chapter considers both the 

structural development and conceptual basis of symbolic play. These formed the backgrotmd against 

which the respective abilities of blind and sighted children were examined by direct experimental 

comparison, in order to provide clues as to the respective states of understanding of blind and sighted 

children of the social concepts underpirming symbolic play. One particular element of this study was 

to remove any intervening effects that might occur through the influence of the child’s peer-group 

social circumstance. By constraining the child within a one-to-one play opportunity with a neutral
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play partner, there would be more of a chance to sample the child’s actual symbolic play abilities, 

without having to consider the influence on their play of their relationships with classmates.

Briefly, the following predictions were generated by the hypotheses underpinning the whole project:

(1) That the sub-group of blind children whose social engagement is relatively intact would 

demonstrate qualities of symbolic play (as illustrative of social understanding) akin to their sighted 

counterparts, of similar age and general cognitive ability.

(2) That the sub-group of children with problems in their interpersonal relatedness would also show 

relative impairments in symbolic play abilities, even when their level of ‘general’ cognitive 

competence is taken into account. Explicitly, if a group of socially impaired blind children were 

matched with a group of socially able blind children according to CA and verbal ability (and therefore 

IQ), the socially impaired children would show comparative difficulties in aspects of symbolic play.

PREVIOUS RESEARCH

Definitions of symbolic plav

Play is thought to have value over many dimensions of development. Fein (1981) pointed to the 

relationship between the presence of 'pretend* play and positive social behaviour, social skills and 

creativity. Ferguson and Buultjens (1995) suggested that "failure to play imaginatively or socially may 

adversely affect language development, social adaptation and cognitive functioning." (p. 101). Uzgiris 

(1981) also made the connection between shared play experiences and a framework for subsequent 

language. There is considerable debate as to agreed definitions of play (e.g. Sutton-Smith; 1979). 

However, two attempts presented here, respectively by Rubin et al. (1983) and Fein (1981) provide a 

comprehensive list of attributes. Rubin and colleagues suggested that any act of play is distinguished 

by the following elements:

It is intrinsically motivated, that is, by the subject's own volition.

• The subject's attention is given to the means and not ends of the actions involved.
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It is essentially not exploratory i.e. not "what is this object and what can it do?" but "what 

can 1 do with this object?"

It does not rest on the literal meaning of objects or play-ideas, and usually (though not 

exclusively) involves pretence. If a worldly object is imaginatively substituted for another 

non-present one, or if an imaginary one is conjured up into a vacant space, there is said to be 

symbolism in the play.

• It is dictated by internal decisions, not external rules - in contrast to games.

The participant is actively engaged, not daydreaming or idling.

According to Rubin et al., the presence of all or many, of these factors would dictate a description of 

an activity as play. Meanwhile, Fein (1981), in considering studies of early symbolic play inspired by 

the work of Piaget, focused on four characteristic component intents and abilities present in play:

• To act 'as if, or to perform actions out of their usual context;

To use one object (a 'place-holder') as a stand-in for a realistic object;

• To represent personal roles in the play, other than one's own;

To combine pretend schemes (i.e. co-ordinated action routines) into meaningful, ordered 

sequences.

These attempts to define aspects of play will be borne in mind during this chapter's exploration of 

children's abilities in component parts of it.

Symbolic plav development

In terms of the structural development of symbolic play, research by Piaget (1962), McCune-Nicholich 

(1981), Fenson and Ramsay (1980) and Lezine (1973), among others, has attempted to establish the 

order of complexity in which children's play schemes progress. There has been concern to define and 

demonstrate distinct stages of play development, along with the respective typical ages of onset and 

duration of each. For instance, one key point of the observed developmental sequence is that a child's 

early play with a doll, or replica human figure, will most usually involve the doll being given a 

'passive' role in the pretend play scheme: perhaps the doll might be given something to eat, with an 

empty fork, and then have its mouth wiped. In this way it becomes the recipient of the child's actions, 

without initiative or character of its own. It is accepted by researchers that this type of play scheme, in
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which the doll is 'done to', will occur before any attempt to make the doll active, e.g. walking around a 

pretend bathroom and carrying out its own morning routines, then having a chat with a friend on the 

telephone. In the latter case the doll has become an agent in the play scenario, a character in an active 

role, i.e. it has moved from being an object to a subject. Although there is general agreement about the 

sequencing of these developments, empirical findings have produced varying ages of typical 

appearance of play stages. From observational research, Lezine (1973) found infants hugging, kissing 

and rocking passive dolls at 15 months of age, with evidence of the dolls becoming more involved in 

their own grooming and dressing at 18 months. Largo and Howard (1979) saw the onset of passive 

doll play at 18-19 months, with a more active doll noted at about 24 months.

A comprehensive attempt by McCune-Nicholich (1981) [Table 5.1] to stratify developmental play 

stages dealt with advances in terms of Piaget's concept of decentration - a cognitive shift from totally 

self-possessed concern with one's own actions and experience, to an ability to abstract and represent 

those actions away from their usual context. It also featured the progression from simple single-action 

play initiatives, or schemes, towards multiple combinations, which ultimately become sophisticated 

pretend scenarios. Noted too was the point of emergence of rudimentary role-play, i.e. from McCune- 

Nicolich's Stage 3 onwards.
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Table 5.1: Stages 
Nic h o l ic h (1981)

AND CRITERIA OF SYMBOLIC PLAY DEVELOPMENT. M cCUNE-

Symbolic play stage Level of symbolic understanding 
and behavioural characteristics

Examples

1
Pre-symbolic Schemes
[Sensori-motor stage]

No pretending: properties of present object, 
as it is, are the stimulus to action.

Child shows understanding of object use 
or meaning by brief recognitory gestures.

[Child appears serious rather than playful]

Child gives the mop a swish on 
the floor.

Child picks up a comb, touches it 
to his mouth, then drops it.
Child picks up the telephone 
receiver, puts it into ritual 
conversation position, sets it 
aside.

2
Auto-symbolic Schemes First instance of pretending: 

at self-related activities.
Symbolising is directly involved with 
the child's body.

[Child appears playful, seems aware 
of pretending ]

Child simulates drinking from a 
toy baby bottle.
Child eats from an empty spoon. 
Child closes his eyes, pretending 
to sleep

3
Decentred symbolic 
games
[Single-scheme]

Child extends symbolism beyond his own 
sensori-motor actions by including other 
actors as passive receivers of actions.

[However, one scheme at a time]

Child feeds mother or doll. 
Child gets doll up from bed

4
Combinatorial 
symbolic games:-

Schemes combined into sequences

4.1
- with single-scheme 

combinations
One pretend scheme is related to several 
actors who are recipients of child's actions.

Child combs own, then mother's 
hair.
Child drinks from the bottle, then 

feeds doll from it.
Child puts an empty cup to 
mother's mouth, then self.

4.2
- with multi-scheme 
combinations

Several schemes are carried out in a 
sequence.

Child feeds doll then puts it to 
bed.

5
Internally directed 
symbolic games

Object substitution is not directly elicited by 
function or context.

Schemes are generated internally, with an 
obviously pre-meditated decision to create a 
symbolised object or character, and then to 
have it carry out characteristic actions.
Play is not tied to linear temporal sequences 
based on present context.

Child uses spoon as a telephone.

Child casts around her toy-box 
with an expression o f  purpose, 
picks up a small stick to 
represent a horse, which has a 
drink and then goes jumping.
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Symbolic role plav

In the above examples of elementary role play (Stages 3 & 4) from McCune-Nicholich’s taxonomy, 

the doll is used to represent another person, but cast in a passive role, being done-to by the child. The 

first instance of an independent character being created comes when the 'horse' feeds itself then 

seemingly takes its own decision to go jumping (Stage 5). Bretherton (1984, p. 12) noted that "When 

the child acts for the doll or pretends that a doll can act on its own (feed itself the child becomes a 

vicarious actor." In this first case, 'acting for the doll', in which the child might take on actions herself 

that she might expect the doll (representing a little girl) to do, she is pretending as it were in the first 

person. In the second, with the doll being made to feed itself, she represents its actions as though it 

was another, third, person. Either way, the doll is attributed with agency and the child uses it to 

represent the behaviour of a person, in role play. Through this she can be seen to demonstrate her 

increasingly sophisticated understanding of the range of expression of human behaviour.

Bretherton (1984) used the term role to refer to how the child orients herself to the play objects when 

they are used to represent persons. It denotes the position within or outside of the pretend sequence in 

which the subject places him or herself. For instance, in Table 5.1, play routines at Stage 4.1 show a 

kind of self- or auto-pretence, recreating an experience as it happened for the subject who was at the 

centre of the sequence, acting it out on others, who have no discernible character or agency of their 

own. The next developmental step would seem to occur when an infant begins to imitate behaviour 

that is unambiguously that of another person. For example, Piaget provided an example of his 

daughter Lucienne at 19 months who climbed into her father's chair and held up a newspaper, 

muttering (1962; obs. 76a). This also illustrates a point made in research by Fein and Apfel (1979), 

echoed by Shimada, Sano and Peng (1979), that children at early ages (say 12 months) would enact 

symbolic play schemes involving another person, albeit as a passive recipient, before using a doll in a 

similar fashion.

Wolf, Rygh and Altshuler (1984) provided a developmental sequential model of the increasing 

sophistication of demonstrated role-play [Table 5.2]:
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Ta b l e  5.2: L ev e ls  o f  r e pr e se n t a t io n  o f  h u m a n  a c t io n  in  r e p u c a  p l a y . W o l f , 
Ry g h  & A lt sh u l er  (1984)

Level Description of Behaviour Examples

9ÊÏM Child treats the figure as a representation of a 
human, talking to it and feeding it.
However, the figure is a passive recipient of 
child's actions, no attempt to make it an 
independent agent.

Wraps a figure in a blanket and lays it in a 
box.

2 Child describes figure as an independent agent, 
ascribing it speech and action.
However, no evidence of any internal states 
ascribed to the figure.

Makes one figure face another, and ask: 
"Do you want a ride? "

Walks figure over a pile o f  blocks, saying: 
"She climbed up here. "

WÊÊÊ Child ascribes sensations, perceptions, 
physiological states to the figure.

Makes figure climb up a leg table, saying: 
"So tired, need to go to sleep. "
Puts figure in a toy bath, making it sc^: 
"Ouch too hot!"

l l l l i l Child ascribes emotions, obligations, moral 
judgements, elective social relations to figure.

Makes one figure take a toy bear from another 
and says:
"She took the boy's toy and he's sad. "

Makes two figures fight and then face each 
other, saying: "No, now let's be friends. "

5 Ascribes cognitions like thinking, planning, 
wondering, knowing to the figure.

Makes figure hunt for others who have hidden 
saying:
"He wonders where they went. He can't see 
them. "

Speaks for a pirate figure, saying:
"I think I  know where to hide the gold so they 
can't find It."

An important characteristic of role play, indeed any symbolic play, is that the child will give a clear 

indication that the proceedings are not actual reality, but make-believe. This illustrates what 

Hofstadter (1979; p. 643) noted as a level of subjunctive understanding. The child recognises the 

difference between reality - one's orientation to objects and surroimdings as they are - and the 

possibility that things could be otherwise, and that she individually could treat them as if they were 

different. Bateson (e.g. 1972) used the term metacommunication in this connection to denote the 

means by which co-players indicate to each other whether the present circumstances are play or for
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real. Even in play at fifteen-months Piaget's daughter was able to "allude" that she was in fact only 

playing at going to sleep by blinking as she put her head to her pillow (Piaget, 1962; obs. 62a). Fein 

and Moorin (1985) provided evidence of comprehension of this principle at a similar age in their 

observations of a fifteen-month-old infant.

In observational research with pairs of young children familiar to each other (age range 2; 10 - 5;7), 

Garvey and Bemdt (1977) found that the co-players required and gave each other further and much 

more explicit directions about their shared play than just the message 'this is not-real'. They 

distinguished descriptions and instructions about roles, action plans, object substitutions and the 

settings for the pretend routines, or scenarios. Children were seen freely to negotiate these points, 

switching and terminating particular aspects flexibly even while mid-routine. Further, Giftin (1981) 

noted that these symbolic attributions were not always explicit. For example, if one player decided 

'this is the kitchen', then the other would assume that they were about to enact a feeding scene 

between a parent and child, rather than, say, a police-and-thief scenario.

Theoretical aspects 

Piaget and the purposes of play

Piaget's interests in symbolic play focused on the following elements: its onset, the child's early 

representational abilities, and its place in the development towards an eventual comprehensive 

symbolic system (Piaget, 1962). Symbolic play demonstrates and facilitates the child's process of 

decentration, i.e. the development from merely recreating one's own subjective actions and 

experiences (for instance the act of putting a spoon to one's mouth), beginning during the sensori

motor period, to eventual ability to represent experiences from another person's perspective. It might, 

therefore, be seen as a fundamental cognitive 'rite of passage', as the process of practising one's 

physical actions and understandings of objects and other people through the medium of symbols, 

either in linguistic form or physically, using 'place-holder' objects which stand for them. The 

relationship between signifying symbol and signified object might be obviously suggestive, but could 

often equally be arbitrary; for instance using a pen to represent a telephone, as opposed to an arguably
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more closely related radio. Play also serves to satisfy emotional needs, in that the play objects become 

also receptacles for the expression of subjective feelings. Piaget saw the purpose of play in infancy and 

young childhood as providing a language for internal discourse and resolution of problematic 

contradictory ideas and feelings. In this way it could be said to involve the "assimilation of the world 

to the ego": an esoteric and self-interested need which becomes largely redundant as a means of 

intellectual development when a child, after about four years of age, is drawn outwards to employ 

symbolic manipulation in more logical inferential thinking about the world in a new 'scientific' spirit 

of reasoning, learning of practical worldly facts and workings and accommodating to reality as it is.

The basis of symbolism

The foundation of the ability to symbolise is a child's realisation of its own distinctive, attitudinal 

relationships with things in its experience. In other words there is an emergent sense of self- 

consciousness, however inexplicit at its earliest appearance, such that the child comes to realise that 

he or she is a separate entity from the object being perceived, and that she is at that moment engaged 

in an attitudinal relationship with it (Russell, 1984; Hobson, 1993, p. 138).

As an example, a child may presently be holding a small, plain, wooden block and running it along 

the floor making car noises. Her father might then join her in play and shortly after put the same 

block to his mouth while telling her that he is hungry and wants to eat a banana. This simple episode 

illustrates a number of the child's implicit symbolic assumptions and understandings, and terms used 

by Ogden and Richards (1923) to describe the act of symbolising are of use in describing her thinking 

process. Firstly, the child had a Thought involving the concept of a car; this was borne of the process 

of abstraction described above between self and objects, whereby one is able to conceive of the 

essence, the 'thingness', of something, without actually interacting with it. Then there is the Symbol, 

the simple toy block which the child used to represent, to stand for, a real car, i.e. the Referent. This 

process, carried out at an implicit level by the child, allowed her to use the object Symbol to maintain, 

enjoy and explore the Thought, i.e. her meaningful concepts of cars in general, or a particular car that 

she has in mind. If, then, her father decided instead to treat the block with a different Thought and 

Referent (a banana), her particular act of pretence, with all of its emotional qualities, would have been
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ended for her. Yet at the same time she would recognise that a real car or piece-of-food was not in 

question here - it was simply that her father had a different use for this object, a different attitude to it.

In the above episode the child has appreciated the possibility of various ways of conceiving of a given 

object - in this case with distinct symbolic choices. According to both Russell and Hobson, this 

realisation, which becomes behaviourally apparent in the latter part of the second year, implies that 

the child must necessarily have in mind, at some level of understanding, that any object to which she 

presently attends, and has a clear idea of, could mean something different to another person. That is, 

she comprehends that other people also have attitudes towards objects, which are both co-ordinated 

with, but distinct from, the child’s own attitudes to the environment. This would be demonstrated in 

play if she were to abandon her pretence that this block is a car and 'put on' her father's behaviour - 

acting and perhaps speaking as he did in putting it to his mouth (like the example above of Piaget’s 

daughter Lucienne: at 19 months ‘reading the paper’; 1962, obs. 76a). She would then be engaged in 

role play, demonstrating an appreciation that, like her, he too is able to separate himself from the 

objects in his experience, that he too is an independent subject making his own decisions about how to 

act upon things. Such comprehension is also necessary for metacommunication (Bateson, e.g. 1972, 

above), letting a play partner know whether and how the activity in question is pretence or for real.

Like Pylyshin (1978) in the previous chapter, Alan Leslie (1987) also used the term 

metarepresentation to indicate the process of thinking about thinking, or representing a 

representation. The departure for Leslie is in the use of the term to describe the act of representing 

another person’s representation. In play this is the cognitive process which underpins the acting out of 

someone else's symbolic attribution - in effect pretending to be them pretending. Leslie’s assertion is 

that the child develops innately, at about eighteen months, an awareness of its own meaning- 

attributions to objects, and is thereby able to decouple such perception of objects, with all of their 

component conceptual features, from their original contexts, and then represent them in other 

situations. This ability allows her then to recognise by analogy that other people do similarly and 

therefore must have a similar sense of agency to her own, which is a key development in emergent 

social understanding.
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A complementary but also contrasting account of the development of these symbolic abilities is 

provided by Hobson (1993). He accepts Leslie's basic premise that symbolic play illustrates "the 

human mind's ability to characterise and manipulate its own attitudes to information" (Leslie; 1987, p. 

416), while attempting to further explicate its developmental substrata. These, he maintains, are 

fundamentally social and involve processes of emotional identification with others. In short, it is 

through early interpersonal and inter-emotional contact and identification that an infant comes 

simultaneouslv to appreciate both the separation between self and objects, and between self and 

complementary other persons, instead of inferring the latter by reference to the former. By recognising 

the potential differences between one's own and others' perspectives, an infant is first able to 

conceive o f objects in experience in other than their immediate literal terms. She becomes able to 

appreciate the possibility that there may be more than one way of conceiving of a particular object in 

experience, or similarly that more than one object could be treated in the same maimer, with the same 

meaning-attribution. This is the basis of symbolising. It is a more inter-subjectively derived 

developmental process than that depicted by Leslie, and indeed Piaget.

However, an alternative theory of the state of early symbolic understanding has been proposed by 

Harris and Kavanaugh (1993), and Lillard (1993). These writers question whether acts of pretence at 

the age of two necessarily involve a sense of other people’s perspectives, and are therefore truly 

metarepresentationai Perhaps instead, as Lillard (1993) argues, at this age a child is only recreating 

memories of bare experiences, “action components”, without representing how that act would be 

carried out from another’s point of view. For instance, she might have a sense memory of porridge 

being stirred, so she picks up an empty cup and spoon and begins to stir the spoon in the cup. 

According to Lillard this could be the simple enactment of a remembered physical action, and does 

not need to be an attempt to represent her mother’s internal experience of preparing the porridge.

These researchers make a distinction between symbolism at this age level and more advanced 

metarepresentation, which relies on a level of thinking that has been characterised as showing a 

‘theory of mind’, and which is first demonstrated at about age VA - 4. This involves “the ability to
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reason and make inferences about another’s mental states, and presupposes the ability to hold beliefs 

about another’s beliefs, or to mentally represent another’s mental representation ” Jarrold (1994; p. 

446). In other words, it would mean making an explicit comparison between one’s own and others’ 

meaning-attributions onto objects. This is shown in complex social pretend role play, such as that 

represented in Wolf et al’s Level 5 representation of human replica play (see Table 5.2, above).

Until this point, according to Harris (1991), it could easily be argued that any pretence involves 

merely the ability to simulate another’s perspective by way of referring to one’s own experience, 

without any need to comprehend or acknowledge the other’s. Thus the child observes another person, 

say, holding a telephone conversation, and merely acts out that experience as she understands it to 

proceed. In Harris’s account it is possible to have progressed beyond recreating “action components”, 

to a sense in which the child is simulating by reference to her own minded experience. That is, there is 

an “7” at the centre of this act.

However, a question is raised: at what point does such a pretend action become self-conscious? That 

is, when does “stirring porridge” become “/we stirring porridge”? One problem with simulationist 

theories is a lack of consideration of the development of the “/ ’. The concern is so much with 

establishing the cognitive distinction between self-knowledge and other-knowledge (i.e. transcending 

solipsism by analogy), that it is almost taken for granted that the infant innately has a sense of self in 

relation to objects and the world generally. This though, as noted by Hobson above, must be the 

essential problem to be dealt with. How does an infant develop a subjective ‘I’ which is at the centre 

of, and mediating, experience? He asserts that it is by reference to others’ attributions that the infant 

realises her own, and that there carmot logically be such a cognitive stage in which the child is only 

conscious of its own self, without reference to other selves.

Indeed any representation of experience, even bare experience “action components”, could arguably 

rest upon a necessary sense of irony that is borne of appreciation of others’ perspectives. Without this, 

any remembered instances such they would just remain as remembered literal events (e.g. ‘bowl full of
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porridge’ / ‘bowl empty’) which might be compared in memory with each other as literal 

interpretations of experience, but not become available for representational manipulation.

The next problem with this account is with the transition to a theory of mind’ acknowledgement of 

others’ mental states and their abilities to attribute meanings. Simulationist theorists give no 

explanation as to how and why, once able to reason about her own mental, self understanding, a child 

is drawn to infer the same about others. There is only the description of a “gradual transition” 

(Jarrold, 1994; p. 464). It is as if other people have no special meaning among other worldly objects in 

experience, until this point, and then a qualitative cognitive shift is made in how they are perceived. 

However, the newly emergent feature of contact with other people that facilitates this shift is not 

specified.

Concluding in favour of Leslie and Hobson, and following their reasoning, symbolic acts (beyond the 

possible exception of ‘counterfactual’ recreations of remembered bare experience) are predicated on 

an appreciation of one's separation from objects in one's experience, and an appreciation that other 

persons are in a similar subjective position. A detailed examination of a child's abilities in pretend 

play, and particularly in complex role play (which satisfies the criteria to be recognised as 

metarepresentationai even for simulationists), would therefore illustrate his or her characteristic ways 

of understanding herself as a separate bounded person amongst other similarly capable people.

The symbolic basis of language

One issue raised in an examination of symbolism through play is that the typical means of expression, 

language, is itself a symbolic device. As noted by Werner and Kaplan (1984), both rely on semiotics, 

the usage of referential signs. With this in mind, researchers have worked to establish developmental 

correspondences between symbolic play and language development (e.g.. Bates et al, 1979; McCune- 

Nicolich, 1981) in terms of structure, sequence and timing. The concern has been with early 

simultaneously emerging abilities. For instance, McCune-Nicolich's project identified language at the 

level of two- and three-word combinations as corresponding with her 'Stage 5: Internally directed 

symbolic games.' Thus, a phrase which consists of a single agent name (e.g. 'Mommy'), a verb ('do')
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and an object ('it') is analogous to the pretend act of picking up a spoon and using it as if it was a 

telephone. Both are referential statements about external worldly possibilities (beyond one's own 

sensori-motor activities) involving subject-predicate attributions of meaning, of action and symbolism 

respectively. By implication, once this stage of symbolic object use has been shown, the child will 

soon also begin to apply words symbolically, beyond their literal sign references.

Wider aspects of social understanding seen through symbolic plav

Also embedded within the symbolic representational acts and role ascriptions of symbolic play are the 

child's assumptions about 'how the world works', that is, the wider relationships between objects and 

people. For instance, there is the temporal ordering and sequencing of interpersonal relationships, or 

expectations of how people will behave with each other according to social conventions.

Play research concerned with operative knowledge about objects and one's relation to them, and other 

aspects of intellectual development, can be contrasted with attempts using play to explore the nature 

of representational processes by reference to fundamental, figurative frameworks of understanding. 

This latter means considering the actual holistic nature of worldly experience and perception, prior to 

any cognitive attempts to abstract and analyse component facts and detail for intellectual learning. In 

this sense representations of real events, particularly during late-infancy, are seen to be organised 

'temporo-causally' in 'scripts' - real time skeletal frameworks of detail about events: - who, doing what 

to whom, where, when, how and why. Agents, recipients and objects are linked in one representation: 

the mind does not immediately separate the elements into discrete internal symbols/images. For 

instance, infants show, often by protest when something is omitted or out of sequence, that they 

remember a regular routine, such as going to bed, as a series of events in an expected order, not as 

individual, separable, sensual experiences. Bretherton.(e.g. 1984) and Nelson (e.g. 1981) assume the 

importance of figurative representation as a prior developmental basis for consequent operative 

thought. Symbolic play research can therefore reveal how a child has taken in such figurative 

representations and is able to make sense of them as component aspects of social experience, for 

example, individuals' motivations, the details of immediate and wider social contexts. Consequent
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representation in play will illustrate how they have been interpreted, showing the child's wider social 

sense.

Previous research on the symbolic plav of blind children 

The work of Selma Fraiberg

Observational single-case research by a team led by Selma Fraiberg in Michigan, USA, in the early 

1970's (Fraiberg. 1974, 1977) has provided the most provocative discussion of the role of sensori

motor abilities, in this case vision, in children's symbolic play development. She found impaired 

symbolic play abilities in her small sample of totally blind children and saw this as indicative of 

deeper cognitive impairments, in particular the capacity for self-representation, and thereby, self 

understanding. Though showing comparable verbal ability to sighted children of similar age, in terms 

of progressive vocabulary and syntax, such children showed abnormal development in progressive 

understanding of the distinctions between oneself and other similar selves; as Fraiberg put it, "in 

constituting a self and an object world and in representing the self as an T’ in a universe of ‘I’s." 

(Fraiberg and Adelson, 1977; p. 249).

Fraiberg presented one of her observational subjects, Kathie, and addressed her play difficulties. At 

age 3;1 there were no reports that Kathie could invent or recreate a situation in play, answer questions 

or even attend to a story. In recorded play sessions Kathie could recognise and label objects, "Play 

dough!", yet could not pretend when it was suggested that the dough could be treated as a cookie. 

When asked if she would let the observer take a bite she became confused and simply put it into her 

own mouth, saying reflectively "this cookie different!" Such inflexible literal interpretation was 

echoed in a subsequent exercise involving a presented doll and a plastic bath-tub. Instead of following 

the suggestion to bathe the doll, Katie got into the bath herself and began to recreate her own familiar 

experiences at bath time, saying "Swimming in the water," "Mama look at that!", "Okay, you stay in 

the water!" In this episode there was an attempt at play, though it was at a low level, Nicholich's Stage 

2 at best, involving auto-pretence, i.e. a representation of her own sensori-motor experience (or in 

Lillard’s 1993 terms, an “action component” from bare experience). While speaking as her mother
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during the latter quote, Kathie did not seem to be role playing her, but simply representing her words 

as complete phrases, as th ^  were originally heard in that particular situation. There was no sense that 

she could conceptually differentiate the respective roles of the people taking part in the scene and 

represent them symbolically. Later though, at age 4;6 there were instances of Kathie engaging in doll 

play, acting as a caring mother to dolls, which she named "Drowsy” and "Pierre". She would ask one 

of them, for instance, "Do you want to give me a kiss?" She also created an imaginary friend and 

spoke of elaborate scenarios involving "Zeen". Thereafter, her symbolic progress was more normal 

and she developed to a sophisticated level of self-representation in play, which for Fraiberg indicated 

an "indisputably externalised form of self, a self reconstituted as an object." (1977; p. 270). Fraiberg 

saw this as a "prodigious feat" for a blind child to achieve (p. 270).

Like Kathie, the other observed blind children showed an inability to play symbolically. There were 

no reported instances of normal age-characteristic imitation of household routines or representative 

role play with dolls or other symbolising objects. Fraiberg saw parallels of these symbolic play 

difhculties in a particular aspect of blind children's linguistic development, their usage of personal 

pronouns, T and "you" (as discussed in Chapter One). Of the four children followed longitudinally up 

to the age of five years-old, all showed delays in developing T as a meaningful separable linguistic 

concept. One showed strongly echolalic and confused language development right through to age five. 

The language development of the other three fell within the sighted range up to age 2 - VA, with 

regard to vocabulary, two-word combinations and making needs known. However, from this point on 

their use of T remained in a syncretic, non-separable form for far longer than in comparable sighted 

children.

In such a form, e.g. 'Iwanna...', it is difficult to establish that the T is not just attached to the verb as a 

learned prefix, without conferring any sense of its own, i.e. stressing personal agency. Respectively, 

the children achieved usage of a non-syncretic T at 2;6, 2; 11, 3;5, and 4; 10, and thereafter 

demonstrated sound and successful pragmatic language use and general intellectual development. At 

age 2;1 Kathie could identify a number of people within her immediate circle and could label many 

objects with which she came into contact, as well as learning quickly the names of new ones which
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she was given. She could use 4-5 word phrases, though these were adopted as given, without her own 

adaptations, and she could express her wants in terms of inflexible short phrases such as "Wanna hear 

a record" "Want to feel ..." . She was able to generalise in naming objects, for example "chair" for 

anything she sat on, but was unable to use pronouns flexibly in regard of herself and objects. The first 

clear observation of her using the pronoun 'me' to assert her individual agency came at age 3;6. She 

was interrupted while at play and shouted at her mother, "You leave her alone!" then corrected 

herself, "Leave me alone!" Fraiberg inferred that "the acquisition of personal pronouns was closely 

united with the capacity for symbolic representation of the self and that vision normally plays a 

central facilitating role in each of these achievements." (P.252)

Recent research

Other researchers have reported delays in the development of symbolic play in blind children, for 

example Sandler and Wills (1965) and Trôster and Brambring (1994). In the above quoted research 

rudimentary symbolism was seen in 15-19 month-old sighted children, while Rogers and Puchalski 

(1984b) found pretend acts beginning at a mean age of 25.9 months in their sample of visually 

impaired children (with one totally blind girl showing pretence at 30 months). This compares well 

with Fraiberg's suggestion of 30-36 months. More specifically. Wills (1979) and Warren (1984) noted 

that blind children played less frequently with dolls and in pretence involving animal characters. 

However, some have stressed the symbolic abilities seen in some blind children, as young as eighteen 

months (1;6) in one study (Ferguson and Buultjens; 1995), though in this case it was mostly when 

prompted by an adult or older child and involved sound imitation and symbolic language use rather 

than object substitution. (See Chapter Two for a summary of previous research on wider aspects of 

play in blind children). On the theme of corresponding symbolic and linguistic delays, Erin (1990) 

echoed Fraiberg (1977) in finding relative delays in the usage of the pronouns T and 'you'. One 

important factor often not specified in this research area is the level of actual visual impairment in the 

child. This is seen by some theorists (e.g.; Fraiberg, 1977; Hobson, 1993) to be crucial in considering 

the relative abilities of children in these domains, and their cognitive bases.
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Ferguson and Buultjens (1995) examined the spontaneous play of sixteen children through 

longitudinal observation; with chronological ages 1;4 - 6;2 at the start of observations. These they 

termed "educationally blind", meaning that they would require non-sighted means for their 

educational needs. All but one were congenitally blind, eleven of these due to retinopathy of 

prematurity. Exact levels of functional vision, present and since birth, were not though specified. All 

were said to have no other disabilities. The quality of play produced was judged according to 

categories devised by Jansen, Hutt and Smilanski (as described in Smith, 1986) with the following 

seven divisions; 'functional' 'creative' 'exploratory' 'appropriate' 'imitative' 'collaborative' and 'fantasy'. 

The last category corresponds to symbolic play as described above in this chapter. All of the children 

who were over three years of age engaged in play of this kind (one child for only 2.5% of observed 

play time, but all others for at least 17%, with the highest for one child at 30%). The number of 

instances of particular play categories and the percentage of observed time spent on them were 

correlated for each child with their scores on different dimensions of the Reynell-Zinkin 

Developmental Scales for Young Visually Handicapped Children (Reynell; 1979). These were: 'Social 

adaptation' 'Sensori-motor understanding' 'Exploration of the environment' 'Response to sound and 

verbal comprehension' 'Expressive language (structural)' and 'Expressive language (vocabulary and 

content)'. The percentage of time spent in 'collaborative' social play was significantly correlated for 

age and for scores (p < .001) across all measures of the Reynell-Zinkin scale (except the final one, 

which was administered only on those children over three-years-old), though not in terms of the actual 

number of times that such play was shown. The lack of correlation on this point indicated that 

younger children, and those scoring low on the Reynell-Zinkin scales, were just as likely as the others 

to make attempts at collaborative play, though if they did it would probably be of shorter duration. 

Ferguson and Buultjens suggested that such briefer play might be of poorer quality, less connective, 

yet would improve with age; however it should be noted that no rating measure was taken in this 

study of the degree or depth of collaboration between players. 'Fantasy' (symbolic) play was similarly 

highly correlated for percentage of time spent, across all measures on the Reynell-Zinkin, excluding 

the final 'Expressive language (vocabulary and content)'. In contrast to 'collaboration', the dimension 

'fantasy' play was also significantly correlated for the number of its appearances with 'Response to
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sound and verbal comprehension' and 'Expressive language (structural; given only to 'over-3's)', 

though not with the children's age. This particular correspondence with language development was 

used by Ferguson and Buultjens to suggest that symbolic play ability is dependent on a certain level of 

language ability, lending support to the work above by McCune-Nicolich (1981) and others.

Comparing the proportion of play time spent in pretence by visually impaired children with evidence 

from sighted children, it is seen to be less and later in occurrence. Ferguson and Buultjens' results 

showed a mean proportion of 3.9% fantasy play in their younger sample (ages 1;5 - 3;11), rising to 

19.4% in the older blind children (ages 3;11 - 6;5).

Following Warren (1984), Ferguson and Buultjens argued that symbolic play in blind children is 

different rather than delayed in comparison with that of sighted children. Even though the children in 

their sample were seen to engage more lully in pretence at a later age, there was sufilcient early 

appearance - usually involving the symbolic use of language and sounds rather than physical play - to 

indicate that they were in fact able to demonstrate these abilities, if so motivated.

FOCUS OF THE STUDY AND PREDICTIONS

Symbolic role-play requires a highly sophisticated quality of social understanding, that is, a sense of 

oneself and one's relation to other people and the given world. It entails an ability to abstract oneself 

from the current flow of conscious activity, realising that other people too are individual actors, 

separable from their interactions with the world, able to think 'subjunctively' about it. When children 

symbolise either themselves or other people in role play they are both asserting their understanding of 

these principles and also extending them. Through such play they practise and gain confidence in 

their identification of themselves as coherent thinking, feeling, active, bounded people, and in 

pretending to be another person in play - however briefly or sketchily - they can experiment with the 

notion that other people are likewise, yet separate from themselves. There is an important 'safe' 

element of play, that it is completely under the individual's control and allows him or her to operate
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and experiment at the extreme levels of understanding, trying out ideas without fear of reproach or 

surprise.

The present study was intended to examine the characteristic abilities and impairments in symbolic 

role play shown by congenitally totally blind children, who were not known to have any other physical 

or neurological impairments, relative to sighted children. In a previous study by Connolly and Doyle 

(1984), children’s abilities in ‘affective role-taking’ were examined by asking them to identify and 

account for the respective feelings expressed by presented characters in a story. These abilities were 

found to be positively associated with capacities for what they called ‘social pretend play’. For 

theoretical reasons discussed above in this chapter, the approach in the present project was to assume 

that such ‘affective role-taking’ depends on the same kinds of understanding that are required for 

symbolic play generally. Therefore, by providing a play setting for the children to act out their 

conceptions of themselves and others in complex role play, there would be an opportunity to gain a 

detailed idea of their levels of comprehension and functioning in this area, primarily for its value in 

assessing the children’s qualities of social understanding. Previous researchers (e.g. Fraiberg, 

Ferguson and Buultjens, above) have found delays and impairments in some blind children’s play 

development, and the controlled experimental design of this study allowed investigation of these 

reports.

It should be borne in mind that this study focused on an older range of blind children (CA range 5;1 - 

8;II, mean = 1,6) than those studied by Fraiberg (under 5-years) or, for instance, Ferguson and 

Buultjens (1995). As more fully explained below, this was due partly to the available sample, yet also 

to the experimental design, which sought to compare blind children who had recognisably poorer 

abilities in their interpersonal relations - but who were still sufficiently able to perform on play tasks 

and verbal intellectual tests - with other, more socially proficient, blind and sighted children. 

Accepting that language development to this level rests on the same underpinning symbolic capacities 

as those seen in play (e.g. Ferguson and Buultjens, 1995), even the least able of these children must 

have in place the rudimentary levels of symbolic ability to cope with the presented tasks, that is, 

beyond Lillard’s (1993) remembering and representing “action components” from own experience.
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The focus of the study, therefore, went beyond the presence of symbolism per se in the children's play 

and looked at its level of sophistication and its manner of expression relative to typical play seen in 

sighted children.

The following questions were asked. In terms of technique, do blind children generally engage 

physically with play objects, giving them symbolic meaning, as sighted children do, or is their play 

more likely to be primarily verbal? To what level and with what commitment are other people 

represented in role play? Another question relates to the creativity and concentration of the play: how 

do blind and sighted children compare in creating and maintaining coherent, sensible play stories and 

routines? Further, do these play schemes involve widely shared, common themes, as opposed to 

personal, perhaps unduly esoteric preoccupations? It would be usefiil too to examine the type and 

quality of social relationships taken up with play partners during play. For example, in this regard, 

were they able to show the following skills recognised by Coimolly and Doyle as required for such 

social play: sharing, co-operation, and appropriate self-regulation of their own affects?

As with the previous study of ‘mental understanding, the aim was to examine two predictions, 

resulting from the project hypothesis.

(1) That the sub-group of blind children whose social engagement is relatively intact would 

demonstrate no distinctive differences in the quality of their symbolic play (as illustrative of social 

understanding) if matched with sighted counterparts, of similar age and general cognitive ability.

(2) That the sub-group of children with problems in their interpersonal relatedness would also show 

relative impairments in symbolic play abilities, even when their level of ‘general’ cognitive 

competence was taken into account. Explicitly, if a group of socially impaired blind children were 

matched with a group of socially able blind children according to CA and verbal ability (and therefore 

IQ), the socially impaired children would show comparative difficulties in aspects of symbolic play.
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If the predictions were confirmed, and impairments in social understanding (as accessed through 

symbolic play) were found to be connected with similarly poor abilities in interpersonal relating, then 

this study would provide supportive evidence for the major hypothesis of this project, about their 

developmental psychological basis, which will be discussed in the final chapter.

METHODOLOGY

This controlled experimental situation involved the constraints of semi-elicited play opportunities, in 

contrast to the spontaneous free-play examined in Chapter Three, and involved group comparisons. 

As discussed in that chapter, that set-up would have presented advantages for the sighted children and 

therefore problems of experimental control. Instead, for this study the constraints of an experimental 

situation were now employed in order to focus the children's attention and abilities, allowing 

consideration and comparison of specific component play capacities and skills.

The experimenter set up increasingly specific play scenarios, giving suggestions as to roles, action 

plans, object substitutions and settings (see Garvey and Bemdt, above). Scope for a full unfettered 

observation of the child's creative imagination was thereby limited to some extent. However, there 

was, within each imposed scenario, much opportunity for the child to adapt, build upon, or indeed 

discard the presented ideas. By giving such suggestions it was also possible to gain some idea of the 

child's ability to accommodate pragmatically to the presence and intentions of a play-partner.

Subjects

The children involved in this study were those previously described in earlier chapters. The blind 

subjects were recruited from special schools for visually impaired children, and the sighted controls 

from local mainstream schools.

Group matching

The instrument was as described in Chapter Two, a scale of verbal intellectual ability, the WPPSI or 

WISC-R, dependent on the participant's age. CAs were, taken from the date of task testing, so these
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and MAs vary from the original values given above in Chapter Two. Participants were group matched 

for IQ and MA, on the basis of matched pairs, in order to demonstrate close individual matching 

[pair-wise matching in Appendix 5, Tables 5.5 and 5.7].

There were three experimental groups. Two of these were of congenitally blind children, divided into 

two groups according to their social interactive abilities (see Chapter Two) and defined as follows:

i, 'High social' blind group ('HS'): those children considered from teachers' ratings to score 

highest in terms of their relating to peers and adults,

ii, 'Low social' blind group ('LS'): children considered from teachers' ratings to belong to the 

lowest scoring group in terms of their social relations.

iii, Control comparison group of sighted children ('ST').

Comparisons were to be made between, firstly, the sighted and 'high social' groups, and then the 'high 

social' and 'low social' blind groups.

'High Social' HS blind group: In Chapter Two, nine children were selected for this group, on the 

basis of their scores on the screening questionnaire being equal to or greater than '4' on 'relating' to 

both adults and peers [in Appendix 5, Table 5.3]. For this particular study, eight of the nine were 

chosen for best pair-wise matching on verbal IQ scores with the sighted [Table 5.5] and 'low social' 

[Table 5.7] groups respectively. In the course of matching with the other groups, one subject from this 

group was dropped each time on the basis of closest IQ and MA pair-wise fit: V for the blind 'high 

social' vs. sighted comparison, and S  for the blind 'high social' vs. blind 'low social' comparison.

Ta ble  5.8: Gr o u p  m a tc h in g  st a t ist ic s : 'h ig h  so c ia l ' blind  g r o u p  v . sig h t e d

GROUP

IQ m i W Ê ê MA
m m m m 101.43 7;3 7;4

102.14 6; 10 7;0

'Low Social' (LS) blind group: These were blind children with scores less than 3/4 on 'relating' [in 

Appendix 5, Table 5.6]. Seven of the nine children in this group, as defined in Chapter Two, were
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selected for this study, on the basis of pair-wise matchability on CA, IQ and MA, with 'high social' 

blind children. The group mean IQ score was 90,43, only approximately 3 points below that o f 

the ‘high social’ group.

Ta bl e  5.9: Gr o u p  m a t c h in g  sta t ist ic s: ’h ig h  so c ia l ' bl in d  g r o u p  v . 'lo w

S O C IA L ' G R O U P .

IQ ÊÊÊ^ÊÊÊÊ MA
HS 93.14 7;6 6;11
hS 90.43 7;6 6;9

Experimental procedure

Children were seen individually by the experimenter for the play sessions, which lasted between 30 - 

50 minutes, and took place in class time during the ordinary school day. They were invited to 'come 

and play with some toys' in a separate room in order to avoid distraction from school activities, 1: I 

with the experimenter. On entering, the child was shown to a small table in the middle of the room 

and invited to sit down opposite the experimenter. The sessions were recorded on VHS standard 

video-tape and a separate audio-tape made as backup for any diOficulties in understanding children's 

verbal contributions.

Symbolic plav tasks with specific task demands

As a means of sampling each child's symbolic and social play abilities, a series of three different tasks 

were presented [Table 5.10]. There was a fixed order of presentation, resulting in a continuous 

flowing play session. The tasks addressed different levels of demonstrable symbolic and role-play 

ability, from simple object substitution and symbolism to sophisticated reciprocal role ascription, 

corresponding with Wolf et al.'s (1984) levels of role play [above. Table 5.2]. The latter task scenarios 

involved human characters represented by dolls, rather than fantasy or animal figures, to keep the 

imposed play ideas and represented scenarios within the regular direct experience of all blind 

children, reflecting a point made by other researchers above. Within each task there were either two or 

three play conditions. Thus each participant took part in five play conditions in all. An introductory 

task, 'having lunch', was used as an orientation to the more complex tasks that follow. No data was 

taken from it for analysis.
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The investigation aimed to provide varying levels of 'scaffolding' for the child, in terms of the degree 

of structure in each play condition. For instance, in the unstructured task condition 'la', the child was 

presented with a number of objects, one of which was a doll given a nominal identity as 'Ann', and 

invited to play with them as he or she chose. This provided a simple test of 'generativity': the ability to 

give one's own 'novel' symbolic meanings to abstract objects (for instance, among the objects provided 

in this case, taking a paper serviette and pretending that it is a towel). In contrast, the more highly 

structured task condition 'lb' imposed a clear foregoing story, of 'Arm's' bathing routine, which the 

child was invited to continue and develop.

The role and approach of the experimenter was defined to be one of engaged support. Rather than 

remaining in passive observance of the child's contribution, the experimenter aimed to facilitate 

optimum play performance by acting as an encouraging play partner. This did not mean that the 

experimenter would lead the play or contribute anything unscripted himself, but rather he would react 

positively to anything said by the child by specifically repeating back to him or her the child's idea, in 

an interested and supportive voice. In this way the play would be encouraged further, yet in a 

standardised and controlled manner. This repetition also ensured easier audio-recording of potentially 

inaudible verbal contributions. The experimenter would take care to try to present himself as a play 

partner and not as an authoritarian or judgmental 'teacher' figure. He would situate himself intimately 

though not invasively close to the participant during the play session, and at the child's level. The 

experimenter was previously known to all of the children, from at least two prior visits for informal 

piloting and other testing, before the present session was conducted.
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Ta b l e  5.10: Sy m b o lic  p l a y  ta sk s  w it h  spe c ified  sy m b o l ic  t a sk  d em a n d s

Task no. 
(max. time 
allowed)

Play scenario : Minimum : required level of 
symbolism and role play

Degree of introductory 
framework, or scenario 
'scaffolding'

Orientation (a) lunch object substitution 
(McCune-Nicholich, Stage 5)

minimal

Orientation 0 )
(Smins)

lunch object substitution * * 
^cCune-Nicolich, Stage 5)

minimal

la
(5 mins)

doll introduced object substitution; 
simple role (W olf, Level 1)

none

lb
(6 mins)

bathing doll object substitution; 
simple role (W olf, Level 1)

partial

2a
(5 mins)

classroom object substitution; 
complex roles (W olf, Level 4)

minimal

2b
(5 mins)

classroom dispute object substitution; 
complex roles (W o lf Level 4)

high

2c ..................
(5 mins)

classroom dispute, 
teacher enters

object substitution; ** 
complex roles (W o lf Level 4)

high

** Task required experimenter to participate within the play-scheme or scenario.

Individual task outlines 

Orientation Tasks: 'Having lunch'

As an orientation to the main rated tasks, the child was invited to play at 'having lunch' with the 

experimenter. This task was intended to introduce the child to the experimental requirements, by 

inviting them to engage in simple functional play, with an opportunity for symbolic substitution. 

There was a fixed script, whereby the experimenter placed on the table a plastic knife and fork, a 

small plastic cup, a paper serviette, a paper plate and a small plastic jug, of the same size as the cup. 

He announced: "We're going to play some games now. This is the first game. Feel all these things that 

are on the table. Let's play a game where you tell me what they are, then we'll play with them."

At the begiiming of orientation task or task condition, with its assortment of new objects, the child 

was encouraged to identify and label each thing, whether abstract shape or obvious known object. 

Blind children were given a few more seconds to handle the objects individually and become familiar 

with them. If the child gave a wrong answer he or she was corrected, though no formal note was taken 

of the mistake. The next instruction was that, "... the things that you just said are the only things on 

the table. Can you pretend to have lunch with these things?"
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To establish the pattern for the rating tasks that followed, there were a set number of prompts to be 

given in case of the child losing interest or otherwise unable to play further, causing a breakdown in 

play. These were as follows:- "Can you make up anything else? ... What happens next (in the story)?" 

In this case one prompt was given, and at the second breakdown the orientation task was considered 

finished. A breakdown was defined as occurring when the child stilled and broke off contact with the 

toys for more than approximately twenty seconds. The sequence was not terminated in the case of a 

child continuing to handle the toys, even if in an overly repetitive, mechanical manner; this was 

considered still to be a form of functional play and therefore to be encouraged.

After either a second breakdown, or at the maximum five minutes, whichever comes first, the 

experimenter introduced another plate, a paper serviette, knife and fork and cup (which the child 

examined as before) and says, "Now let's play and have lunch together." Again, in order to set a 

precedent for a subsequent task, this was a joint social play opportunity, in which the experimenter 

described and performed his own meal: baked beans on toast, a drink of juice, which he 'accidentally* 

spilt down his front, drawing the child's attention to it, and mopping up with the serviette. 

Throughout this particular routine the experimenter tried to communicate his own keermess in eating 

as a means of encouraging the child to join in, rather than explicitly inviting him or her to participate. 

Direct physical involvement was sought during the routine of spilling and mopping up the juice (the 

blind children being invited here to feel the experimenter's shirt where it had supposedly spilt and 

needed cleaning up). For this part of the orientation task two prompts were allowed, with the sequence 

considered ended on the third play breakdown. This pattern was followed then for each of the 

subsequent task conditions.

Task la: Ann*

This involved a free spontaneous play opportunity with presented abstract objects and a doll. The 

objects were given in a systematised order: a large flat white tray-shaped box (approximately 10" x 

2", as big as the doll) which separated into identical lid and tray, a 12" x 12" flannel, a paper 

serviette, a 2" clear plastic open bottle, a 1" padded plastic-covered pad and a plastic washing-up 

bowl. The doll stood 20" high and was of pliable plastic, chosen for its naturalistic 'cuddleable*
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quality. It was dressed in a specially-made simple dress, easy to take on and off so as not to impede 

and hold up the child in play.

The table was moved out of the way and the child invited to sit on the floor opposite the experimenter. 

After the objects were introduced, named and physically examined, the doll was introduced, "This is 

Ann. Do you want to play with Aim? What do you want to play with Ann?" The child was therefore 

given the most open, unstructured opportunity of the whole session, potentially to produce new 

'generative' symbolic attributions to the objects and engage in role play.

Task lb: Bathing Ann*

The point of this task was to present the child with the opportunity to directly engage emotionally 

with a play character. After the third play breakdown of task la, the experimenter asked, "Can I make 

up a story with Ann?", and then proceeded to take the child through the sequence of setting up her 

bath, encouraging her to feel the objects as they were newly labelled and physically shadow the 

following narrative routine as it was acted out physically by the experimenter:

"I'm going to get Arm ready for a bath, and then it's bedtime, here's her bed (box) and her blanket 

(flannel), let's put them away on the side until later ... into the bathroom, here's the bath, get Ann 

undressed, take Ann's clothes off; take her dress off, put her clothes down by the bath, sit Ann down 

by the bath (bowl), get Ann's towel (serviette) ready, put the soap (plastic pad) by the bath, turn the 

hot water on (mimed), turn the cold water on, sshhhhhh (stir the water)’, put some bubble bath (clear 

bottle) in, feel the water, wwisshhh it around, just right, turn the hot water off, turn the cold water off, 

put Ann in the bath." This was followed by, "Now that we've got Ann ready for a bath, can you give 

her a bath? ... And then it's bed-time; can you get Ann ready for bed? Make up what happens next." 

At this point the box and flannel were re-introduced for the child, who was allowed a six-minute 

period for her response.

This was a completely contrasting task condition to the previous one, in terms of introductory 

framework, presenting a 'scaffolded' story sequence which the child was invited to continue, or in fact 

develop as he or she wished. A simple role identity was attributed to the doll.
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Task 2a: ^Classroom’

Task 2 involved the most sophisticated level of play, with characters offered in potentially reciprocal 

role relationships, with conflicting emotions and motivations. A simple, universally familiar common 

social scene for all subjects was chosen - two children in school at playtime - as the core situation.

This first task condition presented the situation of two children at school, offering the clear 

opportunity for spontaneous symbolic role-play. Remaining on the floor, the child was given an open 

ended box, about 15" x 10" x 4", looking like a cereal box in shape, but plain grey in colour. It had a 

square hole cut out of the middle of one of its walls to represent a central doorway through the 

building. Three small wooden skittles were then presented, two first of 2" height, then a larger one of 

3". They were of a neutral orange and sky-blue colour. In addition a small plastic cup was given. The 

child was then asked to pass over the "big one" and the cup and told that these would be put on the 

side for later use. The starting prompt was:-

"Here are two children and they're at school, this is a classroom. Can you make up a story with the 

two children and tell me what happens?"

Task 2b: 'Classroom dispute*

A significant degree of introductory framework was now introduced in this play condition, in terms of 

a definite scenario. A particular focus was on the child's ability to accommodate to these settings in 

their play. On the third play breakdown of task 2a, the experimenter suggested:- 

"Let's pretend that this is Karen and Jane ('Mark and John'*), and they are outside the classroom in 

the playground. Karen is having a drink, and Jane says, 'Can I have a drink, Karen?' And Karen says, 

'No. It's mine! You can't!' And Jane says, 'Please!' And Karen says 'No! You can't! It's my drink and 

you can't have any!' Then the experimenter asked, "Can you make up what happens next in the 

story?"

This scenario was acted out animatedly by the experimenter, moving the figures up and down as they 

spoke, with excited voicing, and subjects (particularly the blind) were encouraged to feel the figures as 

they acted. [* Male subjects were instead introduced to 'Mark and John', as a control for any 

intervening effects of gender- specific attitudes.]
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Task 2c: ... teacher enters’

As a final development in the second task, the child was given an opportunity to demonstrate his or 

her flexibility in playing socially with a partner in reciprocal role-play. After either five minutes or the 

third breakdown on task 2b, the experimenter attempted to prompt the above scenario further, 

entering the scene using the other, larger, figure and sayingi-

"This is Mrs Smith. She's the teacher and she comes in and says, 'What's going on here, children? 

What's the matter?' Can you make up what happens next in the story? What does Karen (Mark) say? 

What does Jane (John) say? What do they do?"

As before, the experimenter sought to involve the child physically in the actions of the 'Mrs Smith' 

character, and then spoke in character in response to the child's contribution during the consequent 

rating period.
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The component symbolic plav abilities examined:

Three discrete areas of symbolic role play ability were distinguished, reflective of qualities of social 

understanding. These were based on levels of symbolic attribution as formulated by Bretherton (1984) 

and role play, as delineated by Wolf et al. (1984), and concerned with abilities to attribute symbolic 

meanings oneself, recognise others’ similar capacities to do this, and to bring these abilities together 

in making a coherent, imaginative, co-operative contribution to a pre-given play story. They were as 

follows:-

i. To symbolically represent objects physically - showing a flexible sense that objects are available for 

personal usage and take on meanings as conferred by individual agents according to their particular 

social situation. This means both (a) spontaneously generating such symbolised meanings oneself, and

(b) accommodating to symbolic attributions provided by the experimenter. In either case the focus was 

on the child's ability to stabilise, or anchor, these symbolic meanings in specific physical objects.

ii. To play verbally with similar symbolic intent, and further than this, to anchor his or her symbolised 

meanings within a given play scenario. This latter involved an element o f more sophisticated play, 

that o f accommodating one’s concerns or preoccupations and expressing them indirectly, perhaps 

metaphorically, through choices made within a received, rather than self-defined, scheme. This did 

not mean that the child would only be credited for generating symbolic meanings that were 

within the bounds o f the suggested play scenario, but that special emphasis would be given to 

the expression o f such ‘accommodated’ play, as opposed to schemes o f play which seemed so 

bound up with the child’s own preoccupations that the presented scenario was subordinated to either 

(a) what looked from the outside to be an unduly private, esoteric scheme of play, or (b) expression of 

any individual behavioural problems.
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iii, To communicate and play with the experimenter. The focus was on the child's affective connection 

with the experimenter - how 'alive' they were to him, able to co-operate if choosing at all to relate to 

him.

Symbolic Plav Rating Criteria

A series of operational rating criteria were originally defined, piloted and refined, to address the 

qualities of play described in these component abilities. These were in three main areas:

(i) Psychological anchorage in the play objects - i.e. symbolic attention to the physical objects 

presented. This aimed to distinguish between play that is engaged with worldly objects and 

that which - however imaginative - remained largely verbal and therefore physically 

disengaged.

Within this, anchored role play - i.e. as above, but with attention given to ascribing coherent 

roles to the physical objects.

(ii) Narrative quality - Regardless of the above issue, the focus here was on the nature of the 

participant's thematic verbal contribution. Was the child able to

- spontaneously generate schemes involving stable symbolised meanings (which would 

usually be expressed verbally)?

- accommodate to symbolic attributions suggested by the experimenter? And if so, were the 

contributions internally coherent?

(iii) Attitudes in the session - Items in this section were concerned with the child's orientation to 

the session and the experimenter, and covered such issues as

- whether the child was able to anchor his or her affective concerns within the play scenario 

and session and orientate to it, rather than engaging in the other extreme of purely private 

esoteric play schemes or personal behaviour problems.

- the quality of the child's affective communication with the experimenter, and willingness to 

make and maintain a relationship in play.

The 14 individual items, addressing these issues, were as follows:
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(i) PSYCHOLOGICAL ANCHORAGE IN PLAY OBJECTS

a, General attentiveness to play objects (This meant either physical attention or clear interest 

that may not necessarily be physical, i.e. psychological attention) - for example, exploratory functional 

play qualifies (using the objects for their obvious purpose). This was regardless of whether or not the 

child speaks, or whether there was any symbolism involved (i.e. pretending that one object is another, 

or attending to an imaginary 'conjured-up' object).

b, Attribution of symbolic meanings to play objects

This meant either (a) substituting, pretending, one object is another (b) attributing a false, novel 

property to an object (c) pretending that an absent object is present. The focus was on the inclination 

to symbolise nhvsicallv. applying pretend meanings to objects, therefore, clear physical evidence was 

required on this item.

c, Individual role anchored in doll [for task conditions 1 a/b]:

Individual roles anchored in play objects [for task conditions 2 a/b/c]:

This is the extent to which personal roles were attributed to individual play objects, i.e. did the child

play symbolically and stably 'through' the play materials, giving them roles as people (regardless of

whether these role characters related reciprocally, with social intent, within any play scenario). A

positive rating here must involve physical attention to the play objects.

dy Reciprocal social roles anchored in play objects:

i.e. that objects representing figures showed reciprocal, social relationships.

e. Emotional relating to doll for task conditions 1 a/b:

This item attempted to get a measure of the quality of the child's afifective involvement with play 

objects. It aimed to rate for the particular kind of emotional symbolic attribution required to play 

meaningfully with a doll figure.

(ii) NARRATIVE QUALITY

Items in this section were more concerned with the child's own narrative contribution, both in relation 

to the presented scenario and separately from it. It was an attempt to sample the child's wider 'worldly' 

sense; for instance of temporal event-sequencing, individual motivations and the influence of 

particular and wider social contexts. In effect, the child's narrative contribution could technically be 

non-verbal, so long as it is an attempt to move the story forward.
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f, Anchorage in scenario as presented:

The extent to which the child's narrative contribution was anchored (i.e. maintained a stable basis and 

congruency) in the scenario as presented. Again this contribution need not necessarily be verbally 

based.

gy Elaboration on scenario as presented:

This was only to be completed if the child acknowledged the presented scenario, and noted the extent 

of any building or embellishing on the scenario, 

hy Narrative involving individual characters:

How far the doll was ascribed an individual identity as a person [for la  and lb] 

Individual characters in reciprocal social roles for 2a/b/c 

The extent to which the child created characters with coherent individual identities embedded in 

social relationships, though not necessarily anchored in the play objects. No 'peak' assessment was 

required for this item as it noted any presence of the quality in question.

i, Internal coherence of subject's narrative contribution. This must involve a story contribution

of some kind (and not just chatting). It was scored regardless of whether the child referred to the

scenario presented or anchored his or her narrative in the play objects, 

jy Productivity of creative play ideas

i.e. the quantity of non-esoteric, non-idiosyncratic, non-self-absorbed contributions.

This was a global impressionistic rating over the whole task session, not just within the actual 

produced narrative; these must be new ideas, above and beyond contributions established in earlier 

tasks. Again no 'peak' assessment was required for this item.

(iii) ATTITUDES IN THE SESSION 

ky Absence of self intrusion

This referred to the potential intrusion of the child's own present or past reality or perseverative 

schemes, perhaps with re-enactment of a personal event, such that the play or narrative seemed to 

become self-absorbed, lacking accommodation to the present scenario or task. This item was exclusive 

of item 'i', so a private, yet coherent, narrative contribution would not be scored as relevant for this 

item, which was concerned with non-creative slippage into more exclusively self-absorbed repetitious 

routines or physical play schemes.
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['Peak' in this case meant 'peak absence of i.e. the highest rating means the child being very 

accommodated to the task.]

1, Social relating to experimenter:

This dealt with how keen and able the child showed him/herself to interact with the experimenter, e.g.

with questions / comments / invitations for him to join in.

m, Involving experimenter in a role in the narrative as himself

This was judged 'overall' only, on the basis of the best observed incidence.

n, Involving experimenter in a role in the narrative as a character

Similarly, the clearest instances were rated, regardless of persistence and duration.

NB

The final two items, 'm' and 'n', could arguably feature under the 'Narrative quality' heading as they 

addressed qualities of symbolic role play. However their primary focus was taken to be the social 

intent of the child; how alive or keen he or she was to the possibility of expanding the bounds of the 

play to include the experimenter.

SPECIFIC PREDICTIONS

From the above list, priority was given to three specific aspects, which reflected the relationship 

between the child's symbolic abilities and his/her orientation to the presented play opportunity:

i. Symbolic anchorage in the play objects given, (b)

ii. Within that, role-play anchored in these play objects (c)

iii. Narrative anchorage of the child's verbal contribution in the presented scenario (f)

In regard of iii, it could be that the child produced substantial verbal symbolic play, though which was 

unrelated to the presented scenario. Such a profile would be readily visible, as follows: he or she 

would score low on (f), but higher on (h) ‘role play’, (i) ‘internal coherence’, and (j) productivity’.
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In application to this particular study, the relevant predictions were as follows:

(1) That the sub-group of blind children whose social engagement is relatively intact would 

demonstrate no significant differences in the quality of their symbolic play (as illustrative of social 

understanding) if matched with sighted counterparts of similar age and general cognitive ability. 

Therefore, there would be no distinctive differences between the socially able ‘High social’ blind 

group and the verbal-IQ or verbal-MA matched sighted group, on any of the above items.

(2) That those congenitally blind children with notable impairments in their interpersonal relations 

would also have problems in symbolic play. This predicted that in the direct comparison of symbolic 

play abilities, according to the above rating items, the ‘Low social’ blind group would perform poorly 

relative to the ‘High social’ group, even though the groups were matched for verbal-IQ and MA. 

Specifically, it was predicted that there would be the following group differences on core priority 

rating items. Although similarly engaged with play objects (a), the LS group would show play that 

was less generally symbolically anchored in them (b), and featuring less anchored symbolic role play 

(c). Any narrative contributions from children in the LS group were likewise predicted not to be as 

well anchored in the scenario presented (f). Beyond these major ratings, group differences would be 

anticipated for anchored reciprocal role play (d), the quality of emotional relating to the presented doll

(e), the degree of elaboration on the given scenario (g), verbal narrative role play (h), the internal 

coherence of narrative contributions (i), degree of productivity of play ideas (j), the participant's 

orientation to the play task, avoiding the intrusion of their own esoteric preoccupations (k), relating to 

the experimenter during the play (1), and involving the experimenter in any narrative contrition, 

either as himself (m) or invited to play a character (n).

SUM M ARY

This chapter further pursued the examination of congenitally blind children’s understanding of 

themselves and others, this time by looking at their ability to represent objects, and other people as 

characters, in play. In normal sighted children, such symbolic play is seen to emerge during late 

infancy and early childhood, and this chapter presented broad research and theorising regarding the
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development of these capacities. This was in terms of establishing the order of complexity in which 

children's play schemes progress, and also theoretical attempts to account for this developmental order 

and the cognitive basis of symbolic ability itself.

The research presentation formed the background against which the respective abilities of blind and 

sighted children were examined by direct experimental comparison. A series of play scenarios, 

involving toys and characters, were offered to the children, and their play rated according to criteria 

which would provide clues as to the respective states of understanding of concepts underpinning 

symbolic play.

The central hypothesis of the project was reflected in the study predictions: it was expected that the 

most socially able blind children tested would demonstrate qualities of symbolic play (as illustrative of 

social understanding) similar to their sighted counterparts. It was anticipated that those blind children 

who showed significant impairments in their interpersonal relations would also show relatively poorer 

symbolic play abilities, in spite of group similarities in more general aspects of their cognitive 

development.

The next chapter will present the results of these experimental group comparisons, along with 

statistical analysis and discussion of the findings. If the predicted coimections were confirmed, and 

impairments in social understanding, as accessed in symbolic play, were found to be connected with 

abilities in interpersonal relating, then this study would provide some supportive evidence for the 

major hypothesis of this project about their developmental psychological basis, which will be 

discussed in the final chapter.
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CHAPTER SIX: SYMBOLIC PLAY IN BLIND AND SIGHTED 

CHILDREN - PRESENTATION OF RESULTS, ANALYSIS AND 

DISCUSSION OF FINDINGS
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INTRODUCTION

This chapter presents the findings of the experimental comparisons of symbolic play of samples of 

blind and sighted children, carried out employing the methodologies described in the previous 

chapter.

The originally devised rating scheme was used to cover three main abilities exhibited in play, that of: 

(i) creating physically anchored object representations, that is, with the comprehension that objects 

can take on symbolic meanings as decided by the player; (ii) accommodating to another person’s 

suggested play scenario, showing the flexibility of thought to be able to adapt one's ideas and concerns 

and express them through creative choices made within the given scenario; (iii) communicating and 

developing a play relationship with a play partner.

Firstly, a comparison was made on play with the suggested scenarios and play objects, between those 

blind children judged most able in their interpersonal relations and a comparison group of sighted 

children, to explore the notion that there might be variations in symbolic play abilities as a function of 

blindness per se. It was predicted that these blind children would not demonstrate significantly poorer 

ratings of their symbolic play than the sighted children.

Following this there was a comparison of the two groups of blind children, constituted from the 

overall sample as the most and least able, respectively, in their interpersonal relations. The prediction 

here was that those congenitally blind children with notable impairments in their interpersonal 

relations would also have problems in their symbolic play. This would mean that these children, in the 

‘Low social’ group, would score comparatively poorly, across the range of defined play rating items, 

to their more socially able (‘High social’) blind counterparts, but that any impairments would be 

independent of general cognitive functioning, with the groups matched for verbal IQ and MA.
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METHODOLOGY OF DATA ANALYSIS

Although up to five or six minutes of play are to be recorded from each child for each play condition, 

it was decided that the first two minutes of each of the 'Ann' and 'classroom' scenarios would be used 

for analysis, using the series of fourteen separate rating criteria described earlier, which were defined 

after informal and more structured piloting and reviews, and covering abilities in symbolic play and 

social relating.

Of the rating criteria, the three relevant to the specific predictions were, respectively, ‘b’ Symbolic 

anchorage in the play objects given; ‘c’ Role play anchored in these play objects; T  Anchorage of the 

child's narrative contribution in the presented scenario. Therefore these were given particular 

emphasis in reporting, among the other ratings which provided illustrative finer detail about the 

children's play.

Children were given a score on a five-point scale for their 'overall' performance on each of the 

fourteen rating items. This was a measure of their propensity and persistence in demonstrating the 

quality in question. On most items there was also a rating given for 'peak performance', the best 

demonstrated instance of the target behaviour. Comparisons were then made between these two 

dimensions of ability for each subject group, and more generally between groups on particular items 

and wider suggestive capacities.

The five-point scale was calibrated for all items such that '5' meant consistent or clear high 

performance; '4', good-to-fair consistency or quality of performance; '3', moderate or slightly less than 

adequate; '2', poor; '1', floor-level performance.

Rating procedure and reliability

Rating was carried out by two raters - the experimenter and a rater 'blind' to subject groupings, 

specifically trained by the experimenter, who was to serve as a check for the reliability of the rating 

scheme. This person was an experimental psychologist previously naive to the aims and hypotheses of
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this study. Training involved the use of video task data from unmatched blind and sighted children. 

There were samples from each of the two tasks, featuring children whose range of abilities were 

considered to range from 'poor' to 'high'. The second rater made six training ratings of two-minute 

play sections, discussing his ratings and interpretations after each of them with the experimenter, who 

offered corrections for discrepant interpretations.

Video data was rated in order of task condition presentation, that is, all 22 children from the three 

groups were rated on task condition ‘la ’, then all on ‘lb’ etc., by the two raters together at one sitting. 

Within the two blind groups, subjects were randomly ordered for presentation to the raters, although 

sighted subjects were placed at the beginning and end of each task condition (four subjects first and 

three at the end) as this was thought to establish for the raters from the outset the control measures of 

normal performance.

RESULTS

Inter-rater reliability

The experimenter's ratings were taken as the data for analysis. Inter-rater reliability statistics were 

conducted on the two sets of ratings from the experimenter and the naive rater for the final task 

condition '2c' as follows. Firstly, with the 5-point rating scale, simple percentage-agreement showed 

that the two agreed on 303 of 480 ratings: 63.1 %. When ratings were reduced to a 3-pt scale (i.e. 1\2 

= '! ' generally poor; 3 = '2' moderate; 4\5 - '3' generally good) percentage-agreement was 80%. 

Secondly, Kappa coefficient inter-rater reliability statistics were calculated, as on the playground 

observations in Chapter Three. Quadratic weighted Kappas were calculated for the two raters for the 

twenty items (i.e. ‘Overall’ and ‘Peak’), for 24 subjects (all 22 who participated in the study, along 

with two who were excluded for final matching). There was one exceptionally low Kappa score, 

0.0636 for item m: ‘Involving experimenter in a role as himself. Results were therefore not presented 

and considered for this item. The remaining Kappas were in the range 0.5208 - 0.9091, producing an
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average Kappa coefficient of 0.7369 across subjects for all rating items. This is considered 'substantial' 

inter-rater agreement.

Group comparisons

Two matched-group comparisons were made:

i, between the language-matched sighted 'control' group and the congenitally blind children 

judged to have the highest social relating ratings (ST v HS).

ii, between congenitally blind children in the 'low social' relating group and the more able 'high 

social' blind children (LS v HS).

For further discussion, the groups will be identified by these initials. Frequency tables were plotted for 

all task conditions separately for 'overall' ratings, and for 'peak' ratings where the latter were noted 

(Tables 6.14, in Appendix 6). This 'peak' rating was given for some items as a measure of the best 

moment of evidence of ability on that particular item. For other items (e.g. 'j' 'Productivity of play 

ideas') only one 'overall' rating was taken, in this case without any assessment of the 'peak' moment, 

when the child was most creative. In the tables presented in this section median scores were calculated 

and, with the small numbers of subjects involved, non-parametric statistical analyses of group 

differences were conducted by Mann-Whitney U tests. Significant differences were noted at two 

levels: firstly at P < 01, and also at a more conservative level which took account that for each task 

there were multiple comparisons made. Thus this second significance level varied for each task, 

according to the number of items therein. For instance, on task la 'Ann', there were 11 items for which 

group comparisons were made, thus the conservative level of significant group difference was set at P 

^ 0.05 / 11 ^ 0.0045. These respective levels were noted for each task. Two-tailed probabilities were 

noted for both group comparisons, even though there was a specific prediction in the second 

comparison, that is, that the 'low social' group would show lower scores than the 'high social' group.

For Task 1, item ratings on each task condition, 'Ann' and 'Bathing Ann', were analysed separately, 

on a 5-point scale. With Task 2, 'Classroom', however, ratings for each item were first amalgamated 

across the three Task conditions: 2a, 2b and 2c. This produced for each item a score out of the 

maximum '15' for '2abc'. For the purpose of the present analysis it was decided to consider results
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across the range of the three conditions, as each explored subtly different and complementary aspects 

of sophisticated symbolic role-play ability and social relating, which together would provide a more 

generalised measure in these domains.

Comparisons between 'high social' (HS) blind and sighted (ST) groups

The following is a series of comparisons of rating scores between the two groups, by rating category 

items and task conditions.

T a b le  6.1: T a sk  1a, 'Ann'. M a n n -W h itn e y  a n a ly s i s  f o r  'h ig h  s o c i a l '  b lin d  
G R O U P  (HS) V . s ig h t e d  G R O U P  (ST) -  O V E R A L L  R A T IN G S

MEDIAN SCORES
PHYSICAL ANCHORAGE HS ST Z P(2-TLD)
a General attentiveness to play objects 5 5 -1.00 .317
h Attribution of symbolic meanings to play objects 5 5 -0.30 .762
c Individual rotes anchored in play objects 3 4 -0.27 .784
e Emotional relating to doll 3 2 -1.31 .191

NARRATIVE QUALITY
h litdmdtiai characters in reciprocal social roles 4 3 -0.39 .694
t Internal coherence (6 sighted ratings) 5 5 -0.50 .618
j Productivity of creative play ideas 4 3 -0.60 .551

ATTITUDES IN THE SESSION
k Absence of self intrusion 5 4 -0.42 .674
1 Social relating to experimenter 5 4 -2.08 .037
n Involving exp. in a role in the narrative as a character 1 1 -1.47 .141

NB.

Z and P corrected for tied scores.

Multiple comparison significance level = 0.05 / 11 = 0.0045 

* Significant: P ^ 0.01

Significant: P < 0.05 / I < 0.0045* *
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T a b le  6.2: T a sk  1a, 'Ann'. M a n n -W h itn e y  a n a ly s i s  f o r  ’h ig h  s o c i a l ’ b l in d  
GROUP (HS) V. SIGHTED GROUP (ST) - PEAK RATINGS

MEDIAN SCORES
PHYSICAL ANCHORAGE HS ST Z P(2-TLD)
a General attentiveness to play objects 5 5 .000 1.00
b Attribution of symbolic meanings to play objects 5 5 .000 1.00
c Individual roles anchored in play objects 5 5 .000 1.00
e Emotional relating to doll 3 4 -0.85 .396

ATTITUDES IN THE SESSION
k Absence of self intrusion 5 5 .000 1.00
1 Social relating to experimenter 5 5 .000 1.00

NB.

Z and P corrected for tied scores.

Multiple comparison significance level = 0,05 / 6 = 0.0083 

* Significant: P ^ 0.01
* * Significant: P ^ 0.05 / 6 ^ 0.0083

Physical anchorage

Children in both the 'high social* blind and sighted groups demonstrated consistent attentiveness to 

the play objects (a), with only one subject scoring lower than maximum on the 'overall' rating. 

Similarly, only a single subject from either group was seen to score less than '4' on the core rating for 

symbolic attribution (b) 'overall'. Although demonstrating such broad symbolic ability, subjects from 

both groups were less likely to sustain physically anchored roles in their play (c) on this condition. 

The ability was demonstrated (identical 'peak' scores with six of seven children in each group scoring 

'4' or '5'), though three sighted children and four blind children received ratings of '3' 'moderate' or 

below as to giving the doll 'Ann' a persistent physical role during the rating period. Performance was 

similarly uneven in both groups even at best 'peak' level, in effectively relating to the doll (e).

Narrative oualitv

There was no presented scenario in this condition, therefore no ratings given for narrative anchorage

(f). There was comparable variability within the groups as to whether children verbally gave the doll a 

coherent role identity (h), scores ranging for the 'high social' blind group from '2'-'5', and sighted, '1'- 

'5'. However, children in both groups demonstrated a high level of internal sense to their contributions
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(i), the majority of subjects in each scoring '4' or better. Productivity of play ideas (j) was similarly 

variable within each group.

Attitudes in the session

There was no differentiation for accommodation to the task (k). Twelve participants were rated at '4' 

or better 'overall' and all scored '5' at peak. This was echoed by ratings for 'social relating' (1). 

Although there was the suggestion of a potential difference on this item, which might be shown with 

a larger sample, this was due only to the much higher incidence of '4' scores in the 'high social' blind 

group, as opposed to '5' for the sighted children. Only two blind children, of all subjects, showed any 

inclination to assign a character role to the experimenter in the play.

T a b le  6.3: T a sk  1b, 'B a th in g  A nn', M a n n -W h itn e y  a n a ly s i s  f o r  'h ig h  s o c i a l '  
B U N D  G R O U P  (HS) V . S IG H T E D  G R O U P  (ST) -  O V E R A L L  R A T IN G S

MEDIAN SCORES
PHYSICAL ANCHORAGE HS ST Z P(2-TLD)
a General attentiveness to play objects 5 5 -1.00 .317
b Attribution of symbolic meanings to play objects 5 5 .000 1.00
c Individual roles anchored in play objects 5 5 -0.21 .830
e Emotional relating to doll 2 2 .000 1.00

NARRATIVE QUALITY
f Anchorage in scenario as presented 5 5 -1.00 .317
g Elaboration on scenario 4 3 -0.47 .637
h Individual characters in reciprocal social roles 3 4 -0.96 .340
i Internal coherence 5 5 .000 1.00
j  Productivity of creative play ideas 4 4 -0.13 .893

ATTITUDES IN THE SESSION
k Absence of self intrusion 5 5 -1.47 .141
1 Social relating to experimenter 5 4 -1.21 .225
n Involving exp, in a role in the narrative as a character 1 1 -0.63 .530

NB.

Z and P corrected for tied scores.

Multiple comparison significance level = 0.05 / 13 = .0038 

* Significant: P ^ 0.01 

** Significant: P ^ 0.05 /13 ^ 0.0038
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Ta bl e  6.4: 1b , 'Ba t h in g  An n ', M a n n -W h it n e y  a n a l y sis  f o r  'h ig h  s o c ia l ' b l in d  
GROUP (HS) V SIGHTED GROUP (ST) - PEAK RATINGS

MEDIAN SCORES
PHYSICAL ANCHORAGE HS ST Z P(2-TLD)
a General attentiveness to play objects 5 5 .000 1.00
b Attribution of syittbolic meanings to play objects 5 5 .000 1.00
c Individual roles anchored in play objects 5 5 -1.00 .317
e Emotional relating to doll 3 4 -0.39 .693

NARRATIVE QUALITY
1 f  Anchorage in scenario as presented 5 5 .000 1.00 1

ATTITUDES IN THE SESSION
k Absence of self intrusion 5 5 .000 1.00
1 Social relating to experimenter 5 5 -1.00 .317

NB.

Z and P corrected for tied scores.

Multiple comparison significance level = 0.05 / 7 = 0.0071 

* Significant: P ^ 0.01
* * Significant: P ^ 0.05 / 7 ^ 0.0071

Physical anchorage

All children were rated at maximum for both general (a) and symbolic (b) attentiveness. In this more 

structured task condition than the last, performance was higher for both groups on defining a physical 

anchored role for the doll (c), eleven subjects scoring '4* or above 'overall'. Children were equally as 

unlikely to relate eflectively to the doll (e) as in ' la'.

Narrative quality

All but one child in both groups received maximum ratings for their verbal play contributions being 

based on the presented scenario (f), though there was similar variability within groups as to 

elaboration (g). The group results were also mixed as to verbally giving the doll a role identity (h), 

with median scores of '3' for the blind group and '4' for the sighted. All children's contributions were 

given maximum ratings for their internal coherence (i), even though the quality of productivity was 

mixed within both groups.
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Attitudes in the session

There was a noticeable absence of self intrusion among all subjects, none scoring below '4' on the 

'overall' rating. As in the unstructured previous task condition, there was little evidence of children in 

either group seeking to involve the experimenter in role play.

Summary of findings from Task 1 

There were few differences between the groups on any item criteria, illustrating the consistently high

abilities of 'high social' blind children in symbolic play. However, performance was not universally

high for children in either group across all items. In terms of the specific predictions on priority rating

items, both groups showed consistently high physical symbolic attention (b), yet only gave the doll a

clear physical role identity (c) when the scenario was imposed, and in neither condition demonstrated

consistent verbal intent to do this. Likewise there was high variation in children's affective relating to

the doll throughout the two condition. Once a story was suggested both groups showed clear verbal

adaptation to it (f). Beyond these items, there was much variability within each group as to

productivity of play ideas, though any contributions generally made a high degree of internal sense. It

seems that veiy few children were drawn by either the simple doll scenario or the imposed scenario to

open out the story and involve the experimenter in expansive role play.

Ta bl e  6.5: Ta sk  2, 'Cla ssr o o m  a n d  d isp u t e ', Ma n n -W h it n e y  a n a l y sis  f o r  'ih g h

S O C IA L ' B L IN D  G R O U P  (HS) V . S IG H T E D  G R O U P  (ST) -  O V E R A L L  R A T IN G S

MEDIAN SCORES
PHYSICAL ANCHORAGE HS ST Z P(2-TLD)
a General attentiveness to play objects 15 15 -1.87 .061
b Attribution of symbolic meanings to play objects 13 15 -2.28 .023
c Individual roles anchored in play objects 12 15 -2.60 .009*
d Reciprocal roles anchored in play ob jects 9 12 -2.06 .039

NARRATIVE QUALITY
f  Anchorage in scenario as presented 14 15 -.405 .686
g Elaboration on scenario 12 12 -.658 .511
h Individual characters in reciprocal social roles 13 13 -.924 .355

13 14 -1.01 .310
j Productivity of creative play ideas 11 12 -1.25 .212

ATTITUDES IN THE SESSION
k Absence of self intrusion 13 15 -1.45 .146

15 13 -2.45 .014
n Involving exp. in a role in the narrative as a character 7 7 -.137 .891
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NB.

Z and P corrected for tied scores.

Multiple comparison significance level = 0.05 / 13 = 0.0038 

* Significant:?^ 0.01

** Significant: P ^ 0.05 / 13 ^ 0.0038

Ta ble  6 .6 : Ta sk  2, 'C la ssr o o m  and  d ispu t e ', M ann-W h it n e y  analysis  f o r  'h ig h
S O C IA L ' B L IN D  G R O U P  (HS) V  S IG H T E D  G R O U P  ( S T )  -  P E A K  R A T IN G S

MEDIAN SCORES
PHYSICAL ANCHORAGE HS ST Z P(2-TLD)
a General attentiveness to play objects 15 15 -1.0 .317
b Attribution of symbolic meanings to play objects 15 15 -1.0 .317
c Individual roles anchored in play ob jects 14 15 -2.1 .035
d Reciprocal roles anchored in play objects 11 12 -1.0 .304

NARRATIVE QUALITY
f  Anchorage in scenario as presented 15 15 -.08 .936

ATTITUDES IN THE SESSION
k Absence of self intrusion 15 15 -1.0 .317
1 Social relating to experimenter 15 15 -1.0 .317
NB.

Z and P corrected for tied scores.

Multiple comparison significance level = 0.05 / 7 = 0.0071 

* Significant: P ^ 0.01 

** Significant: P ^ 0.05 / 7 ^ 0.0071

Phvsical anchorage

Generally the groups were highly comparable in scoring highly across most of the items. There was 

comparability in terms of general attentiveness to play objects (a), with all scores above '13' on the 

'overall' rating. On the attribution of symbolic meanings ‘overall’ (b), there was a median 'high social' 

blind score of ‘13’, as against maximum for the sighted group, showing that children in both groups 

were operating at the high end of scoring. However, on the attribution of object-anchored roles (c), a 

significant group difference at the P ^ 0.01 level was notable on 'overall' ratings, although six scores 

in the blind group were above '10'. Performance in both groups was varied as to playing physically 

with symbolised roles (d): slightly better for sighted children overall’, though the groups were not 

significantly differentiated, and equally varied for 'peak' ratings. This indicated that the issue for the 

blind group was of consistency of response rather than incapacity.
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Narrative quality

The groups were identical in their degree of verbal anchorage in the scenario (f), with 5/7 of each 

group receiving scores o f '14' or more. In terms of elaboration too there was group similarity, median 

score for both groups was '12', Children from both groups played with fluid verbal ability with 

reciprocal characters (h), all scores being in the range from '11' upwards. Internal coherence (i) was 

similarly high also for both groups. Ratings for productivity of ideas (j) were similarly variable 

(sighted range '9'-'12'; blind '6'-'15').

Attitudes in the session

Children from both groups were seen to be well accommodated to the task, scoring highly for 'absence 

of self intrusion' (k) 'overall' (sighted range 'I2'-'15; blind 'I1'-'I5') and all but one at maximum for 

'peak' ratings. Ratings were universally high for ‘social relating’ (1), all participants scoring over ‘13’. 

The blind children did especially well, with four at ceiling, ‘15’, while all of the sighted children 

scored either ‘13’ or ‘14’. Children in both groups were moderately more likely to involve the 

experimenter in the play as a character (n) than in the previous tasks, although performance on this 

item was variable for both groups.

Summary of findings from Task 2 

The two groups showed very similar patterns of responding to this play task, receiving generally high

scores. Even when results were more variable within groups, still there was inter-group comparability.

With regard to the specific predictions on priority rating items, on the more sophisticated role-play

opportunity there was similarly high symbolic attention shown by both groups to play objects (b).

Blind children were competent in individual role-play with objects (c), though with generally less

consistency than the sighted children. Both groups demonstrated a high level of narrative anchorage

in the scenario (f). Beyond these priority ratings, the blind children were more consistently adept in

verbal, as opposed to physical, role play, yet demonstrated similarly high ratings to the sighted

children for the coherence of their contributions. Ratings were not generally high for any participants.
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in terms of elaborating on the scenario or productivity of play ideas. All children were keen to interact 

with the experimenter, yet not often with intent to involve him in their play schemes.

Summary of high social' hlind group and sighted group comparison

As predicted, there were few differences between the groups’ performance. There was a high degree of

physical symbolic attention to play objects (h) seen for children in both groups. Physicalised role-play

(c) was more likely seen when a suggested story and characters were offered to the children, than 

spontaneously. Verbal play was generally adapted to the presented scenarios (c), and as with physical, 

verbal role-play was of a noticeably higher quality with the structiu'e of task 2. Children were given 

generally variable ratings for their productivity of play ideas and elaboration on the suggested stories, 

although any contributions made were usually coherent. This point was perhaps echoed in how 

children from either group were unlikely to expand their play to involve the experimenter in a play 

scheme, yet at the same time were seen to relate freely and with consistency to the experimenter 

during the play periods.
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Comparisons between 'low social' (LS) and 'high social' (HS) hlind groups

As with the above, the following is a series of comparisons of rating scores between the two groups, by 

rating category items and task conditions.

Ta ble  6.7: Ta sk  1a , 'An n ', Ma n n -W h it n e y  a n a l y sis  f o r  'lo w  so c ia l ' b l in d

GROUP (LS) V. 'HIGH SOCIAL' BLIND GROUP (HS) - OVERALL RATINGS
MEDIAN SCORES

PHYSICAL ANCHORAGE LS HS Z P(2-TLD)
a General attentiveness to play objects 4 5 -2.26 .024
h Attribution of symbolic meanings to play objects 2 5 -2.99 .003**
c Individual roles anchored in play objects 4 4 -1.12 .264
e Emotional relating to doll 2 4 -2.10 .036

NARRATIVE QUALITY
h Individual characters in reciprocal social roles 3 4 -1.66 .098
i Internal coherence (6 LS ratings) 4 5 -0.80 .422
j Productivity of creative play ideas 3 4 -2.29 .022

ATTITUDES IN THE SESSION
:k::AbsëhCé::6f#lfihtrusion!::!*̂ ;:>!g:/:̂ ^ 3 5 -2.66 .008*
I Social relating to experimenter 4 5 -2.63 .009*
h Involving exp; in a role in the narrative as a character 1 1 -1.88 .060
NB.

Z and P corrected for tied scores.

Multiple comparison significance level = 0.05 /11 = 0.0045 

* Significant: P ^ 0.01

** Significant: P < 0.05 / 11 ^ 0.0045

TABLE 6.8: TASK lA , 'ANN', MANN-WHITNEY ANALYSIS FOR LOW SOCIAL' BLIND 
GROUP (LS) V. 'HIGH SOCIAL' BLIND GROUP (HS) - PEAK RATINGS

MEDIAN SCORES
PHYSICAL ANCHORAGE LS HS Z P(2-TLD)
a General attentiveness to play objects 5 5 .000 1.00
b Attribution of symbolic meanings to play objects 3 5 -2.98 .002**
c Individual roles anchored in play objects 5 5 -0.97 .332
e Emotional relating to doll 2 5 -1.96 .050

ATTITUDES IN THE SESSION
k Absence of self intrusion 4 5 -2.25 .025
I Social relating to experimenter 5 5 -1.47 .142
NB.
Z and P corrected for tied scores.
Multiple comparison significance level = 0.05 / 6 = 0.0083 

Significant: P ^ 0.01 
Significant: P ^ 0.05 / 6 ^ 0.0083

*

* *
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Phvsical anchorage

In terms of attention to play objects (a), the groups were comparable on their 'peak* ratings, all 

subjects scoring the maximum '5'; ‘overall’, only one 'low social* blind child received a rating of less 

than '4', There was, however, a highly significant group difference in subjects' propensity to attribute 

symbolic meanings (b) to the objects when they were first presented. The differences emerged 

significant at the conservative level, not only on 'overall performance' (P ^  0.003) but also when 

assessing best performance in this item (P ^ 0.002). Appendix table la, HS v LS, shows how all seven 

'high social' blind subjects received scores of '4' or *5' for their overall play, and all scored maximums 

for 'peak', while no 'low social' child received a maximum for 'overall' (range 'l'-'4'), and the scores 

were spread evenly in a range from '2'-'5' on peak ratings.

Performance in both groups was varied as to giving the newly presented doll a symbolised role (c). 

The non-significant 'overall' and 'peak' ratings are explained by all of the 'high social' children scoring 

highly ('4' or more) and 4/7 of the 'low social' children also scoring at maximum. However, the other 

three LS subjects showed little or no inclination to play symbolically with 'Arm'. 'Overall', LS 

children's scoring was evenly spread and there was no significant differentiation between groups, 

though still the only three subjects scoring poorly, T or '2', were from this group.

When the doll was first presented, 'low social' children usually received lower scores for their affective 

recognition (e) of it than 'high social' children, though there was no significant difference between the 

groups on this item. Although 'overall' performance was varied within the 'high social' group, ranging 

from '2' to '5', five of seven scored '3', 'moderate', or above. In contrast, all of the 'low social' children 

scored 'moderate' or below. Both groups produced middle ranking 'peak' scores; however, the majority 

of HS children, four of seven, scored at maximum, while four of seven LS children scored ‘2’ or 1’, 

three of these four showing no indication of the doll related to as it were a person.
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Narrative quality

There was no significant group difference as to the degree and quality of verbal role-play carried out 

(h), although it was noticeable that six of seven 'high social' children were rated at '4' or more, while 

the 'low social' group scores covered the full range. The internal coherence of subjects' contributions 

was generally good (i), with the groups undifferentiated statistically. The majority of children in either 

group scored '4' or '5' on this item. There was however, some diversity between the groups in 

children’s scores for the quantity of creative contributions (j), with six LS children receiving scores of 

'3' ('some participation but perhaps esoteric or sketchy', 'moderate') or below, while five of seven HS 

children scored '4' or better, though a significant group difference was not obtained (P ^ 0.022).

Attitudes in the session

Children in the 'high social' group were seen to be largely accommodated to the task condition during 

the rating period (k). 'Overall' five of seven scored '5', and all showed themselves fiilly able to attend 

without any sign of self-absorption, with all seven scoring '5' on the 'peak' rating. In comparison, in 

this least structured play opportunity performance scores for 'low social' children were highly variable 

(median score o f '3'), leading to a significant group difference 'overall' with P ^ 0.01, though this did 

not reach the conservative level set. There was some discrepancy between group scores on the ‘best 

instance’ ‘peak’ rating, though this did not result in a significant difference (P ^ 0.025).

This pattern of maximum or near-maximum scoring for HS children and highly variable LS scores 

was followed on the next item, 'social relating' to the experimenter' (1). The groups were significantly 

differentiated (at P ^ 0.01 level) on the 'overall' rating, though not so in terms of 'peak' scores, 

wherein the 'low social' children demonstrated the capability to interact appropriately with the 

experimenter at their 'peak' moments (median = '5' for both groups). Few children in either group 

were seen to involve the experimenter playing a character in their spontaneous role-play.
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Ta ble  6.9: Ta sk  1b , 'B a th in g  Ann ', Mann-W h it n e y  analysis f o r  'l o w  so c ia l '
BLIND GROUP (LS) V. 'HIGH SOCIAL' BLIND GROUP (HS) - OVERALL RATINGS

MEDIAN SCORES
PHYSICAL ANCHORAGE LS HS Z P(2-TLD)
a General attentiveness to play objects 4 5 -1.66 .096
b Attribution of symbolic meanings to play objects 4 5 -2.63 .009*
c Individual roles anchored in play ob jects 3 5 -2.52 .012
e Emotional relating to doll 1 3 -2.43 .015

NARRATIVE QUALITY
f  Anchorage in scenario as presented 5 5 -1.47 .142
g Elaboration on scenario 3 4 -1.82 .070
h Individual characters in reciprocal social roles 3 4 -1.86 .063
i Internal coherence 5 5 -1.87 .061
j Productivity of creative play ideas 3 4 -2.10 .036

ATTITUDES IN THE SESSION
k Absence of self intrusion 4 5 -1.86 .061
1 Social relating to experimenter 4 5 -1.21 .225
n Involving exp. in a role in the narrative as a character I 1 -1.47 .141
NB.

Z and P corrected for tied scores.

Multiple comparison significance level = 0.05 / 13 = 0.0038 

* Significant: P ^ 0.01 

** Significant: P ^ 0.05 /13 ^ 0.0038

TABLE 6.10: T a s k  IB. 'B a th in g  A nn '. M a n n -W h itn e y  a n a ly s i s  f o r  ' l o w  s o c i a l '  
BLIND GROUP (LS) V. HIGH SOCIAL' BLIND GROUP (HS) - PEAK RATINGS

MEDIAN SCORES
PHYSICAL ANCHORAGE LS HS Z P(2-TLD)
a Geneial attentiveness to play objects 5 5 .000 1.00
b Attribution of symbolic meanings to play objects 5 5 .000 1.00
c Individual roles anchored in play objects 4 5 -2.15 .031
e Emotional relating to doll 1 5 -2.59 .010*

NARRATIVE QUALITY
1 f  Anchorage in scenario as presented 5 5 -1.00 .317 1

ATTITUDES IN THE SESSION
k Absence of self intrusion 5 5 -1.47 .141
1 Social relating to experimenter 5 5 -1.00 .317
NB.

Z and P corrected for tied scores.

Multiple comparison significance level = 0.05 / 7 = 0.0071 

* Significant: P ^ 0.01 

** Significant: P ^ 0.05 / 7 ^ 0.0071
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Phvsical anchorage

All children in both groups scored maximums on their 'peak' ratings, demonstrating their abilities to 

attend to the objects (a), and similarly highly 'overall'.

With a close structure and scenario established in this task condition all HS subjects were seen to 

symbolise (b) consistently well with play objects, freely using the previously abstract objects as 'soap' 

'bed' 'blanket' etc. LS subjects also all scored maximums for the 'peak' rating, though, as with the 

previous condition the scoring was more variable 'overall', with three children showing only 'part, 

half-hearted or intermittent symbolic physical engagement' (scoring '3') and a significant group 

difference emerged at P ^ 0.01.

While the clear majority of 'high social' children scored at ceiling for both their 'overall' and 'peak' 

ratings as to giving the doll a physical role (c) when the scenario was presented, ratings among 'low 

social' blind children were more mixed, with four LS children judged ‘overall’ to make only 'partial or 

half-hearted / intermittent attempts to use objects to anchor roles' (‘3’) during the rating period. The 

difference between the groups though was not significant (P ^ 0.012) at the conservative level set for 

this small number of subjects. However, on 'peak' ratings five of seven 'low social' children showed 

clear potential ability with scores o f '4' or '5'.

In terms of affective relating to 'Ann' (e), scores from HS children were mixed for both 'overall' and 

'peak' ratings. This being so, the majority of HS subjects (four) scored '3' or above on either of them, 

while all of the LS children scored only '2' or below, even for their 'best' instance of relating to the 

doll.. This provided a significant difference on the ‘peak’ rating (P ^ 0.01), but not ‘overall’ (P ^ 

0.02).

Narrative qualitv

Children from both groups showed themselves able and keen to base their verbal contributions within 

the presented scenario (f), with only one LS child scoring less than '4' for either type of rating. Scores
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for 'elaborating' (g) showed no child receiving a maximum, indicating that participants generally were 

only moderately likely to develop on the given story. Scores though for the other criteria within this 

section suggested that potential group differences might be available with larger experimental 

samples. For instance, no 'low social' group child scored higher than '3' on item 'h', verbally 'ascribing 

an individual identity as a person', compared with six of the 'high social' group who scored '3' or 

above (P ^ 0.063). The internal coherence of subjects' contributions (i) showed similar diversity 

between groups, in that all seven HS subjects were judged to have maximum ratings while LS group 

scores ranged from '3' to '5' (P ^ 0.061). As with the previous unstructured task condition, there was 

some variance in scores between the groups as to their productivity of play contributions (j), the 

median score for the 'high social' group being '4', compared with the 'low social' '3', i.e. 'some 

participation, but contributions perhaps a little esoteric and/or sketchy'. This was not though a 

significant group difference at the conservative level set: P ^ 0.036.

Attitudes in the session

In contrast to wide differences in 'self intrusion' (k) when the doll was first introduced, the groups 

showed similarly well accommodated attention to the task condition when there was close structuring 

and a definite scenario: no child in either group scored lower than '3'. This pattern of scoring was 

quite akin to that for the next item, 'social relating' (1). All but one score was at '4' or above. Ratings 

for role-play involvement of the experimenter were similarly low for both groups, following the 

pattern of those of the preceding task condition.

Summary of findings from Task 1 

All children showed ability and interest to play physically with the play objects. Considering the

predicted differences on priority rating items, for both groups the incidence of more sophisticated

symbolic play skills (core rating b) seemed connected with the degree of external structure found in

the play. However, there was some suggestion that the 'high social' blind children were more adept in

spontaneous, less structured 'generative' play. Once a clear structure was imposed children in the 'low

social' group demonstrated ability, albeit patchily, to symbolise with objects.
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When it came to engaging in role-play with the doll (core rating c), both groups of children received 

higher scores when the "bathing" scenario was imposed than when playing with the barely presented 

doll and the abstract objects. The groups differed, though, in that LS group play improved less 

markedly: most of these children demonstrated adequate "peak" ratings yet still performed 

inconsistently during the "overall" rating period.

The groups were comparable as to their verbal contributions, both showing similar attention and 

anchorage (core rating f) in the presented scenario.

Beyond these priority rating items, the groups showed a similarly variable likelihood of elaborating on 

the given scenario. Children in the "high social" group usually received higher ratings for verbal role- 

play across both conditions, though experimentally no significant group differences were found for 

this item. This followed too for their production of imaginative play ideas (j). The groups were 

statistically undifferentiated in terms of the coherence of children"s contributions on both conditions, 

with most children rated at the higher end of the scale.

Even though HS children's ratings were patchy on some occasions for their affective relating to the 

doll, they tended to receive higher ratings across all four incidences of this item, though a significant 

difference was only seen for their best "peak" efforts on lb, that is, when story structure was added.

"High social" children also scored highly on the items concerned with orientation to the social play 

situation, while again LS children found it easier to focus themselves once the condition became more 

structured. Performance on "social relating" followed this pattern, and also exemplified another 

noticeable theme: that LS group children like the others often demonstrated adequate abilities through 

their "peak" ratings, however unlike the HS children they were not seen to produce them consistently 

during the ftill rating period. There was little involvement, by any of the children, of the experimenter 

as a partner in any symbolic scheme.
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T a b le  6.11: T a s k  2, 'C la s s r o o m  a n d  d is p u te ',  M a n n -W h itn e y  a n a ly s i s  f o r  ' l o w  
SOCIAL' BLIND GROUP (LS) V. HIGH SOCIAL' BLIND GROUP (HS) - OVERALL RATINGS

MEDIAN SCORES
PHYSICAL ANCHORAGE LS HS Z P(2-TLD)
a General attentiveness to play objects 15 15 -.373 .709
b Attribution of symbolic meanings to play objects 8 13 -2.06 .039
c Individual roles anchored in play objects 7 12 -2.31 .021
d Reciprocal roles anchored in play objects 4 10 -2.40 .017

NARRATIVE QUALITY
f Anchorage in scenario as presented 7 14 -2.92 .004*
g Elaboration on scenario 8 12 -2.49 .013
h Individual characters in reciprocal social roles 12 13 -1.64 .102

ijiihtcrhaLëohiiêhb^^ 10 13 -2.78 .005*
j  Productivity of creative play ideas 9 11 -2.93 .003**

ATTITUDES IN THE SESSION
k Absence of self intrusion 9 13 -2.95 .003**
1 Social relating to experimenter 11 15 -3.09 .002**
n Involving exp, in a role in the narrative as a character 4 7 -1.87 .061
NB.

Z and P corrected for tied scores.

Multiple comparison significance level = 0.05 / 13 = 0.0038 

* Significant: P ^ 0.01

Significant: P ^ 0.05 / 13 ^ 0.0038* *

TABLE 6.12: TASK 2, 'CLASSROOM AND DISPUTE', MANN-WHITNEY ANALYSIS FOR LOW 
SOCIAL' BLIND GROUP (LS) V. HIGH SOCIAL' BLIND GROUP (HS) - PEAK RATINGS

MEDIAN SCORES
PHYSICAL ANCHORAGE LS HS Z P(2-TLD)
a General attentiveness to play objects 15 15 -.105 .917
b Attribution of symbolic meanings to play objects 11 15 -2.39 .017
c Individual roles anchored In play objects 8 14 -2.15 .032
e Emotional relating to doll 4 11 -1.81 .070

NARRATIVE QUALITY
.047 If  : 13 15 -1.99

ATTITUDES IN THE SESSION
k Absence of self intrusion 9 15 -2.75 .006**
1 Social relating to experimenter 14 15 -2.62 .009*
NB.

Z and P corrected for tied scores.

Multiple comparison significance level = 0.05 / 7 = 0.0071 

* Significant: P ^ O.OI

** Significant: P ^ 0.05 / 7 ^ 0.0071
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Phvsical anchorage

Children in both groups showed themselves able consistently to attend to the objects (a), eleven of all 

fourteen children receiving scores of '14' or maximum '15' for their 'overall' attention. There was, 

however, suggestive evidence that LS children received lower rating scores for their attribution of 

symbolic meanings (b) 'overall' (P ^ 0.037) and for their best 'peak' examples (P ^ 0.017), though 

neither of these results was significant. On this 'peak' rating six of seven 'high social' group children 

scored a maximum '15', as compared with a wide range of scoring among 'low social' children, as low 

as '6'. HS children were variable in their performance in attributing symbolised roles to play objects 

(c), however for their best example six of seven scored '14' or '15'. LS children were likewise variably 

rated 'overall', though there were trends toward group differences on both 'overall' (P ^ 0.021) and 

'peak' (P ^ 0.032) ratings. Indeed, for their ‘peak’ performance, six LS members scored '10' 

(equivalent to 'partial / half-hearted attempt' at role-play) or below. Neither group scored highly across 

the three task conditions in terms of animating reciprocal symbolised roles (d). HS group scores were 

in a range from '4' to '12' 'overall' and not demonstrably better at 'peak' level. These ‘overall’ scores 

were usually higher than those of the LS group, six of which were clustered at '6' or below, though not 

significantly so (P ^ 0.017).

Narrative qualitv

There was a significant difference for 'overall' scoring (at P ^ 0.01) as to how much the children's 

verbal contributions were based on the presented scenarios (f), though less so for 'peak'. On both 

'overall' and 'peak ratings no HS group child received less than an amalgamated rating of '12', while 

'overall' no LS group child scored more than '12' (four scoring '5' to '7'). Best example ratings were 

less differentiated, with four of the seven LS children scoring '13' or above, indicating that the 

children could make contributions within the scenario, though inconsistently. 'High social' children 

usually received higher ratings for their elaboration on the scenario (g), with the HS range '11'-'14', as 

against LS '4'-'12', though this statistical difference only approached significance P ^  0.013). Both 

groups showed evidence of verbal as opposed to physical reciprocal role play (h), eleven children 

scoring '12' or higher. All HS group children received an amalgamated rating of '12' or above for the
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internal coherence of their contributions (i), in contrast to the extreme scattering of LS group scores 

(range '5' - '13'); significant at P ^ 0.01. There was an even greater group difference for productivity 

of play ideas (j) the HS children's scores clustered between '11' and '14' in the good-to-maximum 

region, while LS scores ranged widely ('5' - '11'), a significant group difference at the conservative set 

level of P ^ 0.038.

Attitudes in the session

There were highly significant differences, at the conservative level, between the groups for both 

'overall' and 'peak' ratings on item k, 'self intrusion', with the above typical effect of high clustered 

control scores and variable LS ratings. However, notwithstanding the clear group difference (P ^  0.06) 

on 'peak' rating, 5/7 LS subjects scored '13' or above, demonstrating ability to attend appropriately, if 

not consistency in doing so. This same response pattern was seen for the next item 'social relating', in 

which 5/7 HS blind children showed scores of '14' or '15' for their best instance of the item. This 

contrasted with variable 'overall' scores for the LS group (P ^ 0.002), though in this case, unusually, 

the range is higher, in the upper half of scores, '8'-'14'. In comparison with Task 1, slightly more 

children were seen generally to involve the experimenter as a character in role play, though the 

scoring range for both groups was concentrated at the lower end (highest 'overall' 'high social' score 

was '7').

Summary of findings from Task 2

Generally there were wider differences in performance between the two groups on these more

sophisticated role play opportunities. Both groups were highly attentive to the play objects (a). With 

regard to the priority rating items, there was some indication of the predicted differences in terms of 

physical symbolic play, in that the 'low social' blind children showed generally lower scores for the 

attribution of symbolic meanings (core rating b) than the generally high scoring HS children, though 

with these small numbers the respective group differences only approached significance, for both 

‘overall’ and ‘peak’ ratings. There were similar trends towards significant differences on ratings for 

both individual (the other priority physical symbolic rating c) and reciprocal physicalised role-play.
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even though HS scores were highly variable. This indication was also reflected in verbal symbolic 

play: the 'high social' group performed generally well in this domain while the 'low social' group 

showed ratings in a wide range, with median ratings at the equivalent of 'moderate abilities' or below 

for the priority predicted rating of verbal anchorage in the scenario (f) 'overall', elaboration on the 

scenario, internal coherence, productivity of play ideas and in their orientation to the task. However, 

the LS group did prove themselves just as able to create verbal reciprocal roles, whatever the shape of 

their overall contribution and regardless of their physical role play. LS ratings for their social relating 

to the experimenter were significantly lower than children in the HS group, although at their 'peak' 

they achieved moments of adequate qualities of interaction.

TABLE 6.13: MEDIAN 'PEAK' RATING SCORES (WHERE NOTED) FOR BLIND CHILDREN IN 
THE 'LOW SOCIAL' BLIND GROUP ON TASK CONDITIONS lA, IB, 2ABC

Item via::;! lb 2abc*
a General attentiveness 5 5 5
b Physical symbolic meanings 3 5 3.7
c Physical symbolic roles 5 4 2.7
d Physical reciprocal social roles - - 1.3
e Emotional relating to doll 2 1 -

f  ; Narrative anchored in scenario - 5 4.3
h# Narrative* involving characters 3 3 4
i# Internal coherence 4 5 3.3
j# Productivity of ideas 3 3 3
k Absence of self intrusion 4 5 3
1 Relating to experimenter 5 5 4.7

NB

* To provide comparability, scores for 2abc were divided by 3, giving a mean score.

# No ‘peak’ ratings taken, therefore the single ‘overall’ ratings were used.

The above table provides an indication of the potential capacities of blind children in the 'low social' 

group in symbolic and social play, as expressed by their highest rated examples for each of the above 

items. These children were clearly able and willing to attend to the presented play objects, shown by 

the consistent '5's for the first item, a. However, in terms of physically anchored symbolic play (items 

b-e) the results are mixed, though generally they indicate the potentially positive abilities of the 

children in this area. The low scoring on item e, 'emotionally relating to the doll', is evident, though
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not sufficiently unique amongst the three subject groups to be considered a distinctive result. High 

'peak' scores for f indicate the capability to verbally orientate and contribute symbolically to a given 

scenario. The 'peak' scores on h, as compared to c and d, reinforce the point made above that LS 

children found it easier to engage in verbal rather than physical role-play, especially on the most 

complex scenario. However, the 'peak' ratings reflect the foregoing finding that, if anything, these 

verbal contributions were generally less coherent on the latter scenario.

Scores for productivity (j) were in the 'moderate' range, though this was comparable with sighted 

children: 3; 4; 4, and the 'high social' group: 3; 4; 3.7 respectively (group difierences, to differing 

extents, were still found on the three 'peak' rating comparisons). Perhaps therefore on this item in 

particular, scoring was related to the task demands. 'Peak' scores for self intrusion (k) were 

interesting, at first reinforcing the observation made above that LS children were better able to 

orientate when the doll scenario became more structured, yet contradicting this expectation on the 

even further defined 2nd task conditions, in which there was much distracted, self-intrusive behaviour 

when presented with the complex role-play situation. LS children were least able to cope in these 

conditions. 'Peak' ratings for social relating (1) showed how potentially involved the 'low social' 

children could be when motivated.

Summary of 'high social' and low social' hlind group comparison

Blind children in both groups generally demonstrated keen attention to the play objects. However, 

predicted differences between the groups as to their symbolic were partially confirmed, especially on 

the priority ratings (h, c, and f). The ‘high social’ children showed consistent ability to use these 

objects in physically anchored symbolic play (b). This contrasted with the ‘low social’ group - who 

gave indications of such play, but with less uniformity of performance. They were especially less able 

than the ‘high social’ children when presented with objects and simply invited to play spontaneously 

with them, as opposed to playing within some degree of imposed structure, i.e. objects named and a 

simple story scheme suggested, when there was more group similarity. However, when offered a more 

complex scenario with opportunity for role-play between animated characters, these children often
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received lower scores for their physically anchored symbolic object play, though it must be noted that 

the difference between the groups did not reach significance. This pattern of suggestively lower 

scores, but no significant group differences, followed for the ‘low social’ group’s production of 

physically anchored individual role play scores (c), when scenarios were offered on both tasks (i.e. lb 

and 2). As to narrative anchorage in the scenario (f): while scores were comparably high on the 

simple scenario involving the doll ‘Ann’, a significant group difference was noted ‘overall’ on the 

second task, indicating perhaps that the ‘low social group were less able to cope with the more 

complex role scenario. It must be noted that HS group children's play across all rating areas was not 

uniformly high, especially physically, and it usually benefited from increased structural scaffolding. 

Generally, though, it was of a higher standard than that of children in the LS group.

‘High social’ children produced varied ratings for their affective symbolic involvement with objects 

(measured through (e) ‘emotional relating to the doll’), yet still usually performed at a higher level 

than those in the LS group (with a group median rating of only ‘2’ for their best, ‘peak’ scores on 

Task la), though a significant difference was only noted for their best efforts on Task lb. These 

effects contrasted, though, with the LS children’s verbal symbolic role-play which, on the most 

complex Task 2 scenario, proved to be on a par with the children in the other group. Though this was 

only when it was considered irrespective of its degree of anchorage in that scenario (f).

In terms of creative ideas in play, children in the HS group were variable in their contributions, but 

usually still performed at a higher level than the LS children. This was reflected in the children’s 

‘productivity’ of play ideas, with HS children often showing higher scores, though only statistically 

significantly so on Task 2. Scores for children’s likelihood of elaborating on either given scenario 

were likewise usually higher for the HS group, but without a significant group difference emerging. 

Such a significant difference was observed for the internal coherence of children’s contributions on 

the most complex second task conditions.

Blind children in the 'high social' group were usually well oriented to the play scenarios and social 

situation with the experimenter. By contrast, 'low social' children seemed much more consistently well
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oriented and involved on Task lb, the simple and highly structured single doll scenario, than when 

given a freer choice to play spontaneously with the doll on la. However, even with the high degree of 

explanation and context given by the experimenter during the multi-character role-play requirements 

on Task 2, they were also often prone to periods of detachment; becoming engrossed in their own 

preoccupations (significant differences for both ‘overall’ and peak’ ratings on ‘absence of self 

intrusion’ and ‘social relating’). On Task 2 clear potential ability to relate to the experimenter was 

shown, though, by the high median rating of ‘ 14’ on ‘peak’ ratings for ‘social relating’.

Individuals’ rating score profiles

After these comparisons between the groups across particular rating categories and items, it was 

decided to compare the two groups in terms of individuals' item rating score profiles, by particular 

item combinations. This involved taking individual children's mean scores for particular items across 

all five individual task conditions, i.e. la, lb, 2a, 2b, and 2c (there were only four scores for item f). 

This procedure assumes also that the 5-point item rating scales can be considered comparable.

For instance, to reinforce a point made above, for both HS and LS groups it was noted 

(notwithstanding the generally higher scores for HS) that any symbolism anchored in the scenario 

tended to be of verbal rather than physical form. This was illustrated by the numbers of subjects with 

their mean scores for anchorage in narrative (f) higher than that for symbolic anchorage in play 

objects (b, i.e. general object symbolism). In the HS group, 6/7 children had higher mean rating 

scores for f  than b, while one child had equal scores; 5/7 of the LS children showed this pattern, while 

2/7 had higher b scores. This was less of an effect for role play, for both groups. In the HS group, four 

children showed higher narrative role-play (h) than physically anchored (c), with two children higher 

on c and one with equal scores. Of the LS group, four had higher scores of c and three for h.

In comparing children's ratings for their relating to the experimenter (1) and their degree of 

orientation to the task (k), the following was noted. Of 'high social' blind children, three had higher 

mean ratings for 1, with four equal; of LS children, four had higher for 1, one was equal and two had
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higher for k. These were mixed results, but perhaps indicated that children found it easier to relate to 

the experimenter than orient themselves to the tasks.

Comparisons were then made between relating scores (1) and symbolic anchorage in objects (b). For 

both groups, six children had higher mean ratings for their relating (1) than symbolism (b), with one 

showing the reverse. The pattern was slightly different for relating scores (1) and verbal narrative 

anchorage (f). In the HS group, four had higher mean relating scores, with three equal. Of LS 

children, three had higher 1 ratings, with four showing the reverse, that is, higher attention to their 

narrative than to the relationship with the co-player.

Following this comparison principle for 'absence of self intrusion' (k), the groups were similar: 4/7 HS 

and 5/7 LS children showed higher scores for this rating than 'symbolic anchorage in objects (b). For 

both groups, 4/7 children had higher scores on k than verbal narrative anchorage (f).

DISCUSSION

Before discussing the implications of the findings for the hypothesis and predictions underlying this 

project, it might be useful, with such a wide range of task and rating comparisons, to outline the main 

results and provide an interpretation of them. A note of caution should also be made about the small 

sample sizes involved, such that any significant findings discussed can only be considered as 

suggestive of more conclusive group differences that would hopefully be found with a larger number 

of participants. By the same token, there were some instances, with this small sample, where group 

differences were often in the predicted direction, though not achieving significance at the conservative 

significance levels set. It might be argued that larger subject numbers would likewise produce more 

convincingly significant results for some of these particular rating comparisons. Such results, even 

though not significant, will feature in the following discussion to illustrate particular arguments, but 

are admittedly presented with tentative caution.
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Summary of findings

There were few differences between the ratings for the sighted and ‘high social’ children on the first 

group comparisons. This illustrates how blindness is not, in itself, the most important factor in 

determining the ability to play symbolically, and suggesting that, as hypothesised, it is possible for 

children to circumvent the difficulties posed by congenital lack of vision for engagement with other 

people.

Some variations were found, though, between the play of the two blind groups, constituted on the 

basis of their interpersonal relating. Focusing firstly on the predicted differences across the core 

ratings, performances on the 'overall' ratings for symbolic anchorage within physical objects (b) were 

usually poorer for the LS group children, though were higher when a greater degree of structure was 

offered, in the form of suggested symbolic object ascriptions and scenarios (though only of a simple 

kind). 'Peak' ratings on Task lb showed these abilities evident, but inconsistently produced. As to 

symbolic role ascription to objects (c), differences seen between the groups, when scenarios were 

introduced, were in the predicted direction but non-significant. Results as to the child's narrative 

being anchored in the presented scenario (f) were mixed, according to the task condition, i.e. LS 

group children's verbal narrative contributions were much more consistently anchored on the more 

constrained scenario of Task 1 than the subsequent, freer scenarios of Task 2, involving interactive 

characters.

In terms of creative ideas in play, children in the HS group were variable in their contributions, but 

usually still performed at a higher level than the LS children. This was reflected in the children’s 

‘productivity’ of play ideas, with HS children often showing higher scores, though only statistically 

significantly so on Task 2. Scores for children’s likelihood of elaborating on either given scenario 

were likewise often higher for the HS group, but without a significant group difference emerging. 

There was notably a significant difference between group scores on the most complex second task 

conditions for the internal coherence of children’s contributions. This pattern of scoring did not 

support the proposition made as part of priority rating aspect iii, in Chapter Five, that LS group
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children actually produced adequate verbal symbolic play, but that they were just unconcerned to 

anchor it in the scenario suggested by the experimenter.

In keeping with the original teachers’ ratings for social interactive abilities, 'low social' group children 

were much more likely to spend periods of play time self-absorbed and lacking in accommodation to 

the presented tasks than their counterparts in the 'high social' group. These HS children were usually 

well oriented to all of the play scenarios and social situation with the experimenter. By contrast, 'low 

social' children were consistently as well oriented and involved as their HS counterparts on the simple 

and highly structured single doll scenario lb, but not earlier when given the freer opportunity to play 

spontaneously with the doll on Task la. With the high degree of explanation and context given by the 

experimenter during the multi-character role-play requirements they were also often prone to periods 

of detachment; becoming engrossed in their own preoccupations (significant differences for both 

‘overall’ and ‘peak’ ratings on ‘absence of self intrusion’ and ‘social relating’). Potential ability to 

relate was shown, though, on the second task, on their ‘peak’ ratings for ‘social relating’.

One interpretation of these particular results is that greater social involvement by the experimenter 

produced higher level performance by the children (as reflected above by higher ratings for rating b 

when there was more structure). This was possibly true for this simpler task, but did not seem to be 

the case overall, in that even with the high degree of explanation and context given by the 

experimenter during the multi-character role-play requirements on Task 2, the ‘low social’ children 

were also often more strongly prone to periods of detachment, becoming engrossed in their own 

preoccupations (significant differences for both ‘overall’ and ‘peak’ ratings on k and 1). On this task, 

clear potential ability to relate was shown, though, by the high median rating of ‘14’ on ‘peak’ for 1, 

‘social relating’. Nevertheless, generally it might well be argued that the more complex demands of 

the role play characterisation in Task 2 caused LS group children’s lack of attention to the 

requirements of the exercise, being a more salient factor than the level of social ‘scaffolding’ 

involvement provided by a play partner.
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Interpretation of findings

In short, the main differences between the groups were in three areas:

i. Propensity, or inclination to play, as shown arguably by the variations between ‘overall’ and ‘peak’ 

ratings for many items. In this cormection, one impressionistic observation made during the 

experiment was that, in contrast to the 'high social' children, there seemed a pervasive mood of 

passive disinterest, no curiosity or inclination to assert and compare one's experiences with those of 

others; circumstances and objects were accepted as given, without eagerness to question and learn.

ii. Cohesion, i.e. ability to organise and orientate to the play requirements. This was demonstrated, for 

example, by the low social’ children’s patchy performance in anchoring their verbal contributions 

within the suggested scenario (f) on the more complex Task 2. There seemed to be a problem in 

dealing with the social and operational demands of the play situation. A significant group difference 

was seen for ‘self intrusion’ in the task condition which had the least structure (la), along with the 

complex narrative and role play requirements of Task 2, while their most focused play occurred 

within the most tightly structured and simple scenario of 'Ann's' bathing routine (lb). It was as if 

these particular blind children required social as well as symbolic play 'scaffolding', and without 

these, and, most importantly, if the exercise was particularly symbolically sophisticated, they might 

lose the thread of the encounter and become preoccupied with private, often somewhat 'defensive', 

auto-stimulatoiy play (shown particularly in their ‘overall’ ratings).

This point could be taken to show how children in the present, older 'low social' group are those who 

are still not orienting consistently adequately to others. They have managed to make enough genuine 

contact during earlier years to facilitate some appreciation of the 'rules of engagement' yet not the 

more sophisticated, implicit incentives or purpose - the excitement - of relating to others.

iii. Creativity : this is the actual quality of play ideas produced by the children, as shown by ratings for 

‘productivity’ or ‘elaboration’. The comparatively poorer performance of the ‘low social’ group 

children on this aspect of symbolic play could be taken to illustrate that while they comprehend the
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necessary rudimentary concepts, they reveal a qualitatively poorer level of social understanding 

through a characteristic paucity of creative progression in their play. There were relatively fewer 

attempts to extend the pre-given bounds of the play situation, which was not simply due to a lack of 

motivation to do this.

Implications of findings

It was clearly established from the results that, by the chronological and mental ages tested here, all of 

the congenitally blind children, even those with impairments in other areas of their social functioning, 

were able to demonstrate at least rudimentary symbolic play capacities (at Stage 5 or higher, on 

McCune-Nicolich’s Stages of symbolic play development, 1981; Chapter Five, Table 5.1).

The results were sometimes in agreement with Warren’s (1984) and Ferguson and Buultjens’ (1995) 

assertion that symbolic play in blind children generally is more likely to involve verbal rather than 

physical pretence. However, against this, in the present study there were few differences found 

between the play of the socially able blind group and the sighted controls in the key areas of physically 

anchored symbolic object and role play. In this group comparison there was, too, a similarly high 

quality of psychological orientation and keenness to the social play encounter between each child and 

the experimenter.

The findings were in line with the first project hypothesis, that many congenitally blind children 

manage to overcome the difficulties placed by congenital blindness on social engagement with others, 

such that there is successful development in social understanding. Following the study prediction, the 

‘high social’ blind children did not show significant variations in their qualities of social 

understanding, as demonstrated here through symbolic play.

The second study prediction was only partially supported by the results. The prediction was that those 

children with notable impairments in their interpersonal relations would also have significantly 

greater problems in their conceptual social understanding - here illustrated through abilities in 

symbolic play - independent of their level of verbal intellectual ability. This was examined by
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comparing groups of socially able and socially impaired blind children, matched for age and verbal 

IQ. As described above, the ‘low social’ children produced symbolic play that was not universally 

significantly differentiated on all rating items from that of the other group, yet was arguably relatively 

impoverished in the three characteristic ways described; that is, showing a relatively passive attitude, 

and lacking cohesion and creativity, in terms of ability to organise and orientate to the play 

opportunity with imaginative responses.

The next question is what these results might show qualitatively about the social understanding of the 

blind participants, especially those in the ‘low social’ group. Their age range was from 4;5 to 9;3, 

with a mean age of 7;6. By this age, one would expect to see the stable demonstration of what has 

alternatively called a ‘theory of mind’ (Wellman, 1990; Chapter Four), or metarepresentational 

capacity (Leslie, 1987; Chapter Five). However, the study findings suggested an inconsistent pattern 

of competence. All of these children exhibited symbolic play at their ‘peak’ that was beyond the level 

of Fraiberg’s Kathie (1977; Chapter Five), who merely represented “action components” (Lillard, 

1993) from her own sensori-motor experience, yet it could be argued that they were not consistently 

able to show this age-appropriate capacity for what another theorist, Jarrold, called ‘complex social 

pretend role play’ (1994; Chapter Five), which involves the ability to “make inferences about 

another’s mental states, and presupposes the ability to hold beliefs about another’s beliefs” (1994, 

p.446). For instance, as applied to Task 2 in the present study, this would mean representing what 

attitudes the character Karen (or Mark) might have in mind as an independent individual when she 

says to Jane, “No, you can’t have a drink!”, that is, refusing to share her drink with her.

Perhaps the ‘low social’ blind children are those who are in a stage of cognitive transition and have at 

this point only a tentative, fledgling grasp of the concepts necessary for this level of symbolic role 

play, and are lacking in the elaborative skills to fully express and develop their understanding. The 

following are two anecdotal examples from the study which might illustrate this. Firstly, when asked 

to provide a contribution as to what the two child characters might do outside at school play-time 

(Task 2a), subject F  remained largely passive, making only one attempt to add anything. She simply 

called out “In time!” as an associative evocation of such an occasion, what the teacher would have
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said to signal the end of playtime, ready to go back into the building. This appeared therefore to be 

little more than the representation of her own bare experience, a fixation on her own routines, without 

any attempt or concern to extemporise and play symbolically with the possibilities of what could 

happen in such a situation. In another, more developed example, subject H  was given the opportunity 

to extend the ‘bathing Ann’ scenario (Task lb). She proceeded with what looked like a simple account 

of her own bedtime routine, presented verbatim and without flexibility. Showing Wolfs Level 1 of 

role play (Table 5.2; Chapter Five) she treated the doll as a passive recipient of her actions, putting 

‘Ann’ to bed, telling her off for being a “naughty girl who should just stay quiet and go to sleep.” 

There was a sense that this was not typically or fully metarepresentational play, in that, even though H  

appeared to be taking up her own mother’s role in putting the doll (//) to bed, there was a mechanical, 

ritualistic, ‘wholesale’ quality to the portrayal of the scene which actually received a low rating for 

‘absence of self intrusion’ and a moderate one for ‘individual role play’. Her play seemed to reflect 

only a self-possessed concern with her own actions and experience, egocentric and at an early point of 

what Piaget (1962) described as progressive decentration. However, as argued in Chapter Five, there 

can be no discrete conceptual stage of such purely egotistical thinking, as any conception of an ‘I’ in 

the play must presuppose a ‘you’. Such play must therefore reflect a particular quality of voluntary 

self-fixation. This participant would seem to have some level of conception of her mother’s 

importance and independence as an emotional presence, as illustrated in how her speech was 

represented in the play scenario, but beyond this it is debatable, at this point in /Ts developmental 

understanding, whether, and how far further, she has extended her conception of her. She was not 

portrayed as a subjective person, with a quality of motivational independence commensurate with 

Wolfs Level 4 or 5 role-play (1984; Table 5.2; Chapter Five), but rather as a significant element in a 

remembered sequence, which was reproduced wholesale.

Thus, these two children show the sometimes insecure nature of conceptual social understanding 

found in some blind children even, as here, in young-to-middle childhood. In the light of theoretical 

debate, blind symbolic play development illustrates how such self- and other-understanding is not a 

straightforward process for some blind children. The findings from this study indicate some problems 

in achieving a properly stable, age-appropriate theory of mind’ or concept of metarepresentation.
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This will be the major theme of the final chapter, with discussion of the potential causes of this 

impairment, such as selective brain damage, poor psychological development, or both.

Further research possibilities

This consideration of school-age congenitally blind children's symbolic abilities, relative to general 

cognitive functioning, like other studies (e.g. Ferguson and Buultjens, 1995) used a cross-sectional 

design. The next step would be to follow the developmental relationship between component symbolic 

play skills, interpersonal understanding and general cognitive capacities, through longitudinal 

observations of the relative pace and quality of growth in these respective domains. In this project, an 

attempt has been made to consider children's social and symbolic abilities both separately and in 

conjunction. Perhaps a future investigation might focus more specifically on technical aspects of 

symbolism, that is, on earliest examples of symbolic attributions, either physical or verbal, and most 

importantly, attempts to represent other people as agents (the example given above of Piaget's 19- 

month-old daughter climbing into her father's chair and muttering while reading the newspaper). A 

major problem, though, in attempting such observations with visually impaired, and particularly 

totally blind children, is of interpretation. Sighted children of even very young ages will give many 

clues as to their attentional focus and behavioural intent by their visual expression and direction of 

gaze. The conjunction of these and the child's words are what conveys the intentional irony of the 

action. With blind children an observer is usually dependent on verbal behaviour alone to make out 

the child's intentions and meanings. Kitzinger (1984; Chapter One) pointed out that many young 

blind children use wholesale phrases, sometimes with and sometimes without an accompanying 

expressed affective tone, in what appears to be abstract repetitive, meaningless self-stimulation (i.e. 

with a quality unlike that of child /Ts above behaviour, in which the intent was to use phrases to 

evoke a particular remembered experience). However, if the child is closely attended over time, it 

often turns out that these phrases become broken down, and the constituent words and sentiments 

incorporated into the child's expressive language. Therefore there is a stage involved here in which 

the child could be said to be playing, rehearsing and separating the meanings of the phrase in a 

dynamic progression. However, it is diSicult when observing to make out exactly what point he or she
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is at in this process; that is, is one listening to 'empty' non-progressive repetition (even though 

seemingly with much emotional tone in the phrase), or is it actually creative and adaptive play?

Addressing the issue of generalised chronological age delays seen in blind children's symbolic play, 

one frequent argument relates this to physical sensori-motor development and abilities in functional 

object use. Sensori-motor developmental delays, manifested through poorer manual skills and co

ordination, will mean consequent delays in wide-ranging symbolic object use. From a generally 

younger group than the one studied at present, Ferguson and Buultjens (1995) found that visually 

impaired children engaged in much less object exploration and physical examination than sighted 

counterparts. An allied point (p. 429) is that traditional toys do not represent a blind child's auditory 

or tactile representation of an object in experience, e.g. a plastic car. Trôster and Brambring (1994) 

found a parallel for blind children's delays in functional play in how sighted children use familiar and 

immediately suggestive objects for early symbolic substitutions before making more imaginative 

attributions with objects having less obvious credentials. The implication is that sensori-motor 

familiarity is required with an object, or physical confidence in general with the whole environment, 

before a child will feel free enough to engage in pretend play with it. The transition from recreating 

familiar physical routines with the requisite tools to creative non-immediately suggestive substitutions 

requires a sophisticated cognitive shift. It involves an appreciation of perspective beyond one's own 

experience of things, towards a more generalised world of potential experiences. However, alongside 

the primarily cognitive development, this point of the prior necessity of object familiarity and 

confidence is valid. What may perhaps look from the outside to be excessively perseverative, 'empty' 

sensori-motor actions with objects may in fact be purposeful early-symbolic exploration, not only of 

the physical characteristics of the object, but also of its multiple potential meanings. It is analogous to 

the process of verbal adaptation discussed immediately above. The child is practising in preparation 

for subsequent symbolic attributions. Considering this point in terms of the present study, and also the 

issue raised in Chapter Three about the diflEiculty in gauging blind children's attentiveness to specific 

objects and situations and the influence of their individual physical abilities, the older blind children 

involved showed no problems in attending to the materials presented to them, either physically or 

psychologically (item a). In retrospect, this study would have profited from a measure taken of actual
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sensori-motor skills in manipulating them. Having said that, the presented objects were all of 

everyday, familiar type to the children, with the symbolic suggestions being within the range of all 

subjects' general experience illustrating the benefits of providing a moderately controlled experimental 

task situation.

Possible factors involved in visually impaired children’s plav

The following is a series of general factors previously noted in the play of congenitally blind and 

visually blind children, independent of actual symbolic ability, which may act as variables that bear 

upon the quality of their play.

Ferguson and Buultjens (1995) made the point that researchers with blind children must be careful 

when designing experimental play opportunities that the materials and suggestions given, indeed even 

the basic concepts in question, do not proceed unexamined from unduly 'sighted' norms and 

assumptions. Blind children's play may be expressed more readily in language and sounds rather than 

with material objects (Trôster and Brambring; 1994). Effort must therefore be made that the idea 

tested is actually meaningful and based on concepts within the general experience of blind children, 

and the speciric child in question, a point echoed by Odor and Buultjens (1988), and Hinton (1991a,b). 

If unfamiliar with the presented concepts, the children may appear unduly and confoundingly shy, 

insecure and wary. Often they may seem uninvolved because they are unsure what exactly is required 

of them in a social situation.

It is also important to consider the children's individual attention threshold and be wary of presenting 

too many tasks in over-taxing sessions which will cause the child to lose interest. Similarly, too many 

objects may strain the verbal and tactile discrimination skills of congenitally blind children in 

particular, who may not be used to the requirement to simultaneously orientate themselves to and deal 

physically with a large array of objects. Perhaps, therefore, verbal play is a more appropriate measure 

of the social capacities of blind children, who are often physically inhibited disproportionate to their 

actual level of understanding.
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Visually impaired children may often seem disinterested in play, that is, not concerned to demonstrate 

or practise their inter-personal knowledge through this medium, that is, with little impulse to 'show 

off. There is always a component of visual display to play, even if only to oneself. It has been 

suggested that visually impaired children may instead prefer to develop their interpersonal knowledge 

through asking factual questions of other people. In her study, Erin (1990) noted that visually 

impaired children of four and five were comparatively more likely to use language to elicit factual 

information about the environment than sighted children, who were more keen to integrate such 

knowledge within talk with a social purpose about past situations, or personal and social experiences. 

This could reflect how some blind children suffer in lacking the relative time and freedom to spend on 

such 'social' thought, by having to focus verbally on improving their worldly knowledge about things 

and the environment that are not as readily perceivable as for sighted children, and lacking the ease of 

visual perception of the relationships between people and objects. Blind children's necessary 

preoccupation with facts and object functions may preclude more divergent, creative qualities of 

thinking, along with symbolic experimentation and learning, even when engaged in interpersonal, 

shared play with objects.

As a final point, there is an argument that visually impaired children in special education will 

necessarily produce impoverished play in comparison with sighted children because of factors 

stemming from the segregated nature of their social and educational setting. However, this notion was 

not supported, in that in direct comparison the ‘high social’ blind group (from the same special 

educational schools as the other blind group) performed with great similarity to the mainstream 

sighted children’s group. This echoed the findings of Halpin (1972; Chapter One), who investigated 

visually impaired children’s verbal creativity, finding no difference between children on the basis of 

whether they went to residential or day school.
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CHAPTER SEVEN: OVERVIEW AND DISCUSSION
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INTRODUCTION: PURPOSE OF THE PROJECT

Although many congenitally blind children show a relatively normal and progressive pattern of 

development, there is evidence that a significant proportion of congenitally blind infants and young 

children display pathological behaviour indicative of problems in their social functioning. This 

present project aimed to investigate this phenomenon, by attempting to compare blind children for 

their performance across a range of measures of social performance. In focusing on this interpersonal, 

social domain, one intention of the research was to examine whether there were dissociations between 

children’s 'general' intellectual abilities, on the one hand, and on the other, more specifically social 

and emotional aspects of understanding.

The project was designed to explore whether the difficulties commonly seen in the social behaviour of 

some congenitally totally blind children, as expressed in their interpersonal relating, have any 

connection with their social understanding. The hypothesis was that those congenitally blind children 

who have found it particularly difficult to circumvent the immense limitations placed by congenital 

blindness on their qualities of engagement would also show problems in their concepts of self vis-à-vis 

other persons. If so, such conceptual impairments would be reflected in their explicit understandings 

of other people and the nature of mental processes, and especially in their ability to symbolise (play 

with alternative meanings) and engage in role-play.

The approach was to constitute a sample of congenitally blind children and a matched group of 

sighted controls. The children had no additional significant reported physical or neurological 

disabilities, and a range of ophthalmic diagnoses. The intent was to divide these congenitally blind 

children into a series of sub-groups, based on their abilities to relate to other people, and test for 

differences in performance between these groups as to their social understanding, relative to their 

more ‘general’ intellectual functioning.
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Three predictions were investigated using observational and experimental methodologies:

(i) That a sub-group of congenitally blind children whose social engagement was relatively intact 

would be relatively proficient in social understanding, as shown through their ‘theory of mind’ and 

symbolic play, and comparable with sighted children of similar age and general cognitive ability.

(ii) That a another sub-group of congenitally blind children would manifest characteristic 

impairments in social engagement, or interpersonal relatedness.

(iii) That this sub-group of children with impairments in their interpersonal relatedness and social 

engagement would also show problems in their ‘theory of mind’ and symbolic play abilities, even 

when their level of ‘general’ cognitive competence was taken into account.

PRELIMINARY REVIEW OF FINDINGS

The following is a summaiy of the methodologies and results of the three studies carried out to 

investigate the project hypothesis and predictions.

Observations of interpersonal relatedness and free plav

The purpose of this investigation was twofold. Firstly, it was an attempt, through systematic empirical 

observation, to provide a detailed qualitative investigation of congenitally blind children’s patterns of 

relating to others and their qualities of affective attitudes in making social contact. This was done by 

recording systematically the children’s firee-play with peers, that is, their propensity to play, to seek 

out partners, to engage in pretend play, and their styles of verbal communication. In addition, it was a 

first step in investigating the project hypothesis, by looking to see whether these observations were in 

agreement with the previously defined sub-groupings of blind children, constituted on the basis of 

teachers’ ratings of interpersonal relating. If indeed they were, the assessments could justifiably be 

used in a subsequent examination of the third prediction, that children with impairments in 

interpersonal relatedness would be predisposed to have difficulties in their social understanding, as
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shown through their comprehension of ‘theoiy of mind’ concepts and abilities in symbolic play, even 

when their level of ‘general’ cognitive competence was taken into account.

It was predicted that those blind children previously placed in the ‘low social’ group on the basis of 

teachers’ judgements would demonstrate a lower number of observation periods for the more social 

category items, that is, showing a lesser degree of engagement with others - especially in language 

use, less emotional expressivity, and less socially connected and pretend play, than children in the 

'high social' group. The ‘low social’ children would show a higher number of rating periods for the 

least social, most disengaged category items, such as 'placidity' of ‘emotional tone'.

The results indeed produced empirical evidence to support the prior grouping of children, based on 

teachers' broad assessments of their qualities of interpersonal relating. Children judged to be in the 

'low social' group showed themselves more likely on the whole to spend their observation periods 

disengaged socially from their peers, showing less obvious emotion in their behaviour, either in 

interactions with others or even for their own enjoyment when playing alone.

There were group differences also found in comparisons of the sociability of the children's play. The 

amount of play produced by blind children in the 'low social' group was minimal, and much less likely 

to be of a social, shared quality. For instance, there was a significant difference between groups as to 

periods spent showing definitely reciprocal play.

In their language use during play, 'high social' group children spent more periods using language in 

truly 'reciprocal' communication. These children made conunents more often than children in the 

other group. That is, there seemed a greater intent to share information for its own sake, for the 

purpose of social contact rather than as an instrumental means to an end.

With empirical support found for the groupings based on interpersonal relating, these formed the 

basis for the group comparisons evaluating whether connections could be made between such 

capacities to relate and engage with others, and more conceptual social understanding.
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Understanding mental events

The first of these studies was an examination of a fundamental tenet of social understanding: how 

blind children conceive of others and themselves as thinking beings. This was done by asking, firstly, 

how the physical source of mental states, the brain, is conceptualised. Then the children were 

questioned directly about their understanding of thought processes, that is, the nature of mental 

actions and contents, and their relation to reality. Specifically, the children were asked as to the 

difference between the verbs ‘pretend’ ‘dream’ ‘think’, and worldly physical actions. Finally, they 

were asked about the ontological nature and actual physical presence of objects held in thought (in 

this case a sponge).

It was predicted that those blind children in the ‘high social’ group, whose social engagement was 

relatively intact, would prove as proficient in their understanding of ‘mental’ concepts as a group of 

sighted children, matched for age and general IQ. On the other hand, it was also expected that those 

blind children who showed impairments in their relating to others would be predisposed to have 

difihculties in this area of understanding, even when their level of ‘general’ cognitive competence was 

taken into account.

Across all three tests, blind children responded in ways that were very similar to the sighted children. 

There were no group differences between the blind and sighted children, group-matched for verbal IQ, 

as to their comprehension scores about which character (boy or girl) was in actual physical contact 

with the object, and if not, why not. No difference was seen either between the answering of the two 

blind sub-groups.

In the third test about understanding the possibility of mental object manipulation informal analysis of 

results revealed that a number of blind and sighted children showed a particular kind of inflexibility 

in answering. This was in making a quick transition between two component concepts in answering 

about an object held in thought: that on the one hand it is unavailable to worldly physical contact, yet 

at the same time it is possible to conceive mentally of carrying out an imaginary physical action on it. 

Predicted differences in answering between the two sub-groups of blind children were not found.
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Symbolic plav

This study further pursued the examination of congenitally blind children’s understanding of 

themselves and others, this time by looking at their ability to represent objects, and other people as 

characters, in play. This would allow the children to demonstrate their qualities of social 

understanding with less explicitly linguistic demands and constraints. Although the format of the 

examination of symbolic play abilities also required responses in primarily linguistic form, 

participants were offered free space to demonstrate their qualities of understanding through physical 

or other modes of expression.

The respective abilities of blind and sighted children were examined by direct experimental 

comparison. A series of play scenarios, involving toys and characters, were offered to the children, 

and their play rated according to criteria which provided clues as to the respective states of 

understanding of the concepts underpinning symbolic play.

An originally devised rating scheme was used to cover three main abilities exhibited in play, that of: 

(i) creating physically anchored object representations, that is, with the comprehension that objects 

can take on symbolic meanings as decided by the player; (ii) accommodating to another person’s 

suggested play scenario, showing the flexibility of thought to be able to adapt one's ideas and concerns 

and express them through creative choices made within the given scenario; (iii) communicating and 

developing a play relationship with a play partner.

The central hypothesis of the project was reflected in the study predictions: it was expected that the 

most socially able blind children tested would demonstrate qualities of symbolic play (as illustrative of 

social understanding) similar to a matched group of sighted counterparts. It was anticipated that those 

blind children who showed significant impairments in their interpersonal relations would also show 

relatively poorer symbolic play abilities, but that these impairments would occur even when more 

general aspects of their cognitive development were taken into account.
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If the predicted connections were confirmed, and impairments in social understanding, as accessed in 

symbolic play, were found to be connected with abilities in interpersonal relating, then this study 

would provide some supportive evidence for the major hypothesis of this project about their 

developmental psychological basis.

By the chronological and mental ages tested here, congenitally blind children were able to 

demonstrate various symbolic play abilities, regardless of their presumed level of interpersonal 

relating. There were few differences between the play of the socially able blind group and sighted 

controls in the key areas of physically anchored, symbolic object and role play. There was a similarly 

high quality of psychological orientation and keenness to the social play encounter between each child 

and the experimenter.

In the comparison between the two blind sub-groups, the following three qualitative differences were 

noted. The ‘low social’ children showed the following:-

i. Less propensity, or inclination, to play. This was illustrated by the variations between their overall’ 

and ‘peak’ ratings for many items, and manifested as a characteristically pervasive mood of passive 

disinterest, without curiosity or inclination to assert and compare one's experiences with those of 

others. Circumstances and objects were accepted as given, without eagerness to question and learn.

ii. Without sufficient ‘scaffolding’, their play lacked cohesion, that is, the ability to organise and 

orientate to the operational demands of the play situation. This necessary ‘scaffolding’ was of two 

kinds, social and symbolic. It was demonstrated, for example, in how a significant group difference 

was seen for ‘self intrusion’ on the task condition which had the least symbolic structuring and social 

support (la), and yet not for the immediately following simple but tightly socially and symbolically 

structured scenario of 'Ann's' bathing routine (lb). On the next task, the closely socially supported but 

symbolically complex narrative and role play requirements of Task 2, the ‘low social’ blind children 

again did significantly poorly for ‘self intrusion’, and also showed patchy performance in anchoring 

their verbal contributions within the suggested scenario (f). This perhaps indicates that of the two
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factors, symbolic, more than social structuring and support, is the most salient. But without either, 

these particular children might lose the thread of the encounter and become prone to their own 

private, auto-stimulatory, ‘defensive’ play.

iii. Less creativity in the actual quality of play ideas produced by the children, as shown by ratings for 

‘productivity’ or ‘elaboration’. While the less socially able blind children comprehend the necessary 

rudimentaiy concepts, they reveal a qualitatively poorer level of social understanding through a 

characteristic paucity of creative progression in their play. There were relatively fewer attempts to 

extend the pre-given bounds of the play situation, and this was not simply due to a lack of motivation 

to do this.

Summary

Thus, there was only tentative evidence to support the main project hypothesis that it is deficiencies in 

blind children’s qualities of social engagement, as shown in their interpersonal relating, that lead to 

impairments in social understanding. Group differences in this respect were not seen in the 

examination of children’s understanding of mental concepts, but were sometimes visible in the 

subsequent comparison of symbolic play abilities. Those children who performed poorly in the free 

play situation were still able to engage in symbolic acts per se, but the quality demonstrated was 

somewhat impoverished, with a characteristic lack of propensity to play and less cohesion and 

creativity in that produced.

SHORTCOMINGS OF THE METHODOLOGICAL APPROACH TAKEN BY 

THIS PROJECT

Before beginning to interpret the project findings, it is important to acknowledge some 

methodological shortcomings in its approach and set-up. Firstly, the theoretical distinction between 

social-affective and general cognitive abilities may be somewhat artificial, as the pragmatic day-to-day 

use and development of each is fundamentally inter-connected. Therefore, one immediate concern is 

that it is debatable whether one can isolate a specifically non-social, purely cognitive domain of
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linguistic ability, which can then be used as a standardising baseline measure on which to match 

children. As discussed in Chapter One, language is itself a means of symbolic expression. It is 

important to stress, therefore, that the aim was to demonstrate relative strengths and weaknesses 

between aspects of functioning, rather than trying to isolate distinct capacities.

It is perhaps worth acknowledging again a point made in Chapter Two, with regard to the sample 

choice. By the ages covered in this project, all of the participants were able to comprehend the basic 

principles of symbolism. A more worthwhile approach might arguably have been to involve a younger 

group of blind children, in order to observe the quality of first emergence of such acts of symbolism 

and social understanding, relative to other aspects of cognitive development. However, at younger 

ages, generalised delays in development commonly seen in blind children, especially in regard of 

language, are potentially likely to obscure their levels of more specifically social and symbolic 

functioning. Also, with younger, toddler-age children, there would have been problems in 

differentiating between the patterns of any delays among children, for instance between those who 

would have proved in retrospect to show only transitory delays, and those whose impairments are 

perhaps more intractable.

With such generalised developmental delays in blind and visually impaired children it would not have 

been possible to verbally match younger blind children with same-age sighted children, certainly with 

regard to those in the 'low social' group. It was necessary to approach blind children in young- and 

middle-childhood, who could show some comparability on the verbal intellectual measures, in order to 

attempt the experimental distinction between specifically cognitive and social-affective abilities using 

tasks that involved verbal instructions of some complexity. However, by the time that it is possible to 

distinguish in this way between social-affective and general cognitive abilities, any actual deeper 

impairments in social and symbolic understanding may well have ameliorated, in keeping with all 

other aspects of cognitive development.

With regard specifically to the examination of symbolic play in Chapters Five and Six, it should be 

noted that there is a problem of distinguishing between, on the one hand, the children’s motivation to
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play, and on the other, their competence, based on understanding, and it could be argued that perhaps 

the findings only reflect the former. The latter is diSicult to demonstrate experimentally, as all tasks 

necessarily rely on a decision to perform. In dealing with this, an alternative approach might have 

been to test the children’s symbolic understanding by way of more direct questioning of participants 

as to how they conceive of particular qualities and levels of symbolism, in a similar style to the 

‘mental understanding’ study. However, it was assumed that by the ages tested here all of these 

participants were able to engage in symbolic acts per se, so the intent was to examine and evaluate 

their play in more qualitative detail. While acknowledging the role of motivational elements, the tasks 

were considered to be framed with sufficient structure, with direct invitations to demonstrate play 

abilities, that children’s responses would indeed be strongly indicative of their levels of understanding 

of the subtler points examined.

INTERPRETATION OF THE PROJECT FINDINGS AND FURTHER 

CONSIDERATION OF PREVIOUS RESEARCH

This project was designed with a particular hypothesis in mind. Its aim was to explore whether the 

difficulties commonly seen in the social behaviour of some congenitally totally blind children, as 

expressed in their interpersonal relating, have any connection with their understandings of concepts of 

self vis-à-vis other persons. If so, such conceptual impairments would be reflected in their explicit 

understandings of other people and the nature of mental processes, and especially in their ability to 

symbolise (play with alternative meanings) and engage in role-play.

This project revealed that those blind children with social impairments, by the ages tested here, 

showed a general level of understanding of mental concepts not significantly poorer than their blind 

and sighted counterparts. They showed rudimentary abilities to symbolise in play when prompted, yet 

there was suggestive evidence that they generally required a significantly stronger degree of social 

support to do this. When faced with more sophisticated role-play requirements they were more likely 

to relapse into their own esoteric play preoccupations and lose orientation to the play, however well
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socially supported, than their more socially able counterparts. Their play was characteristically less 

creative, and more likely to be of a purely verbal nature, without physically anchored object 

substitutions. It could also be said generally that they were either less able or less concerned to ‘show 

off their understandings and creative ideas through their play, even by this age. This could be taken 

to illustrate how the development of self- and other-understanding is not a straightforward process for 

some blind children. By the ages tested here, those with significant social impairments were able to 

demonstrate at least a fundamental level of ability to symbolise (and therefore rudimentaiy grasp of 

the necessary concepts involved), but this was of a relatively impoverished quality compared to their 

more socially able blind and sighted counterparts. There was less consistency of performance, and a 

characteristic likelihood of relapse into more basic levels of symbolic play. Their play was often 

behaviourally mediated by a tendency towards passivity and self-preoccupation.

Of the three studies, the two involving play also outlined aspects of the ‘low social’ blind children's 

broader impairments in social functioning, wherein these children were demonstrably more passive, 

lacking motivation to participate unless specifically guided and given structure.

Accepting the nature of these children’s difficulties, their previous developmental picture is unclear. It 

could be that their core social conceptual understanding has progressed in a normal pattern (as 

illustrated by success on the ‘mental understanding’ exercises and comprehension of basic symbolic 

concepts), yet they have lacked the opportunities or incentive to display it, either previously or now. 

Alternatively, it may be that the ‘low social’ sample are blind children whose previous social 

impairments and problems with self and other understanding are now resolving, such that they can 

now understand the necessary concepts. They have attained a sophisticated level of language 

development, and are therefore showing only the residual effects of previous deficits (as exemplified 

by ), yet at an earlier age they may well have appeared a little like Fraiberg’s subject, Kathie 

(1977; Chapter Five) who clearly did not understand what to do in a symbolic situation. Their present 

reticence in social situations might be due in part to fragile confidence and motivation, low through 

their previous lack of concern, enjoyment, or ‘social pull’ to relate to others and thereby gain social 

reinforcement, so that even at this point there was little perceived incentive to seek interaction. These
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issues would best be investigated by reference to longitudinal biographies, mapping out children’s 

developing abilities in social and non-social areas over time. However, as mentioned before, in 

examining early behaviour and linguistic expression there is greater difficulty in isolating problems 

in social understanding from other manifest intellectual and motor delays.

Two principal explanations have been offered for the range of developmental impairments shown by 

congenitally blind children. Norris et al. (1957), for instance, pointed to "complex social and 

environmental factors" as responsible for what Hallenbeck (1954) called "pseudo-retardation". Many 

writers have argued, to the contrary, that there is often implicated neurological damage, which in 

some cases "simulates" (Chase, 1972), or is even perhaps indicative of, the recognised syndrome of 

autism (e.g. Rogers, 1989). The approach and findings of the present project will now be integrated 

into a discussion of established research regarding the pathogenesis of these problems. In a 

consideration of organic factors, parallels will firstly be pointed out between the behaviour of some 

children with congenital blindness and those with the syndrome of autism. Following this will be 

further research as to the possible neurological basis of blind children’s developmental social 

impairments. After a discussion of the importance of vision in the development of interpersonal 

understanding, a distinctly psychological conceptualisation will then be offered of the dilemma faced 

by infants bom totally blind. Suggestions will be made as to salient aspects of normal infants' 

psychological functioning which might have most effect on their social and emotional development.

Congenital blindness and autism

In discussion of connections made by some researchers between congenital blindness and the 

syndrome of autism it was interesting to note that, in comparison with Rogers' sample (1989; 

discussed in Chapter One), there were four blind children in this project with a diagnosis of Leber's 

amaurosis, notably all in the 'low social' group. None of the children in this group ha5 previously 

received a diagnosis of autism, though the question has been raised for one, F, who has Leber's 

amaurosis. Specific autism rating schedules such as those discussed in Chapter One (the BCDP or 

CARS) were unfortunately not completed on any of the children in the present sample, though there 

are plans in the future to use these schedules in reviewing video data of subjects' symbolic play.
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From the summaiy of project findings at the beginning of this chapter, it might be interesting to see 

how closely the children’s performance fitted the clinical picture of autism.

For a confirmed diagnosis of autism one would expect to find pervasively impaired behaviour, in the 

key areas of communication, reciprocal interaction, symbolic play and repertoire of favoured 

activities. Results for ‘low social’ children from the free play observation (less ‘Social engagement’, 

less positive ‘Emotional tone’ and less ‘reciprocal social play’) and symbolic play exercises (less 

propensity to play, and less cohesion and creativity in play) would seem to conform with such a 

description. However, ‘low social’ blind children were able to show a degree of adequate ability, albeit 

sometimes only sporadically, across these domains. This was evinced, for instance, by the ‘peak’ 

ratings on the symbolic play ratings.

In terms of the blind children’s quality of interpersonal relating, it was noted, for instance in the ffee- 

play observations that within the rating criterion ‘Social engagement’, the ‘low social’ children were 

found to spend significantlypwerobservation periods in ‘co-operative’ engagement, and significantly 

more in ‘isolated’ engagement. As to the criterion ‘Emotional tone’, there were significantly less time 

periods spent by ‘low social’ children showing ‘pleasure’, and, though, not significant, more periods 

showing ‘placidity’ or ‘distress’. On the symbolic play tasks, these children revealed patchy abilities 

to relate to the experimenter and orient to the task (k and 1), though at best with a high degree of 

simple social and symbolic structuring to the exercise. However, none of the above rating items gave 

emphasis to the quality of any such disinclination to relate, that is, were they passive to others’ 

approaches, or actually resistant or aversive to social contact. It would be useful to re-assess this video 

data with the CARS or BCDP instruments. From the experimenter’s anecdotal impressions during 

testing, it was noticeable that, although inconsistent and largely passive in orientation to their play 

partners, 'low social' blind children were not overtly and invariably impervious to contact, but rather 

showed a quality of emotional, affective responsivity when prompted, such that it was possible for the 

experimenter to make some sort of a relationship with each child.
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In consideration of the typology offered by Gense and Gense (1994; Chapter One) between blind 

children who were actually to be diagnosed as autistic, and those who merely showed signs of autistic 

behaviour, the low social’ children’s performance in the present studies fell on the non-autistic side. 

For instance, the inconsistent, patchy nature of their relating, like their self-stimulatory behaviour, 

was less compulsively persistently self-enclosed, easier to interrupt and redirect than that of diagnosed 

autistic children. This is in line with the distinctions found by Brown et al. (1996) and Hobson et al. 

(1996) on their behavioural ratings of blind and sighted children. In their research, a higher 

proportion of the sighted autistic children showed a more serious degree of abnormality on items 

concerned with relationships with others and emotional expression, or put another way, the variety 

and depth of affect and modulation of affect. On their 'general impressions' rating of the severity of a 

child's autism, almost all of the sighted autistic children were rated as severely abnormal, as compared 

with only a minority of the blind children.

The current project, like those discussed, involved cross-sectional group comparisons. It was not 

therefore possible to examine the children with reference to another point of differentiation mentioned 

above, and by Gense and Gense: that non-autistic blind children would show a pattern of continual 

social development, albeit at a slow pace and prone to static intervals and sudden spurts, as opposed to 

the more consistently persistent pattern of autistic children’s social deficits. To gain a more precise 

focus on this, a further project might well, say, concentrate on the question of developmental 

persistence of ‘autistic-like' behaviour in congenitally blind children. If indeed there is a greater 

likelihood of developmental progression in most blind children who present at early ages with many 

behavioural characteristic 'features' of autism, an important initiative would be to make close 

comparisons at, perhaps, age 2 - 3  years, and then keep close longitudinal data on the children's 

further progress. It would attempt to find ways of exploring the similarities and differences in 

presentation before there is any divergence in patterns of development. Attention might be paid to 

include children blind through Leber's amaurosis. The guiding question to keep in mind would be: 

'Are these children truly autistic?' The onus would therefore be on defining and giving emphasis to 

the core behavioural 'features' involved in the syndrome of autism, if possible, rather than using 

unweighted aggregate scores derived from all of them. The interest is in exploring what Brown et al.
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(1996) and Wing (1969), for example in Chapter One, noted as the disparity in 'clinical feel* between 

the two conditions.

The present researcher has been attempting to investigate these issues in a subsequent study. This has 

used a detailed research and diagnostic instrument, the Autism Diagnostic Interview (Le Conteur et 

al., 1989), in collecting precise retrospective information from parents on the development of their 

children, in respect of over one-hundred discrete behavioural signs of autism and other pervasive 

developmental problems. The idea is to closely compare children's development over time at 

particular age-points of 2 - 3, 4 - 5, and at current age. Although relying on subjective historical 

accounts, the ADI is considered to have considerable reliability through its interviewer-led procedure, 

and the in-depth, standardised training provided to interviewers. Its purpose in this investigation is to 

provide profiles of distinct abilities and impairments at the age points, and given its extensive range of 

behavioural items within the domain described in this project - interpersonal relatedness and social 

understanding - it will aid in further defining and unpacking elements of these areas, both clinically 

and conceptually. This will hopefully lead to more thorough and tighter experimental comparisons 

between the behaviour and difficulties of children with typical autism and those congenitally blind. 

Initial impressions from the interviews conducted with parents of the ‘low social’ children tend to 

suggest a progressive, yet inconstant, erratic pattern of social and emotional development, in keeping 

with Gense and Gense’s definition of non-autistic blind children.

With regard to the debate about organic and psychological aetiology, it might also be telling to 

consider the abilities and developmental profiles in these respects of children with the specific 

condition of Leber's amaurosis who are partially sighted. The role of attendant neurological problems 

would be highlighted if such children showed the pattern of social and emotional difficulties discussed 

above. If, however, they demonstrated more normal development there would be evidence for either of 

two possibilities: that cortical implications are found only when there is total retinal dysfimction, or 

alternatively that the fact of full visuo-sensoiy deprivation itself is perhaps the most central factor 

involved.
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Outside of this specific consideration of autistic^Ymp^-oMocLL)^  ̂such longitudinal methods of 

investigation will also allow a wider opportunity to further explore individual children’s histories of 

adaptive responses to their congenital blindness, according to the exigencies of their medical, social 

and environmental circumstances. Retrospective questioning of parents as to their children’s profiles 

of “adaptive self-reorganisation” (SamerofiF, 1989; p. 223), overtime, would allow a picture to develop 

of how each individual has responded to changes in their circumstances, for example, in parents’ 

adjustment to their child’s disability, in starting nursery, to the appearance of a new sibling, or in 

reaction to serious illness etc.

Developmental progress and the role of more general organic impairments

In Chapter One, developmental profiles were presented by Cass and colleagues (1994) which 

suggested that the problem for many congenitally blind young children was of a "setback" at a 

particular stage of neurological development. However, it could alternatively be argued that, rather 

than there being an actual point of arrest, the blind children with difîiculties in social and emotional 

functioning may be under-equipped in these areas, able to show adequate development up to a point, 

but not beyond it, so their impairments only appear at a certain stage of measured development, as 

illustrated in the Reynell-Zinkin profiles presented (Chapter One). It is a question of cognitive 

limitations exposed, rather than successful progress blighted or arrested. The difficulties of these 

particular children might be due to attendant CNS damage that specifically impairs social-emotional 

functioning, or to more solely individual aspects of personal psychology which, though within the 

normal range, place them at particular risk for developmental problems when faced with visual 

deprivation. Or indeed their problems could involve an interaction between the two.

Cass et al. (1994) gave an example of girl without 'developmental setback' whose vision improved. At 

20 months she was becoming socially disordered; at 25 months and with better vision the putative 

social problems abated. Therefore, the emergent vision was seen as a corrective for neurological 

susceptibility. But this raises the question as to what kind of neurological impairment could so easily 

be challenged and surpassed by late-developing vision? It must not have been a strongly debilitating 

factor, or it would have had an effect in any case. In discussing their sample of children with delayed
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visual maturation, DVM, Goodman and Ashby (1990; in Chapter One) speculated on ’’widespread, 

though patchy, delays in brain maturation" which affect visual motor processes, as well as social and 

linguistic capacities, with the visual system resolving first. However, an alternative, more 

fundamentally psychological explanation could be evinced. There are essentially two unusual clinical 

features here. Firstly, there is the marked improvement of the observed autistic symptomology in 

young childhood, which is atypical of children with this normally persistent disorder. Secondly, 

Goodman and Ashby remarked that there is no familiar incidence of children diagnosed with autism 

who have been retrospectively reported to show this particular sensory delay; nor is there any prior 

established association in the other direction, of DVM children going on to show fidl and persistent 

autism. This small clinical group is not sufficient to confirm a definite organic causal coimection 

between the two conditions, so it could be that other clinical factors are involved for these particular 

children, who might well illustrate very clearly the importance of early visual experience for fully 

intact interpersonal and emotional development. The extreme rarity of these problems in children 

with DVM could indicate how it is a function of individual psychology, that is, the influence of 

personality on capacity to cope with the sensory impairment, combined with individual histories of 

enviromnental effect, with the particular relevance of interpersonal factors. Perhaps these three 

children were able, with their late-emerging vision, to begin to make sense of experiences that were 

formerly bgond them: the physical sensory impairment providing a barrier to psychological 

development and thus delaying social maturation. As is seen with children with congenital persistent 

blindness, only some children show developmental interpersonal difhculties, and with highly 

idiosyncratic variations, so there are other factors involved than sensory deprivation with attendant 

nemological damage. One notable point about these children was that by the end of the study, age 3 - 

4, they were still showing some sign of their social and emotional problems (regardless of other noted 

learning disabilities). It would be interesting therefore to plot the persistence or amelioration of such 

discrete difficulties, however fine they become. Either way, these problems give more indication of the 

importance of sensory interpersonal experience in the earliest months of life for subsequent intact 

psychological development, particularly for those children who might, for innate psychological 

characteristics, be most likely to show social developmental impairments should there be this early 

sensory deprivation.
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To further illustrate the possible interaction between physiological (but not necessarily neurological) 

factors and those of psychological make-up, it might be useful to consider the developmental 

significance and causal role of muscular hypotonia, frequently seen in children with congenital 

blindness. Nickel and Hoyt (1982) pointed to "optimum periods", during which the learning of 

sensori-motor skills should be accomplished for there not to be increasing delay in development: 

"thus, the visually handicapped child who remains inactive and slow in motor maturation has 

substantial hypotonia as a result of muscle inactivity". This inactivity could, for instance, be a direct 

and simultaneous consequence of CNS damage; alternatively it could be a result of delay in 

physiological maturation but with no neurological substrate, or in some cases it could be due, more 

psychologically, to a lack of motivation and therefore disuse, in the face of the original sensory 

deprivation. In all of these cases, it would become a further physical handicap for an infant in trying 

to interact with objects and make sense of the world. Whether from such physical disability or lack of 

motivated use, Schwartz (1984) discussed the hindering effect that hypotonia might have on an 

infant's developing understanding of space and spatial relationships between objects. It could well be 

imagined to discourage a child from exploring its physical and social environment, which would 

deprive him or her of experiences of active agency in dealing with objects and other persons. Such 

experience brings continuous feedback as to the effects of one’s actions, which is a qualitatively 

superior educational developmental experience to the passive position of being usually on the 

receiving end of stimuli, "being done to'. Schwartz (1984) proposed that without exploratory motor 

activity the child's "manual behaviours served by tactual perception only too readily become empty 

perseverative actions rather than purposive actions..."

Other key points are notable in the debate as to the antecedent factors involved in the phenomena of 

social and emotional difficulties seen in some congenitally blind children. Disfavouring the notion of 

a simple, blanket neurological deficit is the extreme variation in presentation in this regard between 

children, and also the variability of effects within each child. The particular difilculties in 

interpersonal relatedness, symbolic play and social understanding under consideration can be found to 

differing degrees unrelated to the child's direct cause of blindness or wider physiological condition 

(e.g. Fraiberg, 1977). Equally, a comparison of abilities of children with the same condition (e.g.
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ROP) can show wide contrasts in development. In a review, Freeman (1989, p. 10) noted that "Norris 

and Keeler found children who were blind from other causes (than ROP) who showed the same or 

similar patterns: still others functioned normally." This variation could be a feature of the differing 

incidence and degrees of coincident neurological damage, or it could implicate other, perhaps more 

psychological, factors.

THEORETICAL OVERVIEW: NORMAL AND BLIND CHILDREN’S 

DEVELOPMENT IN INTERPERSONAL RELATING AND SOCIAL 

UNDERSTANDING

The important role of vision in early cognitive development

With reference to SamerofTs ‘general systems theoiy’ (e.g. 1989), Warren (1994, p. 6) suggests that 

the path of developmental progress is not just dependent on the child’s emerging abilities, with the 

environment taken as a constant. Rather, an individual child’s development is shaped by an 

interaction between internal maturation and exigencies of circumstance. Both are dynamic and 

combine at each step to form adaptive responses. Two essential questions are therefore suggested:-

i) How do the child’s abilities engage with the environment? In this case, for example, how does non

visual perception frame the experience of stimuli?

ii) What particular challenges does the given environment present for a blind child?

It is worthwhile in answer to review some research on the common information-processing situations 

faced respectively by sighted and blind infants. As a brief introductory statement, it is notable that the 

former have an immediately available perspective of objects and background, with many items and 

aspects processed simultaneously for immediate and delayed comparison, while their blind 

counterparts must attend to objects serially, one at a time, with full conscious attention and without 

instant perspective.

As summarised in Chapter One, a number of researchers have considered the special value of visual 

information in facilitating general understanding. Bigelow (1986) reflected on the effect of the basic
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problem totally blind children face in locating other people and objects in space. Even a little amount 

of vision is of inunense advantage, as "seeing forms, even in restricted space, helps locate objects, 

generate search strategies, and develop knowledge of the independent existence of objects."(p. 417) 

However, more sophisticated information processing in this regard is still problematic with partial 

sight: "Although (even) severely limited vision helps a child to understand objects in space, it does not 

make it easy for the child to observe others' actions or external events out of the limited visual field. 

Nor does it greatly facilitate the recognition of multiple referents of a word." That is, Bigelow drew 

together the conceptual difiiculties in learning about the spatial structure of the independent 

environment, and the referential use of language. Both rely on allocentric differentiation of one's own 

experience from the independent environment.

Warren (1994) commented on another relevant principle - causality. Whether concerning one's own 

actions and their effects, or external ones, sight allows the ready identification of causal agency and 

environmental effect. Further, it has an integratory function in furnishing perspective to input from 

other sensory modalities. As an example, it will provide real-time, pragmatic, defining spatial 

information about the precise sources of sounds, and an individual's position in relation to them. 

Schwartz (1984) pointed out that hearing itself is less important in the learning of spatial concepts 

because a person, when hearing a sound stimulus, is more likely to attend to the qualitative meaning 

of the sound itself than to use it to gain knowledge about the environment. After research comparisons 

of presently visually impaired children, with or without sight during their earliest years, on spatial 

comprehension tasks, Warren (1994) emphasised the significance of early visual organisation that is 

made of different sensory stimuli, e.g. from hearing, touch, motor activity, particularly in the middle 

of the first year, when there is the beginning of eye-hand co-ordination. Jan (1975) suggested 

alternatively that it is the development in motor activity itself, in relation to space, that is most 

important, with congenitally blind children often delayed in this area. Millar (1982; p. 116) suggested 

that vision "promotes attention to external cues, and it provides information about directional 

relations between external cues." A concealed variable in these considerations involves, as Warren 

(1994) suggested, the variation between children in the quality of their very earliest vision, and the
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precise timing and degree of any loss, which is often diagnostically uncertain. Intact vision, even 

partial and for a very short period, would still have consequences for the capacities just discussed.

The focus of this project on blind children s interpersonal relating, and its 

consequences for understanding of concepts of self and others

The project gave tentative support for the hypothesis that congenital blindness may constrain and

impair the quality of blind children’s engagement with other people in particular ways which have

characteristic implications for their development of social understanding, but only as reflected in

abilities in symbolic play. This section will discuss in further detail the theoretical framework

underlying this hypothesis, attempting to provide a developmental psychological account of these

“particular ways” in which being bom blind could have debilitating eflects on social functioning, and

why only some blind children are impaired in this.

Normal development in understanding of self and others

In an attempt to account for the kinds of social relational and conceptual problems demonstrated by 

some of the blind children in this present project, a hypothetical developmental scenario will now be 

presented of normal development. It will deal with how an infant leams and gradually comes to 

conceive of herself as an individual, autonomous agent, separate from others with similar attributes, 

borrowing in part from Hobson (e.g. 1993). The particular problems faced by blind infants in this 

respect will then be discussed.

In attempting to account for a baby's first sense of its own individual autonomy among other, like, 

persons, Russell (in Moore, 1996) speculated that the important early process involved the infant's 

own first-person experience of her sense of agency, and the unpredictable experiences that would be 

caused it by social interactions with other people. The monitoring of these encounters and their eflects 

would help the infant define a coherent sense of a bounded self, amongst similar others. The point, 

therefore, is to define the features of interpersonal contact that are most relevant in this, in the face of 

contact with all other kinds of objects in the world. Hobson (1993) conceptualised that interpersonal 

contact is rendered as uniquely meaningftil through "an appropriately tuned perceptual system as well 

as a set of organised motor-affective response tendencies" (p. 40). These would be such that the infant
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is bound to react selectively and particularly to other persons. Thus, it is not that a baby in early 

infancy perceives a series of 'meaningless behavioural or other bodily forms' (p. 40) (i.e. like all other 

material objects in experience) and then becomes able, with a newly emergent and transformative 

cognitive capacity to apply psychological meaning to them such that they become indicative of other 

minds. Nor is it that at this early point the other person would be regarded as a fully differentiated 

agent, or ego, with a range of separate attitudes and intentions towards objects. Rather, the other 

person would simply be a source of singularly meaningful affects, to which the infant finds herself 

inherently drawn. This perceptual process is the grounding from which is derived the subsequent 

understanding of the other as a person with a mind. With this in mind it is possible to formulate an 

account of inter-subjective development which begins with this stage of the infant being drawn to 

specifically meaninghil contact with others, but does not pre-presume that she has already a 

fundamental sense of her own agency, as suggested by Russell. This is itself derived in the 

interpersonal contact. For example, if mother smiles, the infant's 'motor-affective response tendencies' 

(Hobson, 1993; p. 40) provoke a reaction, in this case an automatic smile response, which is felt and 

enjoyed. One could then imagine that with emerging memory the infant will become able to isolate 

this expression and accompanying pleasurable internal affect, and seek to recreate it. It could then be 

employed, either for self-stimulation or, as learned behaviourally, to initiate a satisfying response from 

mother next time they are together.

Tulving (1972) proposed the general principle that memories of experience are processed as 'episodic' 

events, that is, as whole 'packages' with all individual modes of sense impressions integrated. This 

might seem an apt way to describe these very early perceptual activities and cognitions for an infant. 

Then with progressive intellectual maturation he or she is increasingly able to separate out individual 

sense impressions, by mode and source, and make comparisons between them. What are important in 

this are raw feeling-states: the internal, felt impressions of both (a) one's own affects and (b) the 

effects of others' actions. Such comparative reflection would then be possible on the minute subtleties 

of textural difference between affects issued by the infant, and the parent's expressed feelings, both in 

initiation and response, even if, say, they are roughly similar (both smiling). Within the infant's many 

expressions over time of, say, a smile, there will be a subtle range of variance in terms of internal
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affect and consequent external emotional effect on the other if the infant initiated the contact; the 

reverse would be true if the parent initiated, with the infant showing the receptive emotional affect. 

Especially important will be when the affective expressions are directly opposed (infant smiles to get a 

similar reciprocal response from mother, but mother grimaces at some private upset). This might well 

provide a momentary, but very strong affective shock, which could be conceived as a kind of 

emotional sense of alienation from what the infant sought, which was a conjoint moment of profound 

togetherness, or affect attunement (Stem, 1985; p. 138). It is the accumulated effect of these moments 

of affective togetherness and such breaches of it, that will provoke the very earliest, primitive 

sensations of separateness, or individuation; that is, of feeling somehow bereft from the desired 

sensation of being psychically imdifferentiated, as though within a comforting symbiosis with the 

caregiver (Mahler et al., 1975; p. 451).

Subsequently, the first assertions of the infant's own intentions, and their modulating responses from 

mother, often unexpected and perhaps contradicting, will allow him (or her) to make further 

realisations about qualities of difference between self and other. It is significant also that this progress 

coincides with burgeoning intellectual and sensori-motor development. In attempting to apply a time 

scale to these processes. Stern (1985) suggested that until about three months of age the baby is 

strictly reactive in behaviour towards others, as though tied to the emotional life of his mother; then 

by six months he shows signs of independence and is newly able with an early but burgeoning sense of 

this individuation to vary his reactions and begin to initiate communication. Linda Mayes (1993) 

observed similarly a newly concentrated quality of attention to selected events at six months, along 

with developing tactile discrimination.

Recognition that mother's interactions are "emotionally expressive .. and .. directed to something 'out 

there' in the child's own external world" (Hobson, 1993; p. 141) follows this first sense of separateness 

on the part of the infant, which allows the inference in a very primitive form that the mother is also 

capable of autonomous feelings. The infant comes to construe the feelings that he or she is able to 

direct towards mother (which provoke either an expected or surprising motor-affective response) and 

those likewise from her, as attitudes, which may be enacted outside of this primary relationship and
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toward other, often inanimate, objects. Hobson called this notion of mother and child's joint-attention 

toward a given external object, a “relatedness triangle” (1993; p. 141), because of the three points of 

focus involved. Yet it is only after long repetition of affective sequences, of receiving and issuing these 

feelings, sometimes directly and sometimes concerning external objects, and with the modulating 

effects of the other's reactions, that they can be construed, or constituted, as attitudes with source and 

object. Butterworth (e.g. 1983) commented that the caregiver signals both which specific objects are 

important in the external environment, and how they are important. This is not just about the 

significance of a particular experience, but in a wider philosophical sense about the nature and 

structure of experience as essentially involving interactions between an ego (self) in an environment 

of objects ready-to-hand for use.

Early symbolic play is significant as a medium for demonstration of these concepts. Infants and young 

children practise and enjoy the manipulation of representations of their own and other persons' 

intentional actions, and the possibility of attributing alternative meanings onto objects. As discussed 

in Chapter Five, by twelve months infants begin to develop a sense of irony when conceiving of their 

experience, going beyond its literal, as given, nature. This might begin with whimsical simulation of 

parts of their daily sensori-motor routines: sleeping, eating, bathing. In physically acting out a little 

piece of the experience of having a bath, an infant is at once re-feeling the sensations and delighting 

at her own cleverness in being able to do it for herself. These actions play an early part in the infant 

realising and conceptualising her own agency and selfhood. Further developments would, in 

progression, perhaps involve putting a 'place-holding' representative doll to bed, then discussing the 

constituent events with the doll as an active participant in the scenario, then setting up a narrative 

routine with more than one active doll, representing characters in a highly adapted script.

To reiterate the basic idea: for the infant, the primary experience is of what the philosopher Heidegger 

(1962) called 'bare experience', that is, a world of objective stimuli and emotional reactions. It is 

through direct and close emotional engagement with these stimuli, and crucial amongst them the 

special 1: 1, triangulating presence of a caregiver (Hobson, 1993), that the infant is drawn into 

constituting the notion of separable affective attitudes, which in turn leads to concepts of self and
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other. The major developmental step is not the realisation that other persons have a sense of self or 

ego like oneself (i.e. transcending solipsism), but rather that there is an ego (a ‘me ’) at the centre of 

experience at all, a concept derived simultaneously with the notion of a reciprocally attitudinal other. 

This is not an exclusively innate, maturational process, as formulated by Leslie (1987), but rather, 

developed through a long period of concentrated social interaction, as described by Hobson (1993).

The situation for congenitally blind infants

The intention now is to consider the special situation faced by blind children in the developmental 

scenario just described. It is not difficult to imagine that congenitally blind babies, at the veiy first 

point, may become confused and overwhelmed in the face of a bewildering stream of signals and 

stimuli without context and connection, and lack the fundamental background from which to organise 

and cohere them (e.g. McConachie and Moore, 1993; Dunlea, 1989; Chapter One). This will 

particularly apply to those coming from other people. Tobin (1989) commented on the importance of a 

mother's role in providing continuous reactive feedback on the infant's early attempts at 

communication. Even in a continuous, physically close relationship, the relatively impoverished 

nature of meaningful, non-visual behavioural cues that a blind infant will be able to receive from his 

or her mother will place immense constraints on their development of co-ordinated routines of action 

and imitation. These are important as he or she "acquires knowledge and skills which are 'shaped up', 

refined, and honed to high levels of competence, .... as she monitors, and approves of (his) initial 

attempts at the task." (p. 39).

Obvious difficulties are faced by children without vision in firstly defining a stable sense of the 

caregiver as the single source of important affective and other perceptual stimuli, and then 

apprehending the focus of the caregiver's affect and active intention, either directed towards the child 

herself or at a mutually attended object in joint reference, or triangulation. There is often then a 

problem in getting to the stage described above, of conceiving of oneself and others as independent 

agents, with the unique capacity to confer meaning on objects and the general environment. 

Considerable imagination and sensitivity is required of a caregiver to find non-visual means of 

interacting, directly and in reference to external objects, with simple, non-confiising cues and
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messages that the infant can make sense of. This is in order to establish the kind of rapport described, 

with close, repetitive communication. The intimately bonded interactions between Marci Beth and her 

parents (e.g. Als et al. 1980; described in Chapter One) provided examples of successfully engendered 

moments of concentrated attention - "organisation" - to shared points of focus.

Beyond the most fundamental conceptualisation of a sense of self and other, there is the role of vision 

in facilitating and encouraging a further honing of the understanding of interpersonal boundaries. For 

instance, one development would then be from a preoccupation with one's own perceptions and needs 

(what Piaget, e.g. 1952, termed "egocentrism"), toward a mature sense of expectation, indeed respect, 

for others' independent agency. An expression of difficulties in this can be seen in many blind 

children's delays and fixations at a transitional stage of language development, the echolalic repetition 

of others' phrases - perhaps for one's own stimulation, or to indicate a specific want or need 

(Kitzinger, 1984; Chapter One). This occurs before the child is able to make full adaptive responses 

which would provide feedback for other participants and allow reciprocal, meaningful exchanges. 

Urwin (1984; Chapter One) also characterised a kind of self-focused pattern of language among some 

blind children, where there was much repetition of terms and phrases for one's own body actions, at 

the expense of interpersonal communication. Impairments would also appear in blind children's 

symbolic play. In Chapter Six there was an example description from the present project of a blind 

child’s play which seemed preoccupied with the child’s own actions and experience, egocentric, with 

a particular quality of voluntary self-fixation. There was some attempt to represent another person’s 

characteristic speech, verbatim, in play, illustrating at least a fundamental concept of that other person 

as a similar, subjective presence. However, in what could be construed as an avoidant, ‘defensive’ 

attitude, there was no effort to explore and compare another character’s point-of-view of the scene, 

which might then have extended the child’s understanding of the cognitive position of the other.

Rogers (1989) suggested that, like autistic children, blind children with difficulties in interpersonal 

relatedness require high levels of structural consistency in their education, and individual teaching 

time. This last point is the crucial one. With a concern to simplify the elements of communication, the 

child may be encouraged to participate in routines or tasks involving joint-attention, where there is
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clear opportunity to compare his or her perceptions and responses with those of a secure partner. Such 

rehearsal would facilitate confidence and allow the child to improve in understanding at his or her 

own secure pace. The benefits of close and continuous individual attention are perhaps illustrated by 

the general success of the longitudinal observational research and education project set up by Fraiberg 

and colleagues (1966). Parents received ongoing help and advice to facilitate joint learning 

experiences with their infants. Evidence was presented of the consistent progress of these children 

through the stages of incremental understanding in a particular level of cognitive understanding, 

object permanence, generally in advance of the children in groups studied by Rogers and Puchalski 

(1988; Chapter One) and Bigelow (1966).

The influence of social and emotional factors

One can envisage delays for blind children in achieving a stable and fully mature idea of self and 

others, and idiosyncratic conceptions thereof, with the impediments caused by lack of vision. Yet it is 

obvious that many totally blind children seem to develop with a pace and pattern in common with 

sighted children, using, for instance, hearing and touch, to circumvent visual limitations, so blindness 

per se is not the only dictating factor. There has been discussion above of the possible role of selective 

and dynamic brain damage, from which there is gradual developmental recoveiy for some children. 

However, there is much variation between blind children in the patterning of impairments and their 

demonstration over time, in the core 'general impression' of affective responsivity, and in the oft 

observed degree of developmental improvement. Such inconsistencies in presentation could be argued 

to distinguish such children, by the age observed of young and middle childhood, from those with 

accepted organic impairments, such as the syndrome of autism, and might also attest to a strong 

psychological element at the base of their problems.

Suggestions will now be made of additional factors that may impede some congenitally blind children 

in participating in the kinds of close contact and social engagement just described, which are 

speculated to be necessary for successful development in social understanding. For instance, it could 

be that, as discussed above, there is the impact of intellectual level on general functioning, such that 

essentially low intellectual ability would itself provide difficulties in making sense of cues and
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communications, or indeed there may be additional, perhaps undiagnosed, sensory deficits, for 

example hearing impairments.

It could be argued that the disparity in development of congenitally blind children in their 

interpersonal relating, and therefore social understanding, is due to individual, motivational factors. 

At some level of consciousness there may be a decision taken not to participate in early contact with 

caregivers. Clinicians and researchers, in noting the 'clinical feel' or 'general impression' of blind 

children with social impairments, have often commented on a level of aversion to interpersonal 

contact in infancy and early childhood, which is often found to ameliorate over the next few years. In 

the literature it is not commonly described that blind children with difhculties in their interpersonal 

relating are ftmdamentally and invariably persistent in their lack of receptivity to the affective 

approaches of other people. Chess and Thomas (1984) commented that in most cases the withdrawal 

or social avoidance seen in blind children was not as "obligatory" as in autism, and was open to 

developmental improvement, a point confirmed in part in Chapter One by Keeler's (1958) descriptions 

of Betty, and Parmalee's (1959) reports of Case 1 and Case 3.

Following this line of inquiry further, the question is why only some infants, at such early points in 

their development, are so disinclined to engage with others. It could possibly be conceived that 

dysfunctional communication on the caregiver's part could have a great impact on the infant's 

incentive and impulse-to participate with his or her caregivers, perhaps due to the stress of the 

situation (as briefly discussed in Chapter One), or "adverse circumstances" (Cass et al., 1994) for a 

variety of other reasons (e.g. Keeler, 1958; Parmalee, 1959). Without dwelling too long in this area of 

'attachment', a situation could be imagined as conceptualised by Stem as "misattunement" (1985; p. 

211-214), whereby particular communications, either directly between partners, or referring to 

objects, are only partly, half-heartedly attempted, without the specificity and clarity necessary for the 

infant not be left at that moment confused as to the nature of the stimuli, and its affect and purpose.

As described in the first chapter, there are already imique difiiculties faced by a blind infant in dealing 

with simultaneous, parallel stimuli. For a blind infant to process them, events and objects must be
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attended to in serial, one-at-a-time sequence, and even then she requires a higher level of 

concentration to continually sort and place them in some kind of comprehensible perspective. The 

accumulated effect many moments of non-specific and confusing stimuli may leave the infant 

increasingly discomforted and disinclined to participate further, especially without visual input to 

provide certifying information from the experience. Nielsen (1991) remarked specifically that 

stimulation (e.g. sounds) from the external, surrounding environment might distract a blind infant 

from slow but deliberate, and ultimately more productive, examination of objects and events within 

reach.

The following ideas were formulated by Bettelheim (1967) as an example of psychogenetic theorising 

about the nature and origins of autism. Since that time a consensus has emerged that there is a 

definite primary biological aetiology for this particular syndrome. However, these thoughts may be 

relevant in attempting to describe the difficulties faced by totally blind infants, and the resultant 

impairments shown. The focus was on "the birth of self', with concentration on the infant's early life 

and a search for the incidents and individual situational factors that caused him (or her) to "wall 

himself off’ from relationships and the environment. Bettelheim focused on patterns of early nursing 

and the mutual aspects of mother-infant activities:

"In short, the lack of satisfying responses from those who take care of him may force the 

infant too early to view the world as purely frustrating, before he has had a chance to be fully 

convinced that the world is essentially good. If so, then his later, more realistic experiences 

will not be neutralised by the earlier one. It will not impel him to invest vital energy in 

reaching out for what he wants, even when his growth development makes that possible."

(p. 45)

Also, with earliest feeding episodes as illustrative:

"If things go wrong because (such) anticipatory behaviour is not met by an appropriate 

response in the mother, the relation of the infant to his enviroiunent may become deviant 

from the very begiiming of life. Thus an infant's fighting against of autistically withdrawing 

from the world may be caused by what happens so early in life that unless the first few
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feedings have been carefiilly observed, it may seem to be the first consequence of inborn 

behaviour."

Bettelheim talked in terms of the autistic child's "deliberate disinterest in a world he cannot change." 

That is, the child is unable to function with the given structures, caimot adapt them, and is motivated 

to withdraw. The child is seen then not to participate in affective relationships, either unable or 

unmotivated, and defensively rejects any sign of unsettling change, choosing instead to engage in 

what Chase called, in summarising Bettelheim (1972; p. 17) "the preservation of sameness, or the 

various fetishes seen in autistic children."

Sameroff and Emde (1989) emphasise further the reciprocal nature of any early caregiving 

relationship, such that any emerging psychopathology is a function of disturbance in the whole 

relationship. It soon becomes difficult to sort out the original cause of any problem, as it gets 

subsumed within the whole reflexive ongoing interaction, and becomes at once both responsibility and 

effect for each partner. However, in an attempt to consider the caregivers’ role in this, Gesell (1953; 

p.4) drew attention to the dilemmas faced by parents of a blind baby, providing a warning for parents, 

".. above all, don't let the baby retreat into himself during these fast growing months. Draw him out 

into the world. Keep him in touch." From the other perspective, Rogers and Puchalski (1984a) pointed 

out the reciprocal responsibility that infants too have in this early communication. They noted the 

difiiculties and uncertainties faced by parents who receive only minimal and infrequent vocalisations, 

with little initiation from the infant, and when there is it is more often of a negative quality. The 

danger, without mutual reinforcement of their contributions, is a decreasing tendency on both parts 

towards minimal emotional contact. The parent faces a more demanding and delicate situation to 

draw the baby out into meaningful, conjoint communicative interactions, within the background of a 

secure attachment relationship.

Returning to the idea of a within-child factor, in a holistic assessment of infant temperament, Thomas 

and Chess (1981) classified normal infants in their study as "easy" / "difiicult" / "slow to warm up". 

This could be conceived as due to constitutional variability between children in their affective 

"perceptual system" and "motor-affective response tendencies" (Hobson, 1993; p. 40). Hence, those
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children who would hypothetically fall into the latter of these groups, i.e. those least emotionally 

reactive, would especially struggle in the face of this fundamental sensory impairment, and could 

psychologically retreat in the kind of ‘autistic’, defensive fashion suggested by Bettelheim. In present 

childhood behaviour this might be illustrated by a symbolic play episode involving ‘low social’ group 

child D, who forsook the suggested play scenario of the drink dispute (Task 2), choosing instead to 

reiterate repeatedly her own esoteric and self-enclosed verbal play routine (somewhat like echolalia) 

involving the sounds of the words “whoosh” and “swoosh”. Such children could be those who, were it 

not for their blindness, would perhaps be thought of as not 'picking up' on social cues as readily as 

others; not as personable, affectionate or sympathetic, yet who would still be thought within the 

normal range for social functioning.

However the reasons for such early setbacks are characterised, children with such problems could be 

seen by middle-childhood to take either of two approaches. Some could be trying to make up for lost 

time and experience, perhaps attempting to relate and learn these social, interpersonal lessons, but 

hampered in that earlier isolation or impairment may leave a certain rigidity in their ability to take in 

information and respond to cues. This might be apparent, say, in the tendency to echolalia, which 

reflects an attempt to take in verbal information, but only on the child’s terms, often wholesale, to be 

assimilated and integrated later at a slower, personally comfortable pace. The other, less positively 

ftinctional state of mind would be one of persistent resistance to new information, such that the child 

is still excessively locked into her own superficially comforting behavioural and sensory routines. An 

attempt was made through the symbolic play study to capture a sense of this, through the rating of 

‘Absence of self intrusion’, on which the ‘low social’ group blind children were often significantly 

differentiated from their more socially able counterparts. This is a very conjectural notion, and would 

be more securely placed in the light of further research, and improved knowledge and measurement, 

of the nature of innate social-affective capacities.

The challenge of accounting for the wide and perplexing range of cognitive and social emotional 

abilities and idiosyncratic behaviour shown by congenitally blind children becomes even more 

complicated. Along with the influence of organic neurological factors specifically implicated with
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visual impairments, and environmental developmental circumstances, one must allow also for the 

conceivable interplay of two other factors, independent of visual disability. Firstly, there are the 

individual's own innate capacities in reacting to, making cognitive sense of, then dealing with, the 

social and emotional cues provided by other people. Alongside this is the modulation of these 

capacities, dynamic over time, in terms of attitude and motivation to want to take part with others, 

being open to learn from social interactive opportunities.

SUMMARY

This project was a preliminary attempt to explore the clinical findings that some congenitally blind 

children show particular impairments in aspects of their social functioning. The underpinning 

hypothesis was that the limits placed by congenital blindness on the quality of social interaction for 

some blind children have implications for the development of their social understanding, as shown 

through their comprehension of ‘mental’ concepts and symbolic play. In order to demonstrate that this 

was true for some, but not all blind children, the children were divided into two groups, of lowest and 

highest abilities in interpersonal relating, with the highest functioning shown to compare favourably 

with mainstream sighted children on the tests provided. These were in the form of observations of 

their free-play in a typical school playground situation, verbal tests of their comprehension of the 

difference between mental objects and processes, and formal examinations of abilities in symbolic 

play. As well as avoiding over-generalised statements about blind children as a whole when compared 

to sighted, the studies established that blindness per se is not an impediment to development of 

interpersonal relating and social understanding.

One of the strengths of the approach of this project was that by close matching for 'less-social' verbal 

intellectual abilities one could hope to show in clearer relief the relative social capacities of the 

children involved in the project. By the ages studied here, of young childhood, there was tentative 

evidence that those children who still found it difficult to relate to others were also impaired in aspects
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of their symbolic play and social play, though not in their explicit conceptual social understanding, in 

this case about mental concepts.

The importance of considering the development of congenitally blind children with regard to social 

functioning is that, while there is still every possibility that some individuals' difficulties may simply 

be the effects of selective brain damage coincident with their blindness, there is also the possibility 

that a consideration of their impairments may serve to aid in understanding wider, general 

development. Such impairments may well illustrate how the evolution of an individual's capacities to 

relate to other people, and a subsequently adequate conceptual sense of self and other (sometimes 

denoted as ‘theory of mind’), are not simply in place as iimate maturing mental mechanisms, but 

instead are bom gradually out of cognitive progress through interactions with other people. As Emde 

and Sameroff and Emde (1989; p. 5) noted, “Our sense of self, agency, and of coherence are all based 

in relationships between ourselves and others.”

Evidence from blind children could be seen to show the precarious nature of these concepts. It 

demonstrates how a core sensory impairment can interfere with the seemingly straightforward process 

by which an infant or young child leams from communications with caregivers how to stmcture their 

perception of the world in terms of a subjective self at the centre of experience, interacting with 

similar, but independent, other selves. This is not so much by the sensory deprivation itself, but in 

how the individual, according to irmate and environmental psychological factors, deals with his or her 

disabling circumstances.
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APPENDICES

(No Appendix for Chapter One)

Appendix Two:

Purpose and approach of this nroiect. and the selection of subiects

SCREENING; QUALIFYING CRITERIA FOR INCLUSION IN THE 
FUNCTIONALLY DEFINED SUB-GROUP : - 
(2 Teachers' reports required for each child)

Name o f child D O B.

Present Age ___________ Today's date

On a scale o f 1 - 5, how would you rate this child's behaviour in the following areas :

Scale: 1 very poor
2 poor
3 moderate
4 fair
5 good

i, Their ability to relate to others (adults or peers), establishing normal mutual 
interpersonal contact with them:

Adults: 1 2 3 4 5
Peers : 1 2 3 4 5

ii, Their inclination to share things with others:

1 2 3 4 5

iii, Their ability to play imaginatively:

1 2 3 4 5

iv, How would you rate their social play?
(on a similar scale, 1 - 5 ,  where
1 = solitary, self-centred play,
3 = some ability to interact with others in play,
5 = full and eager socially interactive play.)

1 2 3 4 5
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Appendix Three:

Observations of interpersonal relatedness and free play.

T a b l e  3 .5 :  R a t i n g  c r i t e r i a  s c o r e s  f o r  s o c i a l  p l a y  o b s e r v a t i o n s : 'H i g h

SOCIAL' GROUP

Subject: T u S w Y Q
(2)

V
(2)

R
(1)

Proximity

Distant 3 0 3 0 0 0 4.5 0 0
Within 6 feet 1 1 6 2 0 1 0 0 3
Within 2 feet 4 9 2 6 4 8 4.5 0 9
Touching 7 5 4 7 11 6 6 15 3

Social engagement

Co-operative 12 12 5 14 15 12 13.5 12 15
Conflictual 1 1 2 1 0 2 0 0 0
Isolated 2 2 8 0 0 1 1.5 3 0

Emotional tone

Pleasure 9 7 2 9 9 8 9 6 12
Distress 0 1 1 1 0 2 0 0 3
Placid 6 7 12 5 6 5 6 9 0

Sociability of play

No play seen 0 2 2 2 0 4 3 12 9
Playing alone, isolated 1 0 7 0 0 0 3 0 0
Playing in parallel 1 0 3 5 2 2 0 0 0
Reciprocal - equivocal 3 3 1 0 4 4 0 0 3
Reciprocal - definite 10 10 2 8 9 5 9 3 3

Type of play

No play seen 0 2 2 2 0 4 3 12 9
Rough and tumble 15 5 4 12 9 6 7.5 1.5 0
Functional / exploratory 0 2 6 1 0 2 0 0 0
Symbolic - props 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
Symbolic - props, self role 0 0 2 0 2 0 0 0 0
Symbolic - props, character role 0 5 0 0 4 0 0 1.5 0
Verbal symbolism only, self role 0 0 0 0 0 0 1.5 0 0
Verbal symbolism only, character role 0 0 0 0 0 3 3 0 6
Other 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
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Language

Subject:

Language use - 
Social_________
No language shown

X U w Q V

1.5

R
(II

Self-directed 1.5
Non-specifically outward 1.5
Direct to other
Reciprocal - equivocal 1.5
Reciprocal - definite 10.5 10.5
Language use - 
P ragm atic
Request
histruction 1.5
Comment 10 10 10 10 13.5 7.5

NB.

There were 3 observation made of each child, therefore children were given scores on the basis of 

proportions of observation periods out of the total number, 15. For 3 each of HS and LS children there 

were either 2 or 1 observations. For these children the number of observations was noted, and the 

scores in terms of numbers of observ ation periods were pro-rated in the table to give the standardised 

proportions out of 15.
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T a b l e  3 .6 :  R a t i n g  c r i t e r i a  s c o r e s  f o r  s o c i a l  p l a y  o b s e r v a t i o n s : 'L o w

SOCIAL' GROUP

Subject: H G D F F / c
0

A
a j

B
(1)

Proximity

Distant 1 0 4 0 4 2 6 6 9
Within 6 feet 6 0 1 0 1 2 3 1.5 0
Within 2 feet 1 5 4 5 3 1 4.5 4.5 6
Touching 7 10 6 10 7 10 1.5 3 0

Social engagement

Co-operative 4 11 4 6 3 8 1.5 6 0
Conflictual 4 1 2 0 7 2 1.5 0 0
Isolated 7 3 9 9 5 5 12 9 15

Emotional tone

Pleasure 4 2 4 7 4 2 1.5 6 0
Distress 4 2 5 0 6 2 1.5 0 6
Placid 7 11 6 8 5 11 12 9 9

Sociability of play

No play seen 10 13 11 15 9 5 7.5 3 15
Playing alone, isolated 1 0 2 0 3 1 6 3 0
Playing in parallel 1 0 0 0 1 3 1.5 3 0
Reciprocal - equivocal 2 2 2 0 0 5 0 6 0
Reciprocal - definite 1 0 0 0 2 1 0 0 0

Type of play

No play seen 10 13 11 15 9 5 7.5 3 15
Rough and tumble 0 0 2 0 2 7 1.5 0 0
Functional / exploratory 0 0 0 0 4 2 6 0 0
Symbolic - props 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Symbolic - props, self role 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 12 0
Symbolic - props, character role 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Verbal symbolism only, self role 4 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Verbal symbolism only, character role 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
Other 1 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
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Language

Subject: H G D F F / C
(2)

A
(2)

B
0)

Language use - 
Social
N o language shown 5 6 5 7 1 8 9 4.5 3
Self-directed 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 3 0
Non-specifically outward 2 0 4 3 4 1 3 1.5 3
Direct to other 3 2 2 0 3 3 1.5 1.5 9
Reciprocal - equivocal 3 3 4 1 5 2 0 4.5 0
Reciprocal - definite 1 4 0 4 1 1 1.5 0 0

Language use - 
Pragmatic
Request 0 1 3 0 2 1 0 4.5 3
Instruction 7 2 6 1 7 5 1.5 4.5 0
Comment 7 7 1 5 6 3 3 3 9
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T a b l e  3 .7 :  M a n n - W h i t n e y  t e s t  r e s u l t s  o n  a l l  s o c i a l  o b s e r v a t i o n  c a t e g o r y

ITEMS

CRITERION M.-W.
‘Z’

PROB.
2-TLD.

CATEGORY DEFINITION

Proximity
-1.897 .058 Distant (6 ft or more from another child /  adult)
- .137 .891 Within 6 ft of another child /  adult

- 1.022 .307 Witliin 2 ft of another child /  adult
.268 .789 Touching another child / adult

Social
engagement

-3.245 .001 Co-operative
-.914 .361 Conflictual
-3.245 .001 Isolated

Emotional Tone
-2.900 .004 Pleasure

- 1 .943 .052 Distress
-1.697 .090 Placid

Sociability of play
-2.840 .005 No play seen
-1.090 .276 Playing alone, isolated
-.325 .745 Playing in parallel
-.725 .468 Reciprocal play - with equivocal evidence
-3.605 .000 Reciprocal play - with definite evidence

Type of play
-2.701 .007 Simple rough and tumble play

- .202 .840 Functional /  exploratory play

-1.458 .145 Symbolic representational play using objects as 
props

-.476 .634 Symbolic representational play with props, with 
oneself represented in tlie play

-1.835 .067 Symbolic representational play with props, with a 
role-played character involved

-.748 .455 Verbal symbolism only, without objects involved, 
though with oneself represented in the play

- 1.274 .203 Verbal symbolism only, without objects involved, 
tliough witli a role-played cliaracter

- 1.455 .146 Other
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Language

CRITERION M.-W.
‘Z’

PROB.
2-TLD.

CATEGORY DEFINITION

Language use - 
Social

-.505 .614 Self-directed
-2.431 .015 Non-specifically directed outward
-3.085 .002 Direct to other, but not reciprocal
-.894 .371 Reciprocal - with equivocal evidence
-3.334 001 Reciprocal - with definite evidence 

(i.e. socially engaged, conversational)
Language use - 
Pragmatic

-1.088 .277 Request
-1.110 .267 Instruction
-3.048 .002 Comment
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Ta bles  3.9; C o ntin g en cy  tables o f  pr o po r t io n s  o f  c h ild r en  w it h  s p e c if ic
PROFILES OF ANSWERING

(i) Proximity
No. children with a 
higher number of 
observation periods:- 

'High social'
•Low social'

More than 2 feet > 
less than 2 feet, 
from another person 
1 
2

Less than 2 feet 2: 
more than 2 feet, 
from another person 
8 
7

TOTALS

(ii) Social engagement 
No. children with a 
higher number of 
observation periods;- 
'High social'
'Low social'

'Isolated' > 
'co-operative'

1
7

'Co-operative' ^ 
'Isolated'

8
2

TOTALS

(iii) Emotional tone
No. children with a 
higher number of 
observation periods:-

'High social'
'Low social'

'Placid' > 'Emotionally 
expressive'
(i.e. showing 
pleasure/distress)
2
6

'Emotionally expressive’ TOTALS 
> 'Placid'

(iv) Sociability of play
No. children with a 
higher number of 
observation periods:-

'High social'
'Low social'

'No play, lone or 
parallel play' > 
'Equivocal / definitely 
reciprocal play'
3
9

‘Equivocal / definitely TOTALS
reciprocal play' ^
'No play, lone play or 
parallel play'
6 9
0 9

(v) Type of play 
No. children with a 
higher number of 
observation periods:- 
'High social'
'Low social'

'No play' > 
any other type

2
6

Any other type ^ 
'No play'

7
3

TOTALS

(vi) Social language 
No. children with a 
higher number of 
Observation periods:-

'High social'
'Low social'

'Non-reciprocal' > 
'Equivocally or 
definitely reciprocal 
language'
1
7

'Equivocally or TOTALS
definitely reciprocal' > 
'Non-reciprocal 
language'
8 9
2 9
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Ta bl e  3.10: 'Non -so c ia l ' p r o f il e s  o f  o b se r v a tio n  (b y  su b jec ts  f r o m  e a c h

G R O U P )

Non-social profile

V X Total 

'High social' group 3 6 9

'Low social' group 8 1 9

Fisher's Exact Test: P = 0.04977 (2-tailed)
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Tabl e  3.11: In d iv id u a l  c h il d r en 's p r o f il e s  o f  o b se r v a t io n  r a t in g s  f o r  th e

T H R E E  C A T E G O R IE S  M O S T  D IR E C T L Y  C O N C E R N E D  W IT H  S O C IA L  A N D  E M O T IO N A L  

R E L A T IN G

For each of the three categories, children were given a score of 'O' if they showed a majority of 

positive item ratings and '1' if a majority of negative ratings.

'High social' group Behaviour Rating Categories
Subject ^Social

engagement*
'Emotional

tone*
'Sociability of 

play*
Totals for each 

subject
0 0 0 0

X 0 0 0 0
u 1 1 1 3

W m rnm m 0 0 0 0
w 0 0 0 0

w m m m m . 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0

V 0 1 1 2
R 0 0 1 1

'Low social' group Behaviour Rating Categories
Subject 'Social

engagement*
'Emotional

tone*
'Sociability of 

play*
Totals for each 

subject
H 1 0 1 2
G 0 1 1 2
D 1 0 1 2

msimmmM 1 1 1 3
E 1 0 1 2

WiÊÊÊÊm. 0 1 1 2
wmmmm 1 1 1 3
wwwmmm. 1 1 1 3wmmmmw. 1 1 1 3
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Appendix Four; 

UNDERSTANDING MENTAL EVENTS: "Things In The Head" 

Appendix 4a; Task One; Bodv-part questions

- "Touch where your nose is."

- "What does your nose do?"

- "Touch where your heart is."

- "What does your heart do?"

- "Does it do anything else?"

- "Touch where your brain is."

- "What does your brain do?"

- "Does it do anything else?"
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Ta b l e  4.3: An sw e r s  to  bo d y -p a r t  q u e s t io n s : sig h t ed  subjects

Subjects M i ose function Heart function (i) Heatt function (ii) : Brain function (1) Brain function (ü)
7 F smells things F keeps you alive X pumps your bones out FM makes you think F makes your voice work

4 F helps you to breathe F keeps you alive FB pumps blood around you FM helps you to think F makes you to hear

1 F helps you to breathe B beats F keeps you alive FM makes you think X dk

$ B it runs, sneezes B it beats FB sucks in dirty blood & 
cleans it

FM makes you think of things FM if you don’t know 
something it tells you

6 B sniffs FB pumps blood around your 
body

X helps you breathe X you touch something, sends 
messages to brain

FM knowing what you’re doing

10 B sniffs B it beats X dk FM thinks X dk

9 B you can blow it X dk X dk X dk X dk

X dk B it beats X dk X to listen X dk

8  . F smells things B it beats .. goes baboom X dk F gives you clues what to do 
when bored

X dk

2 F you breathe with it B it beats X dk F it tells you things X dk

NB Children were given two opportunities to answer each question, with a prompt provided, for example, on ‘Brain Function’ (‘What does your brain do?’), 
the most advanced answer was taken from the two columns, (i) and (ii), for analysis. The prioritising was as follows: - 
‘Functional (mental)’ > ‘Functional’ > ‘Behavioural’
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Subiects Nose function H éàrt function (i> Heart function (ii) Brain function (i) Brain function (ii)
S X dk B beats X dk F makes us work hard X dk

W X (demonstrates inhaling) B beats in my body X dk X wobbles up & down like 
jelly

X dk

R B nirmy nose .. blow it 
(associational)

B your heart beats & you die X dk FM makes you think X dk

T B sniffing out of FB beats your blood through X dk FM sends you messages X dk

Q B sniffs B beats X dk FM makes you think X dk

U F helps you to breathe B ticks B beats FM makes you think X dk

X F helps you to smell things F keeps you alive B beats FM helps you to memorise 
things

FM helps you to think

Y B sniffs X dk X dk FM thinks X dk

O F smelling X dk X dk X makes funny noises X moves from one place to 
another

K B run B beats X dk X dk X dk

J B my nose can sniff X it stays in there (chest) X dk F tells me to work hard X dk

L X nostrils .. you can wiggle B goes boom X dk FM helps me to think X dk

mlÊÊÊÊÊ B it can sniff X breathing X dk FM makes me think >\hat to do X dk

WÊÊÊÊÊÊ. F breathe B beats X do exercise X do exercise X do work

WÊÊÊÊÊÊ B sniffs B beats X dk X shake or nod X dk

WÊÊÊÊÊ X it has blood in it F keeps you alive X make you think F make you work hard FM  make you think

lÊÊÊSÊÊ B gets blocked up .. sniffs B beats X dk FM think X goes to sleep .. bleeds

WÊÊÊÊÊf F sniffs & smells around B it beats X dk X dk X dk

mSÊÊÊÊ B you can blow your nose B beat X dk X dk X dk

WÊÊÊÊÊÊ B it smells B it beats X dk F tells you what to do FM it thinks
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Ta bles  4.8: C o ntin gency  T ables  F o r  Ty pes  o f  An sw er

NB; Inadequate 'fail* answers were not included for the first two - 'nose' and *brain' sections.

(i) Questions about the 'nose'

Explanation type 

Group Functional Behavioural Total

Blind 5 11 16

Sighted 5 4 9

(Fisher's exact, as expected cell frequency was less than 5)

Fisher's exact: P = .397; 2-tailed. Non-significant.

(ii) Questions about the 'heart'

Explanation type

Functional Behavioural Total

Blind 3 13 16

Sighted 5 4 9

Fisher's exact (as expected cell frequency less than 5) P = .087; 2-tailed. Non-significant.

Questions about the *brain'

Func. (mental) Functional Failure Total

Blind 10 3 7 20

Sighted 6 2 2 10

Mann-Whitney U: Z = -.6812 (corrected for ties); P ^ .4958; 2-tailed. Non significant.

Blind sub-grouD separation:- Higher social v. lower social

Func. (mental) Functional Failure Total

Higher 7 1 2 10
social

Lower 4 1 5 10
social

Mann-Whitney U: Z = -1.4018 (corrected forties); P ^ .1610, 2-tailed. Non significant.
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Task Two; Understanding ’mental* words

T able  4.9: Su b je c t  a n sw erin g  p r o f il e s  on  fo r c e d -c h o ic e  q u estio n s

Sighted Subjects
Mental verb

Subject ‘Thinking» ‘Dreaming» ‘Pretending» Total
i i l i i l i i i 0 2 0 2
w m m m 2 1 2 5
W Ê Ê w m 1 2 0 3
m m m r n 2 2 2 6

6 2 2 2 6
10 2 1 2 5

m m m m . 2 2 2 6
liiiiiiii; 2 2 2 6

8 2 0 2 4
W M m m 1 2 2 5

Blind Subjects
Mental verb

Subject ‘Thinking» ‘Dreaming’ ‘Pretending» Total
S 2 2 2 6

wÊmWÊ 2 0 2 4
Srnmm 0 0 1 1

2 1 1 4
m m Ê m 2 2 2 6
Mmmm 0 0 2 2
lÊ m Ê r n 2 2 2 6
WrnÊmm 2 2 2 6

o 2 1 2 5
K 2 1 2 5

0 1 1 2
L 1 2 2 5
N 1 2 2 5
M 2 0 2 4
F 1 1 1 3
I 2 2 2 6
H 0 1 0 1
D 2 1 2 5
E 2 2 1 5
G 2 2 2 6
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T able  4.10; C o m pa r iso n s  betw een  g r o u ps  on  t a sk  c o m pr e h e n sio n  sc o r es  
(using Mann-Whitney U Test)

(i) Blind vs. Sighted groups

Corrected for Ties 
2-tailed P Z 2-tailed P
.5300 -.6832 .4945 (n.s.)

No. children scoring 5/6 or more on comprehension

5/6+ < 5/6 Total no. Ss.
Sighted 7 3 10

Blind 12 8 20

Fisher's Exact P = .702, 2-tailed (n.s.)

(ii) Blind Subjects: Higher vs. Lower scores on 'interpersonal relating'

Corrected for Ties 
2-tailed P Z 2-tailed P
.6305 -.5449 .586 (n.s.)
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Ta bl e  4.12: Qu a lita t iv e  a n a l y sis  o f  r e spo n se s  g iv e n  b y  c h il d r e n :- (i) A s  to

"WHY CAN'T

These number codings refer to categories defined in the main text. Multiple category responses are 

noted with more than one number.

Sighted subjects
Mental verb

Subject ‘Tbittklne^ ^Dreaming* Treteuding*
7 1 5,2 8
4 1 9 1

m m Ê Ê r n 9 5,2 8
w ir n m m . 1 2 5

6 5 5 5
10 1 9 1
9 5 5 5
5 . 1 2 2
S 5 9 2,4
2 9 5 1

Blind subjects
Mental verb:

Subject ‘Tbinkine» ‘Dreaming* ‘Pretending*
S 1 1 1
W 2 8 2

iïiilii il 7 7 7
Ë M m m m 1 8 8
m m # 1 1 1
'm m m k 9 9 6

X 5 1 1
w Ê m Ê m 5 5 1

0 2,1 7 5
K 5 9 5

w m m m m 8 7 7
L 7 5 5
N 1 1 5
M 6 8 6
F 8 8 8
I 5 5 5
H 9 7 9
D 5 9 6
E 5 1 8
G 5 5 5
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T a b l e  4.13: Q u a l i t a t i v e  a n a l y s i s  o f  r e s p o n s e s  g iv e n  b y  c h i l d r e n : -  (n) As t o
"WHAT DOES ’THINKING’ / DREAMING’ / PRETENDING’ MEAN? ”

Sighted subjects
Mental vei’b

Subject ^Thinking» ^Dreaming* 'Pretending^
'Ê Ê Ê Ê É â 1,2 3,1,2 4,1

4 : 9 1 3
/ 2 2 2

2,1 2 2,1
W Ê m m f. 2 3,2 2

ÎQ 2,1 1,2 3,4
9 2,5 2 2

'M Ê m m 9 1,3 9
iiiliiii 9 2,5 2,4
m m m . 9 2 9

Blind subjects
Mental verb

Subject Tbibking’ 'Dreaming* ‘Pretëflding*
S 9 9 2
fV 1,2 2 2
R 9 2 2
T 1 2 1,4,2
Q 2 2 I
u 9 9 2

1,2 1,3 1
liiiiiiii 2 2 2

0 1 2,1 2,1,5
K 9 9 9
J 1 9 9
L 9 8 1
N 3 9 5,3

■ M 2 9 8
F 2 3 4
J 2 2 2
H 2 1 1
D 2 3 1
E 8 2 9
G 1,2 3,1 4
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Appendix 4b. Task Three; Mental objects

Template of Verbal Questions and Correct Answers; 

Condition One: Object present

"Can you touch the Play-Do?" YES

"Can you pick up the Play-Do?" YES

"Can I touch the Play-Do?" YES

"Can you squash the Play-Do down?" YES

Condition Two: Object inaccessible 

"Can I touch the Play-Do?" NO

"Why/how can('t) I touch it?"

"Can you touch the Play-Do?" NO

"Why/how can('t) you touch the Play-Do?"

"Can you squash the Play-Do down?" NO

(If "yes";)
"How can you squash the Play-Do down?"

(If "no":)
"Try and squash the Play-Do down. Can you?" NO

"How/why can('t) you squash the Play-Do down?" 

Condition Three: Mental object 

"Can you touch the sponge that you're thinking of?" NO 

"Why/how can('t) you touch the sponge?"

"Can I touch the sponge that you're thinking of?" NO

"Why/how can('t) I touch the sponge?"

"Just by thinking, can you squash the sponge down?" YES 

(If "yes":)
"How can you squash the Play-Do down?"

(If "no":)
"Try and squash the Play-Do down. Can you?" YES

"Why/how can('t) you squash the Play-Do down?
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Table  4.20: Al l  su b jec ts ' r esu l ts , ex pla n a tio n s  and c a teg o r isa tio n s

NB If a child used more than one category in any response, both were recorded unless one was in

the mental category, in which case that took precedence and was noted singularly.

NB For Condition Three: Mental - Physical availability, in which there were two answers, the

above answer corresponds to the 'Can you touch question, and the lower to 'Can I (the 

experimenter) touch..?'

Sighted subjects (n = 10)

Subjects Condition 
One: 

Obfect present

Condition 
Two: Hidden, 
Inaccessible

Condition Three:
Imagined, mental - Imagined, mental - 

(Physical) (Manipulation)
V V V ‘in my head’ H

V ‘in my head’ H
V ‘when I’m thinking’ M

l l l l l i l l l V V V ‘I’m imagining it’ M
V ‘I’m imagining it’ M

V ‘pretending’ M

iiiliiiiii: V V V ‘in my head’ H
V ‘in my head’ H

V ‘thinking’ M

3 V V V ‘imagining it’ M
V ‘in my head’ H

V ‘think imagine’ M

6 V V V ‘not there’ P
V ‘not there’ P

X ‘not there’ P

10 V V V ‘not real’ R
V ‘thinking’ M

X ‘not real, in my head’ R/P

9 V V X  ‘can feel it in my head’ I 

V ‘you’re not my self A I
V in my head’ H

5 V V V ‘not got one’ P

V ‘not got one’ P

X (no answer) U

8 V V V ‘there’s no sponge here’ P

V ‘not here’ P

X  ‘there’s nothing to squash A 3  
down.. too hard to try’

2 < V V ‘in the brain’ H
V in the brain’ H

V (don’t know) U
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Blind Subjects (n = 18)

Subjects Condition 
One; 

Obiect present

Condition 
Two: Hidden, 
Inaccessible

Condition Three:
Imagined, mental « Imagined, mental » 

(Physical) (Manipulation)
l i i i i i i i i i : ! V V V ‘thinking’ M

V ‘in our head, in our brain’ H

V ‘in our head, our brain’ H

l l l l i i i i i l V V V ‘in .. head’ H
V ‘in .. head’ H

X in my head’ H

i i i l i i i i i i i l V V V ‘in my head’ H
V ‘in my head’ H

X ‘in my head’ H

i i i i i i i i i i i : V V V ‘not got it here’ P
V ‘not got it here’ P

X ‘in the box’ P

V V V ‘in my head’ H
V ‘in my head’ H

V ‘by pretending’ M

l i i i i i i i i i V V V ‘isn’t one’ P
V ‘isn’t one’ P

X (no answer) U

l i i i i i i i i i : V V X  ‘could touch it by feeling’ I  
X  ‘could touch it by feeling’ I

X ‘you could’ C

l l l l l i l l l V V V ‘in my head’ H
V ‘in my head’ H

V ‘my thought’ M

i | | i | i ; | | | V V V ‘in my head, thinking’ M

V ‘ins my headbeh my brain’ H

V ‘by thinking’ M

i i i : i i i i i i i V V V ‘it’s at home’ P
V ‘it’s at home’ P

X it’s too hard’ A2

J V V V ‘hav’t got sp.in my hand’ P

V ‘not got one’ P
V (demonstrates) D

N V V V ‘thinking’ M
V ‘thinking’ M

X  ‘because you’re thinking’ M

M V V V (unintelligible) U
V ‘because you can’t C

X ‘it’s in the head’ H

/ V V V ‘it’s at home’ P
V ‘it’s at my home’ P

X  ‘at home, in my head’ P /H

H V X * X  (demonstrates squashing) D
X (unintelligible) U

V (demonstrates) D

D V V V ‘don’t know’ U
V ‘gone away, it’s died’ U

X ‘it’s gone away,not P.Do.’ P/R

E V V V ‘left it at home’ P
V ‘left it at home’ P

V pretend’ M

G V X * V ‘not real’ R
V not real’ R

V ‘by thinking’ M

(Subjects L and F  were excluded from consideration on the final two conditions, and so are not noted 

here)

* Two blind subjects answered incorrectly; they are discussed individually in the main text.
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Appendix Five;

Symbolic plav in blind and sighted children - Background and Aims of the 

Study

T a b le  5.3: S u b je c t  s t a t i s t i c s ,  ’H ig h  s o c i a l ’ (HS) b l in d  g r o u p

Subject WÊmmmkrnmmm MA
S * 6,10 115 7; 10

Mmrnmmm 7;8 87 6,8
7;7 85 6;5

X 8;0 117 9;4
mmÊÊm 7;9 101 7;9

6:7 96 6;4
mmmmm 6;3 109 6;10

8;11 57 5;1

* Discarded for LS V HS experiment.

•* Discarded for HS V ST experiment.

TABLE 5.4: SUBJECT STATISTICS, SIGHTED CONTROL SUBJECTS (ST)

Subject CA IQ MA
5; 10 111 6,6

9 5;8 101 5;10
ë m im m Ê 6;10 112 7;8

1 7;9 79 6;l
s 7;8 115 8; 10
8 7,0 95 6,8

w ïïm m r n 7,2 102 7,4

TABLE 5.5: PAIR-WISE MATCHING: HIGH SOCIAL’ BLIND CHILDREN V. SIGHTED
CHILDREN

Therefore, for the first comparison the following seven HS blind and ST sighted group pair-wise 

matches were possible:

‘High
social’

Sighted
children

Subject CA IQ MA Subject CA 10 MA
wmmmm 6;10 115 7;10 6;10 112 7;8

R 7;7 85 6;5 I 7;9 79 6,1
WMmmm 8;0 117 9;4 7;8 115 8;10
m m m m 7;9 101 7;9 6 7;2 102 7;4
WÊMmm 6;7 96 6;4 9 5;8 101 5;10
ŴÊÊmÊÊÊ 6;3 109 6;10 WÊlmÊÊm 5;10 111 6;6

T 7;8 87 6;8 wirnmMm 7;0 95 6;8
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T a b l e  5.6: S u b j e c t  s t a t i s t i c s .  'L o w  S o c i a l '  (LS) b l i n d  g r o u p

Subject rnmmm MA
D 5; 10 106 6;2
E 6,5 96 6;2
F 8;7 85 7;4
G 8;9 112 9;10
H 7,3 72 5,3
A 7,8 62 4;9

7;10 100 7;10

Ta ble  5.7: Pa ir -w ise  m a t c h in g : 'h ig h  so c ia l ' blind  c h ild r en  v . 'l o w  s o c ia l '
BLIND CHILDREN.

Therefore, for the second comparison, the following seven HS and LS blind pair-wise matches were 

possible:

‘High
social*

Sighted
children

Subject w Ê c m m 10 MA Subject m m m m : mmmm. MA
Y 6;3 109 6;10 D 5; 10 106 6;2
U 6;7 96 6;4 E 6,5 96 6;2
R 7;7 85 6;5 F 8;7 85 7;4
X 8;0 117 9;4 G 8;9 112 9;10
T 7;8 87 6;8 H 7;3 72 5;3
V 8;11 57 5;l A 7;8 62 4;9
Q 7;9 101 7;9 I 7;10 1000 7;10
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Appendix 5a; Symbolic Plav Rating Protocol 

Rate on a scale of 5 - 1 ,  where 5 is highest 

PSYCHOLOGICAL ANCHORAGE IN PLAY OBJECTS
This section scored regardless of whether or not S's play involves presented scenario.
We are here looking for evidence that the child is maintaining psychological investment in the 
physical objects (as symbolically meaningful); if this equivocal give the relatively lower score.
For all items give a rating for the child's overall' performance within the play period - 
This looks at factors such as persistence over time for the item in question - and also the child's 
peak', best level of performance for the item within this period

A
General attentiveness to play objects (either physical attention or clear interest that may not 
necessarily be physical, i.e. psychological attention) - for example, exploratory functional play (using 
the objects for their obvious purpose. This item is regardless of whether or not S speaks or whether 
there is any symbolism involved (pretending one object is another, or attending to an imaginary 
'conjured-up' object).

5 = continuously physically involved with the play objects 
3 = some, half-hearted attention paid to the play objects during the period 
1 = no attention given to the play objects during the given period 
Example of Peak rating: (i.e. for the intensity of child's best moments)
5 = high physical involvement with play objects 
3 = half-hearted attention given to play objects 
1 = no attention to play objects

B
Attribution of symbolic meanings to play objects [This means either (a) substituting, 
pretending, one object is another (b) attributing a false property to an object (c) pretending that 
an absent object is present]
i.e. inclination to symbolise phvsicallv - apply pretend meanings to objects 
(Clear physical evidence required)
5 = symbolising with the objects throughout the period 
3 = partly, half-heartedly or intermittently engaged physically in symbolising 
1 = no symbolising with materials

C
2a/b Individual role anchored in doll:
3a/b/c Individual roles anchored in play objects:
Extent of personal roles for individual play objects, i.e. does S play symbolically 'through' the play 
materials giving them roles as people (regardless of whether these roles relate reciprocally) Must be 
hands on;
5 = plays totally 'through' the materials with clear ascription of roles 
3 = partial or half-hearted / intermittent attempts to use objects to anchor roles 
1 = no attempt to ascribe object-anchored roles in S's play
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D
Reciprocal social roles anchored in play objects:
I.e. objects representing figures having reciprocal social role relationships
5 = giving clear non-interchangeable characters to the play objects, animating them within child's 
narrative and relating them reciprocally, consistently for the period 
3 = moderate performance; intermittent or half-hearted attempts 
1 = no evidence of reciprocal roles anchored in objects

£
Emotional relating to doll:
Quality of child's emotional orientation
5 = strong consistent emotional attitude to doll as person, e.g. caring for it (perhaps talking to it)
3 = some intermittent or half-hearted emotional attention to doll as person
1 = no indication of doll related to as a person

ANCHORAGE OF NARRATIVE IN SCENARIO
- Not concerned with the anchorage of physical play, rather the child's narrative contribution
Though this could involve a non-verbal contribution / attempt to move the story forward

F
Anchorage in scenario as presented:
Extent to which the child's narrative contribution is anchored (i.e. maintains a basis and congruency) 
in the scenario as presented, either verbally or physically 
5 = child's contribution is firmly based in the story given to him 
3 = some usage of scenario, either intermittently or half-heartedly, in child's contribution
2 = slight or small reference to scenario,
1 = no reference to scenario as presented

G
Elaboration on scenario as presented
(Only to be completed if S acknowledges presented scenario)
Extent of building / embellishing on scenario
5 = demonstrably keen to elaborate, push the story further, with imaginative contribution
3 = some, perhaps half-hearted attempt to build on the story
1 = no concern to build on the story, even if the story is acknowledged 
(NO PEAK)

NARRATIVE QUALITY - More concerned with child's own narrative contribution, whether 
related to presented scenario or not

H
Narrative involving individual characters:
2a/b Rate how far the doll is ascribed an individual identity as a person 
3a/b/c Individual characters in reciprocal social roles
Extent to which child creates characters with coherent individual identities embedded in social 
relationships (this does not have to be anchored in the play objects)
5 = very imaginative in defining realised individual characters within the play, who relate to one 
another, with clear evidence of reciprocity
(4 = characters showing motivations, with events linking together sensibly)
3 = some, perhaps half-hearted, individually defined characters, perhaps intermittently presented, 
showing some semblance of relating to each other 
1 = no sign of characters who relate to each other in the play 
(No Peak assessment on this item - merely 'incidence of)
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I
Internal coherence of S's narrative contribution. (Not just chatting, it must involve a story of some
kind, i.e. if there is any narrative, was it coherent?) Score this regardless of whether S refers to the
scenario presented or anchors the narrative in the play objects
5 = contributions are persistent and make clear internal sense
3 = some sensible ideas amongst some discordant or unfocused contributions
1 = contributions discordant and making no sense
(NO PEAK)

J
Productivity of creative play ideas
i.e. quantity of non-esoteric, non-idiosyncratic, non-self-absorbed contributions
(Global impressionistic rating for whole task session, not just within actual produced narrative; these
must be new ideas, above and beyond contributions established in earlier tasks)
5 = free-flowing non-esoteric ideas and eager to contribute 
3 = some participation, but contributions perhaps a little esoteric and /or sketchy 
1 = no contribution 
(NO PEAK)

a t t it u d e s  in  t h e  s e s s io n

K Absence of self intrusion
i.e. intrusion of child's own present or past reality or perseverative schemes, perhaps with re
enactment of a personal event, such that the play or narrative seems to become self-absorbed, lacking 
accommodation to the present scenario or task (the child's creativity for play is allowed; the focus is 
rather on slippage towards more exclusively self-absorbed schemes). Including 'auto-erotic lifl-ofl* and 
distractive behaviour problems.
5= absence of self-intrusion or child's own agenda entering into the play; unambiguous
accommodation made for the lull period to the task as presented
3 = some ambiguity as to child's contribution, perhaps a little focused on own esoteric ideas / 
concerns, and tending to slip to and from them during the period 
1 = clearly taken over by child's own agenda
N.B. 'Peak' in this case means 'Peak absence' i.e. most accommodated to the task

L Social relating to experimenter:
how keen and able ('tuned-in') to interact with experimenter, e.g. with questions / comments /
invitations to join in
5 = very keen to involve Ex., with many approaches / comments / instructions 
3 = some, patchy, interest in involving Ex.
1 = no attempt to communicate with Ex.

M Involving experimenter in a role in the narrative as himself
rate any clear instances of this, regardless of persistence and duration; in la and lb this would include 
inviting exp. to simply share in the lunch routine 
5 = clear involvement of Ex, playing distinctly as himself 
3 = ambiguous attempt to include Ex. in the scenario as himself 
1 = no involvement of Ex. in narrative as himself

N Involving experimenter in a role in the narrative as a character
rate any clear instances of this, regardless of persistence and duration 
5 = clear involvement of Ex, playing distinctly as a character 
3 = ambiguous attempt to include Ex. in the scenario as a character 
1 = no involvement of Ex. in narrative as a character
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Appendix Six;

Symbolic plav in blind and sighted children; 

Presentation of results, analysis and discussion of findings

T ables  6.14; Sc o r e  fr eq u en c ie s  f o r  g r o u p  c o m pa r iso n s  on  sy m b o l ic  pl a y

TASKS
(No individual Table nos. given)

’High social' blind group v. sighted group:

Task 1 results 

la 'Ann':

a. General attentiveness to play objects
Overall

la
HS
ST

1 2 3 4 5
7

1 6

b. Attribution of symbolic meaning to play objects
Overall

la
HS
ST

1 2 3 4 5
3 4

1 1 5

c. Individual roles anchored in play objects
Overall

la
HS
ST

1 2 3 4 5
4 1 2

1 2 1 3

e. Emotional relating to doll
Overall

la
HS
ST

1 2 3 4 5
2 2 1 2

3 1 3

Peak
1 2  3

Peak

Peak

Peak

b. Narrative: Individual characters in reciprocal social roles
Overall

la
HS
ST

1 2 3 4 5
2 3 2

1 3 1 2

1 2 3 4 5
7
7

1 2 3 4 5
1 2 4
1 2 4

1 2 3 4 5
1 3 3

2 1 3 1
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i. Internal coherence
Overall

la
HS
ST

1 2 3 4 5
1 2 4
2 4

(No rating available for one ST child)

j. Productivity of creative play ideas 
Overall

la
HS
ST

1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 1

1 1 2 2 1

k. Absence of self intrusion
Overall

la
HS
ST

1 2 3 4 5
1 2 4
1 3 3

Peak

1. Social relating to experimenter 
Overall

la
HS
ST

1 2 3 4 5
1 6
5 2

Peak

m. Involving experimenter in a role in the narrative as himself
Overall

la
HS
ST

1 2 3 4 5
6 1
6 1

n. Involving experimenter in a role in the narrative as a character
Overall

la  
HS 
ST
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lb  *Bathing Ann*: HS v. ST

a. Genera] attentiveness to play objects 
Overall

lb
HS
ST

1 2 3 4 5
1 6

7

Peak

b. Attribution of symbolic meaning to play objects
Overall

lb
HS
ST

Peak

c. Individual roles anchored in play objects 
Overall

lb
HS
ST

1 2 3 4 5
2 1 4
1 2 4

Peak
1 2 3 4 5

1 6
7

e. Emotional relating to doll
Overall

lb
HS
ST

1 2 3 4 5
2 2 1 1 1
2 2 3

f. Anchorage in scenario as presented 
Overall

lb
HS
ST

1 2 3 4 5
7

1 6

Peak
1 2 3 4 5
2 2 3
2 1 3 1

Peak
1 2 3 4 5

7
7

g. Elaboration on scenario
Overall

lb
HS
ST

1 2 3 4 5
1 2 4

2 2 2 1

h. Narrative: Individual characters in reciprocal social roles
Overall

lb
HS
ST

1 2 3 4 5
1 3 2 1

2 4 1

i. Internal coherence
______     Overall
lb  
HS 
ST
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j. Productivity of creative play ideas 
Overall

lb
HS
ST

1 2 3 4 5
3 4

2 1 2 2

k. Absence of self intrusion
Overall

lb
HS
ST

Peak

1. Social relating to experimenter
Overall

lb
HS
ST

1 2 3 4 5
3 4

1 4 2

Peak
1 2 3 4 5

7
1 6

m. Involving experimenter in a role in the narrative as himself
Overall

lb
HS
ST

1 2 3 4 5
5 1 1
7

n. Involving experimenter in a role in the narrative as a character
Overall

lb
HS
ST

1 2 3 4 5
5 2
6 1
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Task 2 ^Classroom* amalgamated results; *high social* (HS) v. sighted group (ST)

a. General Attentiveness to Play Objects

Overall
2abc 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
HS 1 2 4
ST 7

Peak
2abc 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
HS 1 6
ST 7

b. Attribution of symbolic meaning to play objects 

Overall
2abc 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
HS 1 3 1 2
ST 1 6

Peak
2abc 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
HS 1 6
ST 7

c. Individual roles anchored in play objects

Overall
2abc 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
HS 1 1 2 1 1 1
ST 1 6

Peak
2abc 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
HS 1 4 2
ST 1 6

d. Reciprocal social roles anchored in play objects

Overal
2abc 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
HS 1 1 2 1 1 1
ST 1 1 1 1 1 2

Peak
2abc 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
HS 1 1 1 1 2 1
ST 1 1 1 1 1 2
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f. Anchorage in scenario as presented

Overall
2abc 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
HS 2 3 2
ST 2 1 4

Peak
2abc 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
HS 1 1 5
ST 1 1 5

g. Elaboration on scenario as presented 

Overall
2abc 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
HS 3 3 1
ST 1 1 2 1 2

h. Narrative: Individual characters in reciprocal social roles
Overall
2ahc 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
HS 1 2 2 1 1
ST 1 3 2 1

i. Internal coherence

Overal
2abc 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
HS 1 3 2 1
ST 3 1 3

j. Productivity of creative play ideas 

Overall
2abc 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
HS 1 5 1
ST 1 1 2 1 2

k. Absence of self intrusion

Overal
2abc 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
HS 1 1 2 2 1
ST 1 1 1 4

Peak
2abc 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
HS 1 6
ST 7
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1. Social relating to experimenter

Overall
2abc 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
HS 1 2 4
ST 5 2

Peak
2abc 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
HS 7
ST 1 6

m. Involving experimenter in a role in the narrative as himself

Overall
2abc 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
HS 1 1 4 1
ST 4 2 1

n. Involving experimenter in a role in the narrative as a character

Overall
2abc 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
HS 1 1 3 1 1
ST 1 4 1 1
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*Low social* group v. *high social* group 

Task 1 results 

la  ‘Ann’

a. General Attentiveness to Play Objects
Overall

la
LS
HS

1 2 3 4 5
1 3 3

7

b. Attribution of symbolic meaning to play objects 
Overall

la
LS
HS

1 2 3 4 5
1 3 1 2

2 5

c. Individual roles anchored in play objects 
Overall

la
LS
HS

1 2 3 4 5
2 1 3 1

3 1 3

Peak

Peak

Peak

1 2 3 4 5
2 2 2 1

7

1 2 3 4 5
1 2 4

2 5

e. Emotional relating to doll
Overall

la
LS
HS

1 2 3 4 5
3 1 3

2 1 1 3

Peak
1 2 3 4 5
3 1 3

1 2 4

h. Narrative: Individual characters in reciprocal social roles
Overall

la
LS
HS

1 2 3 4 5
2 1 1 2 1

1 3 3

i. Internal coherence
Overall

la
LS
HS

1 2 3 4 5
1 1 3 1

1 2 4
(Rating not available for one LS child)

j. Productivity of creative play ideas 
Overall

la
LS
HS

1 2 3 4 5
1 1 4 1

2 3 2
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k. Absence of self intrusion
Overall

la
LS
HS

1 2 3 4 5
2 3 2

1 1 5

1. Social relating to experimenter
Overall

la
LS
HS

1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 1

1 6

Peak
1 2 3 4 5

2 2 3
7

Peak
1 2 3 4 5

1 1 5
7

m. Involving experimenter in a role in the narrative as himself
Overall

la
LS
HS

1 2 3 4 5
4 1 1 1
6 1

n. Involving experimenter in a role in the narrative as a character
Overall

la  
LS 
HS
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lb; *Bathing Ann : LS v. HS

a. General attentiveness to play objects
Overall

lb
LS
HS

1 2 3 4 5
1 3 3

1 6

Peak

b. Attribution of symbolic meaning to play objects 
Overall

lb
LS
HS

Peak

e. Individual roles anchored in play objects
Overall

lb
LS
HS

1 2 3 4 5
2 4 1

2 5

Peak
1 2 3 4 5

1 1 3 2
1 6

e. Emotional relating to doll
Overall

lb
LS
HS

1 2 3 4 5
5 2
1 2 1 2 1

Peak
1 2 3 4 5
4 3
1 2 4

f. Anchorage in scenario as presented
Overall

lb
LS
HS

1 2 3 4 5
1 1 5

7

Peak
1 2 3 4 5

1 6
7

g. Elaboration on scenario 
Overall

lb
LS
HS

1 2 3 4 5
3 3 1

1 2 4

h. Narrative: Individual characters in reciprocal social roles
Overall

lb
LS
HS

1 2 3 4 5
2 5
1 2 2 2

i. Internal coherence
Overall

lb
LS
HS

1 2 3 4 5
2 1 4

7
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j. Productivity of creative play ideas 
Overall

lb
LS
HS

1 2 3 4 5
1 2 4

1 2 4

k. Absence of self intrusion
Overall

lb
LS
HS

1. Social relating to experimenter
Overall

lb
LS
HS

1 2 3 4 5
1 4 2

3 4

Peak
1 2 3 4 5

2 5
7

Peak
1 2 3 4 5

1 6
7

m. Involving experimenter in a role in the narrative as himself
Overall

lb
LS
HS

1 2 3 4 5
5 1 1
5 2

n. Involving experimenter in a role in the narrative as a character
Overall

lb
LS 
HS
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Task 2 *Classrooin* amalgamated results; *Low sociaP group (LS) v. *high social* group (HS) 

SL General attentiveness to play objects 

Overall
2abc 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
LS 1 1 5
HS 1 2 4

Peak

b. Attribution of symbolic meaning to play objects 

Overall

Peak

c. Individual roles anchored in play objects

Overall

Peak

d. Reciprocal social roles anchored in play objects

Overall

Peak

2abc 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
LS 1 6
HS 1 6

2abc 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
LS 2 1 1 1 1 1
HS 1 3 1 2

2abc 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
LS 2 1 2 1 1
HS 1 6

2abc 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
LS 1 1 1 2 1 1
HS 1 1 2 1 1 1

2abc 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
LS 2 1 1 2 1
HS 1 4 2

2abc 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
LS 1 3 1 1 1
HS 1 1 1 2 1 1

2abc 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
LS 1 3 1 1 1
HS 1 1 1 1 2 1
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f. Anchorage in scenario as presented

Overall
2abc 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
LS 1 1 2 1 2
HS 2 1 2 2

Peak
2ahc 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
LS 1 2 2 1 1
HS 2 1 4

g. Elaboration on scenario as presented

Overall
2abc 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
LS 1 1 2 2 1
HS 2 3 1 1

b. Narrative: Individual characters in reciprocal social roles

Overall
2abc 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
LS 1 2 2 1 1
HS 2 3 1 1

i. Internal coherence

Overall
2abc 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
LS 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
HS 1 3 1 2

j. Productivity of creative play ideas 

Overall
2ahc 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
LS 1 1 1 1 2 1
HS 5 1 1

k. Absence of self intrusion

Overall
2abc 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
LS 1 1 1 1 2 1
HS 1 1 1 2 2

Peak
2abc 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
LS 1 1 3 1 1
HS 1 6
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1. Social relating to experimenter 

Overal
2abc 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
LS 1 1 2 1 1 1
HS 2 5

Peak
2abc 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
LS 1 1 3 2
HS 7

m. Involving experimenter in a role in the narrative as himself

Overall
2abc 1 ^ 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
LS 3 1 3
HS 1 1 3 1 1

n. Involving experimenter in a role in the narrative as a character

Overall
2abc 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
LS 2 2 2 1
HS 1 1 3 1 1
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